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ABSTRACT. 

The cartography o~ time-changing_ -phenanena': . the animated map. 

Helen M Mounsey. 

Thesis presented for degree of Doctor of Philosclphy, Deparbnent 
of Geography, University of Durham. 
February, 1982. 

This research examines the role of the animated film in the 
portrayal of time .series data, specifically changE! in the British 
population. It concentrates on cartographic ani.mcttion and first 
reviews techniques · developed thus · far for cx:mputer-animated 
generation of maps for films. 

In order to generate an animated film, timE! series data is 
first needed. Existing sources of time series data are shown to 
oontain serious deficiencies for this purpose, and thus a new set 
of population data is generated for Britain· throughout the period 
1901 - 1971, and based oo the Census. · 

Ways of presenting change in this data set are then examined. 
Conventional methods of measuring change in the population, 
whilst satisfactory in static cartography, have definite 
limitations when used in animated cartography. Two methods, 
based on population .density and on expected change in the . 
population, are developed an~ the results mapped. As with 
conventional methods of measuring change, standard cartographic 
techniques may not be used in animated filming with any degree of 
success, and the resultant film shows significant departures from 
accepted cartogrcq>hic theory. 

. The method of fi1m production is then examined, from the 
oanpilation of the maps themselves, through the use of the 
microfilm plotter in generation of the film, to the final 
soundtracking. The resultant film is enclosed with the thesisi 
~e final chapter examines the success of this fi1m. Whilst 
sign_ificant imperfections are shown in this example, it is 
concluded that the animated -film has a role to play in the 
portrayal of time series data. 
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PREFACE 

0 I"'m only just beginning to realize" said Geor~Je 0 What a 
wonderful inv~ntion the map is. Geography would be 
incanprehensible- without maps. They"'ve J~educed a 
tremendous muddle of facts into sanething you <::an read at 
a glance. Now I suspect ecxmanics is fundament:ally more 
difficult than geography. Except that it"'s alx:>ut things 
in motion. If only saneone could invent a dynamic 
map. • • n (1) 

The aim of this thesis is not to invent the dynamic map: ·that 

was in fact done in 1935, long before c P Snow wrote the above 

passage. Rather, it aims to illustrate the use of the dynamic 

map in reducing the oamplexities within a data set to sanething 

that may be read at a glance. More specifically, it describes 

research done into the use of the animated map in portraying 

change in the British population throughout the ~Oth century: if 

cartography as defined by the Internatiorial. cartographic 

Association represents the "'art, science and 'technology of making 

maps"', then this thesis is concerned with the art, science and 

technology of the animated map. The ~t of the animated map is 

in itself not new: the originality ·of this research is 

represented by the science and technology, as will beoane 

apparent in the following chapters. 

----------
1 fran C P Sl'1C7tfl, Strangers and Brothers. 
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1 AN IN'l'R)DUCl'ION 

The detection and portrayal of subtle changes in variables 

through t~e over space is a problem which has beSE!t mari for many 

years. Essentially it is a problem of the port:rayal of the 

fourth dimension, time. As early as the Stone Age, man had 

attempted to solve 'this problem in drawings and illustrations by 

representing animals with several sets of legs, portraying JOOtion 

and change. But in spite of their intended design, such 

illustrations were manifestly unsatisfactory~ they were in 

themselves static or non-changing. Or, as Riffe (1970) has noted 

""for sane purposes, the static map is not sat:isfactory. 
It is widely recognised that a single illustration, 
howe"Ver good in itself, has definite limit:ations for 
indicating change.through a considerable period of time"". 

Traditional cartography (which includes all cartography up ·to 

the mid 20th century) was based on the static map - a simple 

sampled version of reality portrayed· usually on a plane surface. 

The limitations of such maps for portray~ng change are based on 

their inability to incorporate the fourth dimension, time. Being 

static, the conventional· map can only depict change in a 
' 

phenanenon in one of two ways, both of which include inherent 

weaknesses. The first method is via the time series of maps. 

Here, in order to give sane idea of JOOtion o~ change, the 

cartographer presents a series of maps of the distribution of a 

phenanenon at successive dates in time. By' it:self, each map 

simply represents the distribution at any one point in time, and 

CHAPrER am .. 
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it is only by· a process of visual interpolation bet::ween maps that 

the map reader may identify change. However, Monkhouse and 

Wilkinson (1971) have argued such a prOCE!SS of visual 

interpolation (certainly with regard to population mapping) to be 

very difficult. A ·problem relating to the ... sampling interval ... 

may also arise. Many processes operating on the emvironment do 

so over a oonsiderable time period. ·The car~rrapher is then 

faced with a problem: whether to compile a large_ number of maps 

·in order to capture the intricacy of the proceSSE!S involved, or 

to oanpile fewer maps and risk t:he loss of· detc:Lil. This is 

simply a cartographic version of a problem cxmnon 1:hroughout much 

geographical r~search - that of sampling - and one to which there 

is no perfect solution. 

A second method whereby change in a phenanenon may be shown 

usi~ static cartography is via the ... s~y map.... This is a map 

· of actual change in the phenanenon l.Dlder study, and, by itself, 

shows no details about the basic distribution of the phenanenon. 
. . 

The eame problem as with a time series of maps arises: either a 

mnber of maps oover ing several per iads are necessary to capture 

detail, or one map may be oanpiled, featuring a ~onger time 

period at risk of losing detail. 

A problem with all forms of static mapping is a simple lack of 

dynamism, whether in a time series or in a summary map. But, by 

definition, no means exist to incorporate any form •:>f motion i~to 

the static map~ what is ~ed is a new approach to the problem 

altogether. The aim of this thesis then is to examine one such 
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approach. 

Moellering (1980) has defined two basic types oj: map, the real 

and the virtual. Thus far, the discussion has centred on the 

real map1 this may be defined as being directly viE!Wable (needing 

no special devices) and having permanent tangiblE! reality - the 

map. sheet. However, the application of autanated techniques to 

cartography has given rise to a second type of map, the virtual 

map: Moellering defines this as lacking one or both of the above 

properties. Figure 1.1 makes the distinction be!tween real and 
. . 

virtual maps clear, and provides examples of each t:ype. 

·It is this concept of real ~ virtual mapping which offers a 

solution to the problem of portraying motion and change. For two 

forms of virtual map offer an opport:unity to include the fourth 

dimension, time. These are film animation and video animation. 

The principle of animation is a s~le one1 if a series of images 

(pictures, maps, diagrams or whatever) which are related to each 

other are placed in time sequence on film, then, given certain 

conditions regarding colour, speed of projection etc., apparent· 

motion can be seen on projection. Thus if a sequence of maps , is 

presented in time series, change. should be revealed in the 

phenanenon under study. Animated maps, then, are 

~dynamic signs that move about and dev·elop in 
self-explanatory ways to. express abstract reL:1tions and 
concepts~. (1) 

They may be used not only to reveal change in the phenanenon 

1 Huggins and Entwisle, 1969. 

. CHAPl'ER am 
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Figure 1.1: Classes of real and virtual maps. 
• ----- -------

yes 

Permanent 
tangible 
reality . 

no 

Directly viewable as a cartographic image 

yes no 

-----·---· ----r·---
Real map 

Conventional sheet map · 
Globe 
Orthophoto map 
Machine drawn map 
CXM 
Block diagram 
Plastic relief map 

Virtual map 
(type II) 

Traditional field data 
. Anaglyph 
Hologram (stored) 
Laser disk data 
Film animat.ion 
Gazeteer . 

------- ----
Virtual map 

(type I) 

CRl' map image 
(a) refresh 
(b) storage tube·. 

Virtual map 
(type III) 

Digital memc>ry (data) 
Magnetic dil3k or tape 

(data) 
Video anima1:.ion 
Digital ter1~ain model 

---------------
After Moellering, 1980. 
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under study, but alsa to suggest explanations ()r identify the 

processes involved in causing such changes. 

The raison d~ etre then for this thesis is to E!xamine the use 

of the animated film in cartography via the creaticn of one such 

film. As has already been suggested (above) , animated filming in 

itself is not a new technique. However, there are nllllerous ways 
I 

to create an animated film, using many different: types of map. 

Hitherto, many of the animated maps made have been created using 

highly specialised equipnent on large budgets (s:ee for example 

Moellering~s own work described in s~tion 2.2.1). Those created 

using more widely available resources have not been notably 

successful (see for example Massey~s work described in section 

2.2.3). This thesis describes the creation of an. animated film 

using widely available resources, but which, -it is hoped, 

achieves a greater measure of success than work done previously 

on this topic. It also utilizes .choropleth mapping, no examples 

of which in animated fi-lming are known to this author. 

The following chapter provides an introduction to the theory 

of animation, and a brief resume of previ9us research. The 

strengths and weaknesses of various films are e~ined. The 

remainder then of this thesis describes an attempt ·bo incorporate 

such strengths in, and eradicate weaknesses fran an animated film 

as oampiled by the author. 

Without d~ta, there could be no ·maps. Chapter three examines 

sources of time series data, but each of these ·is found to have 

CHAPTER OOE 
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serious deficiencies. It -concludes that only population data may 

provide a satisfactory time series. However, in chapter four, 

problems in using published sources of British pc~lation data 

are identified. Thus it was found necessary to construct one 
' 

based _on published sources, rather than to use these directly. 

This move in fact formed a larger part of the research than was 

originally intended~ it is described in chapter four and 

continues into chapter five where the limitations of such a data 

set are examined. The resultant data set itself forms appendix 

A. 

Chapter six considers the· de.sign of an animated film in 

relation to traditional cartographic theory. In spite of work 

carried out on animated filmimg by other authors and referenced 

in chapter two, there were still a great many unknown factors 

involved in the design of an animated map. In view of this and 

the great number of design variables, a ~trial and error~ 

approach was adopted, and the results show significant departures 

fran accepted cartographic practice. Chapter seven examines the 

creation of the film from map generation in Durham through 

plotting in OXford and processin~ in london. The r~~sults of this 

seemingly tortuous process are enclosed with this thesis, and are 

examined in chapter eight. They are shown to be reasonably 

successful, although improvements could still b~ made given 

different areas of study, and different data sets • 

. Throughout this thesis, the Harvard system of references is 

used: a canplete bibliography is to be found at t:he end of the 

CHAP1'ER em: ·, 
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main text. A problem throughout the text itself lies in the 

referencing of volumes of population data bas;ed on the 1971 

census: there ~r~ two sets of publications fran this census, 

based .on the pre-1974/5 (1) local govermnent arelas · (the blue 

volumes) and the post-1974/5 areas (the. yell~r volumes) • To 

disti~?-guish them, the former are referred to as the! 1971. census 

volumes and the latter as the 1974/5 census volmnes, since this 

marks their date of publication. 

_____ , ____ _ 
1 England and Wales I SOotland 

;CHAPI'ER am 
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2 THE 'TJDJNIQUE AND USFS OF ANIMATIOO 

This chapter examines first the principles of animation on 

which the remainder of this research is based. :Ei'Ollowing this 

are· a brief histOry of animation and its Ul:leS in mcxlern 

cartographic.film production. 

2.1 PRINCIPLES OF ANIMATION 

Stlrlies in the field of· psychology (see 
1 

for ins~ce) Kolers 

and Von Grunau, 1976) have shown that the eye will manentarily 

retain an image of an object once it is removed from the field of 

vision. If a series of images is presented in a sufficiently 

rapid succession (and given certain provi~s regarding th~ use 

of colour), the eye can integrate slight differences between one 

and the next into a smooth motion. Known as '"persistence of 

vision'", this is the essential principle behind the theory of 

animation. 

The history of animation spans only the 20th o~ntury~ and is 

summarised by Manvel! and Halas (1971). A series of inventio~ 

by Edison between 1900 and 1910 culminated in the devel<>pnent of 

the cine projector~ At about the same time, ani.J:nat:lon itself was 

'"invented'" as a cinematographic technique when ·Emile Cole, 

working in Paris, drew a series of several thousand white pin men 

on a black background and photographed them in sequence. 
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canbining the two developnents, animation rapidly achieved 

popularity~ initially only in the field of entertairnnent, its use 

has spread latterly to television c:xmnercial production and 

education as well. 

2. 2 THE USE OF ANIMATION IN CARlOORAPHY 

The origins of animated cartography can be traced back to 

1935, when the first film (essentially a series of still 

photogr~phs bearing a temporal relationship to one another) was 

produced. The work in question is that by A C O ... Dell on. mapping 

population migration in Aberdeenshire over the period ~696 to 

1931. Unfortunately, the only known reference to this werk is in 

the discussion following Fawcett (1935) and it is not clear ·by 

what means the data were portrayed, or even its source. However, 

the maps would seem to comprise a series of vectors converging on 

Aberdeen. Considering the difficulties· in presenting 

cartogra:phically such a time series of data; ·a ... Dell stated 

... Recent work on the technique suggested film.ing as a 
means of escape fran the difficulties. 17 maps were 
Constructed for Aberdeenshire~ whilst useful in 
eliminating 16 pauses in showing 17 slides it fails to 
give a picture of progressive changes. Fbur thousand 
maps would be required for the elimination o:E jerks in 
this short film, and since a jerk would take place every 

· time a par ish moved fran one zone to another, 
interpolation for inter-censal years would still fail to 
give a smooth running picture .... 

He concluded that 
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.-I show this film then not so much as a way of showing 
dynamic changes of population but as an attempt which, 
while failing . to reach the ideal, may lead Clthers to a 
successful solution of a very difficult problerr(. 

In this discussion - taking place right at the· outset of the 

use o~ an~ated cartography - o--Dell identified two problems 

which still exist today. The first is one noted in connection 

with this research in chapter 7~ it is .the problem of designing a 

series of maps which,. when viewed in time series, form a smooth 

running picture. Secondly, o--Dell mentions the enormous number 

of frames needed to eliminate jerks, a problem examined in 

section 2. 3. 

Despite these problems, 0.-Dell.-s film serves to illustrate the 

functions of th:e animated map as outlined by Moellering (1978) 

and examined in chapter 1: in theory at least~ the patterns of 

migration in Aberdeenshire should have been reveal•~, and sane 

explanation of them formulated. It is doubtful wht!ther 0.-Dell.-s 

f~lm was of sufficient quality to enable this to take place~ 

however, the basic principle remains the same, and has been 

proved in subsequent animated films, sane of which are examined 

in sections 2.3 and 2.4. 

2. 3 THE m.vELOPMENT OF m!PUTER-AIDED ANIMATICE. 

The enormous number of frames needed in animation succeeded in 

causing the developnent of animated cartography tCI cxme to a 
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virtual standstill ·until the advent of oamputer cartography in 

the late 195()s. The only other work known to .t:he author on 

manual animation seems to be that by" Thr0t1er (19!>9 ,1961) at the 

University of California. The films developed werE~ primarily for 

educational purposes and portrayed moving ·maps of historical 

events. A major disadvantage at this time (together with the 

~normous number of frames needed) was the-necessity for manual 

animation using animation desks and oonventional photogJ:;'aphy. 

Basically each map was hand drawn onto a separate celluloid -- ' 

transparency (a eel) , and positioned manually on . the animation 

desk. A camera positioned directly above t:he desk then 

photographed a sequence of these eels, creating the film. As 

well as being time-oonstDDing, the process required both a 

cartographer and a manual animator and dould therefore be very 

expensive. 

The growth of computer technology fran the late 1950s onwards 

led to several contributions to the field of animation in 

general, and cartographic animation in particular. First, 

posi tionfng of the eels became mechanised (Kallis, 1971) • Two 

advantages accruedi the placement of eels was considerably 

speeded up, and the registration was also more accurate and less 

susceptible to error. Secondly, the developn•:!nt of the 

mechanical pen, or plotter, led to more easily and precisely 

drawn eels. This development introduced a need for a knoWledge 

of computer programning into the process and in san~~ ways was not 

a saving in terms of personnel. However even the earliest 

' CHAPl'ER. 00 
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mechanical plotters were faster than hand drc:1fting and so 

potential advantages existed, especially in precision drawing. 

The late 1950s witnessed the developnent of the cathode ray 

tube {CRI') , the use of which became widespre!ad ·throughout 

animation. To record the images in succession onto film, early 

canputer animators used a camera llK)unted opposite! the CRI', a 

system which was later developed into canputer output on 

microfilm (CXM). 

The development of the CRl' led to a huge increase in the 

availability of virtual maps. Maps became quicker to oanpile 

(drawing · on a phospher screen is much faster than drawing on . 

paper), and cheaper to developi if a hard copy (r·eal) map was 

required, a copy was simply run to a pen plotter, or developed by 

photographic means. The increase in the availability,,of viJ;"tual 

mapg and the speed at which they could be oanpiled led to the 

first major steps in oanputer-animated cartog'raphy, the problem 

of the large number of frames required now assum~ng less 

importance. 

The first use ~~ the canputer for animation is believed to be 

in Knowlton""s work around 1964 at the Bell TelephonE! laboratories 

in New Jersey (Knowlton, 1965). Using a CRl' with a camera 

llK)unted opposite, Kl'lowlton developed films for educational 

scientific purposes, including one of the actual process in use 

for the production of the films and one of a ""map"" of celestial 

mechanics. A notable feature of this work is the development of 

the first oanplete animation language, BEFLIX (Eiell Flicks), 
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which incorporated the concept of reusable basic subroutines. 

This idea was later developed into the idea of pict:ure primitives 

on electronic eels where the animator could drc:aw a particuiar 

feature, name it and subsequently call that eel· back wpenever 

needed. scaling, windowing, rotating and masking - all basic 

concepts on the theory of animation bec~e feasible 

propositiOOSi previously, they were all time-consuming and 

expensive. 

In . 1966, Cornwall and Robinson (both of Wisconsin) revieWing 

the· work done on the making of animated motion pictures and their 

applications in cartography, noted the newest and most 

significant aid to animation, the idea of the light pen (Cornwall 

and Robinson, 1966). Basically a photoelectric tube, it achieved 

widespread :popularity. In general animation, it reooved the need 

for a knowledge of c:xmputer programming~ by drawin~:J on a grappic 

tablet the artist could draw each picture primitive freehand. 

Its use in this manner for cartographic animation was limitedi it 

"is impossible to draw a series of freehand maps wif:holit serious 

problems of both accuracy and registration within the map. 

Ha~ever, u~ in oonj unction with certain types of CRTs·, it had 

marked effects. Maps already in digital form oould be displayed 

on the screen. By making contact between the screen and the pen, 

lines could be added, changed or removed without either altering 

the basic program or exiting the program to edit thE! digital data 

base. ' 
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Aside fran a general increase in ccmputer si~~e and speed, 

relevant hardware developnents throughout the rE!Inainder of the 

. 1960s were very few. The major developnent in software had 

little effect on ·cartographic animation; that was t:he developnent 

of electronic ~ in-betweening~. In manual animation, it is cxmoon 

to have the main . artist draw only the key fr·ames depicting 

objects in crucial positions. Subordinates would then fill in 

the intervening frames to c:xrnpose the film. Canputer-animated 
' 

film making had to same extent solved the problem of intervening 

frame generation b¥ speeding up the basic drawing process. 

Hatlever, the developnent of electronic ~interpolation~ for key 

frame animation now took the responsibility for intervening frame 

gener~tion away fran the animator~ the animator need now only 

create the key t:rames, between which . the canputer would 

interpolate. The developnent of this technique was reflected in 
.. 

the profusion of new animation languages during this period (for 
I ' 

a list see Anderson, 1971) • Most of these could only acoamnodate · 

simple picture outlines and are of no use b) cartographic 

animators, with the possible exception of sane of the very 

latest, for instance ANIMA II (see the review o:E Moellering~s 

work in section 2.4.1). 

The end of the 1960s marked the production of the first 

ccmputer-animated films in geography known to t:he author -

previous films having emanated from either the ph~;ical sciences 

or education. Tobler (1970), working at the Univer~ity of 

Michigan, utilised a oanputer to predict the population of the 
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Detroit area to the year 2000. The resulting c:Iata •. oanbiried with 

the actual population fran 1910 to 1970 were mapped as a series 

of block diagrams and filmed in seqlience. sane of the frames of 

this film are presented in 'lbbler (1970), anCI.seem ·to be an 

effective means of presenting and analysing such data, adding a 

new dimension to the urban IOOdelling of that :Period. 

Throughout the 1970s, the use of COM became increasingly 

widespread especially in static virtual cartography· (for instance. 

see Meyer et al, 1975 and Jeffrey et al, 1975) • The developnent 

of COM also had implications in computer-animated filming. Early 

films, both cartographic and general in nature, had been 

Photographed with a. camera mounted directly opposite ~e CRT. 

This method is now oonsidered to ~ unsatisfactory in that "'piri 

cushion"' distortion may occur if the screen is not flat~ 

Furthermore, if it is not properly shaded, light re:Elections may 

be seen. Lastly (and certainly on early eRrs) , ·the line width 

was very wide in in ~ison both with traditioru!l maps and 

with addressability on the screen: on a Tektronbc:· 4010 storage 

tube, for instance, the line width is about four times as great 

as the plotting resolution. Although the principle of a camera 

mounted opposite a screen is apparent in a COM devic:e,. the whole 

system is totally encased and an optically flat sci"een is used. 

The use of OOM has also in part solved the problem of oolour 

in animated films. Although_ early films were all i.n monochrane, 

technology dictat.ed this; . oolour can theoretically be 

incorporated even in such primitive technology as long as there · 

. CHAPl'ER. '!W) 
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are . no rapid and abrupt changes in hue or intensity. Sane such 

CXM devices employ a system of filters conta:i.ning the· three 

primary colours. Increasingly efficient polygon shading programS 

allow the filling-in of areas; combined with the use of filters 

and colour film, shaded: images can be produced, although true 

half-tone shading is not possible. In more sophisticated, raster 

display devices, each point can be assigned a hue and intensity 

and (sanetim~s) a half-tone shading can be achie~ved by varying 

the latter. The- use of such raster devices is a . d.evelopnent of 

the late 1970s with regard to computer cartogra~hic animation; 

MOellering (1978) has carried out same studies in real time 

animation {as opposed to near real time as in CCM techniqu~s) 

recording on video tape units, with the advantage of instant 

playback for viewing; an example of this- research is examined in 

section 2. 4 .1. 

The oanputer-animation of maps then incorporates all the basic 

advantages of ~ter-aided cartography (see Rhind, 1977). The 

maps may be drawn more quickly and cheaply and repeated 

experiments may take place until the user achieves the desired 

image in terms of content and cartographic design. The use of 

oanputers for actual animation has solved in principle (if not 

always in practice) such problems as the accurate registration of 

eels; problems in the production of the innnense nmnber of frames 

required are no longer pre-eminent as each map may easily be 

redrawn in a slightly different form from the previo~s one, then 

rephotographed the requisite · nmnber of times. Finally the 
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increasing sophistication of oamputer-driven output. devices has 

led to an improvement in the quality of · the actual image, 

especially that achieved when using COM techniques. 

2. 4 sam CXJ.n'OTER-.ANlMATED FIIMS EXAMINED 

Over the last decade, a nmnber of oamputer-animated films 

depicting a range of subjects fran student riots b) the movement 

of weather systems have been created, verifying Moellering""s 

(1978) assertion that 

""conceptually, there is practically no limit to the kinds· 
of data which could be dynamically display.:!d in this 
manner"". 

It is neither feasible or desirable to examine every.film in 

turni not. only would this becicme too lengthy a discussion but, in 

addition, many· films - although referenced by authors who may 

have seen· them - are never documented nor are t:.hey publicly 

available. Instead sane systematic sample of filnlS needs to be 

chosen. To do this, a classification of the methods of portrayal 

of graphic data must first be established, and one of these is 

illustrated in figure 2.1. 

Although the word ""map"" is difficult to define and can be 

applied to images ranging fran fantasy and mental maps through to 

highly precise large scale topographic maps, traditi.onally it has 

associated three constraints (Robinson et al, 1978). First, the ·--
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Figure 2.1: A typology of graphic displays. 
---·--------
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representation is dUnensionally systematic - there is a definable 

mathematical relationship between the objects shown.. This is the 

ooncept of scale, which is always present (even if variable 

across the map as in Kadmon""s (1975) hyperbolic-scale maps). 

Secondly, a map is usually portrayed on a flat surface which is 

easy to handle and print Olli two important exceptions to this are 

th~ globe and the three-dUnensional relief model. Thirdly, and 

JOOSt important, a map is a generalisation of re.ality (Board, 

1967) i it can. only show a selection of phenanena. 'rhis forms the 

distinction between a map and a photograph, the latter displaying 

anything to which the film emulsion is sensitive. 

On the basis.of the above three points, figure 2.1 illustrates 

a typology of graphic displays. Maps 'can be classi:fied as either 

oblique or orthogooal and the former are examined f:irst. 

Oblique maps have found much favour within c::artography in 

general, and anUnated mapping in particular. They depict the 
.. 

data as a three-dUnensional surface and by using them in an 

anUnated film, it is possible to .portray four dimensions at once, 

thus providing - in principle - rapid insight intc, the dynamics 

of the phenanena involved. Two forms ·of oblique maps may be 

definedi first are the oblique "traces, more camonly known as 

block diagrams. The first strictly cartographic anUnated film, 

that by 'It>bler (see section 2.3), utilised the block: diagram with 

considerable success. Yet it is perhaps surprising that the use · 

of block diagrams has ~ so popular in anUnated filmingi the 

amount of oamputer tUne taken in the generation-of the Unage is 
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generally very large due to the complexity of algorithms for 

hidden line elimination within non-geometrically st~ped surfaces. 

Whilst producing aesthetically pleasing results, s:uch algorithms 

are often very sl01111. The problem is exacerbated by the 

prohibitive number of frames which must be generated (at silent 
' 

film speed of 16 frames I second a film of five minutes duration 

requires 4,800 frames}. A second problem in the use of the block 

diagram is the variability of scale across it (unless an 

isanetric block is used}, though preci~e measurements cannot 

readily be made fran such films in any case. Aside fran 'lbbler, 
' 

the block diagram has also been adopted as· a Jlleans of 

cartographic display by both Moellering .and Dutton; in view of 

the importance of their oontribution · to the techniques of 

canputer-antmated filming, these works are examined separately in 

sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. 

The second type of oblique display .. is the cro:ss-section or 

profile, a two dimensional display of the X and Z a:ds. Although 

little used in animated cartography, Pollack (1969) has oanpiled 

a film depicting the geological formation of the Grcmd Canyon - a 

series of.profiles which show the downcutting procenses involved. 

The other type of cartographic display is t:he orthogonal 

metl'xJQ, depicting data on a plane sllrface. This InE!thod can in 

turn be sub-divided aocording · to the type of symbolism employe9. -

point, line or area. 

Point symbolism can be readily utilized in anirr~ted mapping. 

By employing a suitable type and size of symbo~, eve·nts occurring 
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over a period of time can be ex>rrectly looate<51 in space on a 
I . 

background base map. This approach has been 'adopted by Levy 
1
et 

al (1970) in a film illustrating the seismicity of the earth, 

1961 to 1967. The epicentres of seismic activity were depicted 

as symbols whose brightness was proportional to the magnitude of 

the event, oorrectly located on a background map of the world. 

The symbols faded through time, thus the events of greatest 

magnitude were.visible the longest. Point symbolism was also 

used in a film developed by Moellering in 1973, l:ilthough later 

extended up until 1976 (Moellering, 1973, 1976). The subject 

m~tter· was that of t:J:affic crashes in Washetnaw County, ~ichigan. 

Both ·the exact location and nature of all accidents in the county 

were' recorded, the latter. being divided into classe:; on the basis 

of the sever.ity of the injury sustained. On a. blue background 

map of the oounty, each accident was representE!d by a yellow 

star, the size and duration of display of which werE! proportional 

to the severity of the accident. On projection, se\reral patterns 
I 

appeared1 a dispersion ·of accidents at ~ekends, on holi~ys, in 

~ weather, and on Wednesdays (for which no reasons were 

apparent) • Not surprisingly, an intensification of the pattern 

occurred during rush hours. Subject to the neeel for a little 

looal background knowledge, the,film oould be a very powerful 

tool in pattern recognition and hypothesis fo~ulation. 

Of OOJiplter-animated films utilizing line symbolism, there 

appears to be little written documentation. Films of tidal flows 

using vectors are known to have been made by Mungrell on National 
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Oceanographic and Abnospheric Administration oanput.ers in the USA 

1. and whilst working at the EOJ (Bickmore, 1981, pers.camn.). 

Moellering (1978) · refers to a film made by Wilson., illustrating 

air pollution by line vectors. Despite a lack of written 
. . 

evidence, there is little doubt that line vectors have been used 

elsewhere, they receive widespread ·Use in television to portray 

the movement of phenanena. 

The remaining type of line symbolism is the isopleth. Massey 

(1979) has attempted to make an animated film using shaded 

isopleth maps (discussed in section 3.4.3), and films depicting 

the movement of weather systems by isobars are known to have been 

canpiled by the NCAR (Moellering, 197~). 

The use of areal symbolism is not yet widespread in animated 
. . 

mapping, although there is no apparent reason why this should be 

sp. Other than the research described here, the author knows of 

no instances of animated choropleth ·or dasynmetr ic mapping. 

Because of their outstanding contributions to ·the techniques 

of oanputer-animated filming, their especial referc:!noe to this 

research, and also because the author has seen two of them, the 

later works of Moellering, of Dutton and of Massey are now 

examined in greater depth. 
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2.4.1 The work of Moellering, Ohio State Universi~ 

Having started work on animated computer graphics whilst at 

the University of Michigan (see aboYe), Moellering continued this 

research on his move to Ohio State University. The author was 

fortunate enough to visit this establishment in March,· 1979 and 

see the work in progress. 

Within the University~s Ocmputer Graphics Research ·center 

(a:;IC) is a very sophisticated system for the production of 

<D~~PUter-animated films. Although mainly us~ in science and 

education, Moell~ring was able to use this to produce a new film 

depicting the potential uses of. oanputer-animated films in 

cartography. In terms of hardware I the system cons.isted of a PDP 
.. 

11/45 as a mainframe processor with 64K of core memory (which 

proved to be the lim~ ting. factor in the animat.ion of oanplex 

objects). Linked to this were. a 3330-:-type d:i.sk drive, a 

real-time refresh display CRT and a video 9enerator for 

production of video signals for subsequent recordini3' and display. 
. . 

This animation system is one developed since .197.3 at the a:;IC, 

under the direc~ion of Charles Csuri and financed principally ~ 

a National Science Foundation grant. The animai:ion language, 

ANIMA II, was developed to allow a person with no oanputing 

background to develop an idea into a finished fi1m recorded on 

video tape in real time (Hackathorn, 1977). Written in Assembler 

for increased efficiency, it allows a four stage p1~ocess to take 

place. First the creation of complex polyhedra and the modelling 

/CHAPTER 'lW) 
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of these in real time is performed. secondly, an animation 

script is written, using the concept of key f1~ame animation 

outlined in section 2.3. Thirdly, the actual anjmation process 

takes place using a visible surface algorithm to calculate the 

final displayed output, which is stored in binary form_ on disk, 

and finally, this stored sequence is displayed and recorded, 

again in real time, for subsequent viewing. 

Polyhedra are initially created and displayed on. the CRTr at 

this stage they are transparent '"wire frame'" structures, with no 

hidden iine reiOOval having taken place. They may be manipulated 

by the user - warped, distorted, expanded, merged ·etc. - and may 

also have colour assigned to one or l'IX)re of the faces. Due to 

hardware considerations, each object was at the time limited to 

about 2,·soo edges, but the subsequent replacement of the PDP 

11/45 has greatly reduced this limitation. The ·time taken for 

the creation of these objects variesi the creation of a regular 

16-sidf:!d object recorded on film took five minu1:es, including 
.. 

some subsequent manipulation. However a frog seen on a later 

. film took approximately three hours to generate. 

The second stage of the process is the creCttion of the 

animation script. This is based on the standai:d story-board 

animation, transcribed into a list of instructions \lrritten in the 

ANIMA II syntax. Essentially movements are scheduled to_ take 
' . . . 

place over a certain number of frames as designated by the user, 

who also specifies the '"change to'" position, the. program 
. . 

calculating the vectors necessary to reach this position. As 
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well as oontrolling the actions of objects, the user may also 

oontrol the whole screen, with oonventional te~ such as 

zoaning, panning and tilting altering the relationship of one 

object to another, and both objects to the observer. Background 

colour and lighting requirements are also spe~ified a~ this 

stage. 

Having written the script, ~e third.stage <)f the process 

(actual animation of the objects) may begin. This :in itself is a 

two-stage process. First, the objects (still in thE!ir unooloured 

wire frame form) are ... animated ... ~ using. key frames as previously 

specified by the user, intermediate positions for all objects 

over the required number of frames are ccoputed i.e. 

oorresponding to manual in-betweening. At any · time, short 

sequences of the film may be viewed on the CRr if the appropriate 

ccmnands were specified when writing the script. Secondly, using 

a visible surface algorittnn, objects are solidified and coloured, 
l I 

with background colour and lighting parametr.es added. . Run time 
.'-" 

taken for the entire third stage is between five and ten minutes, 

for a 300 frame (10 seoon4) sequence, depending on the complexity 

of the polyhedra ·involved. Canpleted sequences of film are 

stored on the 3330 system disk, .until required by the fourth 

stage of displaying and reoording. Using a douhle buffering 

system, info~tion is read fran disk and then deoc:Xled~ reading 

and decoding takes place in real time on a standard television 

screen. Also inoorporated is a raster scan dE!ooder, which 

interfaces to a oolour video system for reoording thE~ image. 
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For block diagram presentation, the ANIMA II s;ystem produces 

sane very high quality animation, whilst at the same time 

retaining a high degree of flexibility. Perhaps its over-riding 

advantage however is that of efficiency. It may be used by 

operators totally unfamiliar with oanputing systems, yet skilled 

in areas of artistic animation. Furthermore it is ·quick, with a 

fast turnaround time and rapid production of r·~sults. Films 

produced so far have been chiefly in the areas of art and 

education but uses have also been made of the system for 

astronany and statistics, as well as the film made by Moellering 

depicting the uses of cartographic animation. 

Moellering""s film cx:msists of three parts, 'each· studying a 

different top~c, and each illustrating a different approach to 

the subject. The first section portrays a simple digital terrain 

model as a solid figure in oolour. Using ANIMA II, the model is 

rotated and the z surface explored by alteration of the viewing 

point. 

The. second part_ is an example of the depiction of population 

data, illustrating the growth of the United States _popula~ion by 

state between the years 1850 and 1970, and showr}. by mapping 

pop.tlation _ density data derived fran the decennial 1:::ensuses as. a 

block diagram. Whilst not a new approach to the depiction of 

population data (see Tobler""s work described in section 2.3), 

this example is a good illustration of the flexibili1:es of ANIMA 

II. The object was rotated about the z axis every 20 years to 

provide an overall view of the popqlation density. FurtheDmere, 
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the states of New England and the Mid-Atlantic coast, being areas 

of relatively high rates of growth at the start of the period, 

are portrayed as an inset to provide a clearer picture of the 

processes involved. In order to portray these states 

satisfactorily and also because of hardware limitations, each 

state involved is ·created separately and ... moved~ to join the 

previously created states, thus providing a clear and detailed 

picture of the growth of the population. 

The third section of the film oamprises a cartographic 

portrayal of an example of the Monte ·earlo model of spatial 

diffusion of an innovation. The subject u~ in th:is case is the 

diffusion of the innovation of the farm tractor fran its origin 

in the state of North· Dakota in 1920 through. to 1969, by which 

time the number of tractors in use was actually in decline. As 

in the previous example of, population growth, the year depicted 

is represented by. a horizontal bar along the bottan of th~ 

picture, ... growing... from left to right through. time!. Moellering 

(1979, pers.ocmn.) claims that experiments had proved this to · be 

a clearer and less obtrusive method· of depicticn than by the 

conventional use of a clock; visually it appears to be very 
' 

satisfactory. · 

The above work has verified the suitability of animation for 

the cartographic portrayal of spatia-temporal data. However, 

whether real time animation using video techniques is presently a 

feasible proposition for anything other than ~~ry general, 

low-resolution cartographic displays is debatable. Moellering ... s 
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block diagrams are simple in nature and solid, with no narrow 

lines J thus the jaggedness at edges prcxluced as a I"esul t of the 

bandwidth lDnitations of a television signal is not ~rtant. 

However, in present~ng the typically finer lines associated with 

an orthogonal base map in· two-dimensional mapping, low resolutio,n 

could be a problem. Yet the advantages of using video recording 

techniques are substantial, although film offers higher quality 

in resolution and contrast, it must be chemically· processed 

before viewing. Video results can be viewed immediately, and the 

tape re-used. A. further advantage· of video is that colour is· a 

natural oanponentJ in filming, filters have to be used. In the 

use of videO, tDwever, the hue and intensity ·of eve:ry point in a 

scan line must be canputed, thus the amount of cx:mputational tDne 

taken can be immense. 

For conventional animation, the system in use at, the CGRC is 

excellent. This author, however, has doubts about its use for 

widespread cartographic animation. In the first instance, its 

comparatively low resolution restricts its· use in this fieLd. 

Secondly, there is a more general problem - it is a highly 

localised facility. The system at the a;RC has, fran the 

begiming, had large sums of money available, and is indeed rtm 

as a ccmnercial animation . ~it, with a high clciSS animation 

language and sOphisticated hardware under constant: ~rovement. 

By the standards set there, oanputer animati~ by any other 

method is at· an extreme disadvantage - in such as a lack of a 

proper animation system, slow turnaro~ tDne and the lack of 
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video recording facilities. But the extreme e~~nse of such a 

system is beyond the means of many wishing to do small scale high 

resolution Cartographic animation. There seems lit:tle doubt that 

most cartographic animators will continue to utilize the 100re . 

widely available CXM techniques for sane time to ocme. 

2.4.2 The work of Dutton, Harvard University 

WOrking at the Labora~ry for canputer Graphic:::s and Spatial 

Analysis, Dutton (1978) has produced ~ animated. film of American 

population growth between 1790 and 1970. · The distinguishing 
I 

feature of this film is the s~licity of tl1e method of 

production. The data used are taken fran the decennial census of 

population, starting with the first in 1790 and held every ten 
' 

years since that date. They are portrayed as thrE!e-dimensional 

block diagrams making use of a hologram for display •. 

The first stage of research involved in the making of this 

film was to assemble the historical census data, and reformat it 

to a form . acceptable to the chosen graphical dis.play program. 

The data were obtained fran a body similar to the SSIC Survey 

Archive, the IUCPR located at the University of Michigan. 

Because the areas to which the data refer have changed over time,. 

the folla~ing · strategy wa8 ·adopted to cope with this problem. 

First, the· data area and centre of gravity of •each of ·the 

polygons was calculated. Using these, the papulation densities 
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for each of the decades for which data were available (ranging 

fran nineteen on the · East Coast to only five in parts of the 

Rockies) were calculated and the resultant values assigned to the 

centre of gravity of the polygon. Thus an irregular spatial 
. . 

distribution of data values was obtained, fran which a regular 

grid ~s derived py interpolation, together with one binomial 

smoothing a:> reoove abrupt changes in values. 'rhe resulting 

nineteen regular grids (one for each year of the:! census) were 

then argued to be a reasonable nmel of the distr ibJtion of the 

pop.Ilation - irregularities in both the original data and also in 

the process of data generation were felt not to ~!tter as the 

scale of the finished "'map"' was very small and alse> because only 

- a general impression - rather than accurate data - oould be 

presented py means of an animated film. The data were then 

displayed using a modification of the program ASPl~ (Autama.ted 

Surface Perspectives). ASPEX itself is a nmifj_cation of the 

SYMVU program; it is designed to run interactively, as well as in 

batch, . and has the capability of handling lax:·ger matrices. 

Temporary additions to the program enabled the derivation of data 

grids for intermediate years py linear interpolation; thus 181 

. maps were eventually produced, one-map for every year. As with 

SYMVU, both the altitude and the azimuth of the viewing point 

must be specified py the user; this enabled the latter to be 

shifted in a oounter-clockwise direction so that the block 

appeared to rotate through time, ensuring no area was permanently 

hidden fran view. The altitude was also raised through time as 
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pop..tlation densities (and therefore the '"relief"" ()f the model) 

were low at first ·and were enhanced by low alt.itude viewing • 

. Towards the end of the time period the marked '"peakedness"" 

introduced by densely populated cities was reduced by high 

altitude viewing. 

The 181 plotfiles created were copied to magnetic tape and 

taken to a service bureau in Boston, who owned an FR80 microfilm 

plotter. This differed fran . the one to which this author had 

access in that it was set up as a microfiche production device 

with additiqnal hardcopy output, but with no facilities for the 

handling of sprocketed 3Smn or 16mm film. Hardoop~ output was 

therefore . chosen, ana the results were subsequently filmed using 

conventional l~mn black and white film, incorporating titles and 

the date of each particular map in the proo!ss. Using a 

professional animation stand, five frames for each· map were 

recorded an ·film - '"persistence of vision'" was thought still to 

be effective over this relatively high number - and a film 

lasting approximately 45 seconds was created. This film could 

then have been shown in the conventional manner, but: was instead . 

'"projected"" as 'a cylindrical rotating hologram. DE!vel6pnents in 

holcigraphy at the time the film was made ·did not allow the use of 
' . 

colour; howe~r, the image appears coloured due to t:he refraction 

of the.light source used for .illumination. It was: decided to 

leave the image as a photographic negative, thus the block 

appears on a black background. 
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A notable feature of Dutton""s work is that i.t is made on a 

much smaller budget than any of Moellering""s films. If the final 

stage using holography is anitted, the method used is well within 

the means of most researchers examining time-changing phenomena. 

Unfortunately D~tton did not actually cost the film~ the work was 

done on the MIT IBM 370 oomputer rather than the Harvard machi11e. 

However; the first stage need not'have been unduly expensive

the programs were not written especially for the project, and 

microfilm recOrders with output to hardcopy are "iiidespread (if 

OOJIBIIOnly on a· bureau basis). Furthermore, the Labo.ratory has all 

the cxmnon . disadvantages - no specific animation s~tem, slow 

turnaround time (especially the use of burc:!au plotting 

facilities) and a lack of necessary hardware ·- but, despite 

these, another example of the animated film has succ~ssfu~ly been 

produced. 

2.4.3 The work of Massey, University of Melbourne 

Massey (1979) has developed an autanated prcx:edure for the 

production of oolour animated films depicting rainfall in the 

st~te of Victoria, Australia, for the period 1905 to ~977. 

Although very simple in approach, and certainly not as 

sophisticated in technique as either of the two previous works, 

the film is notable in that it is the J only known attempt to 

utilise two-dimensional area symbolism in animated mapping other 
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than that by this author. 

The state of Victoria is divided into 37 oounties, each with a 

variable number of rainfall stations. The average rainfall for 

each JOOnth of the 73 years was calculated by county and assigned 

to a ~synthetic~ station located at the centroid of the oounty. 

After srooothing the data to remove very short term fluctuations, 

a decile approach for the determination of class intervals was 

adopted. The range of the 73 values for each individual month 

was taken and divided into ten. Thus there are twc:!lve sets of 

class intervals generated, and each individual month can be 

assigned a number between one and ten on the scale for that 

JOOnth. Massey was subsequently interested only in decile ranges 

1 and 2 (which represent very dry conditio~s· for thclt month and 
.. 

that area) and decile ranges 9 and 10 (very wet). 

The data,. along with all the X Y county boundary coordinates, 

and those of the synthetic stations, '~re input into the SYMAP 

program. The program took the decile range value assigned to the 

centroid of the county and classified it to class 1 (decile 

ranges 1 and 2) , class 2 (decile ranges 3 to 8 i.nclusive) or 

class 3 (decile ranges 9 and 10). The values of all intervening 

areas were calculated according to these classes. Thus each of 

the resultant maps had just· three classes of shading. Each class 

was outp..tt as a separate ~p (to use subsequently as a colour 

separation) , printed in the densest character. (~0~, ~x~, ~A~ and 

~~ overprinted) - this is supposed to ensure the optical 

printing of uniform, h~gh density oolours. 
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The next stage involved the printipg of each map• separately on 

black and white 35nm film, using an Information International 

Inc. (III) CXMp 8012 microfilm recorder (a character version of 

the FR80 device). As with Dutton .. s work at Harvard, it seems 

this CXM device had no facilities for 16mn film although it was 

capable of handling 3Sn!m film. Thus 2, 628 maps (73 years x 12 

months x 3 sections I month) were each output as a separate 

frame. 

The final stage of the process was the creation of a 16rmn 

colour film fran the black and white 35mn filln. An optical 

printer was used (a oambination of projector and camera). 

Ii'lOOrporating the use of filters, the first section of the first 

month of the first year was photographed fran thE! 3Smm film. 

This was repeated 29 times to give 30 framee1 I month (and 

therefore a little over 1 second I month on proje~tion). The 

first section of each month was .. stret..ched .. to 30 frames until 

the last month Wa.s oanpleted, whereupon the entire film was 

rewound, and the process repeated with a differ~nt filter on the 

second section •. Finally the third section was oanpleted, and the 

16mm film developed for subsequent projection. 

TJ:le film runs for 20 minutes, Massey claims it to have oost 

less than $1000 (early 1979) to make, although he did not include 

the oost of oomputing the· original SYMAP sections. The system 

used, l'lowever, is very primitive and oould be made more efficient 

if a 16mm camera was available at the second stage. This would 

render the third stage unnecessary and, since the optical 
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printing took 12 hours (cx:mpai:ed to one hour for the 

microfilming), the process would be speeded up quite considerably 

even though colour printing and '"stretching'" would increase the 

microfilming t~e slightly. Furthermore, the third stage 

involved operator intervention both in repositioning the 16nm 

colour and the 35 nm black and white films between every section 

of every month and also in rewinding both films fo:r the second 

and third colour printings. 

Rhind (1980, pers .canm.'f cla~ed the film te> be brashly 

coloured and jerky and, after a short time, dull ;... little 

substantive meaning was extractable without a dE!tailed local 

knowledge. Examination of stills fran the film by this author 

has confirmed this as far as is possible. Despite these 

criticisms, it is the only known example of the use of 

two-d~ensional area symbolism in this field. Shctded isopleth 

mapping is not diss~ilar to choropleth mapping - t:he difference 

being . that the former maps to interpolated outlines whilst the 

latter uses predefined areal units. As figure 2.1 shows, there 

are no known examples of the use of choropleth. mapping in 

an~ted films: this is astonishing given the widespread use of 

the choropleth technique for standard static maps. 

The a~ of this research then is to investigate the use of the 

an~ated film in cartography: it .so happened -that ~e type of map 

used was the choropleth map (see section 6.1). The author has 

access to facilities which, although inferior to l~llering""s, 

were superior to those available to Dutton or to Massey - an 
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up-to-date choropleth mapping program (c.f. the use of SYMAP 

developed in the late 1960s and ·designed for line printer 

output), and a sophisticated microfilm plotter with a wide choice 

o~ output de:vioes (although the two were on diffe.rent canputers 

and linked only by the transfer of plotfiles on ma·~etic tape). 

The first stage in the creation of_ such a film is the 

identification of a suitable data set for mappin~J· The next 

chapter examines possible sources of such data. 
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3 SOORCES OF TIME SERIES DATA 

Waugh (1974) describes the ~geographic process~ as 

~the transformation of geographical data·into information 
as perceived by a research worker or other user~. 

It is without doubt that the map plays an important role in such 

a transformation (see for example Robinson and Petchenik, 1975), 

and much substantive research into cartographic rru:!thodology has 

arisen as a result of a desire to increase the effic::iency of the 

map as a means of CXImllDlication. Nai techniques :ln cartography 

have often been developed in response to a need 1:0 p:>rtray a 

particular type of data set more effectively- ~-we have this data 

set, how can we best map it?~ Examples of such are Tobler~s 

(1973) work into the use of oontinuous shading. with particular 

reference to the mapping of population density and, more 

recently., Visvalingam~s (1978) research on the use of chi-squared 

mapping.for census variables. 

The research described here inverts such an awroachJ the 

author had no particular data set in mind when she decided to 

investigate the pos~ibility of using maps as displays of 

circlDllStances ·which change over time. The production of such a· 

map requires time series data and, as a consequence, one or more 

suitable time series had to be found. Given thE! frequently 

expressed interest in the geographical literature with changes 

over time, it initially appeared that obtaining a substantially· 

important amd awropriate data set would essentially be a matter 
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of selection. This chapter describes the search fo:r such a da~ 

set: in this search, fundamental limitations to the continuity in 

many existing time series are exposed. 

The collection of a tiMe series data set require1; an answer to 

two questions: what type of data set is needed and I~ is it to 

be collected? This chapter first examines data requirements, and 

second, data sources. The third section examines problems 

arising fran a mis-match of requirements and sources, and 

ooncludes that probably only population data sets pz:ovide even a 

partial solution. The final section examines· in greater detail 

.possible sources of time series population da_ta. 

3.1 · DATA REaJ!REMENI'S 

The environment is shaped by processes acting upon it7 the 

role of the animated film is to illustrate change induced by 

these processes on the environment. HC711ever, a film cannot be· 

made simply by recognizing the existence of such prcxesses7 they_ 

must fir:st be represented in a qualitative or quantitative foi::m -

for instance whilst migration from the north to the south of 

England is known to have taken place throughout the 1960s, it is 

not possible to make a film of this without data. Thus -what data 

are needed, and how are they to be oollected? FigurE~ 3.1 is a 

diagram of the data collection process. Within a frame 

representing the method of data collection itself, the actual 
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Figure 3.1: The data collection process. 
·--------------

-----·---

EXTERNAL FRAMEX>RK FOR DATA a>LLOCTICJtl 

-r---------
For each variable decide 

---1) Spatial attributes 
- identifyer - over what area is data nee.ded? 
- resolution - how much data 
':"" frequency of sampling points . is needed? 
2) Temporal attributes 
- durati011 - over what time period? 
- resolution - aggregation within time period. 
- erequency -how often during this time period? 
3) Thematic attributes 
- topic - what variables are needed? 

------------------------------· 
i) Operationally definable process 

ii) capable of repetition in time and spac·e 
------------------------------

iii) Produce as ·accurate a data set as possible 
·---------
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attributes of any OJ:te data set are surrmarised. In building a 

data set, the aim is to determine the attributes of the data 

required, and then collect data wi 1;:h such attributes in 

accordance with the guidelines for data collection (see the 

external framework in figure 3.1). Data attribute:; are examined 

first. 

Geographic phenanena ·exist in time and space and have a value 

(Waugh, 1974); each of these attributes has to be identified and 

recorded. Theoretically each datum has five db1ensions - the 

three dimensions of space, . one of time .and one of value. 

·Conventionally the third (Z) dimension of spac:e is ignored 

(unless it represents that of the value as in topographic 

surveying). Also, if all the data pertain to a single nanent in 

time, storing the time dimension is of little impc:•rtance. The 

five dimensions between them represent the spatial, temporal and 

thematic attributes.of a data set, and each will be considered in 

turn. 

All geogr~phical data contain same foDD of locati~n identifier 

- the spatial attribute. Usually this relates to physical space · 

although more recent perception studies have utili:l;ed ... mental ... 

space ·(see for example Gould and White, 1974). Tht~ researcher, 

in specifying his data requirements, must first define the area 

over which the process operates, and then apply sane foDD of 

co-ordinate referencing system to enable data to be J~elated to a 

catucn geographic base. In cases where the researcher ·has to 

resort to using archival data (rath~r than self-collected data), 
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the spatial attributes of any data set often cause the greatest 

problems, not only in the creation of "'time slice"' sets (for 

instance across American states, where each state m:~.y use its own 

plane co-ordinate system) but (more seriously) in the creation of 

time series sets where change in areal definition ~~ough time is 

often a severe problem. This point will be examiru:!d at length 

later. 

Spatial attributes of a data set also include the spatial 

resolution and the spatial frequency of sampli~J points. The 

former denotes the size and type of oollection unit over which to 

aggregate the. data, and the latter, the nl.ll11bE!r of sampling 

points.; These two attributes are ·closely related,, and unless 

defined at the correct level and density, can result in either 

vast ai'IK)unts of collected but redundant data (which in turn leads 

to increased processing time to reduce it to a more manageable or 

usable level), or insufficient data fran which to obtain valid 

results in a later statistical analysis. 

The second attribute of a data set is its temporal element. 

In "'time slice"' data sets, this element may be ignored but in 

time series sets, a time scale over which data is I·equired must 

be defined - the temporal duration, or .total time· period. The 

temporal resolution must then be con_sidered, this being the 

period · of time throughout the temporal duration over which the 

data are to be aggregated, a factor of prime importance when 

dynamic features are involved (for instance the number of births 

each year, by year) • The temporal frequency of sampling also has 
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to be specified - lDw often throughout the total time pericxl data 

have to be oollected. This will obviously be higher if an 

accl:ll'ate picture of rapid change is to be acquired. Furthermore, 

if the pattern of change is cyclical, then it is necessar~ to 

ensure that the sampling intervals do not ooincide with this·and 

that they are taken at a maximum of half the cycle. A p:r:oblem 

enoountered when sampling non-cyclical change is that it is never 

clear. whether the duration of the observation period has given an 

unbiased picture or not (Muehrcke, 1979). 

The third attribute of any data set is that of the thematic 

element. In data specification, the variables most likely to 
. . 

give the clearest picture of the process under examination must 

be identified. There may be any number of these, ranging fran 

one (for example the volume of water passing a gauging station to 

show changes in river flow) through severcil (the :monitoring of 

births, deaths and migration to establish population change in an 

area) to many (when examining oanplex processes such as the 

changing econanic base of a developing country). Tht~ problem of 

surrogates must also be oonsidered if a particulaJ:- variable is 

unavailable (for instance ~change in car oWnership~ for wealth). 

Having defined the type of data set required, it is then 

necessary to determine a method of data collection. Usually, in 

any data oollectioJ;l process, the aim is to create a conplete data 

set, without ga:Ps and anissions, but also without redundant or 

unusable data. In order to achieve this, and to give a true and 

accurate picture of the processes under study, the method of da~a 
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collection (represented by the framework in figure 3.1) must meet 

three conditions. The first is that this fr~~rk for data 

collection must represent an operationally defi~~le process to 

ensure that the resultant data have sane kind of ·meaning, use and 

structure (Dawson and Unwin, 1976). Seoondl~r, to ensure 

consistency within the actual data set, reprod.uci·bility of 

outoome of the measurement operation must be Emsured - that 
.J'~. 

repetitipn of the procedure will produce oomparable results. 
"' 

This is particularly important when considering time series data 

in that the actual method of measurement shoulCl · not change 

between subsequent time periods: if this is the case, then the 

results do not form a strict time series. LaStly, quantification 

must be valid - all measurements should be as true and accurate 

as required for the task in hand. This requirement should be 

obvious - and if the framework for data coll·ection is a 

well-defined and repeatable process (see first and second 

points) , then this will normally follow autcmatically. However, 

it can be inadvertently or otherwise violated such a:; by the bias 

sWwn. to exist in the 1961 Census of the Population (GRO/GRO (S) , 

1968). Although in the main that census was of 100% coverage, 

the collection of sane variables was based on a 1m~ sample. It 

was left to the enumerators to provide every tenth he>usehold with 

a longer set of questions enquiring about the extra topics. In 

the interests of obtaining a ... representative... sample of the 

population, many enumerators anitted households of elderly 

persons, :imiligrants etc. and substituted ... normal... households 
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instead, thus in fact biasing the results. 'l'he inetlx:ld of 

enumeration was well defined, and repeated th:coughout the 

oountry, but the data set is not representatbre -of reality. 

Altl'Dugh OPCS has published correction factors · for this error, 

the biased data (representing information on econ<::mic activity, 

education, household Canposition and migration) must: be used with 

care in any t~e series. 

It is in the reooncilation of the external fr~~rk of data 

collection to the internal attributes of the datct set that the 

problems lie: it is often possible in a time series to meet the 

needs of one wi tb:>ut fulfilling the· other. E:xamples will 

illustrate this point. ·The Census of Populat:ion is an 

operationally definable process: the Census Act of 1920 states 

how it must be held. It is capable of repetition, not only 

throughout Great Britain, but also through time (every 10 years). 

It is generally believed that the resultant data are as accurate 

as possible. Such principles are achieved however at the oost of 

the internal attributes of the data set. Spatial attributes 

differ (changes in data area). There are small differences in 

temporal attributes (notably the alteration of the 1921 census 

date) and substantial chang~s in the thematic att:dbutes (i.e. 

changes in the questions asked). 

In contrast, oonsider any two successive year1; of mid-year 

estimates of the population prior to 1976. ~Mle spatial 

attributes are nK>re likely to be oonstant (boundary changes are 

less likely to occur over a shorter t~e period). 'I'he temporal 
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attributes are certainl,y cOnstant - the data re6er to the same 

date (30th Jtme) every year. The thematic attribub~s are usually 

constant: the data represent the total population ·(t~xcept for the 

years during the war when they represent the civilian population 

only) • NJainst this, however, is the problem in oonsistency in 

data collection methods. Up to 1976, the method of estimation 

was changed every year as different data sources wel:e used. Thus 
' 

whilst repeated in space, in reality change in the method through 

time produces false oanparisons between years. FurtherriK)re, 

whilst- the results are as accurate as possible, the!y are still 

only estimates - with all the limitations this term implies. The 

attributes of the data set have been held constant a.t the expense 

of the method employed to collect the data set. 

The building of a time series data set then is often a 

question of juggling methods versus attributes. The researcher 

may specify his data requirements and methods of collection along 

the above guidelines. However, he should be prepared to make 

widespread ~ifi~tion in specification in order to obtain any 

form of' data set at all. For, despite man""s increase~ desire for 

more up-to-date informa~ion regarding the terrestrial enviromnent 

(linked to the necessity for und.erstanding, controlling and even 

modifying processes acting upon it) and despite an increas~ng 

need for data to test statistical techniques borrow.:!d fran other 

disciplines and appiied to geography since the Quantitative 

Revolution of the 1950s (Burton, 1963); a dearth of reliable, 

timely and pertinent data still exists especially for time series 
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studies. Perhaps .this increased demand for data is not yet ~old~ 

enough for good time series to emerge and, with the:! developnent 

of JiDdern oomputer information systems, such a si t1.1ation will be 

' remedied in the future. However, as the next section will show, 

there are as yet few strictly canparable data SE!ts which form 

time series available. 

3. 2 SClJRCFS OF TIME SERIES DATA 

Figure 3.2 represents a typology of geographical data sources 

(after Taylor, 1977) , which may conveniently be applied to 

sources of time series data in particular. The diagram s:OOWS · a 

hierarchical breakdown of such sources, in the first instance, 

into two types: field observations and archival data. It should 

be noted here that the division of data source~ into survey and 

archive data is sanewhat arbitrary: as will be seen by the 

examples which follow, data collected by survey Iru:!thods by one 

researcher may subsequently be stor·ed and used as arc::hive data by 

another. However, despite its arbitrary nature, the 

c;Lassification is still useful in that it provides a basis for 

the examination of data sources. 
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Figure 3.2: Geographical data sources. 
----- ---------------

·Geographical , Data Sol.J+ces 

Field Observations 

Total 
Enumeration 

Sampling 

After Taylor, 1977. 

Areal 
Archives 

Archival Sources 

Non Areal 
Archives 
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3.2.1 Survey v. archive data 

Slirvey data have· long been favoured by geographe.rs, and, for 

many, still remain the basic data source. The principal 

advantage of data collection by field survey is that the 

researcher may adhere to ·the previously outlined dat:a needs m:>re 

closely, and collect data specifically for the rese!arch in hand. 

The disadvantage of field surve~ may be sumnarised clS its sheer 

~racticability if the field of study is large, it: is expensive 

and difficult to standardize (Rhind and Hooson, 1980) ~ In 

·stooies which require time series data, a further problem arises. 

Many processes operating on the human environment and of interest 

to. those studying change (for ins.tance population change or 

economic development) take effect only over one or a number of 

decades, and the processes operating on the natural environment 

may be even m:>re lengthy, extending to the geological time scale. 

over such a period of years, geographers have not the time or 

funds available to survey processes operating in the field (with 

certain exceptions, notably in physical geography) and thus have 

to rely on data collected by other researchers and 

administrators. These then become available to them in the form 

of archival data. Whilst survey soould not be ruled out entirely 

as a method of time series data collection (see for E!xample Gibbs 

and Howell""s (1972, 1974) work into the colleCtion of a time 

series of data on the. diffusion of Dutch Elm Disease) it was 

considered impractical for the research in hand. Thus, as a 
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source of data, it is not oonsidered furtheq for further details 

the reader is referred to TOmlinson (1972). 

3.2.2 Archival data 

The use of archival material is widespread among researchers, 

particularly if the field of study is extensive, and collection . 

and processing of data for studies of areal differ:entiation is 

beyond the oanpetence and I or resources· of t:he individ~l 

researcher. The over-riding advantage accruing to the u~r of 

archival data is that it has already been collected, only 

requiring manipulation (although this is sometimes a considerable 

task) and final analysis. HC7tlever, there are a number of 

disadvantages associated with its ·use, chiefly that the available 

data may not be of the required type or oover the r·~levant area: 

such problens w.ill be examined later in the chapter. Figure 3. 2 

shows a subdivision of archival data into two soura:!s: areal and 

non-areal archives. Non-areal archives make by far the largest 

oontribution as a data spurce, but areal archives can also 

provide some valuable time series data, as is now e:xcunined. 
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3.2.3 Areal archives 

Areal archives fall into three classes i maps, aerial 

photographs and satellite imagery. Maps tend on tb~ whol~ not to 

give rise to a great deal of time series data. Data on thematic 

maps have usually been classified or grouped in sane way, and 

therefore accurate values may be hard to determine (if indeed it 

is possible to determine anything other than namir~l or ordinal 

data) • Many thematic and tO{X)9raphic maps are revised only 

infrequently and s:pasmodically, · thus being of li'ttle use 

(although against this must be set the continuous revision of 

large scale plansi in Britain, revision occurs whenever 

significant change occurs within a map sheet). Despite this, 

maps contain a large amount of information relating to land use 

(Rhind and Hudson, 1980) even if careful interpretation is 

required before it can be eonverted to geographical data. 

FOrdham (1975), in his study of land use change in the second 

half of the_ 20th centurY,' was able to use the ··one inch ... OS 

topographic map as his data source. Revision of this scale of OS 

maps· has been carried out over the entire UK twiCE! since 1945, 

and in some places three or four times. Using thie; series in 

conjunction with the 25 inch series (for urban are!as), and the 

six inch series (for rural areas), FOrdham was able t.o determine 

land use at various points in time and oampile a record of 

change. Use of maps proved to be a· more feasible method than a 

primary land use field survey, or even making use of secondary 
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sources such as the Statutory Register of Planning Applications 

maintained b¥ all British local authorities. 

Use can be made of aerial photographs to oonstruct a time 

series data set relating to environmental change, although this 

is often only of the nominal presence I ~lSence type. 

Experiments with photography taken fran airborne ba.lloons in the 

late 19th century produced the first topographic maps fran this 

source, and the principles of photogranmetry wei:e outlined b¥ 
I . 

about 1900. Ccmnercial firms were established during the 1920s 

and thus in some areas a 50 year photographic record is available 

for the derivation of data sets relating to large areas at a 

small scale (dependent of oourse on the subject.ive nature of 

. aerial photograph interpretation). Hubbard and Grimes (1974) 

have sOOwl'l the spread of COrd Grass (Spar tina ~·) in Poole 

Harbour fran 1924 to 1952, using areal photography. In general, 

lxlwever, danparable air photographs over a time period are 

difficult to obtain, and in any event, interpretation is usually 

labour-intensive. 

The third and last class of areal archives also a>nstitute the 

best source of time series data within this sect:ion, that of 

remote ·sensing bnagery obtained from satellites in <>rbit around 

the earth. This is usually at a very small scale, ·and is not yet 

normally used ~or topographic map production, although same 

interesting time series studies have made use of it as a data 

source (see below) • 
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The most widely used ~gery is that emanating from the 

Landsat series of satellites. Three Landsat satellites have been 

launched (Harris, 1979) ~ mlike other satellites, they are (or 

were) almost entirely engaged.in the acquisition of imagery for 

use in the widest possible range of earth res6uro:! dieciplines, 

inclooing cartography (Chismon, 1977). Orbiting th«~ earth at an 

altitooe of 920 km (560 miles) , 14 times a day., the track is 

almost exactly repeated every 18 days. As the orbit is 

sun-synchronous and near-polar, al..loost oanplete global ooverage 

iS possible 1 under Optimum lighting c:x>ndi tionS • :ENen allowing 

for the effect of cloud oover on the availabili t:y of ~gery, 

this gives rise to an excellent source of synoptic data for the 

stmy of land use _change over a period of time: the area covered 
. 

~ each ~ge is 33,485 sq km so delineation of features is 

necessarily at a very small scale (al~ugh theoretically the 

resolution of the image on the ground is· a square; 79 m ~ 79 m) • 

Landsat imagery is scanned, with the results recorded in 

digital format. It is then oonverted to photographi•::: form having 

been transmitted back to earth. The availability o:f the ""~ge"" 

in two forms then gives rise to two separate methods for 

ext.r;acting time .series data relating to chimge in the 

environment. Graphical detection of change oons:ists of·. the 

manual interpretation of two or niore photographs in time series~ 

canparison of the results should reveal change in the phenanena 
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under examination. On the ·other hand, E7ach pixel (.1) in an image 

(still in digital fotm) can be oanpared to the corresponding 

pixel in another image in time series if the images are suitably 

registered. _If there is a substantial difference in the level of 

radiation recorded, then change in land use could be deemed to 
' 

have ocx:urred. This represents the technical detection of 

change. 

With reference to figure 3.1, neither methcCI represents. a 

perfect framework for the collection of data to illt1strate change 

in a phenanenon. The graphical methoc:l is subjective, and 

repetition (especially between different operators) can produce 

markedly ·different results. It is also time-consuming, a factor 

of great importance if much imagery has to be analysed in order 

to· build up a lengthy time series. On the other hand, the 

technical methOd is much faster (since it is mainly. a case of 

ratioing two corresponding pixel values, a process easily 

autanated) , and (with reference to figure 3.1) forms an 

oper·ationally definable process, capable of repetition through 

time and space. However, the qualit~ of results (thE! accuracy of 

the data) is presently poor. Imagery is often degraded in 

temperate zones by atmoSpheric oonditioru;; (espec:ially cloud 

formations) and although the manual interpreter can account for 

such problems (but :oot solve them), in ~echnical in.terpretation 

at best they simply produce unwanted "'noise"". This method could 

be improved by incorporating sane manual interpretation to renove 

1 Pixel = "'picture element"', or cell of minimum resolution. 
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such basic problems, and of course bOth methods would benefit . . 

I 
fran additiooal ~erial photography at a higher resolution to aid 

manual interpretation. 

Most examples of t;he use of landsat imagery for change 

detection which are found in the literature utili~~e qualitative 

data collected by the graphical metl'x:ld (manual interpretation). 

carter et al (1977) describe work· done on the Reading, Berkshire -- . 
area. Although obtaining sufficient cloud-free imagery poses a 

problem for research on the British Isles (especially if it is to 

be in time series), they were able to determine five categories 

of land use (water, open space, '\<IIOOds, urban areas and high 

density urban areas or heavily industrialised areas) from a 

series of images. By mapping successive interpretations, it was 

possible to establish change in any of these land 1JSeS. Place 

(1976) has carried out a similar exercise on the Phoenix, 

Arizona, area and, by incorporating aerial photogra:phy taken from 

a NASA U-2 high altitude aircraft over the samE! period, has 

produced rather rore detailed maps of land use· change. This 

emphasizes the need for the incorporation of aerial photography 

in the process if at all possible; the maximum anount: of detail 

is obtained whilst maintaining the advantages c•f the use of 

landsat imagery (timeliness, a s:Ynoptic view and relative- low 

costs). 

landsat imagery can also be used to determine change in other 

than urban areas. In conjunction with high alt.itude aerial 

phOtography, Rehder (1974) has illustrated changes imPosed by 
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strip mining, ~ its associated deforestation and reclamation, 

on the landscape in Tennessee. He has also examined. agricultural 

patterns in the state, demonstrating a change fran pre-ploughed 

(;light) to planted (dark) . to growing (light) states, and a 

wavelike roc>vement oorth as planting b...l:lCalles later in the year. 

Finally, Rehder describes the mapping of the Missif3Sippi floods 

during the spring of 1973, cx:mparing a time serien of images to 

dem::>nstrate the process of successive flooding dowm;tream (to a 

total of 1. 7 m acres) • 

Wilson et al (1977) have attempted r..o illustrctte land use 

change in the Atlanta, Georgia region, using the tec:hnical method 

for detection of change over the period 1972 to 1974. 

Unfort\mately, the authors concluded, this was not a. satisfactory 

method of creating a data set relating to change in the 

environment as the ooise levels (see above) were too great. Thus 

it seems that if a researcher wishes to use Landsat imagery for 

t~. detection of change, there is little substitute for manual 

interpretatOn at present, although considerat?le effo:rt is being 

expended in devising improved methods of aub:mated pixel. 

classification. 

Although Landsat imagery has been used primaril~r as a source· 

of qualitative data relating to change, an attempt to collect 

quantitative data has been carried out, but with limited success. 

Frosh (1977) describes a method used to measure inter-censal 

population val~s for an area covering Western Illin()is and South 

Eastern Iowa. Tobler (1969) has slDwn the population of a town 
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to be highly correlated with its areal extent ;:md also, to a 

lesser degree, with the number of links to other tirban areas, to 

the urban area of the nearest neighbour and the di::;tance between 

the two of these. These variables can all be determined fran 

satellite imagery (although in his case Skylab n::>t Landsat was 

used) and, in -theory, the population of the tow:n calculated. 

This should be a relatively cheap and easy way of determining 

inter-censal population fluctuations. What actually emerged in 

Frosh~s study was a substantial over or underest~nation in ~Y 

cases~ the method was not up to a standard acceptable to the 

Bureau of the Census. 

3.2.4 Non-areal archives 

Non-areal archives tend to provide a better source of time 

series data than do areal ones. Now they are often gathered 

together and placed in a canputer-based data bank or geographic 

information system, and each record ~Y ·well -consist of a 

location identif"i er attached to thematic numeric data. Far fran , 
being ~randan data collections~ (Rose, 1974) data· banks are 

~highly efficient systems for. storing information~ (Taylor, 

1978), relying heavily on the widespread availability of oamputer 

technology. Often formed as py-products of.academic research 

(notably the Inter University COnsortium for Political Research 

(IUCPR) at the University of Michigan, and the considerably 
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small~r SS:OC Survey Archive at the University of Essex) they can 

play an important part in time series studies. · For, as Bisoo 

(1970) notes, 

~very few data gathering activities involved ••• time 
series methods. Currently researchers needing t:.rend data 
must rely on archives to provide a set of cx:mpur able but 
different data collections because there are few 
studies in qther data collections highly integ1:ated over 
time~. 

Data archives are then very important to the resec1rcher seeking 

to develop time series data sets. There are a numbe!r of reasons 

for this, all linked to the four basic ftmctions of' the archives 

themselves data collection, storage, manipulation and 

dissemination. 

Data acquisition is the first ftmction of any archive, such 

that data may be stored and disseminated in the future. The 

acquisition of a data set is normally determined ~ c~riteria such 

as the amount of overlap with an existing ·data SE!t, the costs 
. . 

involved in cleaning and storage, and the ephemeral qualities of 

the data set, especially if it forms part of an E!xisting time 

series within the archive (Nasatir, 1973). The exist~nce· of an 
archive may stimulate the production of data ~ researchers in _a 

IIK>re regular and reliable fashion, extending the possibilities of 

exploring trends over time, either ~direct financing or ~ the· 

encouragement of deposition of updated data sets ~ researchers. 

Same evidence exists that this has already occurred in Britain, 

not least because the SS:OC now make it a ·oondition of any of 

their research grants that data produced in the :research are 
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offered to the Survey Archive for making availab.le :to ~ fide 

researchers. By specifying criteria for collection, sampling and 

coding, an archive can ease the construction of time~ series data 

sets ~ oambining data sets based on these specifiaitions. 

A major function of a data archive is for sto~agE! of data. As 

well as coding and checking all incanihg data for internal 

disc~epancies; the archive should obtain the relevant 

cDcumentation, and also handle the very mundane but necessary 

problems of physical data maintenance - to avoid deterioration of 

materials, create back-up copies of tapes, etc. 

Manipulation of data is, in principle, probably the JOOSt 

important function of a data ·archive, especially with regard to 

the researcher seeking time series data. Retriev.al of whole 

studies, parts of a study, or the oambination of parts of several 
• 

studies to create multi-file data se~s relating to a given theme, 
1. 

event or location is an obligatory .function, enabling a 

researcher to satisfy all his data needs at once ~ making use of 

the archive. Furthermore, the resources available at an archive 

are often (but not always) greater than those at the user ... s 
\ 

institution. Thus the archive may be·in a better position to 

~ipulate the data, extract smaller data sets and perform 

routine statistical tests especially if no loc~l expertise is 

available. 

Dissemination of information to users is the remaining 

function of an archive. As well as the distribution of data, the 

archive must make the researcher aware of its h:>ldings. An 
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inventory · qf studies is normally maintained (e.g., Survey 

Ai:chive, n.d.) and made available to users, preferably along with 

information on data sets held by other archives. ~rhe depth to 

which an archive should catalogue is· questionable (and also 

dependent on .the size of the archive) - it can be a~=gued that the 

burden of searching should rest with the user. HowE~ver, if he is 

seeking several data sets to build up a time series, then this 

can be a considerable task. Examples of time ser-ie1s data stored 

in archives may be found in the SSIC Survey Archive~ and listed 

in their data catalogue (Survey Archive_, n.d._). Amongst their 
. . 

holdings are listed data sets such 
' ) 

as that pertaining to UK 

ex>unties: data a.ce. available for the period 1851 to 1966 and 

cover~ such items ·as population, the birth rate, employment and 

. religious CX>Juposition. Ironically, their holdinqs related to 

foreign time series data seem sanewhat: largeq included are 

examples such as· social, demographic and educatie>nal data for . . 

France, 1801 - 1897, time se~ies data for Chicago, Hl40 - 1973, 

Norwegian ecological data, 1868 - 1903 and 19451 - 1961, and 

Canadian census and election data, 1908 - 1968. 

It must not be assumed fran the above account that non-areal 

archive data are only available fran canputer-based data banks: 

although these will gradually increase in importance '(due to 

their ability to ~upply data in machine-readable fc:>rm, so po 

further ooding is necessary prior to analysis) , non-areal archive 

data are available fran a wide range of other. sources.. Chief of 

these are govermnent departments and organizations,, fran which 
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large volumes of data emanate as a result of the bureaucratic 
· oF 

process. Mdri.J of these a'fe one-off time slices,.. da1:a rather than 

forming a time series, but table 3.1 shows selE!Cted British 

government data sources which could be used in cl time series. 

The reader is also referred to Mitchell and Deane ·(1962), and 

Mitchell and Jones (1971) , who have brought together data fran 

many sources to present in time series. Impres.si ve as the 

longevity of some of these series are, there is however a major 

problem in that many refer only to a national level (England, 

Wales, etc.). Clearly, maps can only be produced 'if data sources 

provide areal diversification - no matter· how c:nnplete a time 

series, a map of just four areas is of little intere::;t·! 
. . 

Perhaps the roost widely used form of non-areal arc:::hive data in 

any country is the Census of Population. In Ill()St developed 

countries of the world a census -is held at a J~egular time 

interval (for instance, in the USA and GrE!at Britain, 

decennially, and in SWeden, Canada and Japan, quinquennially) , 

thus constituting a reasonable time series source of 

socio-economic data and providing a succession of figures so that 

trends can be established (Robertson, 196q) • There a.re, · however, 

as with any data source, a number of problems associated with its 

use, eSPE!Cially if attempting the analysis of processes by using 

census data at a large scale. These problems will be outlined 

later in the chapter, but worthy of note here is the fact that 

censuses ~e based on areal · ':Jl'li ts not necessarily· related to 

meaningful or precise spatia;J.. units and are liable~ to change. 
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Table 3.1: Sane official sources of time series dat:a. 

Title \ \D 
\''t\ 

I 
Agricul~ural Statistics 
Annual Abstract of Statistics 
Annual Report of the Registrar 
General 
Annual Report of the Registrar 
General for Scotland 
Annual Statement of OVerseas 
Trade 
Census of ProdUction 

Criminal Statistics 
Ecx>nanic Trends 
Financial Statistics 
Labour Gazette 

(1) 
Coverage 

GB 
GB 
IC 

PIGA 

UK 

GB 
GB 
GB 
UK 
UK 
UK 

MOnthly Digest of Statistics 
Registrar General~s Statistical 

UK 
PIGA 

Review · 
Statistical Abstract UK 

Footnotes: 

(2) 
Frequency 

(3) 
Date 

A 1939 - p.d. 
A 1935 - p.d. 
A 1839 ~ 1918 

A 1855 - p.d. 

A 1906 - p.d. 

I 1907 - 1970 
A 1970 - p.d. 
A 1906 - p.d. 
M 1953 - p.d. 
M 1962 - p.d. 
M 1893 - p.d. 
M 1946 - p.d. 
A 1922 - 1973 

A 1852 - 1938 

1) Denotes general level of coverage: sane tables may be given 
in greater detail. 
GB: figures for England Scotland and Wales given separately. 
UK: one figure for the whole of the UK only. 
IC: registration county. . . . 
PIGA: principle lc::x::al govermnent areas - counties and CBs, 
sane MBs in England and Wales pre-1974, counties and 
districts afterwards. In Scotland, counties and LBs, sane 
SBs pre-1975, regions and same districts afterwards. 

2) A = Annual, I = Irregular, M = Monthly. 
3) p.d. = present date. 

SOUrce: Material in Newcastle University Library. 
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This can result in a large amount of data manipulation. necessary 

before this problem is· overoane, if indeed it c::an be at all. 

Perhaps the only country in the world where boundary changes do 

not constitute a great problem is the USA, where t:.he boundaries 

of census tracts used for enumeration puriXJSeS (approximately 
J 

' . 
equal to the British ward) remain very substanticLlly unchanged 

through time and, at any other levei in the administrative 

hierarChy, the adjustments needed to oompensate for boundary 

changes are extremely snall (McEvedy and Jones, 1978). 

3. 3 PK>BI.mS OF TIME SERIES DATA CX>~IOO 

There are two reasons why there are few sources of time series 

data·. First, few data are collected as cxmplete timE~ series, and 

secoodly, "'time ·slice"' data sets cannot readily be built to time 

series with any level of success as the attributes: of the data 

sets themselves (see insid~ the fr~rk of figure 3.1) do not 

match. As noted in section· 3.1, the methods of data collection 

may a~so not match, but this is generally a lesser problem: data 

with similar attributes are often used in time series even if the 

method of data collection is different. That the method of data 

collection will change through time is often a function of 

increasing technology - for instance, the case of the census 

where a biological means of recording (man) has 9iven way to 

mechanical (punched cards) and in turn to electronic (the 
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CXEpJter). This in itself does not prevent the di:tta being used 

in time series: what does are the differ: ing attributes of the 

resultant data sets. Sane ways in which these attributes may 

differ are now considered. 

3.3.1 Spatial attributes 

A·unique characteristic of any data set within a geographical 

information system is that it includes an explicit location 

identifier 1 which dictates its place within a time-space matrix 

of data relating to the environment. This location identifier 

may represent any one of three areal bases 1 namely points 1 lines 

or areas of zero, one or two dimensions respecti'lely (Cox and 

Rhind, 1978). 

Point data are of two kinds: data may be related t:.o discretely 

distributed phenanena (e.g., output of mines, shipping tonnage 

fran a port over time) or to phenan~na with a truel.y continuous 

distribution, i.e., sampling of such distributions at 

pre-determined locations, such as continuous temperature 

recording. Line data can be divided into two types, namely 

static (structural) and dynamic (fl01111) • Static line data, as :\:he 

' name suggests 1 abe rarely encountered in time series, .relating for 

example to the routes of roads and railways. Dynamic line data 

describe DDVement along a line between two points, ()bservations 

on traffic fl01111S belong to this class.- Data relatin~J to an area 
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are perhaps the type most often encountered, and aga:in consistr of 

two types. Stock data are observations on t~{POlogical or 

structural variables occupying areas, such as population, land 

. use and. vegetation. Flow data relate to the IOOvement between two 

areas and the spatial interaction between them,. for example 

migration and flows of goods and oammodities. This type of data 

~rg. most often used in geographical studies, collected on one of 

three types of unit. 

a) Natural lD'lits. 

~Spatially distributed phenomena may .be ubiquitous 
(available everywhere over the surface of the ~irth) or 
localized, but ubiquitous phenanena are rar4:!J areal 
variation - spatial differences in occurrence and density 
- is characteristic of almost all distribui:ions in 
.terrestrial space~. (1) 

Units for data collection are often delineated along such 
. ' 

lines of areal variation or breaks in the .distributiCJn. Areas so 

defined are generally termed natural_,units . and will ext:Iibit a 
' 

maximum between-area heterogeneity· and a minimum within-area 

heterogeneity for any one purpose with respect. to the variable 

lD'lder stu3y. The success of this method depends on the level of 

specification of the variables to be ~regionalised~, 1napping at a 

smaller scale will require a IOOre generalise3 level of 

specification unless within-area heterogeneity :is to be 

increased. Storing data in a geographical information system on 

this basis in a series of planes lends greater flexibility to any 

1 Abler, Adams and Gould, 1972. 
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mapping exercise: autanated cartographic systems such as ODYSSEY 

offer an overlay feature, whereby, for instance, all areas of 

population . g~eater than X lying belCM Y units of altitude and 

within z distance fran a river may be determined anCI drawn. If 

the researcher is interested in determining the! actual areal 

' change in location of phenomena, then the mapping of a series of 

such units over time will portray this effectively, as has been 

illustrated in the preceding section on satellite imagery. 

However, for statistical data processing, especially with regard 

to urban areas which are generally more dynamic than rural areas, 

such a basis for· a collection system is more diff.icult to make 

operational - for instance, it is not general practic::e to collect 

data on car ownership on a basis of areas au defined by 

population density, as these themselves \\Uuld · change through 

time, hindering the establishment of time series datct set for the 

comparison of vehicle ownership between dates one anel two. 

b) Adnlinistrative units. 

Much statistical data collection, particularly in the 

developed areas of the \\Urld, is done on the basis of existing 

administrative tmits, as data are by-products of the 

administrative system and a consequence of legislation. Although 

this basis of data collection usually forms a hierarchical 

structure so data aggregation into large.r units beoc::mes easier, 

there are a number of problems associated with such a 

configuration, chiefly the difference in size and shape of such 
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units, and ~ges in boundaries through time. 

Considering the first of these problems, Hage:rstrand (1967) 

provides a gOod analogy: time is measured in regular units, be 

they seconds or decades, thus allowing relative loc::ation in this 

dimension to be determined. Measurement of phenanena over units 

such as a politician"'~ ·term in office 1N0uld be ext:remely futile 

and misleading, but location in space is often IRE!asured along 

such lines, manifesting itself in the in:egular area. 

Aggregation of data over such areas ?ften results in 
.r--

(inhPmo9eneity with respect to any one variable distributed over .....__, 

the area, and much detail can be lost in the process of 

aggregation. Figure 3.3 illustrates this point: the greater the 

level ~f aggregation - district (figure 3.3.1) to county (figure 

3.3.2) to region (figure 3.3.3) - the greater the loss of ·detail 

regarding population distribution. Furthermore, they may 

introduce severe bias.· into the data collection process, in the 

effect they have on scale. ~is was demonstrated by Dickinson 

(1957) in his study of oanmuting patterns in Holland. Data were 

abstracted fran the census, in which a canmuter is defined as 
1 . 

saneone who lives and works in different 1 gem:!eten (local 

government areas). Thus the ~s of Utrecht and l:..imburg both 

had an exceptionally high number of cammuters c~ngst their 

workforce, due in the first case to the large number of gemeeten 

which make up Utrecht, and in the second caSE! because the 

gemeeten of Limburg ace. very small. This then represents the 

problen of scale: as such this problen becanes apparent 
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Figure 3.3.1 
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Figure 3.3.2 
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Figure 3.3.3 
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throughout the rest of this research. 

Another problem related to the use of such areas is summarised 

by Lee (1971) 

"'As a general rule • • • . reliance on adminis1:rative or 
political OOundar ies should be reduced to a min:imlln, and 
where possible, oc:mpletely eliminated, for they are 
notoriously volatile and subject to revision acc:ording to 
the changing requirements and responsibilities of the 
authorities ~esponsible for the administration"' •. 

Thus changes in boundaries obstruct the oc:mpilation of long 

running and accurate time series data sets, as was found in this 

research. (Changes in · British administrative areas are 

considered further in the next. chapter.) 

As far· back as 1870, Haviland (1870) recognised such problems 

posed by boundary changes, and went on to propose a solution to 

them • 

.... The registration districts of England and Wales were 
formed for the general purpose of . PCJor Law 
administration, and ••• it could not be expec1:ed that 

. they were planned with any view of assisting sc:lence ••• 
it was generally believed among scientific men that if 
their boundaries were determined on a natural system the 
advantages to meteorology, climatology and other branches · 
of science would be incalculable, and the expense and 
confusion of· constant alterations avoided"'. 

Haviland went on to propose the adoption of the wa.tershed as a 

basis for districts, a system used in the definition of the 

French Department. Thus 

"'we should have in every district a focus of scientific 
enquiry whether it be as to the rainfall, temperature, 
prevalence or strength of wind, agricultural statistics, 
.the produce of our fields, our mines, or oilr ri'ITers, or 
for the purpose of registering the occupations, the 
diseases, or the deaths of the people. Moreove:c such a 
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system would form the best basis map for eve:ry future 
census, and being a well considered and natural plan, 
would do away with the necessity of those eternal 
alterations which are now year by year going on, to the 
utter confusion of the scientific student~. 

Haviland -was well aware that such a revolution could not be 

acoanplished in under ten years 1 therefore he urgE!d it to be ----------
cxmnenced immediately ·and the results adopted for the 1881 ,...__-- . 

census. In- effect, the revolution took exactly 100 years and was 

transitory - the outcome was seen, not in tl"te form of the 

watershed, but the grid square at the 1971 British census of 

population. 

c) Arbitrary areal units. 

The arbitrary unit, devised in response to sane of the 

problems discussE!d above, has increasingly been adopted as a 

basis for data collection. The shape used is normally that of 

the square, the dimensions of which are determined by the 

characteristics of the phenanena under study. 

The use of the arbitrary unit has many advcllltages, the 

principal of which is that it remains constant over t::ime, so long 

as the co-ordinate system on ·which it is based does not change. 

Since this is usually the oq-ordinate system used by the national 

mapping agency, or alternatively one based on latitude and 

longitude, this is an unlikely event. Furthermore, since all 

areas are of equal size, all counts autanatica.lly beoane 

densities, and are not affected by variations in area (unlike 

those based on administrative units) • The use of squares is also 
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attractive in that data thus stored can easily be manipulated by 

standard canputer techniques now widely available (see IOO, 

1981). 

H01r1ever, there are also disadvantages encountered when using 

grid squares for data collection. It . can crE!ate spurious 

accuracy or lose. existing accuracy if the data are not initially 

collected on this basis (Rhind, 1978). Whatever scale is 

adopted, within-cell inhaoogeneity will exist. If this is to be 

avoided or reduced to an acceptable level, a small meshed grid 

must be adopted. However, whilst necessary for urban areas 

(where despite this, features will invariably still cross nodes), 

this may be overly canplex for rural areas~ furth,ermore, vast 

quantities of data may result fran this. Tanlinson (1972) argues 

a case for sizes ranging fran 10 sq m in urban areas, down to 25 

sq km in rural areas. The solution adopted for the first use of 

these units in Great Britain was the 1 km square bctsed on the 

National Grid, although other user-selE!cted sizes were available 

- sane 100 m square data were produced. A further problem 

associated with the use of such collection lD'lits is that there is 

no direct recognition of spatial patterns. H01r1ever, aggregation 

can always be used to derive irregular areas for mapping. It is 

also arguable that they do not relate to reality in that such 

units cannot be identified by physical features on the ground~ 

thus they are unpopular with administrators. 

A short-term problem is that arbitrary units cannot readily be 

related to existing data. H01r1ever, the 1971 c::ensus was 
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aggregated fran questionnaire responses, both on a basis of 

administrative and arbitrary units, and~ as Lee (19'71) notes, 

""The General Register Office has now aca~pted the 
principles of recording census information by grid 
squares, so. that over time a bank of data will be built 
~on this basis"". 

However, because the Collection of grid square data is expensive, 

this is no longer truei grid square data will not be! produced for 

all of Britain fran the 1981 census. This is very unfortunate 

as, provided the thematic ~lements remained unchanged, it "WOuld 

have supplied the one means for building a valid time series data 

set to examine many forms of social and eoonanic change fran a 

future vantage point. 

COllection of data on a grid system in 1971 

found to be very efficient - subsequent examination showed that 

in only 3% of all cases recorded were grid sguilrE~ references 

anitted, and only 2% required correction (Jones ~!t al, 1973) • 

Such a system then, if continued, "WOuld have offered better 

prospects for the development of a time series data collection 

relating to the British population and households than does the 

. collection on the existing administrative unit basis. Despite 

extensive changes to this administrative area set in 1974 (see 

chapter 4), it can be assumed that major change will occur 

sanetime in the futurei indeed minor post-1974 changes have 

already occurred (see chapter 4) • Thus the problems that 

Haviland noted in 1870 are still present, and, since a data barik 

is not now to be built up utilizing grid square~;, they will 
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inevitably continue in future. 

3.3.2 Temporal attributes 

When obtaining a time series data set, be it frcm survey or 

archival sources, the temporal attributes are as important as the 

·spatial attributes (although this is not usually the case for 

""time slice"" data) and equally great problems can arise. Figure 

3.1 shows the three subdivisions of temporal attributes -

temporal duration, temporal resolution and temporal frequen~. 

The first of these, temporal duration, relates -to the time 

period over which the data are to be oollected in order to 

i~lustrate the effect of processes at work. Often, especially 

when studying processes· in ""human"" geography, this is fairly 

long, measured in terms of decades rather than years and months, 

and a problem is simply finding a consistent data set spanning 

this time period. Data sets oover ing a shorter time span are 

sometimes available, and of good internal oonsi.stency, but 

invariably do not provide a sufficient degree of ~change"" for 

animated cartography. Such a data set is that of the British 

mid-year estimates of population. The author attempted to use 

these, fran a base year of 1971 through to 1979, as the data set 

exhibits a high level of internal oonsistency. Ht:::Mever, the 

le~l of population growth over this fime period was very low (a 

gain of same 266,000 people or 0.4% for Great Britain) and 
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although. change in the distribution of the populat:ion did occur, 

it was too inSignificant to be of use for animated filming. To 

avoid this, the period over which the data was collected had to 

be extended which, in turn, introduced severe problems relating 

to spatial attributes of the data. 

The temporal resolution of the data set represents the period 

~ithin the temporal duration over which data are to be aggregated 

- for instance, the number of births per year (the temporal 

resolution) over a period of ten years (the temporal dura~ion). 

Too coarse. a resolution can lead to loss of detail. Moreover, 

differing periods of aggregation throughout the temporal duration 

may introduce problems into the data collection process. 

Related to the temporal resolution is the tempo:cal frequency 

of the data set. This element determines the number of points at 

which a data set is sampled,. within a defined time period. This 

is often too l01r1 to give an accurate picture of changei for 

instance, _the population census, if used as a time series, 

oampletely missed the immediate effects of the First world War, 

which occurred during an inter-censal period. The time series 

may be irregular or may contain breaks (e.g., the at:ortive 1941 
' . 

CensuS of Population): in these cases interpolation, backed where 

necessary by circumstantial evidence, must be used to fill the 

gaps. 
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3.3.3 · Thematic attributes 

A third element of any data set is the th~tic aspect. In a 

genuine time series, this will remain constant through time, the 

same data being· collected by the same methodology for the same 

variable. Holflever, and especially if using archivatl data, the 

researcher often has to build his own time ser iee: and problems 

may well arise within this process. 

An obiTious problem· is a simple lack of data sets covering the 

same topic which could be aggregated over time. More serious are 
I 

subtle changes: although seemingly oamparable data sets may exist 

to form into a tiine series, slight differences may render the 

results invalid. The units of measurement may change through 

time, affecting the precision of the data. The wording of 

· questions or the sampling techniques may change, thus making the 

two data sets strictly. non-oanparable. If using derived 

variables, the method of derivation must be consistent, and 

convention relating to the oanbination of nanirull, ordinal, 

interval and ratio data must be observed. Data available through 

time may have been aggregated to larger spatial uni.ts or only 

derived data may have been stored to reduce the ·anK>un.t of storage 

space necessary, but hindering disaggregation into smaller units 

for oanpar isoo with another survey. 

· Finally, irrespective of the quality of data available, 

certain technical considerations may pose problems in the 

creation of time series of data. This is pad:icularly true of 
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small area census data. Copyright ·restrictions and requests for 

confidentiality may limit access to data sets. If more than one 

source has to be examined, time and money may ac:t as limiting 

factors. Many data banks are now autanated and problems may 

arise through differences ~n hardware which prec:lude the easy 

fl01r1 of data (for instance conversion of magnetic tape formats). 

Lastly, lack of care, or simple software errors may result in 

incanplete, unclean or unedited data being distributed to the 

user (sane of which he may be unable to detect!) • 

Most problems involved in the building of time series data 

sets stem fran an inability to relate data sets b::> each other. 

This would be easier if certain standards for data acquisition 

and·· storage were met, the .minimtun of which cu:e defined by 

TOmlinson (1972) as being as follows: 

1. Standard data definitions and terminology. must bE! observed. 

2. Standard units of measurement should be used. 

3. Standards relating to the accuracy and reliability must be 

observed in that these affect the quality of the resulting 

data. 

4. Standard data formats should be used to enable easy 

manipulation and oanpar ison. 
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s. A strict periodicity of reporting should be used to ensure 

data sets are coincident, or sequential at 'regular intervals. 

6. Standard classification systems should be used. 

7. Standard coding systems should be used. 

Strict observance of the above standards (which must be 

documented) would lead to many more useful time .series. · The 

standards themselves may change as data collection i:3 an on-going 

process, subject to a large number of technological developnents 

- increasing the accuracy of measuremEmt, for example, is a very 

laUdable process - but all changes must be· backwardf; canpatible 

otherwise the resultant data sets will be of as ·little use as 

many available at present not collected to the above 

requirements. 

Ultimately, time series data sets may simply not e:xist. After 

examining met:oods of determining trends in time serie~s data, Soot 

(1975) concludes 

~The primary reason [for their lack of use] is the lack 
of reliable temporal data in constant geographic units to 
examine these trends. Aside fran population figures, how 
many data sets span 100 years?~ 

Although in Britain ·a few data sets not relating b:> population 

(e.g.1 agricultural statistics) do span 190 years, population 

figures show the greatest consistency OYer such a period. 

Furthermore, they can sb:>w the effects of a widE! _range of 
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processes (migration, births and deaths) incorporated into just 

one measure, population density. It is for this reason, and for 

the relative ease of presenting such a variable cart~raphically, 

that the author chose to use population data in this research. 

It was decided to cover the whole country (but to exclude 

Northern Ireland and the Isle of Man) in order to in.corporate as 

great a degree of change as possible and, consequently, the 

widest range of possible causes for this change. The data should 

also be on the currently relevant 1~1 authority boundaries_ 

{post 1974/5) for contemporaneity. Possible sour•::::es of data 

which meet such criteria are examined in the next se~tion. 

3. 4 SOORCES OF TIME SERIFS POPUIATI<E DATA 

. . 

Data relating ~ the total population may emanatE! fran any of 

the· sources illustrated in figure 3.2 - survey, are!al archives 

amd oon-areal archives. However, only non-are!al · archives· 

generally produce good time series. Unless Lover a very small 

area, a total or sample survey of the population .is impracticable 

for the individual researcher to undertake, usually requiring 

resources beyond his disposal. Whilst data relating to the total· · 

population can be abStracted fran areal. archives (see, for 
I 

instance,. sectiOn 3.2.3) it is often of a low level •:>f accuracy, 
I 

or often· results fran sane· kind of grouping or cl;:assification. 

which was a part of the initial map making process. 
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Non-areal archives, on the other hand, can provide a 

reasonable source of time series population data. Four separate 

types can be distinguished: the Census of Population, the 

mid-year est~tes of population, the Electoral Register and 

public utility and other official lists. The t.ypes of data 

available fran each source ~re. variabie: not all provide age and 

sex breakdowns and the latter two, with regard to the tqtal 

population, are often incomplete records. Each is now consid~red 

in an order ~eflecting general availability and ease of use. 

3.4~1 The Census of Population 

Established in 1801 and held decenn:ially sinCE! (with the 

exception of 1941), the British census provides a long running 

time series of total populatio~ figures (plus time! series of' 

other variables not considered here). With reference bD figure 

3.1, as a method of data collection it fulfils the requirements 

of the framework depicted there, at least for the latter part of 

its existance: procedures laid down by the Census Act of 1920 

ensure an operationally definable process (from that date 

onwards), which is repeated nationwide. Furtherm::>:re, a high 

level of accuracy is maintained through time., Data eife. available 

in published volumes and also (since 1951) on microf:ilm and as 

cx:inputer output bD printout, on cards. or on magneti(:: tape. The 

researcher may have difficulty locating copies of the '19th 
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century censuses, but OPCS maintain complete ~ets · freely 

available to the public for reference, and the early census 

volumes (1801 - 1891·, including SOOtland and Ei.re) have' been 

reproduced in the Irish .university Press series of facstmile · 

reproductions of British Parliamentary papers, often. available in 

specialist libraries (OPCS, 1980c). 

As a source of population data, the census~has advantages and 

disadvantages. There is no doubt that ·it represents the longe.st 

time series of population data available in this country. 

Consistency was maintained in the definition of ~total 

population~ mtil 1971, and (disregarding the 1966 S;:nnple Census) 

this variable has always been .enumerated as a total <:x>unt and not 

a sample, avoiding bias fran that source. Thus it ccm be used as 

a reliable ~bench mark~ representing the total population every 

ten years. 

Disadvantages of the census are its ·low temporcLl frequency 

and the spatial identifier (see figure 3.1). A OOlilrlt every ten. 

years ~ases much detail of change in the inter-censal period -

for instance (and as noted earlier), the detailed effects of the 

entire First WOrld War and consequent redistribution of the 

population up to 1921 passed unrecorded in this source. 

Over a period of ten years, there is also much change in the 

areal basis. With the exception of the SOOttish p:u- ish, small 

census taking areas are very unstable in boundary, and oanpar isan 

over time becanes difficult. This problen is examined further· in 

the next chapter. 
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Despite these problems, the census, being both widely 

available and long-running, forms a reasonable source of time 

series p:>pulation data.· It was used for this research and a 

detailed examination of the limitations follows in chapter 4. 

3.4.2 The mid-year estimates 

The mid-year estimates of the total population a:ce now made 

annually by OPCS/GRO(S), and previously were madE~ by the GRO. 

Such estimates were first made for county boroughs in 1911, along 

with those for urban and rural aggregates. In 1915, the 

population of all local authorities was estimated fo1~ the first 

time. Thus, like the census, they form a long running time 

series of data. 

Unfortmately, tmlike the census, up to 1976 they were not. 

made using a similar method of estimation for any t~:. successive 

years (OPCS, 1980d). The metb:>d of estimation employs several 

different sources of data and, as these have improved in quality 

and consistency, so slight changes in the methodology have 

occurred annually. This, then, does not meet the requirements of 

the framework in figure 3.1 - although the me~logy is 

consistent through space, this is not the case through time. 

Furthermore, oanpounded errol!S' in the mid-:year estimates can be 

quite large (see section 4.2.1). Like the census, t;he mid-year 

estimates are based on the areal pattern of local government 
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tmits in force at the timei changes in these also ensure a lack 

of oamparability. through the time series. 

In 1976, OPCS recalibrated the mid-year estima.tes back to 

1971, i~ the light of errors revealed within them b¥ the 1971 

~nsus. Moreover, they were reaggregated to the new post-1974. 

local government areas. Since 1976, all further mid-year 

estimates have been made using the same methodology. Thus a 

smrt-rtm da~ set meeting the requirements of the external 

framework (see figure 3.1), and on a consistent' areal basis is 
-

available. Together with census data this was used for the 

research in hand, and is examined in greater detail :ln chapter 4. 

3.4.3 The Electoral Register 

Under the Representation of the People Acts, a householdEr is 

required (although not .l,.egally enforced) to. make an annual return 

to the Registration Officer of his district giving a list of all 

members of his household over.the age of 16, in order that they 

may receive a vote in local and parliamentary elections. As the 

householder .. s address is also included, the returns can be 

aggregated to any level, ·ward level being that normally used. 

This procedure can therefore give rise to a source o:E population 

datai indeed Smrt. (1978) has used this to analySe change in the 

population of the Bristol region, and sane local authorities use 

it as a basis to produce their own annual population .estimates 
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independent of those done by OPCS. 

The advantages of use of the Electoral Register for production 

of p:>pUlation data are many (OPCS, 1980b). It is based on a 

canvass of every oousehold on the country, and (of great 

advantage to those seeking time series data), it is constructed 

every year. Finally it can, in principle·, be aggregated. to any 

pattern of areal units (it is not confidential at this 

micro-level) , and the main problem encountered in tb:! use of the 

census and the mid-year estimates (that of changes in boundary) 

does not arise. 

A severe disadvantage which arises fran use oj: the present 

system of electoral registration is that it only contains an 

estimated 70% of the total population nationally (OPCS, 1980b) 

and thus the problem of finding a correct multipliccLtion factor 

to bring this level tO 100% arises (a factor which va~ries greatly 

on a local basis) • Allied to the fact that there are 

'"undesirably variable standards'" (Menneer, 1976) in coverage fran 

area to area, it would awear that the Electoral Register as a 

source of PoPulation data oames nowhere near :meeting the 

requirements of the framework in figure 3.1. Not only are those 

under the age of 16 and all foreign nationals resident here 

anitted, but it is also legally possible to be on morce than one 

register (multiple hane-owners and students fo:r example). 

Furthermore, for fear of disenfranchising saneone, there is a 

tendency not to . remove t:oose now dead or no longer resident in 

the area. The British Market Research Bureau in the spring of 
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1976 conducted a survey in one Iondon borough tc1 discover the 

extent of anomalies in the register, and were 'surprised' by the 

number on the register who had in fact been deceased for several 

years (Menneer, 1976) • It seems likely that there is much· areal 

var iatioo in such ananalies. 

As a country-wide source of population data, the Electoral 

Register as it stands at present is thus of dubious value, and 

was not used by the author in her research. It is perhaps of 

limited use in small area studies, but the need fo:c aggregation. 

of its contents to some areal base, and the limited availability 

of them· to researchers elsewhere in the country, 1~estricts its 

use. It is \\Orth noting that between January 1976 and May 1979, 

Parliament (via a steering ocmnittee lD'lder an OIJCS chairman) 
' 

examined the feasibility of extending the Electoral Register to 

repres~t a total coverage of the population, and inc:lude the age 

and possibly marital status of all those present in the UK on 

registration night regardless of eligibility to vote at 

electioos. Sane improvement in the accuracy of ~e ·canvass \\Ould 

also be required. Such a proposal was in fact tested in 

S~opshire in 1976, with acceptable results (Masters and 

Shortridge, 1981). However, a further test in Nottingham proved 

such a system to be of RDre limited use in urban are.:lS (Brazier 

and Hayward, 1981) • 

The proposal to increase the coverage was eventually turned 

down by the government in JlD'le, 1980 on a number of 9rounds. It 

was stated that many local authorities \\Ould not be willing to 
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spend extra money on improving the quality of oovei"age1 there is 

no way of excluding multiple registrations, it is difficult to 

reconcile the traditional independence of Electoral Registration 

Officers with central control needed to ensure countrywide 

standards, and, firuuly, only a small number of objecto~s would 

be needed to generate suspicions within the general :public of an 

invasion of privacy, which in turn would hampe.r the present 

sroooth running of the electoral system (OPCS, 1980b). When 

viewed in the light of the notable lack of time ser ic:!S population 

data in Britain, such a decision (like the virtual abandornnent of 

grid squares as areal units in the 1981 Census) is rE!grettable. 

3.4.4 Public utility and other official lists 

As a by-product of many bureaucratic processes, lists of 

population or oouseholds in any one area can be produced. These 

include health records (the NHSCR), education records (the DES 

rolls of schoolchildren and local authority records of students 

in higher education), and public utility lists (the water and 

electricity boards, gas-council, the Post Office etc.). These 

can give rise to a certain amciunt of data pertaining to the 

population of an area. However, even .if studying a .very small 

area, a large number of problems arise fran the use of such 

sources. Chief of these are the disparity of areas to which the 

records relate, certain issues of confidentiality, coverage' of 
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only certain cohorts of the population or (if using household 

lists) the necessity of making assumptions relating· to average 

household size. Inaccuracies introduced through them may be 

substantial7 as shown in chapter 4, the inclusion. of data fran 

the Housing Developnent Register into the methodology used in 

constructing the OPCS mid-year estimates was held responsible for 

almost all the discrepancies found between those of 1971 and the 

1971 census7 its use as a data source was later disoontinued for 

this reason. in this study, it would be totally impracticable to 

try to assimilate any such sources into the construction of a 

time series population. data set covering the entire country, and 

a period over which meaningful change has occurred. 

·Disregarding the last two sources theri, the author hoped to 

use census and mid-year estimate population data for the period 

1901 to 1979 for studies relating to population change. The data 

~)to aover the whole country, ~t the post-1974 district level. 
' 

~spite the fact that both the census and the mid-year estimates 

(new series) fran 1971 onwards both meet the requirements of the 

framework of figure 3.1, the author en~untered a number of 

problems in using these two sources, related to the 

characteristics of the data th~elve;(see within the f:ramework of 

figure . 3.1). Attempts to use the two source:;, problems 

encountered, and ~eir solution resulting in a population data 

set covering the . period 1901 to 1979, are desCJ~ ibed in the 

following chapter. 
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4 THE CRFATION OF A POPUIATION TIME SERIFS· DATA SI!n' 

As noted in the previous chapter, the problemn of finding a 

suitable time series data set for oanputer-animated mapping are 

very considerable. Many of those already available are either 

not long or consistent enough, as Soot concludes (see section 

3.3.3) · only population data sets may provide E!ven a partial · 

solution. Certainly, in relation to Great Britain, it seems that 

use of the Ce~us of Population or of the mid-year estimates is 

appropriate. Each of these is examined in turn. 

4.1 THE CENSUS OF POPOIATION 

The continuity of the census of population as a source of 

demographic data is impressive (Benjamin, 1970) and, althoug~ the 

contents have shown considerable variation over time, a recording 

of the total population has always been its primary aim 

(Dickinson, 1973). In vie_w of this, it would seem to provide a 

very good time . series data set for studying c:hange in the 

distribution of the population. 

Howewr, despite having both continuity and lon9evity in its 

favour, there are a number of factors acting against the direct 

use of census data for a study of population change. One is the 

temporal frequency. Whilst the temporal duration is great (sane 

180 years to date) , and the temporal resolution is also good (one 
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night), the temporal frequency is very poor (ever~{ 10 years). 

However, the greatest problem, and one which mos1: disrupts the 

formation of a time series, is that of ooundary chcmges in the 

· data oollection areas. It is often believed that: the pre-1974 

local government areas were all established by 1900 ,. and thus the 

formation of a time series of data should not' pose this type of 

problem. However, over the time period fran 1901 to 1971, a 

number of ·:nore minor alterations in ooundary have occurred, the 

sliU totals of which in some areas are greater than those 

occurring during the major reorganisation in 1974. The causes of 

these changes, which result in comparisons of successive data 

sets being· difficult and sanetimes impossible, are examined· 

below. 

4.1.1 Development of local government areas in England and 

Wales 

.The availability of census data by anything othe~r than local 

government areas is a recent innovation - 1961 for Enumeration 

Districts, and 1951 for microdata in the form of the pre-1851 

enllnerators' handbooks released under the 100 ye~ rule. Thus 

local government areas are the only ones fran whi·ch long time 

series may be assembled. However, they have chan'3'ed greatly 

through time, ooth in England and Wales and in SOOtl;md, despite 

widely differing bases of 1ocal government in these O)untries. 
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In England and Wales, the first census of 1801 was presented 

upon an areal basis of ancient counties, sub-divided to urban 

boroughs and rural hundreds (see figure 4.l)J t:he origins of 

these ancient counti~s can be traced back to the Saxon period 

(CDI, 1972) • By the early 1830s, severe corruption had becane 

rife throughout the system, and the first electoral reform act 

(the abolition of Rotten Boroughs) was passed in 1832. 

The origins of the 20th century system of local c:rovermnent can 

be traced back to 1835, with the passing of the s:econd bill of· 

reform, the Municipal COrporations Act. This Act established the 

173 largest. towns outside London as chartered boroughs, replacing 

the ruling "'self _perpetuating oligarchies of freemen"' . (Jackson, 

1976) with self-elected councils. Further reform at this level 

occurred with the passing of the Local Government Act of 1888, 

when those boroughs with a population of over 50,000 were allowed 

to adopt the. newly defined ·status of county borough, being 

independent of the surrounding county, and having the same powers 

as the latter within their boundaries. Smaller town:; below this 

population limit were -designated m\Dlicipal boroughs, being under 

the jurisdiction of t;heir parent county. Thus by . 1888, the 

status of co\Dlty and m\Dlicipal boroughs had been established, and 

was to remain as such (except for increases in thE! qualifying 

population limit in stages to 100,000) untii 1974. 

Ex~a-burghal population was initially divided t:.o hundreds, 

~ subdivided to ancient parishes. A succession of Poor Law and 

_Public Health Acts throughout the 19th century saw, by 1872, the 
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definition of urean and rural sanitary district:s, the fonner 

governed by elected ootmcils, and the latter r:uled by the 

self-appointed Poor Law Guardians. Despite this apparent reform, 

Redlich and Hurst (19'10) have described local goverrment of the 

1880s as a .~puzzle of conflicting and intersecting areas~J 

together with increasing pressure for self-government of rural 

areas, this led to the Local Government Act of 1894, the last 

major reform in.this field of the 19th century outside London. 

Under this Act, the sanitary dist:z'icts were reorganised to urban 

and rural districts, each with a self-elected council. Thus, by 

1900, a local government system had been established whose 

structure was not to alter ftmdamentally until 1974. 

The pattern of local government areas in the (pre-~1963) county 

of London had 'also been established by 1900. H~rever, their 

establishment had followed a pattern different tc1 that of. the 

provinces. In 1801, the population of the City of London was 

still under one million, with Kensington, RiclmK>nd and others 

still forming distinct outlying towns. · Despite rapid urban 

development, and unprecedented population growth rates (for 

instance, in the Metropolitan Borough of Paddington, where the 

population rose from 2,178 in 1801 to 29,123 in 1841 and to 

135,955 in 1901) , the 1835 Act left I.Dndon untouchl:!d · and, by 

1850, there was no overall .government s~~ing the 

ever-increasing area. The Metropolitan Board. of Works was 

established in 1855 only to be replaced by the ~>ndon County 

·Council in 1880, elected by the 127 constituent vest:ries. The 
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1899 London Government Act then reorganised these latter into 28 

metropolitan boroughs, oampleting the 19th centt~y elector~! 

refor.m and establishing a system which was not tc' change until 

the early 1960s. · 

There is thus much apparent stability in local government 

areas throughout the 20th century1 despite this, many smaller 

changes in boundaries have taken place, the sum of ·which for.m an 

~ense obstacle to the creation of a time serles of population 

~ta based on the census. After the major reforms of the 1880s 

and 90s, the first 30 years of the 20th century shol>~ relatively 

few boundary changes, with major ones only occurri~J as a result 

of the suburban expansion of London ar:td of consolidation within 

the increasingly industrial areas of Staffordshire, Warwickshire 

and West Yorkshire (see table 4.1). 

The f.irst local government act of this century \1ras passed in 

1929, with widespread effects. Although its primary a·im was to 

remove a relic of the 19th century, the Poor Law Guardians, 

another .clause required County Councils to undertake reviews of 

their internal district ,boundaries every ten years, and to subnit 

.reorganisation plans . (if. any) to the relevant Minister. This 

resulted in extensive piecemeal reorganisation throughout the 

1930s as each county subnitted its review plans. Th•:! resulting 

County Review ~ders had such devastating effe~ts on the 

boundaries used for census enumeration (see table 4.1, boundary 

changes for the period 1931 to 1935) that the direct: oanpar ison 

of 1931 and 1951 data is tmpossible in all but a very few areas. 
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Table 4.1: Boundary changes in England and Wales. 
-- -----------------

a b c d e f g h i 
---- --·-----

Bedfordshire 12 10 2 6 0 0 9 2 0 
Berkshire 19 14 5 1 0 0 5 1 2 
Buckinghamdhire 19 17 2 0 0 0 13 4 2 
cambcidgeshire & 
Isle of Ely 12 6 6 0 0 0 10 1 .. 1 

Cheshire 46 43 3 1 3 1 47 4 2 
Cornwall 28 21 7 6 0 0 44 1 1 
Cumberland 14 11 3 0 0 1 21 0 1 
Derbyshire 30 28 2 3 0 4 30 4 3 
Devon 43 25 18 11 1 1 12 1 2 
Dorset 21 16 5 0 1 0 10 4 0 
Durham 36 6 30 8 0 1 43 6 2 
Essex 35 29 6 (13)0 2 0 38 7 3 
Gloucester shire 25 20 5 3 0 3 3:3 4 0 
GLC 33 33 0 0 0 0 2'7 15 6 
Hampshire 29 28 1 0 4 0 44 5 5 
Hereford 12 7 5 2 0 0 :3 5 0 
Hertfordshire 33 27 6 (2) 2 2 0 29 1' 7 
H~tingdon & 
Peterborough 13 8 5 1 0 0 7 1 0 

Kent 4,7 34 13 (8)4 0 1 30 5 2 
Lancashire 125 53 72 1 20 3 3'1 9 8 
Leicester shire 20 16 4 3 0 0 21 2 2 
Lines, . Holland 5 5 0 0 0 0 ., 0 0 
Lines, Kesteven 22 13 9 0 2 0 () 12 0 
Lines, Lindsey 22 13 9 0 2 0 () 12 0 
Norfolk 29 18 11 1 1 2 ·21 2 0 
Northampbonshire 22 15 7 3 0 1 20 1 0 
Northumberland 28 16 12 0 0 0 HI 0 5 
Nottinghamshire 21 14 7 0 1 0 HI 1 0 
Oxfordshire 14 10 4 0 0 1 17 2 0 
Rutland 4 0 4 0 0 0. 0 0 0 
shropshire 14 13 1 23 0 0 21 0 0 
Saner set 37 26 11 1 2 4 18 3 4 
Staffordshire 28 26 2 34 1 0. 35o 13 1 
Suffolk, East 20 13 7 0 3 0 19· 0 1 
Suffolk, West 11 5 6 ,0 0 0 8 0 0 
Surrey 23 21 2 (13) 3 1 0 34 9 8 
Sussex, ·EaSt 18 17 1 0 2 2· 20 5 0 
Sussex, West 15 10 5 0 2 0 13 2 0 
Warwickshire 19 15 4 9 0 0 2Q 13 5 
We~t:morland 6 5 1 0 0 0 11 0 1 
Isle of Wight 6 6 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 
Wiltshire 25 19 6 0 2 0 20 3 2 
Worcester shire 20 20 0 5 1 0 28 9 7 

o:>n~t • 
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Table 4.1 oontinued. 
~ 

Yorkshire E.R. 18 15 3 3 0 0 :!5 4 1 
Yorkshire N.R. 32 15 17 9 1 0 16 0 0 
Yorkshire w.R.. 100 64 36 4 1 0 ll.S 13 15 
Anglesey 8 1 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Breoonshire 11 2 9 0 0 0 2 0 0 
cardiganshire 9 3 6 0 0 0 4 p 1 
carmarthenshire 13 4 9 0 0 0 5 0 2 
carnaervonshire ~5 7 8 0 0 0 8 2 0 
Denbighshire 12 9 3 0 0 0 15 1 0 
Flint 11 8 3 0 0 0 6 3- 0 
GlanDrgan 27 8 19 1 0 1 2 6 3 

· Mer ionethshire 9 5 4 0 1 0 4. 1 0 
Monmouthshire 24 13 11 2 1 0 14 0 1 
Montganeryshire 10 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pembrokshire 11 5 6 0 1 0 8 1 0 
Radnorshire 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 --------- ----
TOtal 1366 904 462 187 46 26 liOl 195 116 

------
Total nl.D'IIber of boundary changes = 1670 

a = Total nmnber of local government areas. · 
b = TOtal nl.D'IIber of changed areas. 
c =Total number of 1.mchanged areas. 
d = Number of boundary changes: 1961 - 1971 
e = '1951- 1961 
f = 1935 - 1951 
g = 1931 - 1935 
h = 1921 - 1931 
i = 1911 - 1921 

·Source: See Appendix c. 

Notes: 1) Figures in parenthesis for Essex, Kent, Herts., and 
---· Surrey indicate number of areas lost to the GIC in 1966. 

Changes in the boundaries of th~se areas oonstitute 
those listed for the GIC and are not included in each 
individual 001.mty. 
2) A-change is defined in this case as a gain~ one 
area of another (or part thereof). Thus the one change 
in Anglesey is an amalgamation of two areas. 
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'1b alleviate· this problem, the General ~Jister. Office 

reaggregated the 1931 census in part, together with sane of the 

1921 census, and republished the results on the revised areal 

basis to facilitate oamparison. The general pattern during this 

period of review was one of consolidation~ urban districts ~re 

reduced in number by 255, and r'ural districts by 169. The most 

severly affected oounty was that of West Yorkshire~ where 70 

areas were abolished or ·split, reducing the number of constituent 

authorities fran 158 to 100 (eleven new ones being created, the 

remainder being merged). 

The Second World War produced an end to this county-by-county 

reorganisation and, in January 1945, a Local Gover111l1Emt Boundary 

camnissian was established to carry out an overClll review of 

England and Wales. Despite producing sane radical suggestions 

for a widespread reorganisation, the camnission disbanded itself 
.. 

in 1948, due to lack of further action at Parliamentary level. 

The. 1950s then saw very few changes in boundary. Claims by 

the larger municipal boroughs for county borough status (and 

therefore independence from their parent counties) w~re all held 

in abeyance, none being created between 1926 and 196·1. Serious 

anomalies existed~ Luton remained a municipal borc>ugh, with a 

population (in 1951) of over 113,000, whereas Burton on Trent. 

held oounty borough status, with a IX>PUlation of about 49,000 in 

1951. This is unfortunate, since sane census data arE! presented 

for counties and county boroughs, and not for municipal boroughs 

(see Norris and Mounsey, 1982). At the other end of the scale, 
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the 1951 Census records of Nottingham Tam Hall stat:e: 

... The exact status of this area is lDlcertain and it does 
not form part of any county district ... 

and, of York Castle: 

... This area is treated as part of the city for oensus 
purposes although its exact status is uncertain .... 

These represent just two of a number of remaining 19th oentury 

extra-parochial places, others of which include the Eddystone 

lighthouse, Plynouth breakwater and LlDldy Island (~Uthough almost 

all are insignificant in terms of national or regional level 

mapping). As a result of growing dissatisfaction arer the areal 

basis of local government, the I£1cal Government Act of 1953 was 

passed through Parliament, establishing a I£1cal Government 

Camnission for England and Wales to review. areas and to recxmnend 

alterations of boundaries. , Nine separ~te report~; ·for England 

were published, together with one for Wales, ·and althoUgh sane of 

their suggestions were not acted upon, and sane repoi'ts published 

after the establishment of the ~1 COmmission. on I£1cal 

Government in England in 1966 (and therefore not considered 

further) , the. 1960s s~ the most extensive alterations in 

boundaries since the 1930s. The most notable of these are 

reflected in table 4.1J expansion of the West Midlands towns into 

Staffordshire,· Warwickshire and Shropshire,_ and the creation of 

Torba.y COunty Borough in Devon, and Teesside County Borough, 

which affected both Durham and North Yorkshire. As a result of 

the East Midlands report, the first alterations of COlDlty 
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boundaries took place since the esta5lishment of the county 

boroughs in 1888, these being the amalgamation of Cambridge and 

the Isle of Ely, and of Huntingdon and the Soke of Peterborough. 

Although these changes in boundary all render the for.mation of 

time series data fran the census difficult, even those of the 

1930s cannot be described as ·major structural refoDm. The last 

such refoDm had taken place in 1899 with the cr•:!ation of the 

metropolitan boroughs, and it was again in london that the first 

major refo~· .of the 20th century took place. Mas:3ive suburban 

expansion during this century and a deCline in the p:>pu.lation of 

Inner London led to the engulfment of the (independent) county of 

Middlesex and of parts of Hertfordshire, Surrey, Kent: and Essex. 

By 1950, this area of approx~tely 1,864 sq km and over 8m 

people was administered by 95 authorities (Morr-ey, 1973). 

Furthermore, anachronisms such as a rural district in Middlesex 

continued to exist. The problem was examined at length 

throughout the decade of 1940, but it was not untl 1957 that a 

Royal Commission on Greater london was established. .In issuing a 

unanimous report in 1960, they recanmended. a tot:tl refoDm in 

local goverrunent in the Greater london area, reoordinq 

"'the fact that local govermnent in london does manage to 
hang together and avoid a breakdown sa~ much for the 
British knack of making the most cumbrous machinery· 
somehow work"'. (1) 

Understandably, several authorities faced with extinction 

(including Middlesex County Council) raised objec:tion to the 
---------
1 Herbert, 1960. 
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proposed much enlarged Greater London Council with S2 oonsti tuent 

London boroughs (encanpassing parts of Essex, Kent, Surrey and 

Hertfordshire), and sane two years passed in their investigation. 

The final pattern of 32 Lon~n boroughs (and the unaltered City 

of London·, which is totally iridependent and has not been 

classified under any system thus far) was drawn l1P by the Town 

Clerks of Cheltenham, Oxford, PlynDuth and South Shields. The 

passage of the bill through Parliament was slCM, but 'finally 

reached the Statute book in January 1963: the reorganisation ·took 

place in April, 1965. 

During the 1960s, then, the areal basis of provincial 

government was still, to a large extent, that in existence at the 

turn of the century. Massive population increase since that 

date, canbined with the decline of agriculture as the major 

employer, led tci a huge urban e_xpansion - in sane cas:es rendering 

the distinction between urban and rural districts meaningless. 

Furthermore, as in the London ar~a, areas which were essentially 

one eoanamic unit were administered by numerous local 

authorities. Piecemeal expansion of urban areas (whi•:ili represent 

. almost all the boundary changes in table 4 .1) had to sane extent 

redressed the balance, helped by alterations' follCMing the 

rep::>rts of the Local Government camnission of 1958. However, the 

major problen was the large nUinber of areas - 1,366 in England 

and Wales - and their vast disparity in population size (see 

table 4.2). 
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Table· 4·.2: Population of pre-1974 local government c!I'eas --- ----------·-----------
in England and Wales • 

. -----

r;,:;ge;-1-card~ RtD~da I caerphilly -:-1 ~Wrexham I ~-- · 279iii I 88994 40788 63297 

~i;;-l-;;;;;thyr -r ~ I ~~ ~I J?ainscastl~-~ I ~--- 55317- I . 968 ·488 1495 
--------·----

Population a~ at Census of 1971. 

Source: See Appendix c;. 
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- By the mid-1960s, it was apparent that same type of reform was 

necessary in the provinces to canplement that takin9 place in the 

_Greater London area. _ Before terminating operations in 1965, the 

Local Government Camlission had outlined several plans for reform 

which, by virtue of its ·terms of reference, it could not 

implement. Simultaneously, many counties were still carrying out 

reviews of their internal boundaries under the 1929 Local 

Government Act and producing quite radical sug9estions for 

reorganisation. In view of mounting evidence of the need for 

reform, a Royal camnission was appointed in February 1966 to 

tmdertake a - review of looal government in England. Wales was 

excluded as reform here was based on the Local Government 

OOmmissian~s report for Wales in December, 1962, anel a resultant 

White Paper (Cnnd. 3340, July 1967). 

The report of the Royal camnission under IDrd Redcliffe-Maud 
- -

was p.1blished in June 1969, and contained proposals for a radical 

restructuring of local government in England. Having proved 

acceptable to the then Labour government, they were to have been 

inoorporat:ea into a Local Government bill to go befor•e Parliament 

in the session 1971/2. HOW'ever, the newly elected Conservative · 

government of ·June 1970 found the proposals unacct~ptable, and 

published· a new White Paper in 1971. TogetheJ:: with a 

consultative dOcument published by the Welsh Office at the same 

time (baSed on the 1967 White Paper), this formed thE~ basis of 

the 1972 Local Government Act. 
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This Act totally restructured local government in England and 

Wales. In oontr ast to the 46 oounties s~i vided i.nto 80 oounty 

boroughs, 227 municipal boroughs, 449 urban districts and 410 

rural districts, a pattern of 45 eounties emerged, subdivided 

into 369 distr~cts (excluding the GLC and the Isles of Scilly, 

the latter being included with Cornwall for census 'enumeration). 

Six new metropolitan counties were for.med the major 

conurbations of Greater Manchester, Merseyside, South Yorkshire, 

Tyne and Wear, West Midlands and West Yorkshire, subdivided into 

36 metropolitan districts_ in total. Th~ remainin~J 39 counties 

were based to a large extent upon the old oountieE; except in 

Wales, where 13 counties were reduced to eight in number. Three 

totally new non-metr9politan counties in England ~~re created 

(Avon, Cleveland and Humberside), whilst the smallest old 

oounties were amalgamated to or with larger ones - Cumberland and 

Westmorland to the new county of Cumbria, and Rutland to for.m a 

new district of Leicestersh~re. The 39 no~tropolitan counties 

were subdivided into 296 non-metropolitan ~istricts, the 402 

districts in total replacing oampletely the for.mer system of 

oounty and municipal boroughs and urban and rural districts. 

Within the new areas, the disparity in the size of population is 

no less great than within the old areas, as illustrat:ed by ~ble 

4.3. 

The major reorganisation of 1974 did not mark thE! end of the 

alteration of boundaries. Over the period May 1974 tCI June 1981, 

sane 13 changes in boundary have been reoorded in England and 
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Table 4.3: Popul~tion of post-1974 local government .areas 
-------- ------------------------

in England and Wales. 
--------·----

~----------. I· Larg~t I ~illest---~ 
~;opoli tan Distr i;;--T;i;ingham---f;:-·Tynes ide ·l I ---~ . I io97961 I i77o83 

~~et. Di~tricts (England) Bristol ~~!sdale -------r· I ----- . 426657 ·I 24s3o I 
~-Met. Districts (Wales) cardiff --r ~~--r I ----- 287598 I 18279 I 
I London .Boroughs (see~) -Lambeth- Kingston-~-Th.-~ 

307516 140525 
-----------------· 

Population as at Census of 1971; data reaggregated by OPCS. 

""london Boroughs"" excludes the City of London (popula-tion 4245). 

SOurce: See Appendix c. 
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Wales (they are published by the government as IDeal Statutory 

Instruments) • Fortl.Ulately, the population affected by these 

changes is not great: if it -were, they \\'Ould affect the 

continuity of data between the 1971 and 1981 Censuses as much as 

have the previous boundary changes during this century. 

4.1.2 Developnent of local government areas in soo·tland 

The evolution of the present local government areas in 

SCOtland has followed a much more stable courBe than its 

counterpart in England and Wales, apar:t fran one major change 

earlier in this century. 

Local government in Scotland or ig1nates fran the 12th century, 

when a m.nnber of burghs -were granted control over trade within 

their boundaries (CDI, 1972) • By the early 19th cent:ury, whilst 

sane of these burghs were functioning effectively as local 

government areas, others - as in England and Wales - had beoane 

hopelessly eorrui>t -~ inefficient, ruled by self-appointed 

councils. Parliamentary reform, originating in England and Wales 

in 1832, spread ~ SCOtland where, by 1850, three classes of 

burgh (Royal, Barony and Police) had been established (see figure 

4. 2) , all effectively governed by popularly elected 

ocmnissioners. · At the turn of the century, then, St::x>tland was 

divided into burghs and extra-burghal county areas~ the latter 

-were l.Ulder the control of elected county councils, and termed 



Figure 4.2: Development of Local Government Areas in Scotland. 
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landward areas. This dual system of burghs and landward areas 

continued to be used for census taking purposes unti.l 1929, when 

the Local Government (Scotland) Act 111a8 passed, alongside its 

English counterpart. Under this Act, the landward areas of 

counties, previously divided only into parishes, were re-divided 

into county districts (or districts of county, DCs), each being a 

group of parishes i this in effect introduced a third tier to the 

hierarchy of areas. 

status of burghsi 

Another clause in the same Act refonned the 

the old classification ·of three types was 

replaced by a new one, also of three. The four largE~st cities of 

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen and Dundee were created as counties 

of cit~es, whilst the remainder were divided on population size 

into large and small burghs. 

The system of counties of cities, large and small burghs. and 

districts of county remained in force until 1975. · That Scottish 

. looal. government areas are very much IOOre stable than their 

English counterpart~ is confinned by table 4.4; the number of 

boundary changes is less than would be e~ted, eVI~n allowing 

for a much smaller population·and a shorter time span over which 

they can be determined (1931 - 1971 cf. 1901 - 1971 af; in England 

and Wales) • FurtheriOOre, the third level of the hiE~r~rchy, the 

parish, exhibits very little change at all (although there is 

little data publis~ at this level, except for recent: censuses). 

As in England and Wales, and perhaps because of thi.s lack of 

change, the areal basis of looal government was felt to be 

increasingly inefficient during the 1960s. A smaller base 
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Table 4.4: Boundary changes in Srotland. 
---------

a b c d e f 

Counties of cities 4 4 0 6 "1 1 
Aberdeen 18 10 8 5 0 2 
Angus 13 7 6 3 0 3 

_Argyll 16 0 16 0 0 0 
'Ayr 26 13 13 6 4 1 
Banff 17 2 15 0 0 1 
Berwick 7 2 15 0 0 1 
BQte 5 0 5 .. o 0 0 
caithness 7 2 5 0 1 0 
Clackmannan 6 2 4 0 1 0 
Dumfries 15 3 12 2 0 0 
Dunbarton 12 9 3 3 3 4 
East lothian 12 10 2 1 3 1 
Fife 32 17 15 6 7 2 
Inverness 12 4 8 2 0 0 
Kincardine 9 1 8 1 0 0 
KinrOss 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Kirkudbright 11 3" 8 0 0 1 
Lanark 17 14 3 4 4 6 
Midlothian 13 7 6 2 3 0 
Moray 12 5 7 2 1 2 
'Nairn 2 2 0 o· 1 1 
'orkney 12 3 9 0 0 2 
Peebles 6 2 4 0 0 1 
Perth 17· 12 5 3· 1 6 
Renfrew 12 7 5 3 1 0 
Ross and Cranarty 18 8 10 1 1 2 
Roxburgh 8 3 5 1 0 0 
Selkirk 4 3 1 2 0 0 
Shetland 15 3 12 1 0 3 
Stirling 14 7 7 4 1 I) 

Sutherland 7 0 7 0 0 I) 

West lothian 12 9 3 4 0 ., 
Wigtown ·6 4 2 1 1 0 

----
Total 399 178 221 64 34 43 

---------------; 
Total number of boundary changes = 141 

a = Total number of local government areae:. 
' b = Total number of changed areas. 
c = Total number of mtchanged areas. 
d = Number of boundary changes: 1961 - 1971 
e = 1951 - 1961 
"f = 1931 - 1951 
See also notes to Table 4.1. 
Source: See Appendix C. 
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:population and a general decline in population numbe·rs througoout 

the 20th century have resulted in gross disparities in the number 

of people within each type of local gove~nment tmit, as table 4.5 

illustrates. 

Quite obviously sane of the above ·areas were inadequate and 

ill-suited to the modern role of local governmenti Hanson and 

Walles (1969) cite an extreme example for illustrative purposes. 

Of the 175 snal.l burghs, each of which was a :OOusin•:J aut:oority, 

56 had under 2,000 inhabitants in 1961 (53 in 1971). The oousing 

programne of many of these was just one house per year with. many 

more in the five to ten bracket. 

Clearly the same type of reform was needed as had proved 

necessary in England and Wales, i.e., a marked reduction in the 

number of local aut:oorities. A White Paper published. in 1963 

paved .the way for the aJ:POintment of a Royal canmis~don on IDeal 

Government in Scotland in 1966, the same time as that: for England 

was announced. 

Following the publication of the camnission"" s repc•rt in 1969, 

new proposals for reform were introduced in Februcu:-y 1971, and, 

after sane modification,- passed through Parliament as. the IDeal 

Government (Scotland) Act, 1973. As in England and Wales, the 

Act markedly reduced the number of oonstituent areas fran 399 to 

56, based on a two tier system of regions (ten)1. and districts 

(56). The larges~district is, not surprisingly, the city of 

Glasgow, with a :populat-ion of 982,315, and ~e smalle;st, Badenoch 

and Strathspey in the Highlands, with a population of oiuy 9,309, 

c:HAPrER FOUR 
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Table 4.5: Population of pre-1971 local governmertt areas 

in Sc:x>tland. 

r-----~-. -, L;~;~- r--~lest- I 

I Counties of cities I Gl.asgow-----1 Aber~ee~ l 
' 897483 182071 

G:_.arge ;urghs I ;aisley I Port c:nasgow -~ I ·- 9s3s1 22398 

I Small Blirqhs -r-Cunber~ New ~Y I I 31784 I 338 

r;;:;;;;icts -;;;-County r No.6. ,r.an;,;kshire l-CUmbr ,-;;;-1 I ---- 67877 56 (SE!e note) 
- . ' 

----·--~-· 

Population as at Census of 1971. 

The smallest non-ins.ular OC was Bo""ness, with a population of 
514. ' 

SOurce: See Appendix c. 
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both in 1971. Although there is a disparity of population as 

great as before, this can be explained. by the lower overall 

population densities in Sootland - the areas are at least more 

functional than pre-1975, while at· the same time not. extending to 

oover the extremely large areas which would be required to equate 

the population sizes with those of local government areas south 

of the border. As in England and Wales, i-Dwever, sane eight 

modifications to boundaries have been made over the period from 

Jme 1975 to Jme 1981 - one of which was almost. inmediately 

revoked! In all cases, the number of people involved was small. 

It is oot within the soope of this research to di~;cuss whether 

or oot oontinued alteratiol')s in boundary have ultimat:ely been of 

benefit to local government. Whilst they are in e:ane respects 

inevitable since the data must be oollected for regions which are 

· either functional ones ~ I or have same administrative 

significance (and will therefore change under economic 

developnent and population shifts), fran the autho.r""s point of 

view they can be regarded as oothing more than a hind:rance to the 

oonstruction of a valid time series of data fran a :;ource which 

is otherwise reliable, regular and of known stcmdards of 

accuracy. In oonclusion, it is hard to disagrE!e with an 

observation .by Gaius Petronius in Satyrioo~ (quoted in Jackson, 

1976) that 

·'"we tend to meet any new situation by reorgan1s1ng, and 
what a wonderful metJ:m it can be, for creat.ing the 
illusion of progress, whilst producing confusion, 
inefficiency and demoralisation.'" 
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The Census of Population oould only be used as a ·source of time 

series data if same way round these changes in boundaries of 

areal zones were to be found1 a met:txXI for this is examined in 

section 4.3. 

4. 2 '!HE MID-YFAR ESTIMATES· 

In view of the problems with census-derived data which result 

mainly fran boundary changes over time, the idea of using such 

data for mapping was initially shelved. Instead, use of the 

· mid-year estimates of population was oonsidered and, indeed, the 

-- '\ 
first canputer-animated ~il.m was made fra(~~ data. 

4.2.1 Calculation of the mid-year estimates 

Annual est~tes of the population of local authority areas 

have been made ~ the Registrar General since 1915 (1911 for 

oounty boroughs), and published yearly in the Registrar General~s 

Statistical Review (Knight, .1980, pets.cxmn.)~ Clearly this is 

of much higher temporal frequency than the censuses carried out 

under the 1920 Census Act: sane 65 mid-year e:;timates of 

population are available in England and Wales, in oontrast to the 

seven available fran censuses and the 1939 registrai:ion. Over 

this time period, the met:txXI of estimation has changed 
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substantially to keep in step with changing sources of 

information (OPCS, 1980d) but the present method originates fran 

1950 when the abolition of National Registration and. the ending 

of rationing meant that sane other means for the estimation of 

the population of each area had to be found. The system at 

present in use is based an estimating population change through . 
births, deaths and migration, and applying the result to a basic 

. stock of population. This can be contrasted with a direct count, 

and is preferable in that data relating to population change are 

more readily availablei the basic stock is a fi~Jure of known 

accuracy enumerated for each local authority ~:ea at the 
~I'd I ~-I'V\.&91/c!-h ~ 

decennial census. To this are added the number o1: pirth~ the 
out 

number of deaths and the amount of;..migratian are then subtracted. 

Figures for births and deaths are readily available, since it is 

OCIIIpllsory to register them, whilst data on migration is much 

more difficult to obtain. Repeating this estimate annually until 

the next census is liable to introduce OCJITpOunded error i it is 

for this reason amongst others, that the cancellation of the 1976 

Census is to be regretted (Clarke, 1975). HOW'ever, e·~~en allOW'ing 

for such errors, the population change method is preferable to a 

direct count, in that the latter is both difficult and expensive 

to administer if it is to be of sufficient accuracy and of 

national coverage. 

·The above description forms a general outline of the 

methodology used since 1950. HOW'ever, over this tjme period, 

developnents in the availability and reliability of both data and 
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cx:J'Ili;Utational metl'xx1s, helped by the developnent of the canputer 

for handling increased anK>unts of data, have meant that (until 

1976) no two successive years of estimates used absolutely 

identical sources and methods. 

The results of the 1971 Census of Population s~~ the 1971 

mid-year estimates in some places to be very inaccurate~ the 

extreme case.was an overestimate in comparison with t:he census of 

8% (51 thousand persons) for the ci·ty of LiVE!rpool, later 

attrib.lted to a gross underestimate of out-migratie>n fran the 

city (Jones et al, 1973). Partly as a consequence of this, and 

partly because one source of data became unavailable, the metl'xx1 

for estimating migration had to be changed. _Furthermore, the 

cancellation of the 1976 sample census (Clarke, .1975) meant that 

a new basic stock, fran which to continue the estimates until 

1981, was no longer available~ in vieW of the use to which the 

mid-year estimates are put (including their input to the 

calculation of the Rate Support Grant and its suo.."'essor, the 

Block Grant), increased accuracy was needed. Finally, even if 

the estimates had all been calculated using the same base data 

and the same methodology, estimates throughout the early 1970s 

would be non-oanparable due to local government reOJ~ganisation, 

and .the consequent change to the areal base (as described in 

section 4 .1) • 

Hence, in 1976, OFCS decided to carry out a retrospective 
I 

recalculation for data fran 1971 onwards, recasting them onto a 

post-1974 areal base and to use the same method for estimates up 
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until the 1981 census. ~ a consequence this was expected to 

produce at least a decade of approximately oanparable "figures. 

It is this series of figures which were used i:n the· first 

ocmputer-animated filmi the series is 1'lOW examined further. 

In keeping with their name, mid-year estimates are held to 

represent the IX>PUlation as at the 30th JLUle each year. Thus the 

basic stock on which. all changes are enacted is thE! Census of 

April 25/26th 1971. The totals for each local authority as 

re-aggregated by OPCS are used. This figure is then aged to 

represent the population as at 30th June, 1971 - this is 

necessary as the mid-year estimates for the Londc•n boroughS, 

metropolitan districts, anq all counties are broken down by age 

as well as sex (data for non-metropolitan districts are broken 

down by sex only). Fbr each local authority the population 

represents that '"usually resident'". The definition ·Of . this is 

almost the same as in the Census; with two exceptions: students 

are, for the p.Irpose of the mid-year estimates, usually resident 

at their term-time address, and the armed forces at their station -

- in both cases these are rarely synonymous with their '"usual 

residence'" as defined by the Census. The basic stoclt as at 30th 

June 1971 is then corrected for these two groups of PE!QPle. 

Annual corrections are ~e to this figure representing change 

in the population. These changes stem fran four sourcles: births, 

deaths, migration and.changes in the instituti~al pcpulation of 

the area. Data on births and deaths are readily ava.ilable and 

are simply added or subtracted to the basic stock. The 
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est~tion of migration has always proved to be more difficult. 

Prior to 1971, this was done using two sources of data, the 

Electoral Register and the Ho~ing Developnent Return (IIDR) as 

supplied by each local authority. The latter was a :reoord of the 

number of new houses oanpleted, old ones denDlished and known 

changes in ownership I occupancy, together with an estimate of 

the population involved. In explaining the inaccw:acy of the 

1971 mid-year est~tes in oanparison to the census, OPCS held 

this -latter source of data to be responsible. With hirldsight, 

this is easily explained. First, IIDRs were not oanpleted by 

every local authority. Secondly, most authoriti.es supplied 

figures consistently too low (through internally· incomplete 

returns) or too high (through trying to estimate for inoamplete 

returns). Estimating the nUmbers of people involved, then, was 

doubly hazardous. Errors also exist in the Electoral Register. 

However, these errors tend to be self-correcting sooner or later, 

this contrasts with errors in the IIDR - if sanething '"'as anitted,· 

it was unlikely to be included in subsequent years (OJ?CS, -1980d). 

The IIDR, having been sl'Dwn to be unreliable, was later 

abolished in the early 1970s (OPCS, 1978a), and at and since the 

recalculation of figures in 1976, migration has been estimated 

using the Electoral Register alone. Service personnel (who can 

be identified separately within it), and attainers (17 year olds 

on it) are removed, then with certain adjustments for a known 

underestimation of about 1% (based on the difference tetween the 

number of persons aged 18 plus nationally and the total of those 
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on the Electoral Register), the change between figures for two 

'successive years is held to represent net migration for the area. 

For the recalculated period 1971 to 1976, net migration for those 

people aged under 18 was estimated as a s~le J?roportion of 

those aged over l87 since 1976, use has been made c)f DES data 

(for 7-15 year olds) , and the National Health Se1~vice Central 

Register .(NHSCR) for 0-6 and 16-17 year olds. A nat:ional check 

of migration figures is obtained by oanparing their sum with 

total net migration for the country as obtainEd from the 

International Passenger Survey and the NHSCR7 any discrepancies 

are shared out amongst all districts. 

The fourth area of change in the population total of a 

district occurs · within institutional populations. The Home 

Office is able to supply a detailed breakdown on the number of 

prison inmates by sex, and prison, and changes -can easily be 

calculated by comparison of two successive years of data. Each 

local authority can supply figures for those in residential 

educational establishments, and finally, for armed :forces (both 

British and foreign) , data can be obtained from the J>iinistry of 

Defence. For each of these three classes of persons, obviously a 

CICJJ'Iq;lensating adjusbnent has also to be made .to the :individual"'s 

area.of "'usual residence"'. 
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4.2.2 Accuragy of the mid-year estimates 

OPCS do mt claim very high accuracy for their mid-year 

estimates. Those derived from the recalculation of 1976 ought to 

be improVements on those available previously ·- the maximum 

change between the original_and revised figures in ~lY authority 

being 4% (OPCS, 1978a) which is half the maximum e1~ror obtained 

by oanparis~ of the census ~ mid-year estimate figures for 

1971. However, updating a basic stock over nine rather than four 

years will canpound any errors. OVer th~s time pE!r iod slight 

changes in the quality of data sources used could e":acerbate the 

situation. It is mt kl'lCJ'.om what the errors are at pt·esent (if it 

were, they could be expunged) or precisely frcm where they 

originate. However, it seems likely they originate mainly from 

data relating to migration of the population. Despite 

~rovements incorporated in 1976 (especially the cessation of 

use of the HDR and inclusion of DES and NHSCR data) , sources of 

British migration data are indirect and hence poor~ until they .. 
~rove, the mid-year estimates are likely to be error-prone. 

It is difficult to provide a bounding figure for .the accuracy 

of the estimates~ this cannot be done with certainty until data 

emanating from the 1981 Census becanes available. However, in 

connexion with a recent survey of planning officers, the 

following facts emerged. The OPCS estimate of the 1979 

population of Wansheck District, North~rland, is 61 thousand. 

A survey throughout the area, carried out in oonjmtction with the 
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.electoral registration in 1979, revealed the population to be 

62.1 thousand, a difference of same 1.8% (Jacobson, 1980, 

•1 
pers .oc:mn) • In Wyre, · Lancashire, a similar ex·~rcise by the 

district council in 1979 indicated a population of 100,878 which, 

in comparison to the OPCS figure of 98,200, shows a c~ifference of 

2. · 2. 7% (Leech, 1980, pers.cxmn.). Errors exist in i:he opposite 

direction: the city of Manchester enumerated their 1978 

p:>pulation to be 484,128, same 5,172 less than the OPCS estimate 

of 489,300 (Parnell, 1980, pers.cxmn.)3~ These are just three 

cases which emerged fran the author""s survey of cLll planning 

officers: it is not p:>Ssible to say whether they I·epresent the 

extremes of error or not. That they are not the onl~· large ones 

:txlwever, seems very likely. 

Given ,such errors, it is arguable that more use should be made 

of local authority data, rather than that produced py OPCS - not 

only for this research, but for issues of far greater national 

importance such as the allocation of the Block Grant. Sane 

authorities, such as the first two cited above, take actual 

counts in conjunction with the annual electoral rt:!gistrationi 

these should produce figures of far greater accuraC'J than the 

OPCS estimates. In any event, a detailed know.l,.edge of local 

affairs should lead to a more representative figure. But, set 

against this, ~s the fact tllat if each local authority""s estimate 

is sumned, the total represents more than the national population 

(OPCS, 1978b) • Canplications occur in that local surveys may 

have been carried out at different times i moreover, n.on-resp:>nse 

1 
2. 
3. 

r. Jecobso.-"\ . 
R. l....tW:h. 
S. '?c:~rt"'C::II. 

Wo ns beck. .b i~ i-V'"' (..o)- Cou.,c.; I 
W_,rt J:>;.s1C•d Covflc..i\ 
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can be a severe problem especially when, unlike the Census, there 

is no oampulsion to answer. Additional refinement of the 

Electoral Register (perhaps to include those under 17 years of 

age) will certainly be expensive~ is unlikely to guarantee JOOre 

accurate data~ and may also be held by sane to represent an 

invasion of privacy (OPCS, 1980b). Estimates based on housing 

stock are subject to the same problems as those associated with 

the HDR (see above) , whilst health service and educat:ion recx>rds 

may be in error in that they include people using the service, 

but who may not necessarily reside within the disti:ict. Hence 

there is mUch to be said for the producti~n of estinates using a 

method for all areas, and which is repeated· regularl:y·~ if errors 

do exist, the sumned population can be scaled to equal the 

national total. For this research, there is a further advantage 

in using the OPCS figures in that they ar.e avairable fran a 

central source in one document, the OPes Monitor series. The 

workload involved in obtaining a figure fran each authority would 

be very oansiderable indeed. 

4.2.3 The mid-year estimates for Scotland 

The mid-year estimates for Scotland, as calculated by the 

GRl(S), are derived by much the s~e processes as for England and 

Wales •. TQe major difference lies in the estimation of migration~ 

here JOOre data sources are used, including assessor and housing 
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returns and emplqyment data (Travers, 
:1. 

1980, pers.CXIIIIIl.). A 

second difference is that data sources change very frequently and 

slight differences in the methodologies used occur every year. 

In this research, such differences are ignored and the Soottish 

mid-year estimates are ~sed alongside those for EngLand and Wales 

and held to be cnnpa.tible. · 

4.2.4 Problems associated with the use of the mid-year 

estimates 

The data used for the production of the first filn1 then were 

the mid-year estimates for the years 1971 - 1978. Detailed 

sources of thesedata are given in appendix C. At the time, the 

1979 and 1980 mid-year es~imates were unavailable~ they have 

since becane so, and have been added to the series. In using 

these mid-year estimates, no such problems as a change in 

methodology of derivation were enoountered, and sligh-t changes in 

district boundaries (as detailed in section 4.1) ~~re ignored. 

The data set was canplete (with no missing values) and although, 

as outlined above, its accuracy was questionable, this was of no 

·great initial ooncern to the author - it was simply used to test 

a cartographic process under examination. 

The main ·cartographic problem enoountered was simply a lack of 

significant change within the data set. Table 4.6 lists ~e 

areas showing the highest and -lowest absolute and percentage 

1. L.Trdv~rs. (1Ro(.s). CHAPI'ER :rotJR 
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.increases. Although sane of · these are quite impressive, the 

-...lists are daninated by city centre~, London boroughs, new towns 

and Scottish districts showing high percentage increases, the 

last areas owing to oil developnents. In spatial terms these 

areas are often very small and thus do not lead to an interesting 

map. Conversely, the larger Scottish areas of rapid population 

change contain few people. OVer the majority of GJ:eat Britain, 

the pofUlation was inherently stable (Clarke and Malmsey, 1980) 

s!Dw'ing an increase of only 266,000 (0.4%) for the p:~riod 1971 to 

1979. Furthermore, the average difference by dist1:icts (total 

increase I 458 districts) was an increase of only 6~0 persons-. 

The result~ of filming these.data were not impressive, the map was 

dominated by the only geographically large district.s exhibiting 

change - those in the Scottish Highlands. 

4. 3 DERIVATI~ OF A CENsus-BASED POPULATI~ DATA SE'r 

Since major problems arose with the use of tile mid-year 

estimates as a time series, it was decided to attempt to. create .a 

data. set utilising census data over the period 1901 - · 1971. In 

u~ing census data·, sane prooedure had to be found t:o cope with 

the extensive alterations in. local govermnent boundaries, both at 

and preceding 1974 in England and Wales, and 1975 in Scotland, as 

outlined in section 4.1. Same 659 authorities (438 in England 

and Wales, 221 in Scotland) underwent no alteration at. all during 
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Table 4-.6: Change in population of selected areas, 1971 - 1979. 
-------

1) Percentage change (absolute change in .thousands in brackets). 

Iafest: Kensington and Chelsea -20.39% (-38.4) 
Glasgow (City) -18.88% (-184. 9) 
Islington -16.43% (-32.9) 
Southwark -15.95% (-41.6) 
Liverpool -14.06% (-85.1) 
Hackney -13.16% (-28.9) 
Lambeth -13.00% (-39.8) 
Manchester -12.33% (-67 .4) 
Lewisham -11.23% (-30.1) 
Westminster City -10.78% (-25.6) 

Highest: Breckland 28.52% (21. '7) 
.Ross and Cramarty 28.61% (9.9) 
Wimborne 29.29% (15.2) 
Gordon 31.92% (14.3) 
Forest Heath 33.02% (14.0) 
.City of London 34.15% (1.4) 
CUmbernauld and Kilsyth 36.19% (16.~t) 
Tamworth 46.36% (19.1) 
Redditch 56 .. 07% (23.1) 
Milton Keynes 69.79% (46.9) 

2) Absolute change (percentage change in brackets). 

Iafest: 

Highest: 

Glasgow (City) 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Birmingham 
Southwark 
Lambeth 
Kensington and Chelsea 
Islington 
Lewisham 
Wandsworth 

<...West Lothian 
Northampton 
Breckland 
Basingstoke 
Redditch 
Peterborough 

, Halton 
The Wrekin 
Hmtingdon 
Milton Keynes 

Source: See Appendix C. 

-184.9 
-85.1 
-67.4 
-63.2 
-41.6 
-39.8 
-38.4 
-32.9 
-30.1 
-29.2 

19.9 
21.7 
21.7 
22.6 
23.1 
23.3 
24.1 
24.7 
25.7 
46.9 

(-18.88%) 
(-14.06%) 
(-12.33%) 
(-5. 76%) 
( ... 15.95%) 
(-13.00%) 
(-20. 39%) 
(-16.43%) 
(-11.23%) 
(~9.67%) 

(17.72%) 
(16.29%.) 
(28.52%) 
(21.61%) 
(56.07%) 
(56.07%) 
(21. 98%) 
(24.95%) 
(25. 75%) 
{69. 79%} 
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the period 1901 - 1971, and so here the problem of boundary 

changes did not ariseJ in these cases the population data were 

simply coded fran the relevant volume. of the census. However, 

for the remaining 1,206 areas (1,028 in England and Wales, 178 in 

SCX>tland), a procedure was adopted which, although 1:ather crude, 

gave acceptable results: this was based oil the number of people, 

rather than the actual area, being transferred, and the following 

describes its application for the period 1901 to 1971. 

Boundary changes may result in three different cx,~itions (see 

figure 4.3). First, a number of people who W.:!re previously 

enumerated· in area A will now be counted in area B. Although no 

actual migration of the population is involved, it is convenient 

to describe this as a movement of N persons fran A to B. Both 

areas · remain in existence after the ~ge. Secondly, there are 

what have cane to be termed 'dead areas'. Thes;e are local 

authorities which, by amalgamation into onE! or several 

neighbouring_ areas, have ceased to exist. Finally, there is the 

converse of this situation, the so-called 'new arE!as'·. Here an 

area is created, cons~sting of one or several parts of old or 

'dead' areas. Although each of these processes ccm result in a 

ve~y different areal arrangement of authorities, t~e procedure 

adopted to allow for boundary changes was similar in all cases. 

The central tenet of this methcxi is that the x:atio of the 

number of people in the area 'moved' to the number of people in 

the 'parent' area (the population of the area ~forE! the boundary 

change) has remained constant through time i.e. 
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Eigure 4. 3: Txpes of boundary_ 

change. 

A 8 ~A 8 

1: Adjustment of boundary. 

A 8 A 

2: 8 = Dead area . 

A A 8 

3: B =New area. 
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P(n-l)x 
= 

P(n:-l)X 

where P = popula~ion of area x 
x = part of area X transferred 
n = current census year. 

In certain cases, namely New Towns, this is obviously a false 

assumPtion, but this problen will be discussed fur.tht!r in chapter 

5. Thus the number of people noved can be e~cpressed as a 

percentage of those in the parent area1 at all censu~;es previous · 

to the date of the .boundary change, this peramtage may be 

subtracted fran the ~source~ area and ·added to the "'sink~ area, 

' resulting in an approximation ·of . the population as spatially 

defined in 1971. 

In the case of ~dead~ areas, no problens arise if the area has 

been merged intact int6 another or new area. However, if it has 

been split between several neighbouring areas, then the 

populatiOn JOOved to each area is taken as a percentage of the 

parent population, and at all_ previous censuses the ~dead~ area~s 

population is divided acoording to these percentages. The 

population of new areas, which obviously do not occur in previous 

census volumes, are simply calculated fran parts of old or ~dead~ 

areas, derived by the same method. 

This whole procedure is only made possible by the existence, 

in every county .volume and at each census, of a table recording 

any inter-oensal changes in boundary for that county. Although 

the exact ·layout of this table varies with each census, four 
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items of information are always recorded: the title of the Act of 

Parliament or Statutory Order giving authority for the change and 

its dateJ the source area, the sink area, and the, p:Jplilation of 

the area transferred, as at the previous census. This latter 

figure is used as·the nUmerator in the percentage calculation, 

with the original population of the area as the denaninator. For 

example, the 1971 North Yorkshire census. volume records 1,283 

people as being transferred from Guisborough UD to the newly 

created Teesside CB in 1966. The population of Guisborough in 

1961 (from the county census volume of that year) is listed as 

12,079. Hence the percentage is calculated to be 

(1283/12079) *100 and rounded to give 11%. Ignorin•;J any earlier 

change of boundary in the area, this figure would be used to 

allocate the appropriate part of the North Yorkshi:ce population 

to Teesside at each earlier census. If the resultinq percentage 

was less than 1%, or if the population of the area transferred 

did oot form 1% of the new area (as defined by i:he boundary 

change), then the transfer was not recorded. ~l'his was done 

primarily to reduce the number of calculations, espec::ially as the 

numbers of people in~l~d at this level of detail ~~re very few. 

~In ·surrmary then, in order to encode the population of areas on 

a 1971 areal basis, it was necessary to work backuards through 

time and accl.DDulate changes to be applied to any area as coding 
. ' 

progressed. Due to a difference in structure between the 

Soottish, and the Eng~ish and Welsh local government areas, the 

encoding of population and recording of boundary chcmges did not 
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folloW the same pattern in . each case. The following stages 

describe in mOre detail the process as ~lamented for the two 

national groupings. 

4.3.1 Encoding population for England and Wales 

Stage! Each 1971-Local Authority was assigned a ca~ter code, 

identical to that used by OPCS on 'magnetic tape:; of the 1971 

Small Area Statistics (SAS). If an area was split between 

oounties as a result of the 1974 Local GoverlliilE!nt_ Act, OPCS 

assigned two or mote codes, one for each post-1974 SE!glllent. (For 

example, Wantage .RD as at 1971 has two codes, one for the part 

lOOVed to Oxfordshire, and one for the part re!lllaining in 

Berkshire.) Similarly, two codes were assigned by CIPCS to areas 

oontaining a New Town, one representing the area within, and one 

the area outside, the latter. In each of these cases the first 

code was used in the process, and difficulties would therefore 

arise in any subsequent attempts to match the encoded population 
I 

data relating to a specific area with the 1971 SAS for the same 

area by oanputer code alone. 

The population figures for 1951, 1961 and 1971 were then 

encoded for each area, utilizing Table 2 of each o::>unty volume 

for 1971. Also encoded were the oounty totals - to be used in 

checking· for errors at a later stage. If any boundary changes 

had occurred ·during this time period, these had been acoounted 
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for by OPCS before tabulation~ i.e. the figures in the table all 

relate to the area as oonstituted in 1971, and no .reworking on 

the author"'s part was necessary. To clarify the encoding 

process, a worked example is illustrated in figure 4.4. The 

example uses the local gOvermnent areas of Stocktc)n RD and MB, 

and Billingham UD, all involved in the creation of Tt:!esside CB in 

1966. Stockton MB and Billingham UD represent "'dE!ad areas"' in 

that they were amalgamated to Teesside. CB. At this ntage, then, 

only the population of Stockt:Qn RD was coded in the E~xample. 

Stage II Bolmdary changes for the inter-oensal period 1961 to 

1971 were reoorded fran Table 4 of the 1971 county cens~s 

volumes, each change being expressed as a percentage of the 1961 

population of the old area. No actual figures for the number of 

people rooved: were ever reoorded as this was not felt to be 

necessary. The · example shows sane of the many boundary changes 

caused by the creation of Teesside CB. 

Stage III This was identical to Stage II, for the inter-oensal 

period 1951 to 1961, using 1951 as a base year for calculations. 

Stage IV Boundary changes for the period between the date of 

publication of the second part of each 1931 ex>unty census volume, 

and 1951, were recorded fran the 1951 oounty volunu:!s, Table 5. 

For oonvenience, the former date is referred to in text and 

tabulations as 1935, although .in practice, the aci:ual date of 

publication and that used in calculations varies widE!ly be"tween 

oounties, oover ing the period 1932 to 1937. Examination of table 

4.1 shows there to be the fewest changes in boundary during this 
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Figure.4.4:. Tb illustrate the method of calculation. 

(da = dead 'area, na = new area) • 

Stage I. Papulation totals for 1951, 1961 and 1971. 
1951 1961 1971 

Stockton RD ' 7978 

Stage II. Boundary changes, 1961 - 1971. 

source area 

Stockton RD 
Stockton RD } 
Stockton MB (da) 
Billingham UD 
Billingham UD (da) 

Sink area 

Hartlepool CB (na) 

Teesside CB (na) 

Stockton RD 

Stage V. Population estimates for 1939. 

for Stockton MB: original population 
100%-> Teesside CB 

Dead area 

for Billingham UD: original population 
99% -> Teesside CB 
1% -> Stockton RD 

for Stockton RD: 

Dead area 

original population 
4% -> Hartlepool CB 
5% -> Teesside CB 
+ Billingham UD (1%) 

9270 13287 

% transferred 

4% 
5% 

100% 
99% 

1% 

66688 
-66688 

= 0 

20228 
-20026 
- 202 

= 0 

7920 
317 

- 395 
+ 202 

Estimated population = 7410 

Stage.VI. Population estimates for 1921 and 1931. 
---- 19~!1 1931 

for Stockton MB: original population. 641~!6 67722 
100%-> Teesside CB -641~~6 -67722 

--- --
Dead area = 0 = 0 

for Billingham UD: original population 938.9 19282 
99% ->Teesside CB - 929·5 -19089 
1% -> Stockton RD 94 - 193 

---- --
Dead area = 0 = 0 

for Stockton RD: . original population 8010 7817 
4% -> Hartlepool CB - 320 - .313 
5% -> Teesside CB - 401 .- 391 
+ Billingham UD (1%) .+ 94 ·+ 193 

---- ---
Estimated population = 7383 = 7306 
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Figure 4.4 continued. 

Stage VII. Boundary changes, 1931 - 1935. 

Source area 
Stockton RD 
Hartlepool RD (da) 

Sink area 
Billingham UD 
Stockton RD 

Stage VIII. Boundary changes, 1921 - 1931. 

Source area Sink area 

Stockton RD Billingham UD (na) 

Stage IX. Boundary changes, 1911 - 1921. 

Source area Sink area 

Stockton RD, Stockton MB 

% transferred 
20% 
65% 

% transferred 

55% 

· % transferred 

45% 

Stage X. Population estimates for 1901 and 1911. 
---- 1901 1911 

for Stockton RD: original population 14819 17530 
45% -> Stockton MB - 6669 - 7889 

= 8150 = 9641 
55% -~ Billingham UD - 4483 - 5303 

=-3667 = 4338 
20% -> Billingham UD - 733 - 868 
+ Hartlepool RD (65%) + 1875 + 2181 

= 4809 = 5651 
5% -> Teesside CB - 240 - 283 
4% -> Hartlepool CB - 192 - 226 
+ Billingham UD (1%) + 52 + 62 

---- ---
Estimated population = 4429 = 5204 

for Billinghanl UD: new area (fran above) = 4483 = 5303 
+ Stockton RD (20%) + 733 + 868 

= 5216 = 6171 
99% -> Teesside CB - 5164 - 6109 
1% ->·Stockton RD 52 - 62 

-- --
Dead area = 0 = 0 

for 'Stockton MB: original population 51478 52154 
+ Stockton RD (45%) + 6669 + 7889 

=58147 =60043 
100%-> Teesside CB -58147 -60043 

---- --
Dead area = 0 = 0 

Source: Calculated fran basic data. 
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time period over the total period of study (1901 - 1971) - there 

were none in the example .... and in the majority of these, the 

population of the area transferred is recorded as that in 1931, 
~ 

with the actual 1931 population being used as the denominator. 

HOwever, in a very few cases, the General Register Office found 

·it impassible to determine the 1931 population elf the area 

transferred, and so substituted the 1951 figure instead. In 

~se cases, the denominator is then hypothetical, calculated to 

be· the sum of the remaining population in the source area in 1951 

(if any), plus· the population (as at 1951) oiE all areas 

transferred. Since the basic premise of this methodology is that 

the percentage remains constant over time, its calculation based 

on 1951. figures (aft~r the boundary change) as opposed to the 

1931 figures (before the change) is not thought to <X>nstitute a 

serious problem. At this stage only, the date of the boundary 

change was also recorded; to be used at the next sta9e. 

Stage V The population figures for 1939 were enooC~ed, · applyi~ 

~Y post-1939 boundary changes previously recordeel. At this 

stage, the source of data was a document listing ·the results of 

the 1939 National Registration of the population, published in 

one volume, . at county, local authori:ty and civil :parish level. 

During the encoding it became apparent that the reliability of 

this data source should be questioned for, as table 4. 7 shows,· a 

ocmnon characteristic found throughout was a marked 

underestimation of population in the largest centres, with a 

corresponding overestimation at all other levels. 
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Table 4. 7: Population of selected areas; 1921 - 1961. 

r 
r;;derland -~ 
I ~--Durham 

Newbury MB 
Berkshire 

------------·--· 

----·----:-· 

I St. Ives tJD I 6749 I 6642 8011 I 7784 882~-1 
Huntingdonshire 

rc;:kfield RD -~18671~9627 28111 ·I I E;;t Sussex . I - I 
SOUrce: See Appendix C. 

CHAPTER :rouR 
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Though the figures obViously do not fit the general pattern of 

population change, they were included for cxxnpletenE!SS, forming 

the only population statistics available between 1931 and 1951 to 

the· author at the time of encoding. Possible reasoru; for their 

inaccuracy are included in chapter 5. 

The example sb:Ms the method of estimating the population for 

the three areas for 1939: the populations of Billingham tJD and 

Stockton MB are slU'IIIled together with those of the other 

oonstituent parts of Teesside CB to give an est.imate of the 

population for this latter area. The oounty totals for· Durham 

·and North Yorkshire are adjusted b¥ 86,714 (=20,006+66,688) as 

both Stockton MB and Billingham tJD (part) were formerly in Durham 

but were ~moved~ to North Yorkshire on the creation of Teesside 

CB. 

Stage VI The population figures for 1921 and 1931 w~re encoded, 

incorporating any post-1931 boundary ·changes. The data were 

taken fran Part 2, Table C of each oounty census voltune for 1931, 

that being the section in which both the 1921 and 1931 data have 

been reaggregated ·to the areas as ~nsti tuted f<>llowing the 

particular County Review Order. For error-checking purposes, the 
I • 

oounty totals were also encoded for each year - in the example 

the Durham and North Yorkshire totals were adjusted as at Stage 

v. 

Stage VII Boundary changes were reoorded for the period 1931 to 

1935, utilizing Table B of Part 2, the oounty census volumes. As 

at stage ·IV, the numerator was the 1931 population of the area 
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transferred and the denominator the actual population of the old 

area. This stage was by far the longest in the whole process 

for, as table 4.1 shows, the greatest number of boundary changes 

occurred during this period. 

Stage Y!!!_ Boundary changes were recorded for the inter-oensal' 

period 1921 to 1931 utilizing Table 5 of Part 1, the 1931 oounty 

·oensus volumes. ~ actual 1921 ~lation o:E the areas 

undergoing change was used as the denominator. 

Stage IX Stage VIII was repeated for the inter-oensal period 1911 

to 1921, using Table 6 of the 1921 oounty oensus vollunes. These 

were the last bOundary changes to be encoded for, as will be 

shown at the next stage, alterations of boundaries for the 

inter-oensal period 1901 to 1911 were already taken into account. 

~E! X The final stage ii:lvolved encoding of the population data 

for each area, as modified by all the post-1911 boundary changes. 

As at stages I and VI, it was possible to code more than one year 

fran one table (Table 5, the 1911 oounty oensus volunes), as the 

1901 data had been reaggregated to the area as defined in 1911. 

County totals were also included for checking of erro1::s. 

Fol1bwing the example in figure 4.4, a data set fo1:: the whole 

of England and wales was derived, covering the pe1~iod 1901 to 

1971. Whilst oot perfect - there are a n~r of errors 

originating fran several souroes which are· examined i.n chapter 5 

- it does provide a much greater degree of change than that for 

the eight year·period 1971 to 1979. 

CBAPTER FOUR 
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4.3.2 Encoding population for SCOtland 

Much the same methodology was used to derive a data set 

covering the years 1921 to 1971 as that used for England and 

Wale~. Hc:Mever, owing to the division of the landward areas into 

county districts (OCs), and their subsequent use for census 

enmneration following the 1929 Local Government (Scotland) Act, 

for the years 1901 ~ 1911, a different - and less precise -

method had to be adopted. 

Examination of table 4.4 shows there to be many fewer boundary 

changes between SCOttish areas than were recorded fo-r England and 
• 

Wales. Furthennore, these changes tend to cxx:ur in the more 

populous and urbanised lowland counties (the Lothians, Renfrew, 

Lanark and· Dunbarton), indicating the greater stability of 

boundaries in rural areas. A feature of Scottish boundary 

changes is that the· numbers of people involVed are very small1 

despite recording only changes of above 1% (as done in England 

and Wales) , on two occasions a movement of just ten people became 

~significant~ and had to be incorporated for previous censuses. 

The exact met:oodology adopted was as follows:· 

Stage ! Population figures for the years 19Sl, 1961 and 1971 were 

~ed as. for English and Welsh areas. The source -of data was 

Table 2, the county census volumes, 1971. 

S~ge II Boundary changes for the inter-censal period 1961 to 

1971 were recorded, as for England and. Wales.· Table 4 of the 

1971 county census volumes p~ovided the relevant information. 
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Stage III Stage II was repeated for the inter-censal period 1951 

to 1961, using Table 5 of the 1961 oounty census volumes • 
. 

unfortunately, at this stage the Soottish census. ~lications 

begin to differ fran their English oounterparts in the anK)unt of 

information recorded. If the transfer of areas invc•lved a burgh, 

then the same information as for the English and Welsh areas was 

recorded (see section 4.3.1). However oo details are given for 

alteratioo. of boundary between OCs only7 thus the CCilculation of 

the percentage figure p:>sed greater problems. 'l~able 2 of the 

same census volume records the net population added to or 

deducted fran any area in the inter-censal period, so this was 

used in place of the missing details of ooundary chcmges. After 

taking away the sum already aCcounted for by burghal changes, a 

number of districts still recorded a net loss or ga:ln - the grand 

total of the former equalling the grand total <>f the latter, 

unless a cross-oounty inter-district change was involved. In all 

these ·cases, it .was p:>ssi}?le then .to determine 'the source and 

sink areas by reference tO a map, assuming that significant 

changes only took place between spatially contiguous districts. 

Stage rv The population figures for 1921, 1931 and 1951 were 

enooded fran Table 1 of each county census volume. Both the 1921 

and 1931 figures refer to the area as constituted in 19517 to 

these figures any post-1951 boundary changes ·were applied. 

County totals were also enooded. 

Stage V Boundary changes for the inter-oensal period 1931 to 1951 

were recorded7 however, due to data availability problems at the 
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next stage, these were never used. 

Stage VI It was now necessary to encode the .population figures 

for. 1901 and 1911. Unfortunately, as the landward .:treas of each 

county were only subdivided into districts following the 1929 ACt 

(as described above) , the data available were liin:lted to large 

and small l:llrghs, landward areas, and civil parishes.. Thus sane 

method had to be found for division of the population of landward 

areas, except in the very few cases where islands, now forming 

se~ate districts, were at those dates individual civil 

parishes. Such cases are to be. found mainly in the counties of 

Bute, Orkney and Shetland. The procedure eventually adopted was 

to take each district population as in 1931 as a percentage of 

the landward population in 1931, and then divide the (known) 

landward populations of 1901 and 1911 accordingly. This 

technique was by no means satisfactory, but it did allow the data 

set to be CDmpleted - if sanewhat inaccurately, as will be shown 

in chapter 5. 

4.3.3 The formation of post-1974 areas, England and Wales 

The manually encoded data set was transferred on to 80 column 

computer cards, and copied to magnetic disk. Having checked the 

pre-1971 data for errors (see chapter 5), it was now necessary to 

apply boundary changes resulting from the reorganisation of 1974. 

This was fairly easily achieved using an OPCS publication (OPCS, 
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1975b). In this,. the oamposition of each new authority ~ old 

authorities is given: U:Sing data down (where_ necessary) to 

I 

Enumeration District level, OPCS calculated the percentage of the 

population of any old authority in a new district. In same 50 

cases, the new county districts are identical to old areas. 

These are predaninantly the old county boroughs. ,!\. further 201 

of the new areas are stmple contiguous amalgamations of complete 

, old areas, leaving just 92 new areas containing parts of divided 

old areas (OPCS, 1979). The above figures do not . include the 

City of London or the _London boroughs~ no chanqe took pla~ 

within these in 1974 following their major reorganisation in 

1966. 

OPCS- (1975b) 61~) the population of all the nE!W ·areas in 
~ 

terms of the percentage of the population of any included old 

area, rather than the percentage of the actual measured area. 

Thus, for many local authority districts (thosE! which were 

directly amalgamated to ne~ areas), the figure is 100%. 

The procedure adopted for determining the 1901 to 1971 

population· figures for the new areas was a ~tmple Cine. First, 

each new area was assigned a CCJillXlter code (ident:ical to that 

. used internally ~ .OPCS) • Its oomposi tion in terms CJf old area 

canputer codes (the same as those applied at St:age I of the 

encoding process) and percentages of the ·population of the old 

areas were then recorded. It was now a case of searching ~ 

canputer through the 1901 to 1971 population data and summing up 

the relevant cases~ if the old areas were split- in the 
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reorganisation, then only the appropriate percentage of the 

population was added. This procedure was not carr ie:l out for the 

GI.C as, by 1971 (the base year for the encoding ope:t"ation), the 

districts within· this county had already been reorganised. Thus 

the 1951, 1961 and 1971 figures on a post-1966 areal basis were 

obtained frc;m the 1971 census, and prior to this datE~, the census 

data was reaggregated by hand to the new areas,, as coding 

progressed. 

, 4.3.4 The formation of post-1975 areas, Scotland 

·The calculation of post-1975 figures from pre-1971 data was 

more difficult for Scotland than for England and Wales, although 

the essential processes were identical. Unfortunately, the 

appropriate conversion manual (OPCS, 1975a) lists only the 

contributing. old areas which make up the new areas, and not, as 

in England and Wales, the percentage of the· old population within 

th~ new area. _The appropriate percentages for Sc::otland have 

never been calculated by GRJ (S) : for those 14 e>f the new 

districts which r~present whole amalgamations this is,. of course, 

of no difficulty. For the 'remaining 42 areas, J:o..ievei', these had 

to be determined by the author by a variety of means. First, the 

total population of each new area in 1971 is known, tcgether with 

the population of each whole old area, fran the original (1971) 

and reaggregated (1975) versions of the 1971 census volumes. 
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Thus, if a new area . contains just one split old . area - the 

remainder being whole old areas - the population total mipus the 

total of the whole old areas gives the numbe:r of people 

originating fran the split old area, which can then be expressed 

as a percentage. -This solved 22 of the remaining cases. 

Secondly, even if a new area contains two split old areas, the 

remainder of these split old areas elsewhere c::an often be 

determined by the first metOOd. · Thus, simple suJ:>trac::tion reveals 

the· portion of each in the new areaJ this metOOd 'ias effective 

for a further three areas. The 17 r~ining new areas contained 

divided old areas such that two unknowns occurred 1:ogether, and 

neither of the above metOOds was satisfactory. The areas mainly 

occurred in the Glasgow area of Lanarksh:ire and Renf:rews~ire and 

the problem was solved by breaking the old areas dot>m to civil 

parishes: . the <X>Juposition of eac::h new area in tE!rms of civil 

parishes is listed in the reaggregated (1975) cene;us ·volumes. 

Fortunately, the SCOttish civil parish is perhaps the! most stable 

British local government unitJ by reconstructing eact1 part of_the 

split old area fran these, and sumning up the population totals 

as recorded in the original 1971 census volumes, the relevant 

percentage could be obtained. Not all new are~s are. even· whole 

amalgamations of civil parishes but (fortuitously, by· working at 

this level) two tmknowns neve~ occurred together and, despite 

being· very laborious, a canplete set of •percentages was 

eventually obtained. 
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From this point onwards, the procedure was identical to that 
' ' 

used·· for England and Wales7 the end result was a set of 

population figures for the post-1975 SCottish areas covering the 

period 1901 to 1971. 

Thus a data set oamprising eight population totals (seven 
. . 

censuses and one nati~l registration) was created, covering 

each of the 458 new districts of England, Wales and SCotland. 

The process was a long one - over 7, OOQ calculations \Ere made by 

hand and an equally large number by ocmputer - but it did result 

in a time series data set for use in animated filming. With 

reference to figure 3.1 (page 39) and as noted in section 3.1, · 

the acquisition ·of a time series data set is often a case of 

juggling the method of data collection v. the attributes of the 

data set. In this case, the end result is a data set of 

consistent attributes: whether the method of data collection 

meets the requirements as laid down in the framework of figure 

3.1, however, is a different matter. The process was certainly 

operationally definable and carried out repeatedly· in both time 

and space (see sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) but the accuracy of the 

resulting data set remained unproven. In the follcwing chapter, 

this facet is investigated, along with steps taken to increase 

accuracy where shortcx:xnings were revealed. 
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5 VALIDATION OF THE DATA SET 

.Throughout the entire coding and calculation process, numerous 

problems arose, and potential for error existed. This chapter 

examines sources of such errors, steps taken to oorr•:!Ct them, and 

the limitations of the final data set. The chapb:!r is divided 

into five sections: first, it describes a prelimina:cy check on· 

the data set. Seoondly, a survey of planning officers is 

discussed, carried out to assess the validity of the results of 

the data oollection process on the basis of local experience. 

The third and fourth sections ·describe further check::; on the data 

set and an interpolation process carried out to gene:rate a matrix 
' 

of population totals 'for input to an animated film. Finally the 

topographic data, needed to map the population data, are 

described. 

5.1 ERROR CHEX:KING: THE FIRST STAGE 

As a check for errors which arose during the manual encoding 

process (sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) a crooe, but effec::.:tive, metmd 

was used, based on a canparisan between the ·actual cmed oounty 

total at any one date, ~ the total as obtained by sumning up 

its oonstituent parts. More specifically, a percentage figure 

was derived equal to 
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(Tc-Ts,ITc) *100 

where Tc = coded total and Ts = sunmed total. · 

This resulted in both positive answers (if the SlDIDDed total was 

less than the coded total) and negative answers ,(vice versa). 

Table 5.1 shows the distribution of these errors (no errors 

oc:x:urred for the years 1951, 1961 or 1971 as th•e figures are 

calculated by OPCS and sum to oounty totals) and, fran- this, 

different types of error may be deter.mined. 

The first type represents those which are not .actually errors 

in the coding a~ ·all. sane boundary changes involve inter-oounty 

nx:wements of population. When encoding. county total:s, an effort 

was made to adjust these for oounty gains or losses (see section 

4. 3 .1) • H011ever, if the numbers of people involved were very 

small, then the adjusbnent was not always made. It is 

interesting to note that all the errors falling above/below 

+/~0.3% belong to just six oounties: west Yo:rkshire (2), 

Hertfordshire, Glouoestershire (2), Warwickshire, w:>roestershire 

and Staffordshire. In each case there have been a number of very 

small cross-oounty DDvements usually due to large cities lying on 

the boundary. Sheffield (West Yorkshire), for example, gained 

population fran surrounding Derbyshire by these mean:s on a number 

of occasions. Also included in West Yorkshire i:s the city of 

York, which expanded over the time period into both the East and 

North Ridings of Yorkshire. HertfordsJ:lire, on the one hand, 

gained Potters Bar fran Middlesex and, on the othe:r, lost the 

Barnet area to the GI.C. Finally, the remaining :four counties 
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Table·S.l: Errors. 
-·--

1) England and Wales. 
-----------

% Error (+/-) 1901 1911 1921 1931 1939 

>/< 0.3 0/2 2/2 0/1 0/1. 
0.2 -> 0.29 5/2 6/0 0/1 0/1. 0/1 
Q.l -> 0.19 7/1 4/2 1/1 
0.01 -> 0.09 6/4 6/6 4/3 3/5 7/4 
>/< 0.01 4/3 4/3 5/3 4/l. 4/1 

Total, E & W 22/12 22/13 9/8 7/8 12/7 
-------- ----

2) Scotland. 

0.1 -> 0.19 
0.01 -> 0.09 
>/< 0.01 

1/1 2/1 1/1 2/0 
6/1 5/0 1/1 2/~! 
3/3 8/3 0/3 0/1 

·------·-----------· 
Total, Soot. 10/5 15/4 2/5 4/3 ------------

·---:.. 
Total, GB 32/17 37/17 11/13 11/11 

+I- Error. 

Source: Calculated fran basic data. 

12/7 
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siDw considerable change axrongs_t themselves. Birmingham, lying 

on the Warwic~shire I Staffordshire border, has on numerous 

occasions gained· parts of the latter. Similarly, Dudley (in 

Staffordshire), Bramsgrove (in Warwickshire) and Smethwick (in 

worcestershire) have either been ""roved"" fran, or e·xpanded into 

and ""taken"" parts of Worcestershire (twice) and Staffordshire 

respectively. There have been numerous (prims~ily rural) 

inter-oounty rovements between Glouceste!rshii::e and 

worcestershire, and also between Gloucestershire and Sanerset 

(due to the expansion of Bristol). They should not: therefore be 

regarded as seriou~ errors. 

The second class of error is that which is undoubtedly 

genuine I due to mistakes in cx:xUng and I or calculcLtion. These 

are often small errors of about· 0.1 to 0.2%, and E!xamination of 

table 5.1 sl'Dws . that these occur during the years 1901 and 1911, 

the data on which most calculations had to be perfe>rmed owing to 

the numerous boundary changes resulting fran the County Review 

Orders. If t:ime permitted, most of these errors c:ould probably 

be remoVed: however, it takes several hours to trace even the 

simplest of these. and they were sufficiently small to disregard 

them. It must also be remembered that even at 0.4% the absolute 

numbers of people involved are usually very small. One of tl')e 

largest oounties, West Yorkshire, has the largest l:!rror of the 

whole stooy at +0.4% for 1911. This represent:; an excess of 

1~ 1 790 people on a coded total of 3,152,551. In u:!icestershire, 

at 1921, an error of +0.28% represents an excess o:E 1,374 people 
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on a coded total of 437,490. This class of error was termed 

inherent error •. 

The third class of error is that of less than O.l%1 these are 

rounding errors incurred during calculation. They originate 

pr~ily from the division of ~dead~ areas where, theoretically, 

the sum of the parts percentaged shc;>uld equal 100. However, area 

transfers were only recorded if they repre~nted a mbvement of 

greater than 1% of either the source (parent) population, or of 

the sink population. Thus if several transfers, e·ach of less 

than 1% occurred, a certain number of people would t:e ~lost~ from 

the area. A rule was applied then that not less than 98% of each 

~dead~ area had to be accounted for, as a safeguard against this 

happening on too large a scale. In the occasional cases · where 

the total represented less than 98%, a 1% transfer 'ti'as awarded to 

the area gaining less than 1% in order ?f magnitude, until 98% 

was reached. This occurred on very few (less than t:en) occasions 

throughout the entire time period, and the nUmbers of people 

affected are very small. 

I~ all calculations, whole numbers were used1 any fraction 

less than 0.5 was rounded down, and those greater than or equal 

to 0.5 rounded· up. Thus, even if all the population were 

. accounted for in splitting up dead areas, calculations could 

still result in totals of 99 or 101 due to _rounding.. This then 

was a further source of error, but only a VE!ry small one. 

Examination of table 5.1 shows a pairing of errors for the years 

1901 and 1911, and again for the years 1921 and· 1931, the number 
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of :positive and of negative errors for each set being almost 

identical. This would suggest that rounding ·errors, especially 

in the splitting of dead areas, are predaninant1 such errors 

being applied to data of both years would occur twice, whereas a 

s~le error of miscalculation is unlikely to affect both pairs 

of figures. All forms of rounding errors are otherwise termed 

allocatioo er~, since they result in the mis-allocation of 

persons between two or more districts. 

A s~le means of oanpar ison was also used to check the 
I 

accuracy of the figures derived from the second stage of 

calculation, the i901 to 1971 data by post-1974/5· areas (see 

sectioos 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). At this stage, checkin.g was carried 

out to verify the contents of the table used tb determine the 

oodes of the old areas cxmsti tuting the new ones 1 a s~le typing 

error altering any one of the old area oodes oould have 

disastrous effects. The oontrol data used were the actual 

population figures for 1971 as listed in the 1974 (1) census 

volt.unes. (These had been enooded by the author sane time 

previously and were also available OQ the oarr~ter.) The 

calculated 1971 population figures for the new area.s were then 

oompared against these1 if the difference bet;\<ieen the two 

represented over 1% of the oorrect · (OFCS) figure then in all 

cases, an error had occurred in the enooding of the old area 

oodes. Unless a new area represented a whole amalgamation of old 

areas, a perfect match oould not be expected to occur, owing to 
----------------
1 See note on page 7. 

• 
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rounding (allocation error). The percentage of the :population of 

a split old area was always rounded by OPCS for England and 

Wales, am by the ·author for Scotland, to the near•est integer. 

Thus small errors oould arise in this way, although never greater 

than 1% of the final figure, and, theoretically, not greater than 

1% of the population of the split area. For simplicity, 1% of 

t;he final figure was used as a check. 

Errors· may be viewed as a mis-match of the sumned and coded 

totals, and generally oorrected. However, even if n.:> errors (as 

outlined above) have oocured in the calculations, figures can 

emerge which appear substantially higher or lower the expected 

result when viewed in time series. There are a number of 

possible reasons for this, which are advanced below. 

First, the method of calculating the number of pec:>ple moved as 
' 

a result of boundary ~ges can lead tQ errors. Tb! figure is 

simply expressed as a percentage of the population c>f the-entire 

area and makes the assumption that the distribution <>f population 

within the. source area does not change through t:ime. Clearly 

this is not always the case; C?Onsiderable inhanogeneity exists 

within most local authority areas, except those at the rural or 

urban extremes. The greatest problens occur with rural areas 

· bounding urban auth9rities of rapid grc:Mth. At ear).y censuses, 

the rural area is likely to be fairly evenly populatE:!d at a low 

density. However, as the urban area encroachE!S upon the 

surrOtmding countryside, parts of the rural area will increase in 

populatioo, producing marked variations in population density 
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within that rural area. It is .usually the case that amalgamation 

·with the urban area is made after the period of urbanisation 

rather than before, thus the ratio of the number of. people moved 

to the pop..tlation of the area as a whole is not the same as that 

at the censuses prior to urban expansion, although i1: is assumed 

to be so. This leads to. an underestimation of the population of 

rural areas, and an overestimation in urban areas at earlier 

censuses - a . rati~ error. To overcxxne this prc,blen, it was 

originally intended to calculate boundary changes at a finer 

spatial resolution. 

At each Eng~ish and Welsh census, the number of people 

transfe~red b¥ a boundary change is broken down to civil parish 

level and then sumned to give the total number of people lost or 

gained at looal authority· level. working at the civil parish 

level, pop..tlation movements can be pin-pointed very accurately, 

and, indeed, the first county to be coded (Norfolk) was done at 

this level. It was then realised that working at thi:s level was 

increasing the number of calculations considerably (in the case 

of Norfolk, sane twenty-fold). Also, although the smallest unit 

recorded in the English am Welsh census is the civilparish, the 

introduction of county council electoral districts :ln Scotland 

meant that the civil parish was not used by Gro (S) to describe 

boundary changes after the census of 1951. Here,. alse>, boundary 

changes are not detailed to as great a level as in England and 

Wales. For these reasons, and despite a loss in accUI:acy, it was 

decided to work only at looal authority level. The following 
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example iliustrates the problem and results. 

Leicester CB was bordered by, anDngst other are.as, Billesdon 

RD and Blaby RD. The rapid expansion of Leicester during the 

1950s and 1960s resulted in the passing of the Leice1:~ter Order in 

"!966, and the subsequent transfer of 9, 624 and · 5, 95!> people to 

Leicester CB fran Billesdon and Blaby IDs respectbrely, leaving 

just 8,651 and 50,469 people in each area, respect:ively. The 

origins of the transferred pOpulation in both caSE!S were civil 

parishes ~ediately contiguous with Leicester ~~ and whiCh 

exhibited abnormal growth rates, far in excess of those found 

throughout the rest of the rural areas.. The number of people 

moVed repre~ents 53/11% (1) of the entire rural district as at 

1961. However, ~ a percentage of the population of the civil 

parishes fran whi¢1 they originate, the oorrespondi:ng figure is 

77/18%. Applying these percentages to the 1921 figures, then, 

gives the following results: 

1921 population (actual) 
53/11% of entire area -

therefore remainder = 
77/18% of civil parishes -

therefore remainder = 
For 1931: 

1931 population (actual) 
53/11% of entire area -

therefore remainder = 
77/11% of civil parishes -

therefore remaind~r = 

Billesdon RD 

5335 
2828 
2507 

514 
4821 

5901 
3128 
2773 
870 

5031 

Blaby RD 

18964 
2086 

16878 
489 

18475 

25840 
2842 

22998 
1353 

24487 

1 In all cases the first figure represents the percentage for 
Billesdon, and the seCond the percentage for Blaby. 
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Wheri viewed in time ~r ies, the measure of difft!rence in the 

results beoames apparent: 

Calculated fran th~ civil parish: 

Billesdon RD 
"Blaby RD 
Leicester CB 

0 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 

4821 5031 7022 8651 1112~1 
18475 24487 38688 50539 7424~~ 

238696 259941 285626 288065 28420EI 

calculated from the district: 

Billesdon RD 
Blaby RD 
Leicester CB 

1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 

2507 2773 7022 8651 11124, 
16878 22998 38688 50539 74242 

242607 263688 285626 288065 284208· 

The method adopted results . in a marked underestimation C?f rural 

areas in favour of urban areas, and a much faster rate of 

apparent growth in rural districts between ~931 and 1951• 

Ratio error also occurs with· New ToWns. If the NeVi Town was 

designated an independent local authority before the period of 

study began (i.e., before 1901), then no ·problems arisei the 

figures are simply encoded taking into account ;my boundary 

.changes. However, if the local authority was created as a new 

area between 1901 and 1971, then problems may arise. In sane 

· cases, the area is created before any major populat:.ion growth 

occurs, therefore the ratio of the m.Jmber of peoplE! in the new 

area to the number of people in the parent area is representative 

of the true situation and its use at ~revious censuses; provides a 

oanparatively accurate picture of the population distribution. 
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Table 5.2 illustrates the population of Welwyn Garden City, 

Herts., COrby, Northants., and Washington, co. Durhi:un. Declared 

as independent urban districts in 1927, 1939 and 1927 

respectively, they were not designated as New Towns until 1946, 

1948 and 1962. The population calculated for each area at all 

censuses prior to their fonnation would seem acceptable. 

At the other extreme are New Towns designated a~; sueh before 

beoaming independent local authority areas. Here! population 

growth has occurred and the resulting percentage calculation does 

not give an accurate picture. In sane cases the results are not 

badly out of c)ljnme:nt- Thurrock UD (which encloses the greater 

part of Basildon New Tam) and Cumbernauld SB · all show figures 

which seem to be greater than expected in earlier years, but not 

s~rious . enough to warrant altering the basic method of 

calculation. 

In twO cases, however, the results were so obvic)usly wrong 

that it was n~cessary to devise a different me~ for 

calculation of the population as at previous censuses.. These are 

the New Towns of East Kilbride, Lanarkshire, and Glenrothes, 

Fife, designated as such in 1946 and 1947. They were not, 

however, created as independent local authorities fran their 

parent l:xxlies (No.5 oc, Lanarkshire, and Kirkcaldy OC) until 1963 

and 1966 respectively~ in the interim period considerable 

population growth had already occurred. If calculated' by the 

conventional methods uSed elsewhere, the population of the two 

· areas at the previous censuses is found to be as follows: 
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Table 5.2: Population of selected New Towns, 1901 - 1971. 

r--:::-::::--1-::::-,-::::-J-::::-~~~~~y~;r~~:-,-::::-,-::::-,-::::-r 
l~~~;i~:~~~~-J-i797_J_i960_J_107i_J_8937_J_17i42J-i8804j-~Si79J-40488l 

l~~;~;-~~----l~i;~;-1-~;;;-l-i;;;-l-i;;~-l-i;~;-l-i;;~;l-;;i~il-;;;;;l Northants. ~ 

l~~~h~~~~~--J-ii7iiJ-i5330J-1772iJ-i7704J-16952J-i7879J-i885Dl-24057l 

l~~;~~~=:-:~J-43503J-53057J-4875iJ-6i644J-6343iJ-82i08Jil4263Ji25088l 

l~~;~~~~=~~~-J-4i41_J_4573_J_407i_J_4242-J-~~;~-J-3137_J_Si;;-J-31784l 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
* includes Basildon New Town. 

All figures inc~usive ~f population lost/gai~ed as a result of 
boundary change~ •. 

Source: See App~nd-ix C. 
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1921 

East Kilbride 14198 
Glenrothes 7666 
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1931 

13811 
7293 

1951 

4587 
1519 

1961 

31439 
12425 

1971 

63502 
27135 

The 1951 and 1961 figures relate to the area as defined in 1971, · 

and were reaggregated before their publication by t::.he GRO (S) • 

These figures are obviously not representative e>f the true 

situation, and the areas 'llllere therefore recalculated e>n the basis 

of the 1951 distribution of the population. The pc~lation of 

each new area as determined by the GRO (S) for 1951 wae: taken as a 

percentage of the source area as at 1951, resulting in the 

follQfling data: 

1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 
·1_ 

East Kilbride 4351 4232 4587 31439 63502 
Glenrothes 1677 1594 1519 12585 27135 

These would appear to constitute a better estimate of the 

population prior to 1951. Only on these two occasions was a 

departure made from the procedure outlined earlier in the 

chapter~ all other calculations were made according to that 

method. 

On very rare occasions the reverse · of this problem of 

transferring already developed areas and its e.ffects on previous 

years .data can occur. During a survey of planning officers 

carried out to test the accuracy of the derived data set (and 

described in section -5.2), Castle (1980, pers.camn.)1... revealed 

this to be the case in rural areas in ShropShire. Here certain 

parishes with a very rapidly _declining agricultUral population 
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have been transferred to surroi.Dlding local government a.r:eas. The 

n'llRiber of people "'"100ved"'" at the time of the boundary change 

represented a lower proportion of the total area"'"1; pOpulation 

than at any census previously. Hence the p:>pUlat:ion of the 

source area has at all times been ·calculated to be too high, and · 

that of the sink area too low. It is not known how widespread is 

this problem. However, given the general stability of boundaries 

between rural areas '(JOOSt changes being rw~al-to-urbail 

transfers), it is lD'llikely to be severe, and the totul nuinber of 

people involved must be very small in view of the low p:>pUlation 

densities generally encountered within rural areas. 

A partial solution to these problems of mis-represE!ntation of 

the pop.Ilation of areas at earlier censuses is s:tom by Morr~y 

(1973) in his work on the J:X>PUlation of the I.ondCin Boroughs 

throughout the 20th century. Like this author, he! utilises a 

direct proportion a:pproach in aC<X>unting for changes i.n bolDldary~ 

however, his percentages are derived fran the p:>pUla.tion totals 

at the census, two previous to the one in which the · boundary 

change occurred and not one previous as the author used, thus 
. 

minimising the chance of basing the caleulations on urban 

developnents which have already occurred. 

More specifically, the method used by the author and given in 

section 4. 3 is sumnar ised as 
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P(n-2)x 

P(n-2)X 
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= 
P(n-l)x 

P(n-l)X 

where P = population at time n 
and x =part of area X transferred 

n = present census year 

To illustrate this, reference should be made to thE~ example on 

page 126. P(n-l)x is the population of the area tr&lsferred as_ 

at the previous census, which is given in the OEmsus vol~ 

following the change - i.e. in 1961, sane 1,283 p~rsons were 

resident in the area of Guisborough UD transferred to Teesside 

CB, a figure listed in the 1971 census volume. P(n-l)X is 

obtained fran the previous census volume &ld indicates the actual 

pop1lation of t::he entire unaltered area - 12,079 persons for 

Guisborough UD in 1961. The author assumes that at ~my previous 

census year, the ratio of the number of persons in the area 

transferred (1,283) to the number of persons in the SC?Uroe area 

(12,079) remains constant (in this case 11%), an assmnption shown 

above not always to be valid (resulting in ratio error). 

The method utilised by Morrey in his calculation of the 

population of the London boroughs fran 1901 to 15171 does not 

assmne·the ·distribution of the population C>ver the source area to 

be constant through time - i.e., the percentage c•f the total 

population resident in the area transferred, at the census 

immediately prior to the boundary change, is not equal to the 

percentage resident in that area at earlier rensuses 

P(n-2)x/P(n..;2)X is. not equal to P(n-l)x/P(n-l)X. Morrey 
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calculates his ~percentage~ using data from the census two 

previous to the current one (in the above example he would use 

the 1951 population· of Guisborough UD transferred, t<> the 1951 

population of the entire unaltered area, rather than 1961). The 

justification for this is that most changes in boundary follow 

rapid urban developnent. Thus, the use of the 1951 instead of 

the 1961 figure lessens the chances of moving a disp1:oportionate 

number of people from the source to the sink area. 

The population-of the area transferred for the SEC(nd previous 

census (i.e., P(n-2)x) is not given in the census volumes, but 

can be determined in sane cases. Each county volume records_ the 

total population of the area as defined for the present year and 

for two censuses previously (i.e.J PnX, P(n-l)X and F'(n-2)X or, 

in the above example, the 1971, 1961 and 1951 pc•pulation of 

Guisborough UD as spatially defined in 1971). The previous 

county census volume (that: before th~ boundary change occurred) 
- . 

also gives the three sets of figures for the ~unaltered~ area 

(i.e. the 1961, 1951 and 1931 population of Guisborough UD as 

spatially defined in 1961) • Thus simple subtraction reveals the 

population of the actual area transferred. The follawing is used 

as an example by Morrey: 
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From the 1931 census volume for Middlesex '~ can est~Jlish 

Date of change: 1 - 10 - 1928 
Area diminished: Uxbridge RD 
Area enlarged: Harrow on the Hill UD. 
Population of Uxbridge transferred to Harrow as at thE! 1921 
census : 168 

1901 1911 1921 1931 

Population of Harrow (1931 area) (b) 17202 19637 26380 

From the 1921 census volume for Middlesex we can estatuish 

Population of Harrow (1921 area) 10220 17074 19469 
Difference (a) 128 16B 
Population of Uxbridge RD . 7845 9240 10643 
(abolished 1928, remainder to Uxbridge UD and Enfield UD). 

Thus P(n-2)x = 128 and P(n-l)x = 168 
P(n-l)X = 10643 

In the absence of P(n-2)x (128), this author would base her 

calculation of the 1901 population of the area of Uxbridge 

transferred to Harrow (P(n-3)x) on the population distribution as 

in 1931 - i.e. 

~P(n-l)x] * P(n-3)X 

P(n-l)X 
or 

~ 168 J * 7845 = 123 

10643 

The 1901 population of Harrow as deteDnined ~ the author is then 

10220 + 123 = 10343 

Morrey, ~ subtraction, is able to deteDnine P(n-:2)x as 128. 

Therefore he can base his calculation of. the 1901 ~Jlation on 

the ·1921 distribution i.e. 
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* P(n-3)X 

The 1901 population of Harrow as determined ~ Morrey is then 

10220 + 109 = 10329 

The above then illustrates the overestimation of the. population 

of urban areas as a result of using P(n-l)X/P(ri-l)X as a 

multipl-ier. The difference in this case is small: thE! reason for 

this boundary change was simply to abolish an ananalous rural 

district in Middlesex, long since developed. Had rapid urban 

developnent . actually taken place (and thus the figure _168 been 

much larger) , the discrepancy would have been greater. 

Although in theory a better estimate of the popula.tion, there 

is one major flaw in Morrey"'s metb:>d. If an area has received 

population fran only one area at one time over the inter-censal 

period, then P(n-2)x can be determined ~ simple subtraction. 

However, if the population added to the area.originated fran IOOre 

than one area or at IOOre than one time, it is not possible to 

calculate P(n-2)x ~ source area - subtraction will •only reveal 

the total population added to the sink area. It is for this 

reason the example was changed fran Guisborough UD to Uxbridge 

Rb. Teesside CB (the sink area for Guisborough UD) received 

population from nine different places and it is not possible to 

isolate the individual Guisborough oanponent. Hence the author"'s 
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method has to be used as at (n-1) , P (n-1) x is given in the census 

volume for each constituent source area (and is asst.mted to be 

correct). 

A second problem within the data set - for which cx>rrection is 

impossible - has quite marked effects on the study of change in 

p:>pUlation. This is the alteration of the date oj: the i921 

census. Every other census this century, with that one 

exception, has been held in April (see table 5.3). The 1921 

census, being held in JlD'le, fell within a marked holi.day period. 

Whilst this is not reflected in the returns of JIDSt local 

authorities, certain popular holiday resorts show vast:ly inflated 

totals as is sl'Dwn in table 5. 4. 

A third problem occurs with the use of p:>pUlat.ion figures 

originating fran the 1939 National Registration. of· the 

p:>pUlation, as outlined in section 4.3.1 and illustrated in table 

4. 7 (page 132). During coding it became ·apparent that many 

figures appeared· to be out of step with the general trend shown 

by census data. The reasons for this feature have since been 

ascertained. 

It seems that the National Registration figures represent the 

civilian population only (Knight, 1980, :L pers.oarm.) .• 

Furthermore, ·both before and after the National Re~istration, 

fran which the figures are derived, was set up (September 1939), 

evacuation had already altered the population distribution in the 

country quite considerably, and accurate estimation c>f this has 
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Table 5.3: Census dates, 1901 - 1971. 

Year Date of census 
-----

1901 March 31 I April 1 
1911 April 2 I 3 
1921 June 19 I 20 
1931 April 26 I 21 
1951 April 8 I 9 
1961 April 23 I 24 
1971 April 25 I 26 

·Source: See Appendix C. 

Table 5.4:· Population of selectea ooliday resorts, 1901-39. 
----------

Eastbourne, East Sussex 
Ilfracombe, Devon 
Hunstanton, Norfolk 
Mablethorpe, Lines. 
Bridlington, E.Yorkshire 
North Berwick, E.Lothian 
Arran, Bute · 
Llandudno, Carnarvonshire 

Source: See Appendix C. 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1939 

44527 53608 63126 58644·69748 
8557 8935 11772 9175 9407 
2376 3043 5003 3132 3585 
3126 3461 4916 3928 4575 
13238 15090 23540 20194 25429 
2902 3246 4794 3683 n.a. 
4837 4628 8294 4532 n.a. 
10647 12010 21048'15703 17595 
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proved to be extremely difficult. Lastly, part: of the 

registration procedure was based on the distributie>n of ration 

books which, not surprisingly, resulted in sane very f~ulty 

information. Figure 5.1 illustrates the . population of the 

post-1974 oounties of Tyne and Wear and of Avon, as determined 

during this research. The marked difference in the 1939 data is 

illustrated very clearly. During the survey· of planning officers 

held to test the accuracy of the data set. (see section 5.2), it 

was suggested that instead of the National RegistratiCin of 1939, 

the mid-year estimates of the same year should haVE! been used. 
. . . 

HCMever, this would not have solved the problem enti.rely since 

armed forces are estimated at their stations (see section 4.2~1) 

and this in itself would have introduced a large arrDunt of 

distortion. This was in fact the solution adopted by Morrey 

(1973) in his attempt to derive the populations of the· post-1966 

london boroughs back to 1901. Within the GIC, the National 

Registration figures so mis-represent peacetime oonditions (see 

the dashed line · for selected· areas graphed on figure 5. 2) that 

the 1939 GIC data in the author""s data set was amended to equal 

that presented by Morrey (and graphed a solid line on figure 

5. 2) • This oould have been done for the whole oountry1 however, 

elsewhere the effect an this data set (especially ·Outside the 

largest oonurbations) is rather less marked and it was not 

oonsidered worth amending the figures for the vast number of old 

local authority areas (especially since the mid-year estimates 

would have to be adjusted for all post-1939 boundary changes). 
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Figure 5.1: PoP-ulation of TY.ne and Wear, and Avon. 
1901 -1971. 
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Figure 5.2: Po~ulation of selected London Boroughs, 
1901-1971. 
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A final problem is thB.t encountered in Scottish dat:.a for the 

years 1901 'and 1911 only. As described earlier, an estimate of 

the division of the population of landward areas intc, districts 

was made by tak_ing the distribution as at 1931 as a guide. The 

1931 rather than the 1921 distribution was chosen simply . because 

of the June date of the earlier census and inaccuracies 

introduced through that. After 1911, many burghs gained parts of 

the landward areas through. bol.Dldary changes. Thus, part of the 

landward population as .at 1901 and 1911 sho~ld have in fact been 

burghal, in accordance with the aim of estimating the· population 

of the area as at 1971. Because the actual breakdown of landward 

population into districts was not known, it was not therefore 

possible to ~move~ a percentage of any particular district to the 

burgh. The net result is that the burghal population is too low 

and the landward population in every district is too high~ It 

would be possible_, having divided the population to districts, to 

move the relevant percentage of any district exhibitin1:J change to 

the burgh rut, even then, the population of an:f unchanged 

district (of which there are a great many) would still be too 

great, and the numbers transferred too small. This problem is 

reflected particularly in the districts surrounding the four 

cities of Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow, and is shown 

by table 5. 5. 

The problem could be solved by use of the civil parish. 

However, as with the use of the civil parish in Engl~l and Wales 

(see above) , the amount of work involved would not, in the great 
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Table 5.5: Population of selected coWlty districts, 1901-51. 

Aberdeen OC, Aberdeen 
Monifieth oc, Angus 
Lasswade OC, Midlothian 
Musselblrgh OC, Midlothian 
No.8 OC, Lanark • 
First OC, Renfrew 

Source: See Appendix C. 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 

25793 24795 21210 21873 25709 
8716 8358 7916 7311 7612 
7219 8123 5014 5534 6545 
6103 6868 5087 4671 6473 
48154 60955 3905044704 56137 
19460 27553 12700 17238 38201 
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majority of areas, justify the results. 

At this stage then, errors had been renoved fran t:he dat;a set 

and known inaccuracies identified. Checks had been pe!rformed ·to 

ascertain the feasibility and consistency of the data, but it was 
. . 

not J:XlSSible to determine how accurately the results: represent 

the population distribution at any one t~e. 1be ult~te 

solution to this problem would be to reaggregate the population 

data fran the enumerators""· handbooks to the new areas J obviously 

this is out of the question, not only becauSe of the enormity of 

the task involved, but also because the original records are 

confidential for 100 years. Hence only a partial solution was 

available and was adopted - a survey of all 458 district planning 

officers in England and Wales, and · SCOtland. This is rtCM 

described. 

5·. 2 A SURVEY OF PIANNING OFFICERS 

In order to conduct such a survey, each planning officer was 

sent by J:XlSt a letter explaining the a~ and objectiVI:!S of the 

study, a canputer printout of the post-dieted populati(>n for that· 

area and for all contiguous lcx::al au tho~ i ties at each date, and a 

note on· how the post~ict~ons were carried out. _The planning 

officers were asked to oomment on the enclosed data, outline any 

lcx::al · factors which may have rendered the assumptions false, and 
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(if this were the case) to indicate a likely populatie>n for the 

area at the time. An outline of the ~thodology ~:basically a 

precis of section 4. 3) formed the main text of the .:1ccanpanying 

note, together with an -appendix listing the sources of data used. 

The population figures supplied were those for the local 

authority in question and for all contiguous local authorities -

the justification for this being that if a massive error had 

occurred, it was likely that a corresponding and cance·lling error 

would occur in a contiguous area. Contiguous areas were 

. determined fran the file of boundary secti~ns described in 

section s.s. Each boundary section has associated with . it two 

area codes defining the right~ and left-hand polygons. The cOdes 

(without the aooampanying section co-ordinates) were read. 

Duplicate pairs of codes arising fran pOlygons which border each 

other in two or llDre separate places were removed, as 1ift!re those 

pairs of codes in which one represented the sea. The •entire file 

of pairs was then duplicated once, each pair being rc~versed in 

the process - as area A· borders area B, area B bordc~rs area A. 

The entire file was then sorted, reformated and used to match up 

to area names (stored in a separate file) and area population 

figu~es, reslJlting in a printout as sl:'x:lwn in figure 5.3. 

The response fran the above survey was encouraging.. Sane 219 

c;listr ict planning officers replied, together with 12 county 

planning officers. Although the latter were not: surveyed 

initially, same smaller districts rely entirely on t~e parent 
. . 

county councils for specialist advice and research facilities and 
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·Figure 5.3: Example printout for survey of Planning Officers 

E~T I MATED POPUl1A T I ON OF MANCHESTER AND _S~RROUNOING AREAS, 

l9CH 1911 1Q21 1931 ...... ~-- .. --.. - ---~ 

MANCHESTER 649617 719787 735764 766412 

SURROUNDING AREAS: 

MAEcLXsFIELo 77747 61158 8~139 R55Q3 
RU ~iD Lt 163(128 176621 175Y41 176881 
SALFORD 3117952 334175 343265 338643 
OLDHAM 228439 248t7B 24Ql197 24~793 
TRAFFORD 9fil-171 121 75 t2932;J t5b717 
TAMES IDE 19~1516 197384 i93H16 189726 
STOCKPORT 134416 156869 165495 18~936 
B~Ry - 126914 1J3689 132125 13815U 

Dl r::.c.
' ~'-A ..,L SEE A C C 0 M P ANY I N (; N 0 T t F 0 t< r1 E TI"IO D 0 F C A L C lJ LA T I UN 0 F f I G U R E 5 1 

1901•1971, 

1939 1951 ---- ----
62201115 703194 

97954 992~7 
168197 17~17fd2 
287443 31J5853 
219831 221 J"l0 
166375 2iJ5565 
198639 21J47J3 
217456 223726 
147421 151415 

1961 1971 
-·-~ ---.. 

661964 543852 __, 
0'\ 
•o 

112357 t.~Q975 
189834 2~·13133 
294385 279HQ2 
215669 22397~:1 
224tfi2 ~27R84 
2~4232 22!1856 
256!!JIJ2 292256 
152297 174542 
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so passed the survey on to them. The_ 12 oount:y councils 

represent (in total) 67 district oouncilSJ thus 1:eplies were 

received directly and indirectly fran sane 286 distric:ts. These 

are s:tx>wn in figu_re 5.4J areal coverage of the replie~:: is seen to 

be good. 

Of the replies received, five districts declined to oanment 

citing as their reason the shortages of staff to deal with such 

non-essential matters as a result of recent cutbacks in local 

government expenditure. A further two districts declined to 

comment as they were unable to see the point of such a survey 

especially in terms of benefit to themselves. The remaining 212 

replies were, without· exception, favourable. Whilst none oould 

say conclusively that for 1901 to 1931 the figures- were· right or 

wrong, all thought them to be a fair estimate. :Doubts were 

frequently expressed about the 1939 data (which we~ later 

dropped) for the reasons outlined in section 5.1. 

A large number of districts provided their own figQ~es for the 

population at various dates, especially for the years 1951, 1961 

and 1971, as this data are. readily available ha'ring been 

reaggregated by OPCS. Unless the post-1974 districtt3 are whole 

~lgamations of pre-1974 areas, discre']allcies between the OPCS 

figure and the calculated figure are bound to arise ClS outlined 

in section 5.1 and, whilst many planning officers were quick to 

point out such "'faults"' in the data, ~e appreciated the cause 

of them. With one exception, none of the data supplied by 

planning officerp was substituted for the calculated Clata. This 
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Figure 5.4 

Response from 
a survey of 

Planning Officers 

Reply from 

• District P.·O. 

ffl County P.O. 

D No reply 
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was primarily due to a lack of consistency~ planning office data 

originated· fran a large number of sources including county 

structure plans, Electoral Register based surveys and a simple 

reaggregation of constituent parishes whose population was that 

recorded at. the census. In sane cases, the source· of· planning 

office data was unspecified. Whils't the author does not doubt 

that sane planning office data is a more accurate estimati~n of 

the population than that calculated, it would l:e erroneous to 

ag;>ly such a haphazard set of corrections to what is at least a 

consistent .(if not entirely accurate) data set. 

As mentioned above, one change to the data set was made as a 

result of the survey. During .the early 1930s, as a result of a 

County Review Order (see section 4 .1.1) , a large number of 

boundary changes occurred throughout rural cambridgeshire. The 

planning officer for the City of Cambridge was able to 

demonstrate quite conclusively a misallocation of population 

between the present districts of South cambridgeshire and the 

City of Cambridge which originated at that reorganisation,; and 

provided corrected figures. These were the only data changed in 

the aut:h<?r""s data set~ at this stage the remaining figures .were 

as originally calculated. 

Further points raised (in a descending order of frequency) are 

now examined. First, a large numbei::. of planning officers 

questioned the actual methcxlology in that it. produces ·an 

overestimate in urban areas, and an underestimate i:n rural areas 

at years preceding a change in boundary. The reasons for this 
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are outlined in section 5.1. Many only questicned and were 

tmable to provide examples~ however, a few planning officers 

cited population figures in order to demonstrate the weakness of 

the method. An example provided by the planning officer for the 

new district of Kingston upon Hull is most st;)ectacu.lar. In' 1967, 

developnent of a council housing estate in an area. north of Hull 

and in Beverley RD was begtm. Follawing a change in boundary in 

1968, the area became part of Hull CB, involving a ~nt of 

1, 770 persons. Using the percentage multiplier method, the 

author calculated the corresponding figures for 1921 and 1931 as 

713 and 709 respectively. However, the movement of population 

into the new estate was roonitored by the Clerk to Beverley ROC, 

·who was then able to provide figures for the actual population of 

the area as only 220 in April, 1967, 403 in May, 1967 and then 

1,770 at the change of boundary in April 1968. This cle~ly 

demonstrates the limitations of the author~s method (although it 

is believed to be an unusual example) • In such cases the 

imbalance of population is often redressed by the aggregation of 

rural and urban areas to form a new (larger) post-1974 district, 

but this did 110t occur here. Hull CB remained unchanged as a new 

district, and Beverley RD was amalgamated with Beverley MB and 

Haltemprice UD ·.to the new district of Beverley. Thus the 

bnbalance of population still remains within the data set. 

A number of planning officers from Scottish ·~istricts.were 

critical of the method used to determine the· 1'901 and 1911 

population of the districts of county fran the 1.3lldward areas. 
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-
The stability of Scottish civil par.ish bc•undaries was 

demonstrated and several districts provided population data back 

to 19tn based on a simple amalgamation of parishes. This was not 

used as it was not available for all areas. 

Seven planning officers raised the problem of the location of 

armed forces bases within their areas and two (Yeovil and 

Winchester) were concerned that they may have teen in areas 

affected by a boundary change. The regional planning officer for 

Highland RC noted that the population for the district of Nairn 

in 1971 included sane 2, 709 members of HM Forces enumerated on 

board the Ark Royal stationed off-shore on census night and that 

it should be reduced accordingly. This suggestion was not 

carried out as a) it is impossible to assign them elsewhere,· and 

b) other districts will also include such discrepancies. The 

planning officer for the City of Winchester was able to provide 

figures for the numbers of military personnel in the district on 

certain census nights: in 1911 this was as high as 4,016- 10.7% 

of the total population of the district. 

Two district planning officers claimed errors in the list of 

oontiguous districts, which in turn reflects upon the original 

boundary data used to generate these lists. The planning officer 

for Hamilton (Strathclyde) thought his district bordered that of 

Monklands. Examination of ·an OS 1:625,000 · map of post-1974/5 

administrative areas proves this not to be the case. The 

planning officer for Rushcliffe, Notts. reported his area to be 

contiguous with Broxtowe whiCh was not on the printout received. 
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Examination of the above OS map indeed showed a boundary of about 

3 km in length. Such a ooundary is not included in Baxter's 

. (1976) original segment file and hence is missing fran the list 

of contiguous districts despite being apprax~tely· ten times the 
. . 

length of the minimlD11 lx>undary section (see table 5.6, page 196). 

TWo district planning officers made ~ractical suggestions. 

First, the planning officer for Aberoonwy DC suggested ~t 

boundary changes should ·be accounted for at an Enumeration 

District level, instead of using crude population to area 

asslD11Ptions. However, published Enumeration District data are a 

developnent of the 1961 Census but the study goes back to 1901. 

Furthermore, boundary changes have never been published. to a 

greater level of detail than that of civil parishes, and no 

amount of computational power could do the initial calculation 

and encoding of boundary changes from the census volumes, · 

irrespective of le~l and the actual nlD11ber of changes involved. 

The planning.officer for Sefton quotes 

'pnoe the ·system is canputer ised it would be merely a 
question of feeding in additional data to give ~~utput ~ 
ag'e I sex groups'. (1) 

The author does not consider this to be a practical suggestion.' 

The amount of additional data required would be extremely large 

as the age I sex structure of the British population is variable 

lx>th through time and over space. 

-----------------1 !)·.Barnett, 1980, pers.oanm. Scfrorv Mdrofml 'tc;;,-,. ~ 1.::;'rncJ- Cch . ..:;."'r..:, L. 
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overall, the results of the survey were. very favourable, 

although doubtless many planning officers formulated their 

opinions on imperfect or incanplete knowledge of the process and 

problems involved. As a final test, details of the methodology 

involved -were sent ·to OPCS for criticism. The follc::JWing 

oanstitutes part of the reply received. 

~The paper is interesting and the method gives good 
approximations to the PoPulations concerned. Provided 
the limitations recognised by the author -were made clear 
in explanatory notes, the figures would seem worthy of 
wider circulation as they fill a gap in our publication 
programne. We do not have District level counts nor 
could we see them being produced~. (1) 

The oamnents of both OPCS and' all the planning officers who 

replied to the survey seem to validate the accuracy of the data 

as representative of their areas. OPCS suggested the data be 

controlled to the (new) county level popJ.lations as reaggregated 

. by themselves and published in the 1974 county census reports. 

This suggestion was adopted and is now discussed. 

5. 3 ERROR CHEX::KING: THE SEmm STAGE 

The survey of planning officers described in section 5.2 

provided a subjective check on the .. accuracy of the data: using 

county population totals calculated by OPCS it was possible to 

perform a final test on the data set, this tim'e to give sane 

1 C. Denham, 1980 , .... pers .ocmn. o 'P c.. s . 
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objective results with regard to its accuracy. (1) 

Table 2 of each 1974 county census report lists the population 

of that county (as spatially defined in 1974) at each census 

since 1801 and also at 1939 (based an the mid-year est~tes of 

that year). To produce this data, Ol?CS employed a method not 

entirely dissimilar to that. used in this research, but applied at 

a county - instead of district - level. 

The major difference in the method used by OPCS. and bY the 

author was that the foDDer reaggregated old local authorities 

directly to new counties, instead of aggregating first to old 

autho~itie.s as at 1971 and then to new counties - a two stage 

process. Against the use of the author's two-stage process is 

that she ca.lculated what were in effect redundant boundary 

changes between areas subsequently amalgamated in 1974. For 

instance, in determining the population for 1931 and earlier of 

Durham RD and Durham MB as spatially defined in 1971, she had to 

take into· acool.Dlt a change in boundary which resulted fran the 

Durham County Review Order of 1937, and transferred part of the 

foDDer area to the latter. If the author had anitted the stage 

of calculating to a 1971 base and aggregated directly to a 1974 

base then the calculations for this change in boundary would have 

been unnecessary as the two areas were wholly amalg.:nnated (along 

with Brandon and Byshottles UD) to the new district of Durham in 

1974. 

1 The test was also carried out for SCotland: for '1974' census 
volumes substitute "'"1975"'", ·and for "'"OPCS·", substitute 
"'"GH>(S)"'". 
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In support of the author ... s two-stage process (as opposed to 

the JOOre direct one-stage process as employed by OPCS) is the 

faet that many old local authority areas were actually stable in 

boundary from the mid-1930s (after the ~lementation of the 

County Review Orders) to 1971. It was easier then to oode the 

population of these areas (as they were already on a 1971 base) 

and then perform the reaggregation to the 1974 areas for the 

entire period from 1901 to 1971 by oanputer as a second stage, 

rather than inoorporate such a reaggregation by hand throughout 

the coding process (as was, in effect, Cbne for the GIC as a 

result of the 1966 boundary changes). 

Fbr calculation of the new county populations ·for the years 
. . 

1961 and 1971, OPCS s~ly used their own records-to produce . . 

absolute counts for each new district in 1961 and 1971 {published 

as such in Table 3 of the 1974 volumes and reaggregated to county 

level in ~able 2). Fbr the years including and prior to 1951, a 

proportionate basis was used for the assignment of population to 

each new county. However, as the author used old local authority 

areas to establish the percentage of the population JOOved, so 

OJ?CS used civil parishes and wards. opq; were able to work at 

this level of detail since only 47 old local a~thorities were 

divided between cotmties. (The author could have used civil 

parishes, l:l.lt the number of divided old areas was considerably 

higher at district level, which wquld. involve a large amount of 

work not really justified by inaccuracies introduced into the 

data at earlier stages.) Furthermore, of all the 47 cases, only 
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12 had bo be calculated an a proportionate basis since although 

35 others were split, they were at least divided along civil 

parish boundaries an~ at this level a whole ~lganation of areas 

could be performed. 

OPCS then prqduced a series of county population totals which 

were canpared against the author ... s data set. Appendix B shows 

the resultant differences between the two. The most striking is 

that seen· for the year 1939 and is indicative of the weakness of 

the 1939 National Registration of Population as a source of data. 

Substantial differences between the two data sets are recorded, 

the ·largest being over 152,000 for Greater Manchester. It is for 

this reason that the 1939 data derived b¥ the author were not 

subsequently used in the research. 

Throughout the remainder of the table the difference between 

the two data sets ean be attributed bo three sources, all 

outlined earlier in the chapter. These are allocation error, 

inherent error and ratio error. 

Allocation error is one introduced through the rounding 

process and spread throughout the data set (see section 5.1). If 

a new district is a whole amalgamation of old areas then such an 

error will not arise. However, if a new district contains part 

of an old area, the population of the part as at 1971 is 

expressed as a percentage of the whole area (aga.in as at 1971) 

and quoted in OPCS (1975b) as a rounded integer perc:::entage. The 

author used this rounded percentage in her allocation of 

population bo new districts and hence small error::; will arise 
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represented b¥ the differences between the OPCS and the author~s 

data. 

Allocation error can be conclusively proved with reference to 

the 1971 data in appendix B. Inherent error (see section 5.1) 

does nat exist at this time since the old area population figures 

(fran which the reaggregation was done) sum exactly to the old 

county totals as quoted in the census. Ratio erraor (see section 

5.1) cannot exist as no calculations for boundary changes were 

carried out on data of this year (the data hav"ing been coded 

directly.fram the census). 

For most counties which are oanplete amalgamations of old 

local authority areas (irrespective of their parent county) then 

allocation error does not exist (see for instance Cambridge, 

Devon, Kent etc.). · Four counties, despite ·being ocmplete 

amalgamations at county level, have an error intr:•oduced through 

the splitting of old areas at constituent district level. 

Summing the percentages quoted in OPCS (1975b), the parts of 

Northampton RD total 99, and Basford RD (Nottinghamshire) , 

Watford RD (Hertfordshire) and Gloucester RD total 101. This 

introduces an error (in the author~s data) of -238, +708, +545 

and +374 respectively. 

Sane 47 counties contain parts of split old locp.l authorities, 

and are therefore subject to allocation· error. Re:Eerring to the 

1971 data for the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, an error of 

+76 and -76 may be seen. This results fran a mi1:;allocation of 
' 

people on the division of the old rural district of Lothingland 
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between the new districts of Great Yarmouth (Norfolk), and 

Waveney (Suffolk), which in turn results fran the Utse of the OPCS 

rounded percentages. other more obvious allocat.ion errors are 

between west Sussex and Surrey (43 persons fran the· division of 

Dorking and Horley RD), and between Gwynedd and Clwyd (21 persons 

fran the division of Aled and Hiraethog RD). For eaCh county it 

is possible to calculate the maximum permitted allocation error 

~ taking 1% of the 1971 population of each split old area with 

in the county and stmming them (if more than one) • The new 

county of· North Yorkshire contains the most split old areas 

(eight) and has a ... permitted .. allocation error of 1,864. The new 

county of Tyne and Wear, despite containing only five· split old 

areas has the largest .. permitted.. allocation error of all 

(2,385). If the errors in appendix B are adjusted. for OPCS 

rounding errors (see above, for Gloucestershire etc.), then all 

the errors are within the maximum permitted allocation error for 

that county. · Most are in fact very much smaller since all but 14 
' . 

of the 47 counties contain more than one split old area, and 

rounding of percentages ~ OPCS can have both .a posit~ve and 

negative effect within a county, one split old area balancing the 

other. 

If this error can be precisely identified in sane areas, it 

soould be possible to correct the data set aco::>rdingly. For 

instance, in the above example, it would be possible to add 76 to 
• I 

the population of the new district of Great Ya.rmouti1 and subtract 

the same mJmber fran the population of Waveney to balance the 
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county totals accordingly. However, 'in other cae;es, it is nDre 

difficult to identify such errors. Sane old arE!as have been 

split into two or more districts in two new counties. For 

example, Dorking and Horley RD underwent a three-way division, 

one part to West Sussex and two parts to Surrey. A known 

underestimatioo of the population of Surrey by 43 :r;:ersons exists, 

l:ut there is no indication (except by consulting the actual 1974 

census volumes) of lDW these persons should l::e distril:uted 

between the new districts of Mole Valley and Reigate, which .both 

received parts of Dorking and Horley. Other allocat~oo errors 

are even :nDre canplexi the new oounty of Lancashire, for· 

instance, shared· split old areas with Merseyside, Greater 

Manchester, Cheshire and West Yorkshire. ·While it would be 

possible to correct the data set for errors at 1961 and 1971 

(fran the district data supplied for these two years by QllCS in 

table 3 of the 1974 census volumes) for years previous to this 

there is no indication of the extent of allocation error, 

especially as it is now indiscernible fran the othe:r two types of 

error, inherent and ratio. 

The problem of inherent error arises within the ·3~ta set prior 

to 1951. This error represents errors iQtroduo~ through ·the 

process of calculation of bo~:IDdary changes i the p:recise causes 

and scale of it are described in section 5.1. The maximum 
. . 

inherent error for the study had been s~ to be an excess of 

some 12,790 persons for the county of West York:;hire in 1911". 

This error will still be in the data set sanewhere, although it 
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is difficult to say where as parts of West Yorkshire were moved 

to South and North Yorkshire as well as Greate!r Manchester, 

Lancashire, Cumbria and Humberside on reorganisation. (The 

population of the new county represents only 55% of that of the 

old one.) Inherent error does not occur for the ye·ars 1951, 1961 

and 1971 as the data . used for reaggregation arc:. exactly H~QSE

listed by OPCS in their 1971 census volumes and are. not subject to 

ooundary Change calculations. ' 

The third type of error discernible in appendix B is that 

resulting fran the use of the percentage multip+J,er, and is 

examined in section 5.1. Basically this error stems fran the use 

of a oanstant percentage multiplier to transfer. population as a 

result of a ooundary change and results in a movement of too many 

people at earlier years, giving an tmderestimation · of the 

popul~tion of the source area and an overestimation of the sink 

area. At a county level it is generally caused by expansion of a 

city on the county ooundary and is especi~l:y severe if a 

ooundary change occurred as a result of this expansion late in 

' 
the period of study (fran 1901 to 1971) 1 by the time such a 

boundary change has been carried back to the beginning of the 

stl.rly period, the effect of the multip:J.ler is ext:remely marked. 

Such an effect may be identified in appendix B with reference to 

Derbyshire and South Yorkshire. As a result of the Sheffield 

Order of 1967, an area of Chesterfield RD (De:rbyshire) was 

transferred to Sheffield CB (formerly in West Yo:rkshire) • The 

1961 population of this area was 32,224 and repres•~nted 32% of 
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the total popUlation of Chesterfield RD. At all previous 

censuses, then, 32% of th~ population was taken from Chesterfield 

RD and added to that of Sheffield CB even though the developnent 

of the area affected by the boundary change (which is known to 

this author) sugges:ts this' to be a· false assumption. Previously 

an area. of small mining villages, it rapidly developed as · a 

suburb of. Sheffield throughout the 1960s. At early· censuses, the 

population of the area affected by the ·boundary change was 

unlikely to represent as much as 32% of the entire rural 

district, only doing so oo ""suburbanisation"". Thus the transfer 

of 32% of the population was too great, especially earlier in the 

study period: using this percentage, the author moved .sane 20,574 

·and 20,790 persons in 1921 and 1931 respectively7 from appendix B 

it is apparent that the population of Derbyshire is 

underestimated by the author by sane 12,000 persons at each year, 

and that Sol,lth Yorkshire (the new parent county of .Sheffield) has 

an excess of Some 16,000. It is a reasonable assum,ption that the 

12,000 persons missing from Derbyshire have been molTed (in error) 

to South Yorkshire, and that c.B,OOO is more likely to be the 

population of the area in question at these two dates. The 

remaining 4,000 difference for South Yorkshire is probably 

inherent error, tOgether with a possible al1ocation error of up 

to approximately 1,000 resulting from the (old) Nottinghamshire 

contribution to the new county. 

Ratio error can also be seen at the scale of 'i~rhole counties 

(rather than individual districts as considered abo'17e) • Appendix 
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B shows · all the new metropolitan coWl ties to have a surplus of 

people for earlier years, together with a smaller s:urplus for the 

new non-metropolitan COWlties, such as Avon and Cleveland •. 

Surrounding coWlties show a deficit of people - ·r.ancashire and 

Cheshire for Greater Manchester, Durham and North Yorkshire for 

Cleveland, Durham and Northumberland for Tyn.e and Wear. Urban 

areas (where population tends to be overestima.ted) have been 

grouped together to the urban metropolitan coWlties, whilst the 

surrounding old areas, whose population is in general 

underestimated, now form the more rural I less urbanised 

surrounding counties. 

It is li~ely that (with the exception of errors for 1939) 

ratio error is responsible for most of the discrepancies in 

appendix B. Inherent error is known exactly fran the sumnation 

of old local.authorities to old counties as detai~ed in section 

5.1 - it cannot be more than 12,790. Furthermore, this (largest) 

inherent error belongs to the old county of West Yorkshire in 

1911, which .underwent an approximate 35-55-9% split in terms of 

population on reorganisation. Inherent error soould therefore be 

distributed likewise, reducing its maximum value. Allocation 

error cannot be more than 2,385~ this is for the new county of 

Tyn.e and Wear, and represents the sum of 1% of the population of' 

all the split old areas, par~ of which are outside the county. 

MOst other counties have considerably smaller alloa1tion errors. 

The maximum error ·for every individual censm; year between 

1901 and 1931 occurs in SOuth Yorkshire. For 1951 and 1961 the 
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position is held by West Midlands, and for 1971, Gloucestershire. 

This latter error is due to rounding by Ol?CS (376 persons), . and 

allocation error (of which the maximum permitted equals 1,102). 

It is likely that the error·s for South Yorkshire are exacerbated 

by a high inherent error, but they are also due to ratio error 

resulting from a particularly marked ~undary change with 

Derbyshire. Ratio error is almost certainly the cause of the 

error for West Midlands in 1951 and 1961 as inherent error is 

zero (see section 5.1) and the maximum allocation error (at least 

in 1971) could only have been 1,323. 

5.4 PREPARATION OF DATA 

In view of the errors shown to exist ~ithin the data set at 

county level (see appendix B), it was decided to control the 

author""s data to that of Ol?CS, and distribute the •!!rrors evenly 

throughout the districts within each county (an eq1.1al percentage 

to each district). Although the origin of same errors 

(especiall"y allocation errors) is often fairly clear - and the 

errors themselves can assigned to a precise district - this is 

not always the c;:ase, especially in earl~er years. ~rhus, with the 

exception of the error for 1939, the error for each county was 

distributed evenly amongst all the districts within that county. 

At this stage, then, the author had available to her, for each 

new local authority area, seven sets of figures representing the 
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population as at every decennial census fran 1901 to 1971. Also 

available for every new area were a set of population figures 

derived fran the mid-year estimates and spanning the time period 

fran 1971 to ~979. Finally, for the 33 London Borcughs, a set of 

1939 data was available based on the mid-year estimates and taken 

from Morrey (1973). 

Although there are metOOdological differences between these 

data sets, the author ·oanbined tliem into one for the next stage 

of the research. The main difference between the census and the 

mid-year estimates is the date to which they refer. With the 
. 

exception of 1921, the census has always been held in April (see 

table 5.3), but the mid-year estimates refer to the population as 

at 30th June each year. This difference of under three :roonths 

smuld not affect the aanparability of the data too much. When 

the 1971 reaggregated census data for new districts were oanpared 

against the 1971 mid-year es~imates, in 343 of 458 areas the 

difference between the two was less than +/- 1,000. The maximum· 

gain between the census and the estimate of the same year was one 

of some 6. 5. thousand persons (Plym:>uth) , and the maximum loss, 

-5.3 thousand persons b¥ South Oxfordshire. 

Although the temporal resolution of the data set was now much 

greater than with the use of the mid-year estim.:ltes only, the 

temporal frequency was not good, the· data p:>int:; being both 

sparse and irregular - decennial from 1901 to 19:31, 1951, 1961 

and every year from 1971. It was decided to interp:>late a data 

set using these values, and to proouce data at two yearly 
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intervals fran 1901 to 1979. To do this, a small program 

incorporating a ~ algorithm - EOlADF (~, 1981) - for 

interpolation was written. For each area, all the census figures 

between 1901 and 1971 were input, together with the mid-year 

estimates for every alternate year from 1973 onwards. The 

algorithm interpolated the intervening two yearly values ~ 

fitting a cubic spline. sane 40 values for each area were thus 

producedJ to interpolate 29 points fran il original data values 

for each of 458 areas took 12.3 seconds of CPU time on the NUMAC 

IBM 370/168. . 

Attempts were also made to interpolate a data set ~ fitting a 
' 

polynanial (Aitken .. s mettm, ~ algorithm EOlAAF). Although. 

this is ~ mettm of interpolation recamnended in the ·~ 

documentation, it gave very. i;xx>r results, especially. in the early 

(1903 to 1909) and late (1963 to 1969) years. This was probably 

due to the fact that this mettm of interpolation performs best 

with an equal (or similar) number of data p:>ints either side of 

that being interp:>latedJ for early and late ~,ears this was 

obviously not the case. 

There was one type of district for which USE! of the cubic 

spline gave very unsatisfactory results. At sane point in their 

developnent, the districts of Harlow, Crawley, Basildon and• 

Stevenage all sb:>w a very rapid increase in population over just,· 

one decade. In the worst instance (Harlow), this increase was 

ten-fold over the decade of 1951 to 1961 after its designation as 

a new town in 1946. Fitting a cubic spline through such data 
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resulted in a dip in the curve before interpolating through the 

rapid increase. Figure 5. 5 shows the results (in a dashed line) 

of the first interpolation for Harlow. For this and the other 

three districts, then, a different method of int.erpolation was 

used although the algorithm remained the ·same. Essentially two 

interpolations for each district were carried out (three for 

Crawley which shows two steep increases in population·, . between 

1911 and 1921, and 1951 and 1961). The first of these was to 

interpolate the population over the period of gradual increase 

(in the case of Harlow, between 1901 and 1951) and the secOnd for 

the period of rapid increase, in this case 1951 to 1979. This 

gives more r~alistic results than previously for all four places. 

The results for Harlow are graphed as a solid line ~~n figure 5.5. 

For the 33 London boroughs, a set of 1939 population figures 

was~ also available derived fran the mid-year est:imates. Thus 

the interpolation for these areas was·repeated inoorporating·th~ 

data. canparison of the. results gave sane idea of t~:te success of 

the interpolation algorithm. Population change is a oomplex 

interaction of births, deaths and migration, and it is dOubtful 

that a method of numerical approximation as crude as this would 

be effective. The results of this oanparison, then,, were perhaps 

a little surprising. Sane 17 of the 33 IDndon bor()Ughs showed a 

difference of less than +/- 10,000 between the inte1:preted value 

and the actual value. This may seem to be quite large, but the 

population of the smallest London borough in 1931 ,,as estimated 

at over 71 thousand, with 20 over 200 thousand (excepting the 
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Figure 5.5: Interpolated ROpulation for Hal"low. 
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City of IDndon). The difference for eight of the 17 was in fact 

less than two tho1,1~. A further eight had diffe:rences between 

10 and 20 thou~ and for a l~t group of eigh~, the difference 

exceeded 20 thouSand, the largest being 38.8 thousand. This last 

group of eight "is, characterised by enorrnc:)us increases or 

decreases in population over the years 1931 to 1951. Seven are 

the :peripheral Ialdon boroughs of Bexley, Branley, Enfield, 

Harrow, Havering, Hillingdon and Suttonl all of whi•:::h doubled, or . ') . 

almost doubled, their population over 20 years (the extreme case 

being Harrow which grew fran 96.7 thousand to 219.5 thousand) • • 
The eighth is the· inner London borough of 'ItMer Hamlets, 

declining in population fran 488.6 thousand in 1931 to 230.8 

thousand in 1951. 

The author then was satisfied that, given the en()rmous changes 

in these populations and the inevitable degree of uncertainty 

associated with Morrey ... s (1973) figures, the use of the 

interpolation· algorithm gave ·reasonable results which were 

representative of the true situation. For the two decades 1931 

to 1951 (when nine values had to be interpolated be1:ween two end 

points) no other part of the oountry experienc:sl growth (or 

decline) rates quite a~ large as for these eight London boroughs. 

Thus the interpolated values may be more accurc:tte. At other 

dates, the algorithm was only required to interpolat:e four. values 

between end points (the third, fifth, seventh and ninth years of 

the decade) , thus there is less chance of a wide Jllal:gin of error. 

Known problems exist for districts with very steep increases in 
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their growth curves - namely New ToWns .... but a satisfactory 

solution seems to have ~ achieved here by intc:!rpolating the 

two parts of the curve separately. 

There remains only one known but unsolved probl•=m of ·using an 

interpolation algorithm. This problem arises when ;~ district has 

an artificial].y high number of enumerated resid•:!nts on. census 

night, a oondition which occurred in sane holiday r•:!sorts in 1921 

(see table 5.4), and, secondly, for the distri•:::t of Nairn in 

1971. The latter district has had a re~ident populat,ion of about 

8,000 for most of . this century. HO'flever, on o:msus night of 

1971, same 3,000 extra persons were enumerated in ti1e district as 

a result of the Ark Royal 1000red offshore (see section 5. 2) • 

Thus the population was held to be an artificially l1igh figure of 

over 11,000. Such a figure, when used in the interpolation 

procedure, has increased (by increasing anDunts through time) the 

population of the district from 1961 to 1971, ~Jiving a false 

impression of constant population growth. In this case as no 

interpolation was necessary after 1971 (due to 1:he use of the 

mid-year estimates) the effect was only seen t11rough one decade. 

H<:Mever, if other cases of one-off artificially inflated 

populations do exist (!=5uch as in 1921) then the data of both the 

preceding and succeeding decades is likely to be inaccurate. The 

full extent of this problem is unknown, rut it seems likely that 

the case of Nairn (with a large increase on a· small initial 

population) represents the extreme. 
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In oonclusion, then, a data set had been assembled. Whilst 

the attributes of this data set are oonstant (see figure 3.1, 

page 39) , the method of oollection by no means meets the criteria 

as laid out in the framework. The oontents of the data set can 

never be proved definitely either right or wrong·: although not 

good enough for detailed local studies (for which sane other 

means of enumerating population change would 'be USE!d anyway), it 

seems certain to be good enough for use in animated filming . and 

other tasks when -oonsidering the national territo1:y or regional 

subdivisions. For mapping to be possible, a topographic data set 

is also required, representing the outlines of the areas on which 

to map these.data. The next section describes the set used in 

this work. 

5.5 ~IC DATA 

The areal extent of the post-1974/5 local government 
I 

boundaries is widely available fran OS maps1 however, for 

oomp.1ter-aided mapping involving area-infilling, a Het in digital 

form was essential. A set of district, oounty and economic 

planning region boundaries has been digitised and distributed by 

Baxter (1976) through the Building Research EstabliHhment (BRE) 1 

these outlines were utilised for mapping the population data. A 

more detailed set subsequently became available for purchase fran 

the DoE (Rose, 1981, pers.ocmn.,) but the Baxter SE!t is entirely 
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• adequate for the mapping carried out. 

The boundary data were originally digitised f:ran two source 

maps at a scale of 1:625,000. The resolution of th~ data set is 

fairly low: whilst suitable for mapping at small scales used 

here, they cannot be successfully used at larger sc::ales withOut 

the_ gross generalisation of boundaries beoaning apparent. The 

data were available on-magnetic tape in two formats~ the first 

described the regions, oounties and district as cxmplete polygons 

(three files), and, secondly, as a set of boundary ::;ections which 

oould be wilt up_ to any level of the hierarchy of local 

government areas, or any ad hoc oanbination of d:lstr icts (one 

file). The first format is the simplest method oj: describing a 

polygon (Baxter, 1976) ~ the bolmdary of each area if; described as 

a string of straight line segments. Throughout all the files 

(including the boundary section file), the co-ordinate system 

used for point referencing is based in the Natie>nal Grid~ the 

resolution is 100 metres. Closure of each polygon is assured in 

that the first point is always the same as the last. In all 

three files, each polygon is digitised in an anti-clockwise 

direction~ this, oanbined with a simple key, enc1bles polygons 

with islands and lakes to be identified. A SE!vere problem 

associated with the use of polygons described in t:his format is 

that each boundary (excepting ooastal ones) is storE!d and hence 

drawn twice. This "'double"' drawing of boundaries is frequently a 

problem on mechanical output devices with low repeatability (see 

section 7.3). Polygons digitised in this format ctre useful for 
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mapping if the user does not have access to, or doe:; not wish to 

use,, a program to build polygons fran individual boundary 

sections. HOiflever, this was not the situation in this case~ the 

program Gm15 (see section 7.1.2) oontains an algorithm for 

building polygons and so these three data files were not 

subsequently used for mapping. HOiflever, certa:in descriptive 

statistics were determined from them since they define the 

polygons ultimately handled by the area shading sec1:ion of GDft!S. 

These are set out in table 5.6. 

The remaining file on the magnetic tape oonsistE!d of a series 

of boundary sections, each with two identifiers• A bOundary 

.. section <Xlllprises a string of segments between two adjacent 

polygons. For these purposes, the external area {the sea) is 

also oonsidered to be· a polygon. Preceding thE~ co-ordinates 

(which oonsti tute the segments of each section) are two .,. feature 

cx:XIes.,., one representing the left-hand, and the other the 

right-hand identifier (in the direction of digitising) for the 

adjacent. polygons. Providing the end-points o1: the sections 

represent the node of ex> incident sections on the gre>und, and so 

long as the naming of either the right-.or the left-hand area 

cx:XIe first is oonsistent, then the boundary sections can be 

reversed (if necessary) and chained together to build up polygons 

for subsequent mapping. Although only one file of segments was 

provided, it was possible to select which level of local 

government areas were used to map data through a hierarchical 

labelling system for the area cx:XIes. Except foi· the external 
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Table 5.6: Descriptive statistics, polygons. 

Districts Counties Regions 
--

No. of areas 458 64 10 

Min. no. of 
points/polygon 5 21 113 

in area Hastings Isle of Wight East Anglia 

Max. no. of 
points/polygon 321 537 1507 

in area Argyll and Bute Highland Scotland 

Mean area (sq.km). 48.48 3421.87 20889.07 

Min. area (sq. km). 5.44 340.92 7279.52 

in area City of IDndon Isle of Wight North West 

Max. area (sq.km). 5395.02 22985.56 60685.38 

in area Perth and Kinross Highland Sootland 

SOurce: Calculated fran the Baxter (1976) polygon deLta. 
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area (the- sea) which was given a code of 0,' each district was 

allocated a unique six digit code by Baxter (1976). The first 

two digits represented the .. grandparent .. region cod•:!, the seoond 

two were those of the .. parent.. county code, and the last ·two 

specific to the district within each county. Thus, by selecting 

the nurilber of digits read, and discarding any segments whose area 

codes at that level were identical, boundary . secti()ns could be 

retrieved fran this file at both a county and region level. 

";['able 5. 7 illustrates sane of the characteristic!; of the set 
) 

of · boundary sections which was subsequently inpu1:. to GDH3 for 

mapping. 

To smnnarize to this- point, then, both thE! thematic and 

topogra:(ilic data were ready to be input to an animated film 

showing population change in Great Britain from 1901 to 1979. 

The follariing chapters describe the creation of such a film, 

beginning with design strategies (chapter 6). 
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Table 5. 7: Descriptive statistics, segments and bounda~:y 
----·----· 

sections. 

Fbr the whole file: 

No. of <XX>rdinate pairs 
No. of segments 
Total distance of ooundaries 
No. of boundaries 
Min. segment length 
Max. segment length 
Mean segment length 

~r the oo~ary sections: 

per boundary. 

Max. no. of <XX>rdinates 
Min. no. of <XX>rdinates 
Mean l::oundary qistance 
Min. ooundary distance 
Max. ooundary distance 

9,083 
'~., 768 . , 

29173.6 Jan. 
1,315 

0.1 Jan. 
21.5 Jan. 

\ 3.8 Jan. 

150 
2 

22.2 Jan. 
0.3 Jan. 

Ei41.9 Jan. 

Source: Calculated fran the Baxter (1976) segment data. 
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6 MAP DESIGN Sl'RATOOIFS 

The previous chapter examined the derivation of a matrix of 

same 40 historical population totals for each of 458 districts 

between the years 1901 and 1979. Using these as th~! input, this 

chapter examines the design strategies for the g~meration of a 

canputer animated film smwing population change in Britain, 1901 

to 1979. 

Given any thematic data set and an appropriate SE!t of location 

co-ordinates to which the data set refers, the construction of a 

map fran such data which is accurate· and conveys a true picture 

of the distri~tion to the reader requires a hiera1~cllical set of 

decisions to be taken in a specified order (Jenks, 1963) • These 

may be termed primary~ secondary and tertiary decisions. In this 

instance, there is only one primary decision to be made: given a 

data set and location co-ordinates, in what form ctre the two to 

be portrayed? Figure 2.1 (page 18) smws sane. of the many types 

of map symbolism which may be used, and it is the responsibility 

of the map producer to select the most appropriate c,f these. In 

this research, the decision is whether to illustrc1te population 

change using a two- or three- dimensional map: factors generally 

taken into account are the precise form of the original data 

(point, line or area) 

product. In this 

and the intended use of the finished 

case, the latter characteristic is of 

particular importance in that the maps are destined for use in 

animated filming: each map must be considered not only on its 
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own, but also in sequence within a time series as \\~ell. This 

places special oonstraints on map design (see sectic)n 6~ 3) • 

A secondary decision may be stated simply as· . lx>w best to 

portray the data using the selected map type. This usually 

involves same classificatiap or generalization of tile data - in 

this case, how is population change to be measured and portrayed? 

There are many possible solutions to the problen,. rcmging fran a 

simple (but often misleading) change in absolut:e numbers, to 

oomplex indices of change devised for use in t:he study of 

population dynamics, -such as the index of ooncent:ration and of 

net redistribution (DlD'lcan et al, 1961). The applic::ation of sane 

of these measures in relation to this research is oonsidered in 

section 6. 2. 

Remaining decisions ooncern the final appeara~ce of the output 

mapi these may be termed tertiary decisions and vary widely, 

depending on the type of map symbolism being used. In 

two-dimensional mapPing, they concern 'layout, oolour, text etc. , 

whilst in three-dimensional mapping the ooncepts; of altitude, 

azimuth, block size etc. are involved. Such decisic,ns taken in 

relation to this project are examined in section 6. 3.. 

6.1 WHAT 'fiPE OF MAP? 

The actual distribution of the population re~resents a 

statistical surface, albeit abstract and not easily oonceived. 
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Strictly, it is a two-dimensional surface: unlike the topographic 

surface, it-has no vertical dimension, as each hU111im individual 

can be located by two co-ordinates only. However, every map 

involves an element of scale, ~ is a reduction of· realityJ 

hence individuals are grouped and it is convenient to reoord 

their nmnber with reference to one place. This number can then 

be regarded as the vertical (Z) dimension (c.f. a SJ:X>t. height), 

and the distribution of the population regarded as a statistical 

surface just as is the topography. 

Perhaps the easiest way to visualize such a st~face is to 

.oonstruct a block diagram or three-dimensional map.· Canparison 

of successive blocks mapped in a oanputer-animated film in theory 

reveals population change. However, this methcld of animated 

fil.Iiling is scarcely novel: as described in section . 2.3, Tobler 

(1970) oonstructed one 'of the very first cx:mputer-an.imated films 

in this manner depicting population change in the De!troit ·region. 

Thus, whilst the oonstruction of a series of block diagrams is a 

feasible way of J:X)rtraying population change, it dei;ends on the 

~ . 
simulation of volume. Whi.I'St Rowles (1978) has shown that the 

~average~ map reader can interpret block diagrams to a fairly 

high degree of accuracy, it is not known whether this holds for 

animated three-dimensional maps. It was decided, therefore, to 

use two-dimensional mapping, and hence to depict population 

change wi tmut the use of volume. Such displays are both cxmnon 

and widely accepted in static, single map form. 
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On a dimensionally-based classification, there a.J~e three forms 

of two-dimensional map symbolisn (see figure 2.1, page 18): 

point, line and area. . The type selected depends on the form and 

characteristics of the data displayed. ConsidE!r first line 

symbolism: for some characteristics of the populat:ion, chiefly 

migration, the flow vector type of map is unsurpassed (see for 

instance 'lbbler, 1981). However, the data set described in 

. chapters 4 and 5 is essentially stock rather than flow data (see 

section 3.3.1), and oontains no elements of directional change -

which are essential to this type of mapPing: only nc>n-directional 

implied change calculated by oompar ing · population totals at two 
' 

separate times is available. Hence flow mappin9 ex>uld not be 

used. 

Although the data set is based on areas (British local 

authority districts) , . areal data can be approximated to a point, 

enabling the use of isopleth mapping (see for instance Rosing and 

Wood, 1971) • · Lines representing equal characterie;tics of the 

population (density, potential, etc.) may be calculated and 

mapped. However, there are a number of reasons why this method 

cannot successfully be used in population mapping in general and 

animated filming in particular. The assigrunent. of areal 

population data to one particular point within that area is 

subjective in that the point may be in an infinite number of 

places within the area - including the centre of gravity of 

population and the mean of the X and Y boundary ex>-ordinates -

yet at oo one of them does it tru~ .·. represent the actual 
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distribution of the population. The problem is essentally a 

two-dimensional version of trying to represent a Bet of numbers 
I 

by sane measure of central tendency. One cx:mnonly used 

approximation to this is the weighted centre of population, as 

described by Craig (1977) and calculated by him for many of the 

different looal government areas in Britain. Indeed, the 

National Grid references for wards in the 1981 SAS c:u:e calculated 

fran Enl.U'Ileration District centroids using this procedure. 

HOW'ever, even when the data have been assigned to cl point, the 

interpolation of contours between such points is a field of 

research within itself: there may be several possible results, 

all in theory correct (Grassie, for1:hoaning). The use of 

isopleth mapping in oanputer-animated filming i.s possible, 

especially if the dis~ributi~ of the phenamenon·tnder study is 

rapidly changing (e.g., weather pressure patterns:). HOW'ever, 

changes in population (or any derived measure) are small in 

relation to the range of such populations i thus changes in 

contours designed to cover the entire range of va.lues would be· 

slight, and large amounts of local detail lost. (This is of· 

course a problem of scaling, and cx:mnon to many types of 

population mapping.) 

Many of the same arguments apply to the use of point symbol 

mapping: again, the determination of any one ""point"'" for 

representation of data collected over an area is suspect and may 

mislead. Moreover, problems of the amount of change in relation 

to the range of · the data limit the use of this method in 
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CXJnpUter-animated filming. A further problem of point symbol 

mapping occurs in overlap of the symbols: unless tht!se are few in 

number and I or small in size, there is a dangE!r of losing 

detail. Figure 6.1 is an example of the use of thE~ proportional 

symbol in time series: although the data has been aggregated to 

ex>unty level and symbols drawn quite small, overlap still occurs 

and is at the expense of detail. The ex>arse geogretphical level 

ensures that the inhomogeneity of pop..tlation distribution within 

ex>unties is lost, as is the difference bet:ween ex>unty 

pop..tlations, since many symbols are of a similar size. Symbol 

size could be increased, or the map drawn at distric:t level, but 

in each case over lap of symbols would cause oonsid.er.able 

perceptual and canputational :problems. Rase (1980) has published 

such a symbol map,. based on the kreise of Germany: much of the 

detail is extremely difficult to extricate and the ~~b 
impressioo of the map is of ex>nsiderable clutter. Figure 6.1 is 

drawn using a modified version of his software. 

The remaining type of point symbolism which might be used is 

the dot. As early as 1900, Hettner had argued that the . simplest 

picture of the population of an area is provided by this method -

each individual or an equal number of individuals is represented 

by a uniform sized· dot, ""oorrectly"" located on the map (Kosinski, 

1979). The number of individuals represented by one dot must be 

small in relation to the range of the data~ the larger the group, 

the more the location of the symbol is problematic - it beoames a 

oormal (but solid) point symbol. This method should be suited to 
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Figure6.1.2 
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Figure6.1.3 
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the mapping of most population data ~ince it is simply_ a case of 

distributing the dots over· the area to which the data refer~ 

Furthermore, Robinson et al (1978) have argued that this metOOd 

gives a goc9 visual ~ression of relative density •. Olsen (1975) 

and Provin (1977) , however, have shoWn user perception of suCh 

displays only to . be on an ordinal scale (London has very high 

densities whereas tmse in Norfolk are lower, for instance) i it 

seems that the map reader, especially one who is untrained, has 

difficulty in estimating densities on an absolute scale fran a 

single map. The estimation of such values fran an animated film 

is rore difficult still, not leaSt for other reasons covered in 

section 6. 2. 

In principle, a film could be constructed simply by increasing 

or decreasing the number of dots per area in relation to any 

increase or decrease in population. However, whilst this may be 

true if the area under consideration is divided inb~ small units 

approximately equal in size, it is not the case with a map of the· 

population of Britain at the small scale necessitated. by animated 

filming. The largest number of dots invariably oc:::cur in the· 

smallest areas (notably the London ooroughs) w~re they ·coagulate 

to form a solid block. Moreover, although no researc::h is known 

to have been carried out,. the author suspects thE:! film viewer 

would encounter problems with the perception of such a series of 

maps: the estimation of changing ordinal densitieu is probably 

just as difficult as is the. estimation of sta1:ic absolute 

densities. Even though the rotion of . the animated film is 
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supposed to rem:>ve the need for visual interpouttion between 

maps, the limitations of this type of symboli.!?lll are clear. 

Finally, although reasonably easy to oonstruct by hand, dot maps 

are difficult to autanate. Dot placement depends on the use of 

geographically oonstrained randan m.nnber generatic'n and, with 

s~le routines, actual placement of the dots can be too regular 

and even. The amount of canputer time needed for the 

construction of such maps is large: the placement of every dot 

has to be calculated~ and co-ordinates for every dot stored for 

later plotting (c.f. ·line shading where only the. beginning and 

end points of every scan line need to be calculated .:ma stored) • 

There is also a mechanical problem of plottin~ the maps on 

mechanical vector-type plotters: it is wise to sort the dots· into 

geographical patches to minimise pen-travel time. Furthermore, 

if using a ·pen plotter, the supply of ink to the pen is likely to 

be irregular when many pen-up I pen-down m:>ves are made (Waugh, 

1979). Figure 6.2 provides ~ illustration of the use of dot 

mapPing on time series data. Dots were allocat~ .at the district 

level: over much of Great Britain the effect of scalE! is apparent 

(it is not possible to locate a few dots in a large etrea with any 

degree of accuracy). Population change can only be ~lied by 

change in the number of dots, not their location (which is 

dependent on randan number generation). The maps are not good 

indicators of population change, and each took betwe!en 19 and 24 

seconds of CPU time· at NUMAC to produce: thus to draw in large 

numbers for an animated film, m ···.::· unreasonably expensive. 
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(To aid oaoparison, a choropleth map of ·the same data drawn by 

GDMS would take between 10 and 15 secionds, dependE!nt on shading 

patterns.) 

If all types of point and line symbolism and 3-D (simulated 

volume) mapping are discounted, area shading alone 1:emains. The 

notion of the distribution of the population as a statistical 

surface has been outlined (above) , analogous to thE! topographic 

surface. The analogy hcMever is not canpl~te for, whereas the 

topography forms a continuous surface with no breaks:, that of the 

population contains breaks, gaps or voids, thus: rendering it 

non-continuous. The nature of these voicls depends c'n scale. At 

the largest scale, they are represented, for example, by 

industrial sites in urban areas. At a nation~! scale, renote 

rural areas may be viewed as voids where there is no population -

see, for example, maps in CRU/Ol?CS/GRO (S) (1980). 

Internationally, mountain ranges . and deserts for:m such voids. 

Thus, rather than consider the distribution of the p:>pulation as 

a differentiable continuous .. surface (which is 1lihat isopleth 

mapping and, to a lesser extent, point symbolism and dot mapping 

do), it is a convenient and simplistic, but realist:ic, portrayal 

of the data to view it as a series of plateaux, with breaks 

representing discontinuities in the statisti<::al surface 

engendered by the edges of the data collection 'area •. The use of 

areal symbolism then allows entire areas for which no information 

on internal inhaoogeneity is available to be shaded in one 

pattern,· distinguishing them fran area1; with diffE!rent overall 
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characteristics. 

How such areas are defined represents the diffE!rence between 

choropleth and dasyn:aetric mapping (the two types of areal 

symbol:ism, see figure 2.1, page 18). In dasyrrmetricnnapping, the 

map producer defines areas of equal characteristics (for instance 

population density), and shades them accordingly. It is 

important to note that the determination of areas is in the hands 

of the map producer·, who will group the data pc,ints to areas 

bounded ~ breaks in the statistical surfaoei there is no need 

for the sequence high to middle to 1011 in going fran area A to 

area B to area C (as in isopleth mapping). Choropleth mapping, 

however, is used for data in which the boundaries CJf the shading 

zones are not calculated or selected ~ the map producer, but 

represent sane previously defined areal unit (generally a 

political or statistical division of the area being mapped). 

Such boundaries dO not necessarily coincide with breaks in any 

"'true"' statistical surface although they may do so: for instance, 

the pre-1974 system of local government areas in Britain allowed 
. . 

for areas to be wholly urban· or rural in nature - thus if mapping - . 

population ~ these units, the boundaries qould well have 

coincided with a change fran a rural to an urban environment. 

That overspill fran urban to rural areas occurred and rendered 

the distinction inaccurate at least was one reason for the local 

govermnerit reorganisation in 1974 (see chapter 4) • But the new 

districts are now a mixture of both the urban and rural 

enviromnents, and the boundaries marking a break ·that ~uld be 
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shown on a map rarely coincide with marked discontinuities 

existing in reality. This can be demonstrated ~ camparison of 

maps based upon districts with those based on smallE!r areas - for 

instance the maps of figure 3.3 (page 67-69) with the 1 km grid 

square maps in CRD/OPCS/GRO(S) (1980). 

Whi.tst all types of areal symbo~ism oould be used in animated 

filming, it is clear sane are IIDre suited than · others for use 

with the data set. The dasyrrmetric map could be used - it is 

easy to envisage (for instance) a series of maps, each showing 

changing areas of equal population density at one point in time. 

However, the construction of this . type of map is difficult.. Sane 

focn of external infocnation is required to determine the edges 

of such groups (breaks in the statistical· surface) • For this 

reason, the process is difficult to autanate -(Robinson et al, 

1978). · The quality of the data set is not high enough to begin 

grouping areas and, since such an exercise would have to be 

undertaken manually - at least for a substantial part - the 

results fran such a data set Would not justify the 'rK>rk required 

to map the period 1901 - 1979. Moreover, the OCJnbination of 

changing value and changing shape of area betwe~n frames was 

considered at an early stage to be liable to be extremely 

oonfusing. However, in . animated filming of oth•~r data types 

(such as fran satellite imagery), ~ymnetric mappinq shOuld not 

be ruled out . entirely, as the determination of :;uch areas is 

clearly possible (see section 3.2). 
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By a process of elimination, then, chorap~etl'l mapping is the 

one technique still remaining by which it was thought animated 

filming of population change using the available ciata set - and 

indeed· many others - oould be carried out, and be rneanin~ful to 

map readers versed in the use of traditional, static maps. Such 

a selection of the remainder accords with the ocmnent of Robinson 

et al (1978) woo concluded that 

"'it is ·employed when the problems of doing any C>ther sort 
of mapping make it out of the question"'. 

The next section examines this technique ai1d its · li.nti tations. 

6.1.1 Choropleth mappi~ 

The term ctDropleth derives fran the Greek choE_os, meaning 

place or area, and plethos, meaning mnnber or magnitude - the 

mapping of the number of individuals or occurrences within a 

fixed· areal tmit. The principal advantage of the choropleth 

technique is one of ease of compilation and use. The 

cartographer can simply shade a pre-determined area aooording to 

the value of the phenanenon being displayed. If th1:! boundaries 

of such areas are in digital form, then choropleth mapping is a 

relatively easy process to automate, as evidenced ~ the early 

development of what is probably still the most widely used 

canputer mapping package, SYMAP, developed in 1963 (Schmidt and 

Zafft, 1975). Choropleth mapping, especially if automated, is 
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simple and quicki it can serve an important role in the critical 

analysis of statistical distributions, and can be! developed to 

high levels of sophistication if care is taken in ~tp design. 

Because· it is easy to use, choropleth mapping has a~hieved 

widespread popularity - so much so that choropleth maps 

.. are sometimes regarded as being the last word. in 
cartographic accuracy and scientific indisputability ... (l) 

This is tmfortunate since choropleth mapping -has m.any inherent 

limitations. As with any form of mapping (and pe-rhaps J'IK>re so 

than with J'IK>St), the map can only ever be a sampled .and scaled 

versioo of reality. More specifically, problems arise throligh 

the use of areasi principally, it is not possible to use absolute 

nlJIIIbers. If this is done, then any resultant -patteri')S in the map 

are liable to be ~tly (and often substantially) a ftmction of 

the size of the data collection tmit. (The exception to this 

rule is if the areas used are exactly equal in size e.g. grid 

square mapping.) This should be an obvious limitation of 

choropleth mapping, but Williams (1976) illustrates violations of 

this rule with examples fran no less than the .!Uma.ls of the 

Association of Ameri~ Geographers and fran the New York Times. 

Totals have to be related to the area of the data collection 

tmit, giving rise to the concept of density (occurrences I tmit 

area). The use of population density in this research is 

·considered further in section 6.2.1. 

-------
1 Liebenburg, 1976. 
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Liebenb.lrg (1976) has listed a number of factore; which affect 

the accuracy,· reliability and legibility of SYMAP-produced maps. 

Sane of these factors apply m:>re to isopleth than choropleth .maps 

(SYMAP itself produces both types), but they can be! applied to 

choropleth maps in general and to this research i.n particuiar. 

They are listed as follows: 

1. Scale and projection of the base map. 

2. Nature of the statistical data and the statistical surface 

<?oncept enployed. 

3. Re~iability of . the data. 

4. Pos~tion of the data points. 

5. Shape and size of the unit areas. 

6. Number and scatter of the data points. 

7. Choice of class interVal. 

8. symborisation. 

The scale and projection of the base map are :important in 

choropleth mapping since the latter depends on art!as, which in 
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turn are heavily influenced by these two factors, E!Specially by 

projectioo. All maps which hold dist~oe and bearing true 

necessarily distort ·area. When mapping at a \\10rld scale, this 

distortion can be marked, and since the distribution of a 

variable is presented by area, the l.D'ltrained map re!ader may be 

misled (see Williams, 1976). Over smaller areas, st~h distortion 
. . 

becomes correspondingly less serious for most purposes, and, 

whilst it occurs in the maps presented here, it is not considered 

to be severe enough to warrant further examination. Distortions 

in mapping based an the National Grid projection (a modified fonn 

of the universal Transverse Mercator projection) are briefly 

described in Harley (197lf.). 

The second factor, the division of the statistical surface to 

pre-defined areas has been discussed in section 6.1, whilst the 

third factor is examined in Chapter 5. Factors 4 and 6, relating 

to the data points, are conditioned in choropleth m:t.pping by the 
. . 

number of areas to be displayed - these factors play a greater 

role in the fidelity of isopleth maps. It is factor 5 which most 

affects the legibility of a choropleth map - and this . in turn 

determines the accuracy of ,the picture of the distribution 

obtained by the map reader. In a choropleth map of areas which 

are l.D'leven in size, it is not those areas which exhibit extremes 

"in data values which are visually daninant, but thosE! which are 

largest in area (see ~'-'cA I 'j et al, 1981) • Conversely, the 

distribution of a phenanenan through smaller areas is harder tO 

read. There is no real solution to this problem, which 
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' unfortunately occurs in this research as a result of: the marked 

range in size of .British local authority distric~ts (274 ha to 

675,628 ha). 

Factor 7, the choice of class interval with which to divide a 

range of data, can markedly affect the effectiveness of the 

resultant map. Such a choice forms an import.ant secondary 

decision in the design of a map (see Evans, 1977), and is 

therefore considered in section 6.2. Similarly the choice of 

symbolism (factor 8) by which to depict a distribution can affect 

the legibility of the final mapi this is considered in section 

6.3. 

In stmmary, then, there are marked l~itations in choropleth 
.. 

mapPing, especially in its dependency on area: the inability to 

display absolute numbers and the effect of the size and shape of 

the areas forming particular problems in this resear•:::h. However, 

it is the only technique which could effectively lbe used given 

the format of the data (based on local authority areas) and the 

shortcanings of other available methods (see above). 

Having selected choropleth mapping, the important secondary 

decisions of lDw exactly to measure and portray population change 

are oow eXamined. 
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6. 2 MFASURE'S OF POPUIATICfi CHANGE 

If choropleth mapping is to be used, how then i.s population 

change to be determined for presentation by this method? Using 

the animat~ film, there are two ways of suggesting this· to the 

viewer. The first of these is to juxtapose a series of maps of 

the distribution or density of the population a.t sucx::essive 

points in time on film, enabling the viewer to make oc:rnparisons 

and gain. an idea of the change taking place. No actual measure 

of change is sb:>wn: the method depends on the ootion of the film 

tO assist the reader in determining where (and when) change has 

ooourred. Each individual ·frame in the film is simply a ~time 

slice~ and, by itself, presents only the distribution of the 

population at one point in time. Hence this presents implied 

changE!· 

The seCond method which may be used in animated filming is the 

presentation of measured change. Here sane actual measure of 

change in the population is calculated and mapped. Such a 

measure often used is a simple percentage change in the 

population between ·dates one and two. The resultant: percentages 

are displayed on a map, and sucx::essive frames may be Oombined to 

for.m an animated film. The ~rtant difference between this 

method and the use of implied change is that each: map in itself 

provides an indicati~ of change . in the population over a 

specified time period, but no infor.mation on the basic 

characteristics at any one ·time. The use of measured change in 
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animated filming may be criticised in that, in effect, it 

presents change twice: once in each map, ana· once ~'ia the motion 

of the film. However, whilst this is true, it does not 

neocessar ily invalidate the use of measured change iri animated 

mapping: it should be possible, for instance, to separate areas 

of persistent decline in population (where a loss is shown on 

several successive frames) from areas which fluctuate in 

population where, although over any one short period population 

loss oould be as great as that in areas of persistent decline, 

this may not oontinue over an extended time period and thus would 

appear on fewer ·successive frames in the film. 

The following section examines measures which may be used to 

represent implied change: measured change is examined in section 

6.2.2. 

6.2.1 The representation of ~lied change 

The representation of implied change-uses as a starting point 

a series of .. time slice.. maps . at successive date1;. Since a 

limitation of choropleth mapping is that absolute numbers cannot 

normally be used, sane account has to be taken of thE! variability 

in size of areal tmits. This leads to the use of the index of 

·population density. Clarke (1972) notes 

.. the ooncept of population density, relating numbers of 
people to the space occupied by them is one of t:h~ most 
intriguing and most hazardous oorrelations employed by 
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geographers. First used in 1837 • • • it has since 
developed as a means partly of assessing oveii~lation 
and lD'lderpopulation • • • but mainly of obtaining. an index 
for PJrposes of areal crmpar ison"'. 

In this research~ population density is not only employed as a 

means of areal canparison but also of temporal cxmparison: it is 

proposed to illustrate ~lied change in the British population 

by presenting a series of static maps of population density and 

allowing the reader to make crmpar isons and deduce change. 

Population density has traditionally been calculated as the 

ratio of population to total land area. As a measure of 

"'overpopulation"' (see above), the use of total area in the ratio 

is manifestly unsatisfactory and other denaninators (the total 

ntunber of roans, area of cultivated land etc.) have been 

proposed. However, it is total land area which is used here, as 

the employment of other denaninators does not necessarily solve 

all the problens and can introduce others at the geographical 

resolution of the data utilised. In this research, it could be 

argued that the measure of persons I roan gives a bei:ter measure 

of the distribution of population, especially in the inner city 

areas. The use of such a ratio would indeed be posnible if it 

were not for boundary changes in census collection a1~eas. Such a 

ratio has been presented in census volumes since 1911 ~rris and 

Mounsey, 1982) but only for the areas in force at the time. · The 

re-calculation of such ratios in a manner akin to t:hat carried 

out on the total population data (described in chapte!r 4) was not 

felt to be reliable, an opinion also voiced by BciXter (1980, 
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pers.oomm.). 

It is the introduction of the variable ""are!a"" into the 

calculation which gives rise to most of the problems associated 

with the use of population density. Statistics of ~;opulation are 

traditionally presented by area. 'rhe . size of these areas is 

either known, or can be measured if an accurate map is available 

{also pre-supposing the location of the boundaries is actually 

known). However, in reality, the distribution of the population 

fonns an uneven statistical surface, and any such partition to 

bounded areas is artificial, done more often to suit the needs of 

. administrators rather than thof;e of analysts·' in general and 

deioograP'lers and population geographers in particular. Two 

problems arise fran this partitioning, first, defining the 

location of such boundaries and, secondly, the variations in size 

of the resultant areas. 'rhe two problems are linked, but each is 

considered separately below. 

Because the distribution of the p:>pulation ewer the land 

surface is by no means even, any partitioning of i:his surface 

into areas results in units exhibiting inhanogenei1:y of varying 

degrees, the degree of illha'oogeneity being dependen1: on scale • 

. However, even with constant size areas, the lcx:ation of the 

boundaries can have a considerable effect on population densities 

{as well as on relationships between different: population 

character is tics - see, . for instance, Openshaw, 1977) • COnsider 

figure 6.3, which is illustrative of this problem: figure 6.3.1 

shows the density of the population as at the census of 1971: the 
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data were calculated using the population and areas of the 

oounties then in existence. Fig1,1re 6.3.2 shows thE~ density of 

the population in f971, to the same vertical scale but using the 

population and areas of the oounties as reorganized in 1974/5. 

~~se two ~ plots. illustrate the problems bot~ of boundary 

- changes and scale (as first outlined in section 3.2. 3). (1) 

To examine first the problems of boundary changes, oonsider 

the case of the the city of Newcastle upon Tyne and the oounty of 

Northumberland. In 1971 (figure ·6.3.1), the city was part of the 

oounty. The higher city densities are oounter-balan.ced by lower 

oounty densities and hence the over all density· is l.C:M. Boundary 

changes in 1974 led to the ·incorporation of the city within the 

metropolitan oounty of Tyne and Wear, together with the. highly 

urbanised areas along both banks of the River Tyne (figure 

6.3.2). The change in size of the ~unty of Northumberland was 

not great (19,564 ha or 3. 7% of the original oounty lost), but 

sane 65% of its population· was lost to Tyne and Wear, hence a 

lowering of the densities by a change in location of the boundary 

occurred. Similarly, the high increase shown along the banks of 

the river is due entirely to an alteration of boundaries, rather 

than rapid. in-migration or natural increase. 

The previous example does not invoive an extreme alteration in· 

size .of areas, and hence scale. To illustrate the effect of 

--------
1 The plots are also a good example of mis-leading cartography 

in 'that no boundaries of delta oollection areas are shown. 
Accurate interpretation without this information is therefore 
extremely difficult. 
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alteration in size of ·areas, consider the case of the Glasgow 

area. In 1971 (figure 6.3.1) this was divided into the small, 

highly urbanised counties of Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire, 

Dmbartonshire and also the city of Glasgow itself, independent 

of any county. The calculated population densities are ~us 

high, whilst tlDse of the surroUnding m:>re .rural counties are 

lower. On reorganisation in 1975 (figure 6.3.2), the city of 

Glasgow and surrounding areas, both urban and rural, became part 

of the much larger region of Strathclyde, which essentially 

represented a change in scale and a vast increase in internal 

inhomogeneity. Population densities fell owing b? the inclusion 

of the rural areas surrounding Glasgow. The apparent decrease of 

the population of Glasgow is purely due b6 a ~}e in scale 

since . the data were originally identical (1971 Census SAS data). 

The smaller the sca~e, the more precise the location of the data 

and hence-the m:>re accurate the representation of tile population 

distribution. Data for larger areas are merely at bE!St "'weighted 

averages, with all the limitations ti1at this· t:.erm implies"' 

(Clarke, 1972). 

Giwn these limitationS, then, is the ·concept of population 

density \\'Orthwhile? There is no doubt' that 

"'the concept of density is itself an abstract.ion, ·its 
value being determined by the use of a limit area in 
·density calculations which is appropriate to the map"'.(l) 

If it is possible to select the scale at which to calculate 

· 1 Hmt, 1952. 
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densities, then it is certainly a useful ooncept. Clarke (1972) 

has argued that at a continental scale, oondi tions are so diverse 

that crude population densities are not oamparable. At a 

national level they are oanparable if physical.oonditions are net 

too dissimilar, rut they are of JOOSt use in studies of much 

smaller units - the ward, parish or enumeration district. Hunt 

(1952) claims they may only be used if the areas ~y which the 

densities are calculated are ~Very small~ ~ oanparison with the 

area of the whole map (although he does not define ~::mall~). 

In this research, the smallest unit availabl·~ is the post 

1974/5 ·district, sane of which are large, and all of which show a 

great· diversity of area and population (see tables 4 .. 3, page 103, 

and 5. 7, page 198). Given also that they are not veJ:y small in 

oanparison with the area of the whole map (ranging bE!tween .0024% 

and 2.4% of the total land surface of Great Britain) v their use 

would seem at least doubtful. However, the primary interest lies 

not in cross-national oanparisons between dist:r_icts, but 

oanparisons through time for the same areas which allow patterns 

of population change to be determined. Hence the differing and 

sometimes large size of areal units assumes less importance in 

that at least they ·remain oonstant through time. The·re is little 

doubt that smaller . units would be preferable in sao far as they 

would give a IrDre accurate picture: yet. the data difficulties 

ensured that smaller units oould not be used (chapter 4) and, in 

any case, the ~clutter~ induced ~ large numbers of areas became 

serious (section 7.3.1). . It was decided to inoor:porate these 
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administratively flmctional areas into a film C»f population 

change in Britain from 1901 to 1979. 

How then soould the concept of population density be used in 

an animated film? Since it is implied change that is being 

presented, in theory the simplest approach is to pre·sent a time 

series of static maps depicting classed population densities. 

- The reader can then CXJmpare maps and deduce change in the 

population. However, t:oough sound in theory, in practice this 

approach does not work. A change in the actual population of an 

area w~ll not bring about an equally impressive change in its 

population density as this is a ratio, not an interval measure~ 

the result is governed both by the poplilation chanqe and by the 

base poPJlation. Changes in population density tend to be small 

- over the period 1901_ to 1979 the maximum absolute increase 

(density at 1979 minus density at 1901) was one of 3S.7 persons I 

ha (LB of Barking) whilst the maximum decrease was -:!27. 0 persons 

I ha (LB of .Tower Hamlets). In CXJmparison to thE! anDunt of -

change (which is small) , the range of population densities in 

Britain is great - in 1979 these ranged from a minimlm of 0.029 

persons I ha (the Scottish district of Sutherland') to same 125.4 

persons I ha in the LB of Kensington and Chelsea. Cartographic 

theory suggests such a range soould only be divided to five or 

six classes at the most - indeed experiments oonfir.med intuition 

~t, for successful viewing of an animated film, the number of 

levels S:OOuld be less. Such a range divided (for instance) 

equally by five gives class intervals of just ove.r: 25. Hence 
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many districts would not change classes throughout. the entire 

time period. Even if an attempt is made to take into account the 

highly skewed nature of the ~ata set (the mean in 1979 being 

11.67 persons I ha, and the range as noted above) by employing 

.. unequal .. class intervals, the problem is still not resolved as 

the extremes of changes in density· involve all densities 

throughout the entire range. . Whilst narrow intervals at one end 

of the scale solve a problem here (areas may be S•een to change 

density class), they exacerbate the problem at the other end of 

the scale .where equal amounts of density change will not appear 

due to larger class intervals. 

Why use class intervals at all? It is possible to _portray 

population density by continuous shading (Tobler, 19'73) , but this. 

invokes perception difficulties when used in static rnaps (Dobson, 

1973), let alone animated mapping. The presentation of a series 

of density maps at two yearly intervals throughout the time 

period then is not a satisfactory solution to the problem of 

presenting implied change, there being little chan~re in density 

in canparison to the actual range c;>f densities encountered. 

Another problem related to the use of density rna~; in animated 

filming is sunmar ised by Monkhouse and Wilkinson (1971) 

.. Perhaps the roost obl7ious way of showing pCipulation 
growth is to prepare a series of maps in chronological 
order showing the past and present distributions. Such a 
series gives a broad picture, but it is a difficult task 
to measure and ~re the growth of population fran one 
district to another without recourse to a very close 
examination of the map ... 
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In an animated film, such close examination is n.ot possible, 

except b¥ ~freezing~ of frames. Such action is possible with the 

use of video tape recording but, as discussed in section · 2. 4.1, 

the display resolution of this form of output is too coarse for 

the type of mapping used here. 

In choropleth mapping, mwever, the ooncept of density has to 

be used (see section 6.1.1), so another method o.f presenting 

change in populat~on densities is now examined. Stewart and 

Warntz (1958), anatgst others, have shown change in population 

density to approximate to a series of oono:mtr ic zones 

surrouming a city, radiating outwards fran a central point, the 

city centre. Figure 6.4 shows the hypothetical diBtribution of 

population den~ity across a city: it is highest, not actually at 

the city centre (the CBD) but just outside this, falling away in 

stages to the ·city ~uburbs.· At this point (the distc:mce of which 

varies in accordance with the over all population c,f the city) , 

the density curve flattens out very rapidly. Stewart: and Warntz 

term this the edge effect and argue it marks a transition fran an 

urban to a rural enviromnent. 

· The pattern of pop.Ilation growth and change throughout this 

century- at least up to 1971 - is well known: predaninantly, it 

is one of migration fran rural to urban areas, with two 

oonsequent effects. First, the density of existing urban areas 

has increased and, seoondly, suburban expansion has occurred. An 

important exception to the first effect is the decrease in 

density of city centres - areas of·Victorian high population 
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density, such as 'l."ower Hamlets - oontr ibuting to the!· increase in 

overall ground area of the city ~ high out-migration. A time 

series of graphs as in figure 6.4 would. show a DDVe~nt of the 

~edge effect~ outwards as suburbanization (from out-migration and 

the decline in city centre population). results in tt.e change of 

areas from ~rural~ to ~urban~. 

A method of mapping population ~ge ~ populattion density 

may thus be proposed. If a series of maps are gE!nerated, each 

sb:lwing only districts above the critical density which separates 

urban from rural envirorunents, then comparison of these maps 

soould reveal change in the distribution of the p::>IX:tlation. For, 

as the film progresses, the shaded areas soould expand as the 

density increases to over the critical point, and the district 

qualifies to be shaded. The maps are thus binary in character -

areas above and below the thresoold, rather than the more normal 

polycootanous classed choropleth maps. An obvious question n<:M 

arises- what should this critical density·be equal to? 

Stewart and Warntz found in a study of the 1940 census of the 

USA that the step in the density curve oocurred at: same 2,000 

persons I sq m1 (7. 72 persons I· ha) • However, they noted that 

such a figure oould well fall due to increasing urbean sprawl and 

consequent lower densities. Dixon (1972) has sinCE! noted it now 

lies between 0. ~ and 8 persons I ha ln the US •. 

figures fo~ Britain are difficult to obJ .lin·. a~Dell, 
~~: ! 
\, 
··r 

comparable 

in a map of 
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population distribution at the 1931 Census (1), groups areas with 

d~nsities between 400 and 1,600 persons I sq ml (1.5 and 4 

persons I ha) and terms them 'in transition' between rural and 

urban environments. More recently, the DoE (n.d.) have defined a 

de facto urban area as a group of wards or civil pcli'ishes with a - .. 

minimum population of 2,000 and a density of at least 0.6 persons 

I ha together with one urban feature - a golf course, colliery 

etc. Such a density figure by itself is low, but it: is s~t as 

such to ensure the inclusion of subUrban fringesi the 

requirements of total population and urban featuree; ensure the 

non-inclusion of rural areas (which can exhibit suc:h densities). 

The use of· such a density figure in this study would be 

misleading, if· only because of the effect of geographical scale. 

It is impossible to apply the criterion of the prE!Sence of an 

urban· feature - whilst many wards or civil pc1rishes may be 

without one urban feature, it is extremely ~likely any district 

in Britain is found to be so. 

In determining the critical density to be used in this 

research, it is important to note such effec1:s of scale. 

Densities calculated at a ward or parish level ~=e- likely to 

yield a· graph as in figure 6.4 when plotted:: considerable 

haoogeneity exists within such areas, and a w:ide range of 

densities results. However, at a district level, the range of 

densities is less due to internal inhomogeneity in these ar~as: 

an increase in scale ensures that ~ IIK>St den:;ely populated 

1 lllm scale, published by the OS in two sheets. 
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urban areas now include parks, industrial . sites etc., whilst 

rural areas include local cxmmmities, caUsing a canpression in 

the range· of population densities. A cross-sect:ion of such 

densities when plotted does not reveal such a step in the curve, 

as fewer areas are predominantly urban or rural c:lild more are 

mixed. 

Figure 6.5 shows crqss sections of population density, in both 

a N - S and a W - E direction across the Greater London area, 

and in a N - S direction through Greater Mancheste:r, at . 1901, 

1921, 1951 and 1971, based on the data set described in chapters 

4 and 5. The Y axis represents population density, and the X 

axis distance: the data.::~~ plotted at a point mid-wa.y between the 

two district (or Landon borough) boundaries through which the 

transect passes. 

Consider first the two graphs representing Greater Landon. 

These approx~te very closely to the hypothetical distribution 

as shown in figure 6.4: lower densities at the ci~y· centre are 

seen, rising to the highest point just ·outside this zone, then 

falling away quite steeply to surrounding lower rural densities. 

Further, the graphs show the change in population densities 

through time. The rapidly falling densities of the city centre 

may be seen, and also a decline in the density of the inme9iately 

·surrounding ring. The edge effect, whilst still visible, is 

lessening as. suburbs of a much lower density expand outwards 

(e.g.
1 

Hillingdon, Broxbour.ne Croydon etc.). The transect 

through the Greater Manchester region, however, shows no suCh 
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features; except perhapS a lowering of the population density of 

Manchester and an increase in that of Stockport, again caused by 

out-migration from the cities to the suburbs~ overall densities 

on the whol~ show very little change. The lack of a marked 

change in population density through space could be_ attributed to 

the fact that the districts are much larger in area, with a 

higher level of inhomogeneity than exists in the Loruion boroughs. 

This, in turn, has the effect of lowering the peak population 

densities and losing many of the features seen an the London 

graphs. Such features could certainly be shown to exist across 

the Greater Manchester area,, but only if a unit area smaller than 

the district were to be used. The canparitive iack of change in 

population densities through time is due to the fac:t that the 

population of the North West has been very stable tlu:oughout this 

century- IOOSt change occurred during ·the 19th -century and, 

subseqently, there has been no substantial in-migration to show 

increases in density·as seen in the Greater London region. 

Given that the use of 'district population de.nsity data -
. . 

except in the Greater London area -may obscure the urban I rural 

edge effect, ·how may a critical density be dete~ined? Figure 

6.6 represents a graph of population densities of British 

districts which have been rank ordered •. Two characteristics of 

this graph must ·be noted before its use is considered.. First, it 

only includes districts with a density of less than no persons 1 

ha. A number of districts (never m::>re than 13) havE~ therefore 

been omitted~ without exception, these are Londcm boroughs. 
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FIGURE 6.6: RANK ORDERED POPULATION DENSITIES, 1901-1971 
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Sea:mdly, the districts have been rank ordered by population 

density: it cannot therefore be assumed that (for example) the 

350th district in 1901 is the same as the 350th dist:rict in 1921 

nor can it be oonsidered that increase in density in that area is 

given by the difference on the Y axis: no such specific 

assumptions may be made, and the graph is designed only to give 

an overall picture of density change natiohally. The. graph, 

however, shows an exponential mean increase in population density 

tQroughout British districts. WhilSt there has been little 

change at either the top or the bottan end of the list through 

time, there has been a general increase in population density in 

mid-range. 

On the graph, however, there is no marked ~:;tep in the 

distribution of densities - the size of, the distJ~i~ts ensures 

that they are never wholly urban or rural (with elteeptions of 

some London boroughs) but most· are, to a varying de!<Jree, mixed. 

Because of this lack of a step in the graph, cl oanpranise 

selection of a density of 4 persons I ha as the critical point 

was made: the horizontal line on the graph indicates this level. 

A reasonable number of districts (87) pass through a density of 4 

persons I ha in the period 1901 - 1979J it is high enough to 

exclooe predaninantly rural districts whilst low enough to 

include tb::>se IIDre suburban in nature. 

In sumnary, then, the method chosen to represent implied 

change was a mapping of areas with density of 4 persons I ha and 

over. Hereafter, this is termed the density section c)f the final 
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film. A density of 4 persons I ha is just over the average 

density of a populated 1 km grid square in B1:itain, and is 

therefore a reasonably stringent condition at district level 

given that, by. the ~laws~ of scale (section 3.2.3), densities 

s:OOuld be lower. Thus, alt:OOugh this inet:ood shows nothing of 

population change in t:oose areas consistently above or below such 

a density, it pin-points areas in transition through this density 

thres:OOld. By shifting the threshold - a trivial operation - and 

repeating the exercise (perhaps over a more lnnited geograp~ical 

area) it would be possible to examine the ~diffusion~ of other 

population increases or decreases. Areas of population decline 

tend to be of two types: inner city areas where~ the density 

remains over 4 persons I ha throughout the period considered, and 

c:x>nversely, rural areas, where it never reaches the level of 4 

persons I ha. Only very rar~ly have districts pas~~ed downward 

through a density o~ 4 persons I ha. Such districts tend to be 

those which maintain a density of about 4 persons I ha throughout 

the entire period fran 1901 to 1979, and thus ~oscillate~ through 

the thres:OOld on several occasions (Durham and Dumba.rton, for 

instance) • The exception to this is Great Yarmouth: ~ change 

in .the census date of 1921 (see table 5. 3, page 161) temporarily 

increased the density to over 4 persons I ha, fran which value it 

had declined by the census of 1931. 

Before considering tertiary decisions made regarding the use 

of colour, layout etc. on the maps, it is necessary to examine 

one remaining ·secondary decision, namely the selection of a 
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method for" the representation of measured change. 

6.2.2 The representation of measur~ change 

The representation of measured change involVl~S first the 

calculation of a variable whose value is rep1::-esentative of 

population change in an area between two successive dates. If a 
\ 

series of· such values are then pres~ted in order via: an animated 

film, sane idea can be gained not only of short term change (as 

smwn by each individual map), but also change over a longer time 

period (by the series of maps in sequence). There cLre a number 

of ways of determining such a variable, and these are now 

examined further. 

Perhaps the JOOSt <Xilttii.Otl method of presenting change in the 

population is by the calculation of a s~le percentage change in 

population or percentage change in population density. Here, the 

difference in population or population density betw-een the two 

dates is simply taken as a percentage of the population or of the 

population density at the first of these two dates. Despite the 

limitations of choropleth mapping, it is not neo~ssary to use 

population densities if presenting measured change. The variable 

may be calculated directly fran total population figures7 

dividing through the equation C= ( (P2-Pl) xlOO) /Pl by A (where C 

equals · change, Pl and P2 equal population at times 1 and 2 and A 

equals area) to account for densities does not materially alter 
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the results over several sets of such periods - it merely 

rescales them. WhilSt one problem of choropleth ma:pping (the use 

of absolute numbers) is avoided, another remains. The larger of 

two areas in density shaded monochrane mapping which share the 

same class is visually domi~t (although this need not be true 

for colour mapping). This becanes a particular problem when 

mapping local authorities in Britain which are very different in 

size: in addition, it is often the smallest and the largest of 

these areas which exhibit the extreme traits and are therefore 

likely to be shaded. 

The first trial fibn to be made in this re::;earch showed 

measured change as depicted by the variable percenta~Je change in 

population. It revealed a problem in using such a variable -

indeed, one so severe that the method was not used again. 

Visvaringam (1978) .has termed this problem the ""ratio effect"", it 

stems fran basing any form of ratio (including percentages) on a 

set of areas widely differing in population size. 

Clearly a change in population of the same absc1lute number 

will result in a different percentage change, dependent on the 

size of the initial population. Thus, an incr~~e of 1,000 

persons will result in a 10% growth on an initial population of 

10,000, but only 0.1% growth an a population of 1 million. (Such 

hypothetical figures are not unrealistic: British districts vary 

in size fran under 8,000, to over 1 million.) Conversely, a 

growth of some 100,000 persons is needed to produce a percentage 

change of 10% on an initial population of 1 million. It may be 
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argued that equal percentage growths have equal E!ffec;:ts on the 

initial populations ·but, beca:use of the large numbe!r of people 

involved in the latter case (and the likely increa~ed diversity 

of social character is tics within such_ a population) , the 

difference may be more ~rtant for many practical purposes. 

Most ~rtant, l'Dwever, are the effects of chance variations, 

especially when change is being calculated on a population base 

at least partially devised by inteq:10lation. In chapte~ 5, the 

generation of intervening population values between -Che decennial 

- aroounts derived fran the census was discussed •. The method used 

was to fit a cubic spline through a scatter of data points1 the 

same "'shape"' of curve will be fitted through an ident:.ical scatter 

of points on the graph irrespective of ~ order of magnitude of 

these points. Figure . 6. 7 shows two hypothetical set!:; of census 

populations for areas A and B, through which a curve is to be 

fitt~ and from which intervening population figures are to be 

interpolated, specifically for 1941. In any interpolated result, 

there is a certain aroount ·of chance variation which will be equal 

for similar curves, irrespective of the order of magnitude e.g. a . . 

variation of 300 persons for the year 1941. However, aJ;1 equal 

aroount of chance variation (the value of which is unknown, and 

which cannot be separated from genuin~ change) will produce a 

different percentage value dependent of the size of the initial 

population - val~ Vi for area B represents a percen~ige increase 

of 28.~0%, Vii equailing 20.51%. For area A, the percentages ~ 

equal 6.92% and 5.03% respectively. Hence chance variation has a 
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Figure 6.7: PoRulation growth curves. 
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greater effect on smaller p:>pulations than larger ones. 

A particularly striking example of this problem c~rs within 

this data set, ·ana concerns areas with very small initial 

p:>pulations in Scotland. Sane of these areas have been much 

affected by . oil developnents resulting in a rapid increase of 

p:>pulation during the 1970~. The method of inte!rpolation by 

fitting . a cubic spline has been shown t-..o be at its; weakest when 

interpolating through rapid increases in a data seti thus, whilst 

no doubt sane of the change is genuine, part of the variation 

supposed to exist an~ shown by a high percentage change, oould in 

fact be chance variation introduc~ when inte~polating through 

rapid increase from a small initial population. This problem 

then has a marked effect if the results are used in an animated 

film. By portraying only areas above a certain perc-entage change 

cutoff point, the. Scottish areas are shaded in sane frames (high 

percentage change), but not in others. Thus there is a curious 

and distracting ~flashing~ effect when the film is viewed. 

Furthermore, since the Scottish districts in question tend to be 

some of the largest in geographical, extent in Britain, they 

dominate th~ map visually. The problem of the ratio effect 

undoubtedly occurs elsewhere in Britain at different· times 

throughout the period 1901 to 1979, but is exacerbated in 

Scotland during the 1960s and 1970s by a high rate of increase, a 

low initial population and the use of cubic spline interpolation 

as· anpared with, for instance, least-squares bas·ed polynomial 

algorithms - other exact fitting algorithms would give a similar 
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effect. 

An alternative, then, had to be found to thE! mapping of 

percentage change · if measured change is to hE! shown on an 

animated film. The alternative devised was one based on a 

oanpar ison between the actual population change and that expected 

bY applying the national rate of growth to the population of an 

area. 

In a study of population change in India betw.*!n 1881 and 

1931, Geddes (1942) proposed the use of .an index of variability. 

Coincidently, like the interpolation algorithm tesb:rl in section 

5. 4, this method was also devised t>Y Aitken. Population change 

in India over this period of time was rapid, and the index of 

variability was designed as a rore efficient. meaSure than a 

simple expression of net population change. As Geddes noted: (p.5f3) 

~re a really large increase of pppulation has taken 
place unaided by irmnigration, it can have been reached 
only by continuous increment. But where the population 
is the same. as 50 years before, it may mean either of two 
things: a recurrence· of disaster, where drought and 
famine . or epidemic decimated the population, or a 
condition of real stagnation. In the fox:mer case 
decennial rates will show extreme variation; in the 
latter thE!y will hardly vary. The index of Vciriability 
is .a means of revealing and measuring such oontJCasts"'. 

The calculation of the index of variablility involves the 

fitting of. a smoothed curve through the first and. last of a 

series of data points, in his case the population totals of the 

censuses of 1881 and 1931. The method is limited in that the 

form of this curve must be determined by the user of the index1 

to this extent, results are therefore subject.ive. Geddes 
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proposed an exponential curve for the growth o:t: the Iridian 

population: in a later work on the United States (Geddes, 1954) 

he fitted a straight line, this being supposedly m:>re 

representative of the pattern of us population growth. The 

deviation of the remainder of data IX>ints from this curve is 

measured and averaged. The mean deviation is then E!xpressed as a 

percentage of the mean of the first and the last population 

figures. Areas showing a steady growth in population 

(irrespective of rate) will show low percentage· variabilityi 

conversely, areas of high percentage variability have exper ienoed 

uneven growth. 

A major limitation of this method is that it can only be 

applied to population change over a prolonged tim~period. It is 
. / 

not suited to animated filming as only one measure of change 

covering a number of years is calculated. Furtherm:>re, the 

selection of a representative curve to fit through the data makes 

the method subjective. However, the idea of deviation from a 

standard or expected curve is one the present author felt 

worthwhile, arid needed further developnent to enable not one, but 

a series, of measurements to be derived over a time · period in 

order to construct an animated film. 

The metOOd developed was based on one used by Visvalingam 

(1978), i.e., the signed chi-square statistic. Thi:;; measure had 

been developed for- use in grid square statistics frcn · the 1971 

Census of Population: within this data base, the r.:mge of total 

. population figures is much greater than that found at the 
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. district level arid problens introduced through the~ ratio effect 

correspondingly even more severe. The signed chi -square 

statistic can ~discr~inate over the entire rangE! of values by 

making suitable but consistent internal adjustments~ 

(Visvalingam, 1978): the effect of small populsttion bases is 

lessened. 

The classic chi-square statistic tests the observed 

distribution of individuals against an expected distribution. It 

may be derived as follOiflS 

X '1. = (Q-E) * (Q-E) 

E 

= (Q-E)2. 

E 

where 0 = observed frequency at any one point within the 

.distribution and E = expected frequency at the sam3 point. The 

result represents a measure of departur~ fran the expected: 
I 

subject to the data meeting the appropriate assumpti<)ns, tests of 

probability may then be carried out at differin~J levels of 

confidence to assess the significance of the result. 

For the research in hand, the classic chi -square statistic was 

IOOdified, although the idea of taking into account both the 

absolute (o-E) and the relative ( (o-E) /E) deviation fran the 

expected was maintained. In order to obtain cl measure of 

population change, the 'calculation ( (o-E) **2/E) was performed for 

each area, over each two yearly period (1901 -. 3, 1903 - 5 etc.). 

0 was· determined to be the actual population at the end of the 

period, whilst E was calculated and dependent upon the national 
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population change over the same time period. The national 

percentage change was applied to the population· at the beginning 

of the time period and the resultant figure substituted for E in 

the equation. Table_ 6.1 shows not only the application of the 

method, but the effect of the size of the population base. Given. 

an equal percentage increase in population, areas with a larger 

initial population will return a higher chi-square value than 

those with a smaller population. 

In considering population change, it is useful to know whether 

the population-of an area is declining or increasin~ in relation 

to the national average. (It must be remember-ed that declining 

areas can still be increasing in population, but only at a lower 

rate than the national average.) In order to give an idea of 

direction, Visvalingham (1978) developed the sigm:rl chi-square 

statistic. Here, the sign (+ or -) of the calculation (0 - E) is 

maintained and applied to the resultant chi-square :figure. This 

principle was applied herei table 6.2 sl'niS the results. 

These two·tables serve to-demonstrate the effecti~~ness of the 

signed chi-square statistic. The same relative incre!ase is rated 

more ~rtant in a larger population (see table 6.1). 

Conversely, the same absolute increase is more impc•rtant in a 

smaller· population. Furthermore, the ""direction"" of the 

population change in relation to the national change can be 

identified by the use of the sign of (0 - E). 

Same 39 values of the chi-square.statistic were calculated for 

458 areas, representing change over two-yearly perio:3s fran 1901 
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Table 6.1: Application of the chi-square measure. 

Assuming a national percentage increase of 5%, and an increase 
by individual are~ of 6%. 

Population 0(=6%) E(=S%) Diff. Diff 2• IE<=iY 
size 

-----
100 106 105 1 1 9.52xl0-1 

500 530 525 5 25 4.76xlo-t. 
1000 1060 1050 10 100 9.52xl0-1 

5000 5300 5250 50 2500 0.476 
10000 10600 10500 100 10000 0.952 
50000 53000 52500 500 250000 4.762 
100000 106000 105000 1000 lm. 9.523 

Table 6.2: Application. of the signed chi-square meauure. 
·---·- ---------- ----·----·--

· Assuming an absolute increase of 500 persons in all areas and 
a national increase of 5% overall. 

Population 0(=+500) E(=S%) Diff. 
size 
--------~-----------
100 
500 
1000 
5000 
10000 
50000 
100000 

600 
1000 
1500 
5500 
10500 
50500 
100500 

105 
525 
1050 
5250 
10500 
52500 
105000 

495 
475 
450 
250 
0 
-2000 
-4500 

Diff2.. 

------·-----
245025 
225625 
202500 
62500 
0 
4m. 
20.25m. 

2333.6 
429.7 
192.8 
11.9 
0 
-76.2 
-192.8 
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to 1979 inclusive. The data set ranges fran -4.304 (the city of 

Glasgow, 1971 ~ 1973), to +18.303 (Harlow,-1951- 1953), although 

99.2% of the values in the 39 b¥ 458 matrix fall within +/- 1.0. 

In order to map these data, it was decided to concentrate on the 

two extremes of change, selecting cut-off points outside which to 

shade an area. The two cut-off points were selected at -0.05 and 

+0.05, again this was partially an arbitrary selectic:m, rut, when 

tested, it was felt to give a reasonably accurate picture of 

population change over any one t~e period because a sufficient, 

rut not overwhelming, number of areas ~changed state·· in the t~e 

period as a whole~ it is technically easy to re-canpute the maps 

with different cut-offs. The film made which utilizE!S these data 

is hereafter referred to as the ~chi section~ (c.f. t:he ~density 

section~ in section 6.2.1). (1) 

6 ~ 3 MAP DESIGN 

Once the map type (see section 6.1) and map contents (section 

6.2) are known, these decisions may be tied together in the 

process of map design. This is probably the most cr.itical stage 

in the entire map making process for, if the map is badly 

designed, regardless of the accuracy of the contents :it will fail 

in the ult~te objective, that of cammmicating the ·information 

1 The two sections were canbined to form the final film 
enclosed with this thesis. 
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contained therein to the map reader. The design of choropleth 

maps for anUnated filming is probably ·-more difficult than the 

design of any other maps, simply because such a technique had not 

otherwise been used - there were no previous guidelines to work 

fran and many unknown factors. In the following section, then, 

the basic principles involved are discussed. The final section 

examines actual design of maps for anUnated filming. However, it 

is necessarily brief, as many of the actual decisions regarding 

the use of colour, etc. were empirical and rested on the results 

of trial films, the making of which is described in the next 

chapter. 

Given a set of inputs. to the map-making process (topographic 

and thematic data), the resultant ... image ... a map presents to the 

map reader is a result of a oamplex interaction of several 

... graphic elements.... With reference to an individual map, 

Robinson et al (1980) have described these as clarity and 

legibility, visual contrast, balance, figure-ground relationships 

and colour. Each of these elements is under the control of the 

cartographer who may adjust each one until the desired Unage is 

obtained, hopefully one which conveys a true and accurate message 

to the map reader. This, however, is a sanewhat id·eal situation 

and, in reality, a cartographer attempting to produc•e the desired 
' -

Unage is often working under a set of control:s such as the 

objective of the map, ... reality ... itself, the scale, the intended 

audience and technical and resource limitations. In effect, 

1 then, a cartographer is attempting to design a_ map ~i juggling a 
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series of graphic elements all under the influence of a set of 

oontrols. Obviously both the oontrols and elements interact with 

each other, rut they are now oonsidered individually·. 

The DDSt important of the set of oontrols which :may prove a 

limiting factor in map design is that of the objective itself. 

Quite simply, it is easier to des~gn a map showing the 

distribution of one phenomenon than a ·map showing the 

distFibution of many. A map which seeks to .~ieve many 

objectives requires greater planning on the part of· the 

cartographer as regards layout, s:ymbolism and shadin~~, etc. if it 

is to be successful. In this research, the objectiVf! is a simple 

one: to portray population change between 1901 and l!n9. This in 

itself is not an important oontiol in that it is not difficult to 

portray population change as such. Greater oontrols are placed 

upon the cartographic design process . by reality, scale and 

technical limitations. 

Reality acts as a control in that it cannot be altered by the 

cartographer: for instance, the shape of areas is pre-determin~ 

(though same generalisation may be acceptable), as. is the.past 
' 

distribution of phenanena throughout time. Thus, IX>rtrayed in 

oon~tional form, Great Britain maps only to a tall and narrow 
v·\....._~ . 

rectangle. Furthermore, the size and shape of the· areas used 

within Great Britain are markedly different, and (inevitably) it 

was within same of the largest and the smallest of these that the 

most significant chariges in population occurred. Li:nked to this 

is the oontrol exercised by scale: a map which, in order to fit 
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the desired output medium, is at a very small sca~e requires 

quite different design strategies to a map drawn at a larger 

scale. The plotting of Great Britain an an animated film is 

necessarily at a small scale, although the final display is at a 

much larger scale. This then affects not only the, arrK>unt of 

detail which may be shown, but ~lso the way in which it is shown 

(in the use of oolour, symlx>lisn etc.). 

The intended audience for any cartographic product: can oontrol 

map design in that they s:OOW very differen1: perceptual 

limitations, and actual needs. Maps designed for yotmg childr.en 

must be very simple (Sorrell, 1974), whilst the requirements fran 

any one topographic map of an area by a IOOtorist or ~alker will 

probably be very different - see for example maps of road speed 

by Morrison (1971). Although the animated films in production 

were not destined for a specific audience, it seemed highly 

probable that arrK>ngst the audience, there would be those with 

relatively undeveloped map-reading skil~. FurtheriOOre, no 

research is known to have yet been carried out into the 

perception of animated films. For all these reasons, then, it 

was though best to aim for simplicity in both oontent and design. 

The final oontrol, that of technical limitations, is perhaps 

the JOOSt important one in this research in that it concentrates 

on a · new cartographic technique heavily dependent C>n autanated 

rather than manual methods. The maps had to be · designed for a 

fixed output medium which inoorporated certain limitations 

regarding the ·size and use of oolour, the minimum widt:h of lines 
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which could be. drawn and so on. Other hardware and also the 

saftware used in the process imposed sane technical limitations. 

Since the system is de~ibed ~n chapter 7, it would be out of 

place to discuss such controls here: they will beoan•e apparent to 

the reader throughout the following chapter. · 

The over all controls on the map design proo~ss in this 

research are thus represented by reality, scale <md technical 

limitations. None acted individually: rather a oanbination of 

these controlled the design process. The question to be answered 

at this stage is how to portray population chan~re in Great 

Britain over the period 1901 to 1979, given these controls. 

If a successful answer is to be provided in the fonm of a 

well-designed map, then each of the graphic elenents of such a 

map must be considered. As with the operating controls, they all 

interact but it is simplest to consider them individually. 

Clarity and legibility. In order to be interpreted correetly, 

a map must be both clear and legible. Whilst this goes for all 

maps, in animated filming it is of particular importance due to 

the motion of the film. An unclear or illegibl~ symbol on a 

static map may becane clear and readable - after sane period of 

study~ However, on an animated film, such a :;tudy is not 

possible: infonnation must be interpreted ~iately or else it 

is gone. Scale acts as a control on clarity and l~Jibility and 

especially in animated filming. WhilSt the actual size of the · 

image on film is constant, that seen by the audiEmce will be 

determined by the relative location of the projector, screen and 
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audience: the further 8!tlay a projector, the larger the image for 

a oonstant focal length. Yet the audience can be anywhere 

between the projector and the screen, thus viewing distances for 

any one film - unlike those for traditional maps - can vary 

widely and, whilst '"absolute'" symbol size is. oonstan·t:, '"relative'" 

symbol size varie~. The symbol size must therefore be large 

enough to allow for such variations. Furthermc:>r~.' viewing 

oonditions themselves affect clarity and legibility. At a given 

viewing distance, a symbol .. in JIK)tion"" needs to bE~ larger than 
/"")) 

'that on aul map: the factor by which it is increased. in size 

is not known ·nor was much infonnation available on t:his ratio at 

the outset of this research. 

Visual oontrast. Robinson et al (19J8) have si.I'gued visual 

oontrast to be the most important ··graphic elenent. For, 

irrespective of size, if a symbol is to be seen it-must oontrast 

with the background, and with other surrounding symbols. Visual 

ex>ntrast must be emphasised in animated fil.niing as a symbol must 

be irmnediately obviousi the map reader does not have time for 

oonventional visual search processes (Audley et :alr 1981) to 

determine, for example, the location of the boundaries of the 

area as in a static real map. Visual ex>ntrast is closely related 

to oolour (see- below) • 

Figure-ground. The figure-ground phenanenon is perhaps the 

JIK)St oanplex aspect of human perception. It rep1~esents the 

ability of the eye (subconsciously) to determine wititin an image 

which is foreground (figure) and which is background (ground). 
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From ·here the viewer will go on to interpret the foreground, 
i 

whilst disregarding the background. Figure-ground perception 

depends_ oo a number of factors. Generally, dark,:!r areas will 

emerge as figure whilst lighter ones recede as grould (Robinson 

et al, 1980) • However, closed areas, irrespecti,re of oolour, 

will tend towards figure, as will areas in whic::h there is 

additional information (internal boundaries, symlX>lism etc.). 

The figure-ground phenomenon is especially important in animated 

filming in that the viewer~s eye must be drawn inunediately to the 

figure: the background must be extremely simple. 

Balance. Any map must intuit1vely. ~look right~ or appear 

balanced and pleasing to the eye~ nothing must appear out of 

-place. Balance is achieved by ~good design~ of map layout, and 

is generally the first stage in the map design process. Unlike 

the foregoing factors, balance does not change between an 

animated film and a static map. In either case it is heavily 

oontrolled by reality: if the shape of the area to be mapped is 

awkward, careful design of map layout is required to achie~ a 

balanced map. ~Balance~ is essentially a qualitative phenanenon~ 

it is extremely· difficult to codify rules which ensure ~good 

balence~. 

Colour. Subsequent experiments (see section 7 .3.2) showed 

oolour may be used to good effect in animated filming.. It may be 

possible to portray a distribution on a static map in monochrome 

as the reader has time to assimilate the image. However, greater 

flexibil~ity is possible with the use of oolour symbolism, and 
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visual oontrast can be increased. Whilst the use of ex>lour 

enhances animated mapping, it must be used with care. Symbols 

must be of oonstant hue, varying only in brightness (see Kolers 

and Von Gr~u, 1976). For, if they vary in-hue, the phenanenon 

of j?ersistence of vision (on which the motion of the animated 

film depends) does not :OOld (see section 2.1). 

In si.UIIIlai'y, then, it would seem the cartographer designing an 

animated film has to aim towards extreme clarity_ and simplicity 

in order that the oontents of the film s:OOuld be seen and 

understood. The aims of clarity and simplicity are, in this 

research, subject to the controls of reality and scale, and 
. . 

technical limitations. The remainder of this chaptE!r discusses 

the preliminary design of maps for an animated film: decisions 

'ma,de on the basis of the results of. trial films are discussed in 

the folic::Ming chapter, along with the actual system used to 

generate the films. 

6.3.1 Map design in practice 

The first stage of map design is the planning of the layout of 

the map. This was the only stage oanpleted wit:oout the use of 

trial films, and was carried out using hard oopy pen plots. In 

view of the aims of clarity and simplicity, it was decided only 

to include three items in any one map: the area itsel.f, the title 

and the . key, all surrounded by a single "'neat-line"' frame. The 
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layout of these three items is now considered: a key factor is 

the aspect ratio, the ratio of the width of the map frame to its 

height. 

In order to achieve a balanced map, Karssen (1980) has 

suggested a rectangle with an aspect ratio of 5:3 (o.r 3:5) to be 

most stable and pleasing to the eye. It is here, however, that 

reality exercises its first control. Fbr a frame which will 

enclose a map of Great Brita~n with every part at its correct 

geographical location has an aspect ratio of approximately 2.1:1. 
. . 

This frame is very long and narrow, and certainly noi: pleasing to 

the eye. (Figure 6.1 illustrates this layout.) Fbr1:unately · the 

most northerly part of Britain (the islands of thE! Orkneys and 
I 

Shetland) are relatively easy to inset. The concept of insettirig 

is often frowned upon by cartographers as it destroys part of the 

accuracy of the map - everything is not then in its correct 

geographical position. However, in this case, it was found by 

experiment that by insetting the Shetlands in the north-east 

corner of the map, the aspect ratio of a frame needed to encloSe 

the .map was now reduced to 5. 2: 3, much nearer to the ideal as 

proposed by Karssen. Figure 6.2 shows this layout., in it·, not 

only are the Shetlands removed fran their correct lccation, but 

also the map reader has no means by which to locate them 

correctly (grid references are not included in the map, neither 

is any · part . of any other land mass included in the inset to 
. ' 

assist in relative location). The system relies on the prior 

knowledge of the map reader both to recognise and correctly to 
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locate the islands. A second disadvantage of insetting the 

Shetlands in this particular case is that space which oould be 

used for the title or legend is otherwise used, leaving less roan 

for these two ·items. However, it was _felt the advantages of 

having a balanced map aver-ride the loss of space and inoorrect 

location. 

A further advantage of using the above layout is ooncerned 

with· the placement of the map on the output medil.un. There are 

two JOOdes in which an image may be positioned on a film, oc:mic 

and cine. Figure 6.8 represents the difference beb~n the two. 

canic JOOde is generally used only in microfiche reoo1~ding: if the 

material is reoorded in this mode for subsequent projection by 

other than microfiche, the image will appear rotc1ted through 

ninety degreesJ i.e., it is '"sideways on'". Recordin9 material in 

cine JOOde, !Dwever, preserves the implied time sequence in 

successive frames on projection and the image is seen the oorrect 

way up. There- is a problem, !Dwever, as illustratec5l in figure 

6.8.3. The aspect ratio of the output medium in cine! mode is the 

opposite to that of the maps (irrespective of size) -· the longer 

side of the map has to be scaled to the shorter side of the 

output medium frame. It is apparent then that the shorter the Y 

diniensioo of the map, the greater the actual size of the image on 

the output medium as the scaling factor is less. Unfortunately, 

irrespective of which layout is chosen, the scale of a map of 

Great Britain drawn in cine mode is smaller than that in comic 

mode since the map does not fit the page so well: de::::reasing the 
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Figure 6.8.1: Comic mode 
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Figure 6.8.2: Cine mode 
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in cine mode 
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scale increases the problem of clarity and legibility, especially 

when .considering the already small size of same lc~al authority 

districts in Brita~n (the London Boroughs7,for instance). 

Thus a general layout which, hopefully, appears balanced can 

be designed: most of the frame is occupied by the mctp of Britain, 

with the Shetland Islands removed fran their trUE! position and 

inset within the north-east corner. Below this inse!t is space to 

be used for a title and a legend to the map. What form the title 

and legend should take, and how exactly the data should be 

portrayed on the inap were all the subj~ts for experiment, the 

results of which are discussed in the following chapter. 
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7 FII.M PKDucTION 

This chapter examines the generation of the film itself, using 

the design strategies as outlined in chapter 6 and operating 

under such controls as noted therein. It is divided into four 

sections: the available technology and oanputer resources 

necessarily had a marked impaet on the final form of the film and 

the first two sections describe the relevant facilities at NUMAC 

(the Nbrthumbrian Universities Multiple.Acoess Computer), and at 

the Rutherford Laboratory: the. last two sec::tions describe the 

generation of trial fil.JrB. and the final production runs. 

The generation of this animated film was, so far .as map-making 

is concerned, a new process and one which neces:;arily relied 

heavily on much empirical experimentation. To this point, all 

that had been determined were the contents of th•:! film, and a 

rough layout of each map. It was also asslDiled that output would 

be to a microfilm plotter rather than video, the former having 

the advantage of greater resolution, good regis1:ration etc. 

Questions on where the maps were to be produced, and their exact 

design, still had to be decided. 

The only colour microfilm plotter in Britain available to the 

author (indeed, the only one known in the co~try) is the FR80 at 

the SEIC ... s Rutherford Laboratory. This plotter is described in 

greater detail in section 7.2.1. Initially, it was intended to 

generate the maps on the IBM 360/195 oanputer at the Rutherford 

Laboratory, ana plot them on the nearby FR80. This; course of 
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action would have minimised delays fran tape transfer problems, 

etc. ·This approach was abandoned for four.main reaeons: 
I 

1. It would have necessitated IOOunting GDMS (see sectioo 7 .1.2) 

or a similar ~kage on the Ruther~ord Laboratory machine. 

2. It would have necessitated either heavy use of a oc:mputer 

link to plot out sampled test frames prior to plotting on ~e 

film or, alternatively, to have involved delays of perhaps a 

week or 100re prior to each experiment while wait:ing for the 

results to be returned via the post. 

3. No genuine interactive facility was available at: the time on 

the Rutherford Laboratory machine. 

4. Though the research Was SSIC-funded, SEIC would :have charged 

the author at external user rate for any significant amount 

of oc:mputing. In oontrast, oanputing power in. Durham is 

essentially free to bona fide researchers. 

For these reaoons and because the author had already 100unted 

earlier versions of the necessary software on the local 

oanputers, a different procedure was investigated, viz .. , to 100unt on 

the NUt!AC IBM cxxnputer the Rutherford Laboratory :;oftware for 

driving the FR80 plotter. In the event, this aloo proved 

untenable since the software asstmted the presence of parts of the 
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Rutherford Laboratory system library. The· ·solution finally 

adopted was to: 

1. design, create and test sample frames of the film using ·.a 

Tektronix 4014 storage tube CRT linked to NUMAC 

2. create a local ·plot file of the maps 

.3. send this to the Rutherford Laboratory and oonver.t it on the 

IBM 360/195 to the commands used in their plotfiles and 

4. send the results for plotting on the FR80. 

Full details are given below about the facilities used. 

7 .1 FACILITIES AT Nt&C 

This section is divided into two parts: an examination of 

first the hardware and secondly the software availabl«:! at NUMAC. 

7.1.1 Har~are 

Throughout this research, oanputing · at NtlMAC was carried out 

oo an IBM· 370/168, sited at Newcastle. This is a large mainframe 
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machine with eight megabytes of memory, running both in batch 

mode and interactively under the operating system ~rns (Michigan 

Terminal System) • Up to 200 terminals and a number of batch 

stations and plotters are on-line at any one time. Access to 

this machine from Durham was through a variety· of terminals 

linked via a Post Office line. 

The nature of the IBM 370 when allied to Ml'S made the machine 

well suited for cartographic purposes. Fui'therm=>re, Ml'S is a 

very simple operating system to use (unlike OS at the Rutherford 

Laboratory). The interactive facilities allow for ~1e design and 

viewing of maps, whilst the longer production runs could be 

carried out in' batch. 

Terminals used in Durham included a Tektronix 4014 with high . 

resolution graphics ( 4K addressable points in both X and Y) : this 

is a 14 inch storage cathOde ray tube, well suited for the 

interactive design and plotting of maps. Also used were various 

drum plotters, notably a 30 inch four-pen model: this was used to 

produce hard-oopy output of maps in up to four different colours. 

7 .1.2 SOftware ' 

Given the local facilities, there were few hardware 

limitations to the production of a series of maps nt:!Cessary for 

the film. In contrast, there were major problems arising from 

the lack of a suitable program for choropleth mapping at NUMAC. 
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The package SYMAP had been available for some years but, although 

Massey has c:onst~ucted an animated film using this; program (see 

sectioo 2.4.3), it is too unsophisticated in out.put · for the 

envisaged purposes and is essentially outdated - vastly superior 

packages were known to exist (see IQJ, 1981). sane user-written· 

programs were already available such as U\SERmP (Rhind, Evans 

and Visvalingham, 1980) but these tended to be written with a 

particular aim in mind, and not for general chorop.leth mapping • 
.. 

There seemed to be oo program available for chorop.leth mapping 

which would provide the flexibility necessary for e:~tperiments in 

animated filming (requiring a number _of text fonts, the ability 

to position and change the size of text, and a wide variety of 

symbolism for instance). This gap then left two options open to 

the author: either to write her own suite of pJ:ograms or to 

implement at NUMAC an already existing and suitable package fran 

elsewhere. 

Since such packages often involve many man-years c,f work and 

since the objective of the research work was not to produce a new 

computer package, the latter solution was chosen. 'l'here are a 

number of packages available which will perform choropleth 

mapping - Calform (Anon, 1972), GDMS (Waugh, 1980), Wismap (van 

Demark, 1977), etc. The package GlHo!S (Geographical Information 

Manipulation and Mapping System) was chosen for implementation at 

NUMAC. This involved acquiring same understanding of the 30,000 

· line long program, sane re-writing of the subr•::>utines and 

significant effort tq interface it to the local plotting library, 
/ 
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but the amount of work involved was very much lE!SS than the 

aiOOUnt of · programning which would be needed tc1 create a new 

program oamparable in facilities and length to GlMMS. 

GIMMS itself is a multi-purpose mapping package, covering all 

aspects of thematic map design and production (Waugh, 1979). ::J:t 

allows ·for the input of both topographic and thematic qata, the 

manipulation of thematic data, the interactive design of a map 

combining both sources, and the ·final output o.f a very high 

quality ca~tographic product. Parts of the package, written in 

Fortran, were originally programned in 1970; Waugh (the author) 

has chronicled its developnent since that date elsewhere (Waugh, 

1980) and the versions described here are the b«> which were 

mounted bf the author between 1978 and 1980. 

GIMMS is a very general system which may be run interactively 

pr in batch: it. can deal with any type of point, line or areal 

data (but not with volume data) • Output can be in a wide variety 

of fonns - dot symbolism, point symbolism (both single an¢1 

' 
multi-oampanent), choropleth ·symbolism and - in the latest 

version - basic line symbolism in the form of arrows. It cannot 

yet ,produce isoline maps, nor any form of dasymetric :mapping (but 

since the author had already decided to use choropleth symbolism, 

these were not limitations). A problem associated with its very 

general nature is that it is less cc:mputationally efficient than 

a· program designed ~pecifically for that purpose would be, but 

this problem is more than offset bf the ·extreme flexibility 

offered in interactive map design - a very necessary feature when 
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little is known about the limitations on design of t:he output map 

and much work has bD be done ~ trial and error. Such 

flexibility in design is achieved through an extremely good user 

interface. Input is ~ a series of free format commands - there 

were over 70 of these in the first version of GDM3 mounted at 

NUMAC, and more in the second. The general structure of these 

ocmnands are described in Waugh (1978) • Most o::mnands have 

several options associated with them, thus the number of 

parameters which may be set ~ the system exceeds 700 (Waugh, 

1980) • Each option has a default value, so the system is 

comparatively easy to use ~ a beginner wishing to p:t:oduce simple 

maps, but also allows the production of very high quality and 

~ilor-made output as and when needed. 

An important side effect of the implementation of GDM3 ~ 

this author at NtlMAC was its availcibility to other users, aided 

~ its simplicity of ·use. Numerous other users benefitted fran 

the author ... s work and, in turn, shared their experience of use of 

the package. As well as producing maps for the f~lnJS, GIMMS has 

also been used for the large scale production of maps of 

employment in Northern England (Owen et al, 1981), for maps of 

.social and economic conditions within the EEC, and in a variety 

of other projects and research theses. Over 1,000 maps apart 

from those drawn for this thesis have been produced ~ other 

. members of the Geography Departments at Durham and Neweastle 

Universities. 
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Any mapping program (other than one designed t:o output to a 

line printer) requires a graphic interface as well · as. a user 

interface· in order to generate plotting instructions to be 

written to a plot descriptor file (POE'). Such an interface 

generally consists of calls to a set of system-supplied 

subroutines which, in turn, generate instructions defining the 

scaling of the plot~ the colour of the output and th•e rrovement of 

the pen, etc. Such subroutines are generally assembled into ·a 

graphics library, of which there are several available: each 
. ' . 

university installation will have one if not 100re. i\s supplied, 

GIMMS includes calls to the libraries G~F, CALCX~, EHX! and 

GERBER. In version 3 (V3) of GIMMS, the first to be IOOunted at 

NtlMAC, the . user needs to know which library to call. This is not 

the case in the second version to be IOOunted at NtlMAC -

developnent versioo 4 (DV4) : in this, calls to any· graphics 

library are transparent to the user. To the implementor, 

however, this may not be the case, for if one of these libraries 

is not available at his installation, a certain aDDunt of 

re-programn~ng. is necessary. This was the case at N'UMAC. ·Here, 

both the GINO-F and CALCOMP libraries ar~ available but neither 

is officially sqpported (i.e. documentation is poor, ~bugs~ exist 

within them and no effort is made to update the libraries). Thus 

GIMMS had to be JOOdified to include calls to another graphics 

library. 

Had GIMMS solely to have been used for cine film'production, 

the choice of subroutine library would have been ob:Tious. The .. 
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FR80 microfilm recorder only accepts PDFs genE!rated by the 

Rutherford Laboratory"'s graphics package SK:G. Thus, ideally, 

GDH; . soould be able to call the SKJG library in order to 

generate acceptable PDFs for the FR80. The pcssibility of 

IOOunting 9«:lG at Nl1MAC was investigated but, unlike most 

libraries which are simply variants of the ~ package, SMOO 

was written specifically for the Rutherford Laboratory, and is 
' 

installation-dependent and non-portable. The effort needed to 

IOOunt SMOO at Nl1MAC would have been "'considerable"' (.Nelson, 1978, 

1. pers .<XIIlltl.) and there would be no 100re support for it than there 

is for GINO-F and the CALCOMP packages at present. 

It was thus decided to IOOdify GDMS · to include the graphics 

library IG (Integrated Graphics). -This is the standard~ 

graphics library, and has the advantage over and ab:we the one 

remaining library at NUMAC (PIDI'SYS) that it :is geared to 

interactive work and thus is well suited to GIMMS. The two 

versions of GDH; roodified to run at Nl1MAC - V3 and DV4 -

differed in the focn of their graphics interface. In V3, the 

library subroutines are called directly from the prc~ram itself. 

Thus the implementor has to search through sane 20, 000 · or 100re 

lines of Fortran source code in order to insert: calls to IG 

alongside tlDse to GINO-F etc. Implementation is not. easy, and 

such a set-up is not totally transparent to the user (who has to 

specify which library is to be used) • In DV4, which was 

implemented by the autlDr in November 1980 and uSed to make the 

final films, GDMS calls a standard set of subroutines. The 
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implemen~r then has to write these subroutine~:;, calling the 

chosen graphics library routines. Thus, although a twcrstage 

process (GnMS calling the graphics routines directly) has been 

tr ansfo~ed to ~ three-stage process (GDMS calling a OCI1II\al set 

of subroutines whi<$ are supplied by the installation and which 

in turn contain calls to the installation~s graphics library), 

the program is much easier to implement, and such details have 

becane transparent to the user, if not to the implementor. 

G~ itself is JOOdular in structure. Entry into the program 

is via the main oontrol JOOdule, in which certain system 

parameters are set (for instance whether the output is to go to 

the screen or to a PDF) • Fran ·this, the user may enter mcXiules 

for locational (topographic) data management, n<>n-locational 

(thematic) data management, interactive map design or map 
I 

production. 'Such a JOOdular structure allows only parts of the 

program to be loaded i;f so wished - one NUMAC variant: loads only 

those parts of GIMMS necessary for interactive design and map 

production, which allows the program to. run in rather less meDK>ry 

than usual. It is usual to run the locational dat.a management 

and map production JOOdules in batch, with the remainder in 

terminal JOOde rut this is not always so - by running (for 

instance) the locational data management ·. JOOdule interactively, 

errors can be found in the linkages of segments to areas - a 

critical test. 

The above oonstitutes a general description of the principal 

plotting package used in this research. Section 7.4 provides a 
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more detailed examination. of its application tct produce PDFs 

which were previewed at NUMAC tel check for oorrectness, before 

being transferred tel the Rutherford Laboratory for plotting. The 

following sections examine the , hardware and the software 

available at the Rutherfor~ Laboratory. 

7. 2 FACILITIES AT THE RlTHERFORD IABORATORY 

· Once generated and checked, the inaps were transferred tel the 

Rutherford Laboratelry on nine-track IEM standard lclbelled tape· 

for plotting. Hardware used at this stage is 1'07 examined in 

greater detail. 

7. 2.1 Hardware 

At the time of this research, the Rutherford Laboratory ... s 

oanputing system was based on two IBM 360/195s: an IBM 3032 was 
. 

also added later but this was not used by the author. Access to 

the facilities was via a workstation at Durham University -

oonsisting of a 10 inch Tektronix CRl', a card reader and a line 

printer. These were adequate for the subnission <>f jobs, the 

previewing of plots and the receipt of printed output.. Jobs are 

subnitted to the 360s (which at that time ran under the operating 

system IBM OS) via the file-handling systern ELEX:TRIC: there were 
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at that stage no interactive computing facilities available. The 
. ' 

360s were used simply to read the PDFs fran magnet:ic tape and 

convert the data thereon by program to the local FR80 format~ 

details of this process are given in the ,next section. A 

oambination of no interactive computing facilities and 12 tape 

drives ensured that the turnaround of such batch . jobs ·was very 

good - no more than a few hours even for the longest production 

jobs. 

The FR80 microfilm recorder itself has a CPU of 32K words of 

18 bit memory, together with a one-quarter mi~lion word fixed 

head disk and three magnetic tape drives. OUtput i:; provided by 

a precision light source CRl' and a choice of four different 

cameras is available .(standard 16/35tmn, prec:::ision 16Irm, 

microfiche and hardcopy) • The device is similar t:.o, but more 

sophisticated th~, that used. by Meyer et aL (1975) t:o map the US 

census data.· It is also sigif.icantly more sophisticctted than the· 

-
microfilm plotter used by Jeffrey. et aL (1975) anCI gave better 

results than they can claim. It has been used by thE! author for 

a m.nnber of other mapping purposes (see for instance Adams et aL, 

1980). 

The plots are displayed on a high resolution CRT which is 

optically flat and has a 3. 5 inch plotting area. This screen is 

divided into a raster of 16,384 points in each direction~ any one 

pixel _(picture element) may be addressed. Plotting can be done 

in any of three IOOdes: vector, point and character (character 

forms being stored in the CPU). Vector plotting (the only IOOde 
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used in this resear~) is exceptionally fast on the FR80 -

optional (user selected) speeds are 1, 2, 4 or 8 milliseconds per 

full screen vector. The effect of .changing the plot:ting speed is 

in fact to change the exposure of the film - the higher the speed 

the less the exposure. A default speed is set up fetr each camera 

type (4 milliseconds per full screen vector for the 16/35mm 

camera) which the author decided not to change - in tests, 

altering this either .under- or over-exposed the film. Plotting 

is also very accurate: repeatability is equal to 0.25% of the 

full screen maximum or, within 0.15in of the centre •:>f the film, 

0.1%. (It must be stressed that these are the m:mufacturer.-s 

specifications, although tests carried out on the FRi30 in October 

1979 showed the Rutherford Laboratory.-s machine to deviate from 

these by less than the accuracy of the measuring instrtmlent.) 

Table 2 of Adams et al (1980) oanpares the FRBO with other 

oontemporary microfilm plotters - it can be seen tO oompare very . . 

favourably. 

Colour output may be produced on the FR80 using t:he standard 

16/35nm camera. This camera inoorporates a filter system working 

on an additive basis. There are three filters - cyan, magenta 

and yellow. By oanbining th~se the three primary CX1lours can be 

produced·- cyan and yellow for green, magenta and yellow for red 

and cyan and magenta for blue. In addit:i.on to the three primary 

oolours; the light intensity on the FR80. may ~ set at any one of 

256. levels. Thus by oanbining different filters and intensity 

levels, together with line overstriking, it is possible to 
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produce a wide range of different colours. However, a problem 

associated with the use of colour is the degradation of 

resolution. In black and white, two points are discernible as 

separate entities at a distance of 10 raster units apart. In 

blue, the corresponding distance is 12 raster lm.its, and fran 

here, it increases through the spectrum to a distance of 25 

raster units for red. (These- figures depend also on the type of 

film used, in this case Kodak Ektachrane EF.) Thus if producing 

animated· films in colour, a certain loss of cl~ity and sharpness 

must be expected, as compared with those in nonochrame. 

7.2.2 SOftware 

In order to use the FR80, PDFs were dispatched fran NUMAC 

written on magnetic tape. Nine-track IBM standard labelled tapes 

were used, recorded at 1600. bpi. The transfer of ve1~y large PDFs 

was a major problemJ since tapes reoorded at ti250 bpi hold 

awroximately four times as much information as the lower density 

versions, their use for large files is much to be ~>referred but 

their creation at NUMAC was impossible at that_ time. Before the 

use of. the repeat facility (see section 7.3.3) this was indeed a 

major constraint - the iength of early films was in fact limited 

to the m.nnber of PDFs which oould be held on one tape recorded at 

1600 bpi. Because of the repeat facility, however, it was 

possible to fit the PDFs for the final films onto one tape only. 
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PDFs are simply files of binary information. which are 

interpreted by appropriate software to drive output devices, in 

this case the; FRBO. PDFs differ in structure depending on the 

graphics library which produced them (for instance an I<rproduced 

PDF has records of only 256 characters in length, whilst a 

PIDTSYS one is of up to 32,767 characters). Thus it was 

necessary to ""interpret"' the PDFs fran an IG type to one as 

produced by fMJG and therefore acceptable to the FR.BO. In order 

to do. this a small interpreting program was written in Assembler 

and Fortran to run on the Rutherford _Laboratory""s 360/195 by Mr N 

Hall, and implemented by the author. 

An .IG PDF contains only four different types of record: a PBGN 

record which marks the start of the file and holds the scaling 

information, a PEND record marking the end of the file, a PPEN 

recor~ indicating the colour of the output, and a PCDD record 

which. simply represents one or roore vectors (dependent on length) 

in the form of pos_itions for "'pen-up"" and "'pen-down"". In order 

interpret this file,· the ·records were read fran magnetic tape one 

by one and, dependent on the type of record, O!rtain fMJG 

routines were called to output to a separate PDF the information 

contained on the tape, this time in SM'JG format. On Emcounter ing 

a PBGN record, the program would call SM'JG ·routines to initialise 

the camera type, set up scaling parameters and also the number of 

repeats needed (see following section) • The deviCE! type, plot 

size and number; of. repeats were all supplied at run t.ime. PPEN 

records activated the SMOG subroutines for filter selection 
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within the chosen camera, whilst PEND records set the number of 

repeats to zero (see following section), advanced the film and 
. . 

(if followed by a tape marker on the input tape, which indicated 

the end of the PDF) output the ooffers to the S«JG PDF, thus 

closing it correctly. PCDD records simply invokl:!d the · ga; 

subroutines for moving the pen (or light source_ :in this case) 

fran point A to point B. 

The program was oanpiled and stored on disk at the Rutherford 

Laboratory. To generate a PDF of cxmnands fran an incoming tape, 

_a job was sul:Jnitted via ELEX::TRIC and run on the IIM 360/195. 

This RDunted the tape, ran the oanpiled program to decode the 

file,. and wrote the 9I)G PDF to an output tape which was then 

transferred to the FR80 for plotting C?ff-line. Sane time later 

(depending on· the pressure of work for the FR80, but 

approximately three to four days on average), the pr~ssed· film 

would be returned to the author at Durham, by post. The entire 

process is illustrated in figure 7.1. 

Foley (1978) has argued for a world-wide ocmnon graphics 

package, akin to ANSI Fortran. If this were thE! case, no 

m:xlification to GimS would be needed, neither would the 

interpretatiOn of PDFs be necessary at the Rutherford Laboratory. 

All PDFs could be produced by a standard grapl':lics library and run 

to any output device. Unfortunately, whilst an excellent idea, 

the great variety of existing hardware, operating systems and 

plotting packages mitigates against it, and such conversion 

programs will probably be necessary for the forseeable future. . . 
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7. 3 FIIM 'IESTS 

To surrmarise to this stage in the film production .then~ the 

topographic . and thematic data had been assembled and· checked 

(chapters 4 and 5) • The mapping program GIMMS had been 

implemented at NtH\c and a provisional layout of the maps 

themselves had been determined (chapter 6) • The Rutherford 

Laboratory""s end of the process had · also been established and 

tested, and was ready for film production. . What was required 

next was a series of tests to ascertain precisely the likely 

final form of the film, not in terms of oontent (which had 

already been determined, see chapter 6), but in terms of design. 

To this end, a series of trial films wa5' generated to test 

aspects of cx:>lour, layout, timing etc. Such tests are now 

examined further. 

In order ·to oonduct any trials, the topographic da!ta had to be 

re-created in a form fran which it was possible to rrtap. For use 

in GDto!S, the disaggregated segments (see section 5.5) had to be 

built to c:x:Jnplete area descriptions, or polygons. To do this, 

the segments -were reformatted and input through the topographic 

data manipulation module in GDto!S. This is a two stage process: 

first the actual co-ordinates are read into a GDto!S s·~nt data 

bank · using the '*BASEFILE or *FILEIN oamnands_ (V3 and DV4 

respectively). Fran this data bank, CXJDplete areal descriptions 

are then built using the *POLY(DN ocmnand. G:ntm hal; a facility 

to. allow for the direct input of oanplete closed areas 
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(*CRFATEFILE). However, this is not generally used as, apart . 

from being more difficult to digitise closed areas accurately, 

the use ·of segments in GDtMS for which both left- and right-hand 

feature oodes are stored eliminates the problem of ... backlash .... 

On certain plotters, especially drum plotters, there is a cert~in 

amount of slackness in the driving motors for X and Y movements. 

Thus, a line drawn in one direct:ion (fran A to B) cannot be 

accurately repeated if drawn fran B to A, ·particularly if it is 

on the diagonal between the axes. camnon boundaries drawn twice 

- even if digitised in exact coincidence as separate polygons -

appear as double lines. On the. FR80, such ocmncn boundaries 

drawn twice appear considerably brighter due to increased 

exposure. In GDMS, the left- and right-hand ... feature oodes ... or 

attributes are stored in the polygon file - but only if it has 

been built from segments. When a particular ·polygon is being 

plotted, then, it. is possible to ascertain which parts of the 

boundary have already been plotted as .part of another polygon, 

anti therefore should oot be repeated. Segments :rather than 

~lete polygons then were input to GDMS to be built to closed 

areas. The topographic data as supplied had fo}:merly been 

topologically checked once to ensure all areas did in fact close 

(Baxter·, 1976), so no problems were encountered in b.lilding the 

polygons. 

Once the boundaries were input to GIMMS, the creation of test 

films could begin~ Several s:OOrt test films were created, each 

testing many features. These features were canmon to both parts 
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of the final film - the density section (see section 6.2.1) and 

the chi section, (section 6.2.2), and it was not necessary to run 

two separate sets of trial films. . Camnon features are now 

examined under the headings of general layout, ex>lour: and timing. 

Throughout this section, certain measurements are given. These 

refer to the dimensions of the map and oontents as originally 

plotted on paper hard copy: sane overall scaling is necessary 

when plOtting on film. 

7.3.1 Gener~l layout· 

A general layout for each map was in fact established before 

any filming took place at all, using hard-copy- pen plots (see 

section 6.3.1). Basically this was a map of Britain, with the 

Shetland Islands inset within the top· left-hand corner:, and space 

beneath these for the title and_ the key. Since the question of 

date is of crucial importance to the film this wa:3 considered 

- first. 

The two oonventional methods of indicating the time period to 

which the data on display refer are the use of a cloclt or of an 

extending· bar. In the use of a. clock, the total time period is 

represented by a circle around which DK>ves either a p:,in~er or a 

line parallel to the circumference. :i:n the use of a bar, a line 

simply grows as time increases. Moellering tested both types in 

his work on cartographic an~ted filming, and argued that use of 
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the bar is preferable (see section 2.4.1). Both types were, 

however, rejected for these films_ for two reasons: first, it 

would be reasonably difficult to draw either a bar or a clock 

annotated with dates using GDM;, and' seCondly, both methods give 

a better ~ression of relative rather than of ab;olute time. 

Thus it requires sane thought to translate into an absolute date 

how far the clock hands have ROVed round, or the bat: has grown 

fran its origin. In an animated film, '"calculation·· of the date 

by the viewer detracts fran viewing change on the ma:ps: there is 

little t~e to do both. A solution was found in writing the date 

as the title (e.g. ""1901"" in the density film, and .. 1901-03"" in 

the chi film) • Since numbers cannot be made to dissolve into 

each other without distorting themselves gradually over a series 

of frames, a flick occu~red every time the date changed. But, 

against this one disadvantage, is the advantage that a glance 

revealed the ·eXact date in question: simplicity and clarity (as 

argued in chapter 6) are essential in animated filmin•:J· 

For simplicity, it was also decided not to include a title 

(other than the date) in each map. The inclusion of a title (to 

the effect ""density of the population'") would have used up 

valuable space, and the viewer was expected to .rE!Ilelllber the 

topic~ Sane help in ·this was, however, given in the form of the 

legend. It was decided to include a legend because, whilst it is 

easy to remember a general topic, it is IOOre difficult to 

remember exactly what the symbolism represents. Simple legends 

of two classes for the density section, and three for the chi 
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section were therefore included, using the appropriate G~ 

options. The legend was placed below the date which was in turn 

below the inset of the Shetlands, this being the only space 

available. 

GlMo15 includes sane 24 different alphabets (including the 

Hershey fonts). Several tests were made to detennine the font 

and the size of lettering to be used. The results of these tests 

accorded with the aims of clarity and s~licit~r - a triplex 

serif font was eventually chosen. This has very open letters, 

and may be read very easily1 this decision was influenced by the 

problems of blocking up of certain characters in other fonts 

which had occurred in the author""s \\Urk on topographic J'l)apping on 

CD1 (Adams et al, 1980). Amongst the 24 fonts in GI~ is one 

representing the Greek alphabet. Thus it was possible .to use the 

Greek letter 'X, rather than spelling out '"chi'" ·every time, 

saving spa~. Furthermore,, it is possible b::> sul:r and 

super-script letters, allowing ... ~~ ... to be plotted c:x>rrectly 

and thus easier to read instantly and aesthetically pleasing. 

The·definition of an appropriate size of lettering,, roth for 

the date and legend, was a difficult task. Whilst the 

requirement of simplicity had been met by chasing an open 

alphabet, tests showed that in · order to achieve the aims of 

clarity and legibility, lettering sizes had to be •grea~r than 

that used in static mapping. Figure 7.2 represents example 
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frames (1) fran the final films: in these "'static e·xcerpts.- the 

lettering appears overly large, and the maps untalanced. The 

size of the l.egend lettering, especially for the middle class in 

the frame fran the chi section, was constrained by a lack of 

space, and whilst readily visible on this map, in the film it 

could not have been any smaller without becoming illegible. 

Examination of figure 7.2 shows all district boundaries other 

than the coastal ones to have been anitted fran the map. This 

was done deliberately: a white line as produced by ·the FR80 is 

brighter than any other colour. In tests of maps which included 

internal boundaries, the maps appeared confused. ~l'he eye was 

drawn to the l:x>undaries rather than to the shading apd, in sane 

areas (especially London), it .was not possibl~ to seE~ the shading 

at all, it having been obscured by the bounda1:ies. As has 

already been :pOinted out, on static maps the reader has time to 

establish the figure and the ground (see section· 6.3) but in 

animated filming, an instantaneous impression has to be gained. 

If the boundaries are included, the outlines became .-figure.- and 

the symbolism .-ground.- ...;. clearly not the desii:ed result! 

Furthermore, boundaries are not necessary in order to obtain an 

overall picture of change, though sane boundaries are -undoubtedly 

helpful to · the viewer in providing a clue to the~ identity of 

1 - Since these are hard copy pen plots, they are shown with 
black lines and coloured symbolism on a white background. In 
the COM output for the final film, the background itself is 
black and the black lines, white (see section 7.3.2). The 
coloured symbolism and map contents, however, are identical 
to these plots. 
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areas since sane have distinctive shapes. 

Figure 7. 2 then shows the chosen map layout as E!Stablished by 

film trials. These proved the titles and legends to be clear and 

legible and, by the exclusion of boundaries,· the eye to be drawn 

to the symbolism on the map. The form of this symbolism is now 

examined. 

7.3.2 Symbolism 

Any material originating fran the FR80 consists of white or 

ooloured detail against a black background. This is because the 

film is actually a ~negative~ - white or ooloured lines represent 

parts of the film exposed to lines drawn on the screen of the 

FR80 _by the precision light source. The film could be developed 

to a p:)sitive but, if colour is being used, this introduces 

consid~rable complications to the process. It was decided to 

retain a black background 'to the maps - as Dutton did with 

material fran an FR80 for his work on cartographic animation (see 

section 2.4.2) ·• 

Preliminary tests in black and white showed best rE!sults to be 

achievE!Q with the use of solid blocks of symbolism. Several 

patterns - dots, variable sized grids, diagonal hachures etc. -

\<~~ere used in attempts to achieve tonal variations (and therefore 

more than one t~ of shading) but, at -the small scale! of filming 

and against a dark background, there was little if no distinction 
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between classes. Without the use of solid shading, the_ darker 

background became ~figure~ and the lighter shading patterns . 
~ground~ - obviously not the desired effect! 

This then led to the use of colour in films. In practice, it 

would have been possible to make the density sectic•n of the film 

in black and white- it. only has two classes of density i.e. 

above and below 4 persons I ha. However, the chi section has 

three classes which then necessitated the use of colour. As with 

black and white shading, colour was found to be most effective in 

solid blocks. GDMS itself could out:pUt mater1al in. any colour 

if the graphic interface permitted it. Unfortunately, the IG 

system is limited to the use of two colours - red and blue - plus 

black. IG plotfiles are set up such that the black parts of the 

image are written first, followed by a pen change re:x>rd to red, 

then the red sections of the ·image. This is follalled by a blue 

pen record and the blue sections of the image. Such a structure 

is in fact ideal for use at the Rutherford Laboratory since a 

filter is inserted in the camera in the FR80 to ensure variable 

coloured output: use of these filters was activated by the 

interpreting program on reading a PPEN-re:x>rd in the PDF. Being 

mechanical, filter changes take very much longer than drawing 

vectors. Hence an IG PDF generates the minimum numbE!r of filter 

changes, doing all the oanponents of a particular cDlour before 

changing the filter and proceeding to the next <X,lour. This 

contrasts with a PIDTSYS PDF where records are! written as 

generated (rather than being stored and output as the: final stage 
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of the program) and therefore pen changes (whic:h 'WOuld equal 

filter changes on the FR80) are numerous. The choicle of graphics 

library thus ensured a major saving on the plotter. 

Tests slDwed the use of blue ~ red as SOlid shading patterns 

on the FR80 to be DDSt satisfactory. Experiments with other 

colours sOOwed, for instance, green to be very ... recessive... and 

difficult to oampare with red and blue. The FR80 itself is of 

course not limited to two colours (see section 7 .2.1) - variable 

levels of light intensity _and filter changes ensure any colour 

can be produced. But in order to produce anything other than 

simple primary colours, line overstriking is need•~ - Wh~ch is 

expensive in FR80 resources. Moreover, it is difficult to 

include · information on intensity levels in a PDF for 

interpretation at the Rutherford Laboratory. The two primary 

colours red and blue were chosen then for the shad:Lng patterns. 

Tests ·showed a oanbination of white outlines and let:tering, red 

shading for the density section, and on the chi section red 

shading for decline and blue for increase (see secticm 6.2.2) to 

give the best results. 

A remaining problem was how to create such solid blocks ·of 

shading within G~. That package creates maps primarily by 

plott:ing and shading each area in turn: the whole process . is 

based on area filling with vectors. First tests used. this method 

primarily with a very small grid pattern of shading~ on plotting 

on the FR80 this reduced to a solid block. Results were 

satisfactory. However, there is a second method of sbading 
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polygons within GnMS, · designed originally to oope with the 

problems of unsoittisticated pen plotters. If plotti.ng in biro, 

the flow of ink to the "'nib"' is activated by contact with the 

paper. A small portion at the beginning of any line is lighter 

than the remainder of the line due tO the time tak.en to achieve 

an'even flow of ink. Conversely, if plotting with liquid ink, 

the reverse effect occurs. The speed of plotting is generally 

faster than that of the supply of ink to the "'nib"'. Hence the 

first part o~ the line - in which the pen is moving very slowly 

but accelerating - is darker than that following. If shading an 

area, then, the boundaries (which mark the start of the shading 

lines) are lighter in biro plotting,' and darker in ink. 

A Gn+'JS ocmnand (JOINSCAN) exists to minimise this problem. 

The start and end points of the shading lines for every area are 

calculated and stored. Before plotting.on the scre~n or writing 

records to a PDF, the lines are sorted, and those fran adjacent 

zones whose ends are coincident are joined into one vector. Thus 

the effect of raising and lowering the pen which produces darker 

or lighter zones at boundaries between areas of the same class is 

reooved, except at the outenoost edges of these "'mE!ga-parcels"'. 

Whilst the CPU time for map production is generally increased 

(due to the need to sort shading lines) a side effect: of such a 

IOOdification is a reduction in plotting time · C>n mechanical 

plotters, and also in the' size of plotfile prOduced. This method 

is JOOSt effectively . used with horizontal line shading, which 

needs to be clos~r together than grid shading in order to block 
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up an ,reduction (in trials, 0.1 nun separation on thE! original for 

horizontal shading, as opposed to 0.15 nm for gi"id shading). 

Although the shading lines are closer together, plotting time is 

decreased due to a reduction in the number of ... pen-ups... and 

... pen-downs... necessary. On the FR80 (as an any CRT), a further 

reduction occurs in that the ·time taken to draw a vector is not 

proportional to its length - actual positioning ?f the starting 

point of ~e line takes longer than plotting. Despite decreasing 

the distance between shading lines (see above) - which to a 

certain extent counteracts a reduction achieved through the 

removal of the verti~l shading lines - reductior1 in plotting 

time is achieved through an over all increase in mean vector 

length. The reduction in the number of records wi"itten to the 

PDF may be very significant. A PCX>D record in the PDF simply 

records the positions for pen-up and pen-down. Thus, the largest 

number of records are produced by dot shading and conversely, the 

longer the vectors, the fewer the number of records (fewer 

pen-ups and -downs have to be recorded) • Hence the time taken to 

read and interpret the PDF ... s at the Rutherford Laboratory was 

diminished by. the use of JOINSCAN, a factor of sane importance 

when CPU time was being paid for in real money! Table 7.1 shows 

the results of experiments conducted with the use or <:mission of 

JOINSCAN. An interesti~ feature of this table is the reduction 

of CPU time required but such a reduction is not guaranteed for 

every map which uses this cxmnand: the sorting of the reoords 

usually increases the time. 
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Table·7.1: Results of film trials. 
-----

FIIM NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 
-----

Joinscan no no yes yes 

M1'S 

CPU time 44.73 48.54 43.79 46.31 

RnHERFORD 

Tape IOs 203 244 148 155 

Job CPU 4 4 3 3 

FRBO 

No. plot 133 160 97 102 
records 

CPU time 1.883 2.279 1.398 1.503 

Plotting 
time 13.44 17.15 8.47 9.16 

(min.sec) 

Each film had five franteSi eaCh frame was repe.ated 16 
-times. The oontents of films 1 & 3, and of films 2 & 
4 were identical. 

Source: Calculated from basic data. 
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In sumnary, then, solid red and blue symboliem was qhosen, 

created by plotting horizontal shading lines sane 0.1 mn apart on 

the original hard-copy maps. Not only did the us:e of JOINSCAN 

slightly decrease the NtlMAC map canpilation time, bu.t it led to a 

reduction in both canpilation and plotting time at the Rutherford 

Laboratory. 

7 .3. 3 Timi!!9_ of films 

With the· final design of the maps cxmplete, all that remained 

was to plan the timing of the film. The aim is to determine the 

anDunt of time a map should be on the screen before noving to the 

next map, the difference between the two maps representing 

change. The time a map is on the screen is determ:lned by the 
' 

number of times the. frame is repeated on film, e.g. at sound film 

speed of 24 frames I second, 12 repeats of a rnap gives a 

projection time of 0.5 seconds. The phenanenon of :pE!rsistence of 

vision (see section 2.1) dictates that if changE! is to be 

absorbed , into a smooth mtion, each frame should not: be repeated 

mre than three times. However, there is a crucial difference 

Petween conventional animated filming and the animated filming 

tinder study here. In the former, each frame is only fractionally 

different fran its , predecessoq in the latter, the difference 

between' the two frames can be substantial (a disti·ict may be 

blank in one and shaded in the next). There is no question (in 
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this film) of change being fractional and motion smooth - more 

abrupt change oocured and a jerky motion resulted. (In practice, 

such abrupt changes were found to be beneficial - the eye was 

drawn to the changing area.) It must be stressed, however, that 

SRKX>th translations oould be achieved if the data were to be 

presented differently, for instance by use of oonti.nuous shading 

(see section 6.2.1) •. 

Thus if very smooth motion is not, in this case, the ultimate 

aim, and there is to be no substantial persistence o-f vision, the 

limit of three repeats of each frame does not apply. The aim 

instead is to determine the number of repeats of each frame which· 

would enable the viewer to interpret' the situation before moving 

to the next map - difference between the two maps suggesting 

change. There are no published guidelines to suggest film timing 

- several tests were carri~ out to ascertain what .it should be. 

Timing of films depends of oourse on projection speej - 16 frames 

I second for silent speed and 24 frames I second for sound speed. 

Fran a large number of experiments, two seconds p:rojection per 

map was found to allow the reader time to assimilab:! the image 

before moving to the next one. Since the films we~ce ultimately 

to be soundtracked, this meant a repeat of 48 frames per map. If 

no soundtrack is required, a film may be projec::ted at three 

seconds instead of two seconds per map, thus allowin~J extra time 

for interpretation if nec::essary. 

A SMJG subroutine for the generation of such iden1:ical frames 

already exists: it would have been impossible t6 copy every map 
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48 times to a magnetic tape at NUMAC - the density e:ection alorie 

would have spread over three tape reels. The number of repeats 

was supplied to the interpreting program at run-time (see section 

7.2.2), and written to the head of the SMOG PDF tote interpreted 

in turn by the FRBO - the image is then drawn and exposed to the 

film over the desired number of frames (in this case, 48). This 

method of ,. stretching,. is perhaps the most convienient: optical 

methods such as used by Massey and Dutton (see chapter 3) J:equire 

operator · intervention, with a possibility of human error. 

Moreover, accurate registration can be difficult. A disadvantage 

of ,.stretching,. the film on the FRBO, however, is that it 

increases substantially the plotting time. This in turn can be 

expensive: plotting of the original frames for the film enclosed 

with this thesis cost in the order of £900. Other film producers 

si:Duld attach no significance to th~s figure however,. as plotting 

costs vary widely, depending on the t~ of plottE!r, ownership · 

and method of usage. 

This then oanpletes the design of the film. In the absence of 

relevant literature and well-developed ClClllplter-anima.tion theory, 

this stage was very much one of trial and error, fran the 

implementation of GEMMS and an interpreting program at the 

Rutherford Laboratory, to the design of each map itself. Such an 

operational procedure led to many difficulties and problems, 

ranging fran the trivial (the extremely large size of PDFs in 

terms of disk space) through the irrit,atirig (the poor or 

non-existent documentation for both GEMMS and the SKX:; system) to 
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the extreme (the general problems of "'distributed"" oanputing -

inp.~t -at one plaCe and' outp.tt sane 400 km away, including delay 

and total loss in transit of both magnetic tapes and films) • 

Eventually, all such problems were overcome and the films 

created. The following section examines the production of the 

final outp.~t. 

7. 4 FIIM PIUXJCT!Otr 

The finished density section of the film oonsistl; of a series 

of 40 maps, one for each alternate year between 1901 and 1979. 

The chi section .. has only 39 maps, one for eac:h two yearly 

interval throughout the same time period. Because the production 

of such a large number of maps in one Gnt-tS run is not feasible, 

each section was split ipto four runs .of ten maps eac:h (9 maps in 

the fi~l run of . the chi section) • Thus four I'DFs for each 

section were produced, and joined on being copied to magnetic 

tape. The one amalgamated PDF for each secticn was then 

transferr~ to the Rutherford Laboratory on tape for plotting. 

Figure 7.3 represents a oopy of the file of GIMMS oammands 
. 

used to produce each PDF for the density maps. This file runs 

DV4 of GDtJIS - the V3 files were slightly dif.ferent - and 

ag>endix D outlines the p.trpose of each conunand. 

The ease of use of GDMS, and its tremendous flexibility 

should be apparent fran figure 7. 3 and appendi:<: D. Such 
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Figure 7.3: Example GDtotS run. 

~IDrP,ARII PIDTI'ER 
*SYSP,ARII :OOLisr 
*TEXTi?,AR~t ~16 
*PIDTPRJG 
*GIMMSFILE 11 F=O.OOS * 
*GlMMSFILE 10 F=O.OOS * 
*DATAFILE INPUT 11 

. $continue with data0121 return 
*LEVELS 2 
*INTERVALS VARIABLE=2-USER=O.O 4.0 500.0 I V;::3 SAME I 
V=4 SAME I V=S SAME I V=6 SAME I V=7 SAME I V=El SAME I 
V=9 SAME I V=lO SAME I V=ll SAME * 
*JOINSCAN 7 
*LEGEND POSrTION = 19.2 31.25 
BOXSHIFT = 0.00 1.70 
BOXSIZE·= 1.50 1.50 
tDVALUES . 
*OOTLINE OONE 
*Nm+IAP 30 52 F * 
*SYSPAIM REWIND 7 * 
*,SCISSOR 21.0 45.0 24.0 51.5 F * 
*ORIGIN 21.0 45.0 4100 11000·* 
'*DIWoMAP 11 * 
*SCISSOR OFF * 
*ORIGIN MAP=620,0 
*D1Wtt1AP 10 OO'I'LINFS=OOT * 
~ 23.4 40.87 2.70 
CEN1'RE CEN!'VAL=-1 
'!EXT=( 1901"" 
~ 21.24 33.15 1.20 
""> 400"" I" 
21.24 31.45 1.20 
""<.400"" I 
19.2 -37 .o 1.20 
""P@LERSCES 
I SQ. RM."" * 
*MAP 2 .AREA* 
*END 
*STOP 
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flexibility however is achieved to same extent at the expense· of 

CXI'Iplter time - a pu:rPose written program would run quicker than 

such a general program. The production runs tcok a total of 

339.9 seconds of CPU time on the NUMAC IBM 370. Such a time at 

first seems very large, but in fact equals only 8.5 seconds I 

map. Certain camnands need only be loaded. once per run -

generating all the plots in one run then would have saved loading 

these three extra times, and ~r 20 seconds of CPU time. The 

time taken then is not exce~sive, but is essentially in the ratio 

of 4.5:1 when canpared wi_th the viewing time after the generation 

of re:Peats. 

With suitable modifications to -the *LEVELS, *INTERVALS, 

*SYMBJLISM and '*TEXT ocmnands, the file as listed in figure 7. 3 

was ~lso used to generate the chi maps. Production runs for 

these maps used 336. 5 seconds of CPU time, but thi:; is only for 

39 maps - generation of each map took 8.6 seconds. (Again the 

time is increased by splitting the run to four· jobs.) This snall 

increase is due to the larger aDDunt of shading on the chi maps, 

particularly those of 1961 onwards. 

Interpreting the PDFs an the Rutherford Laboratory~s IBM 360 

was a · cc:nparatively speedy process - sane 13 se<X>nds for the 

density run and 14 seconds for the chi run (although the IBtl 

360/195 under OS is approximately four times as fast as the 

370/168 running under MrS) • Hc7tlever, the plotting of· the filins 

on the FR80 plotter took much longer - 3 hours, 53 minutes and 15 
. . 

seconds for the chi maps, and 3 hours, 55 minutes and 24 seconds 
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for the density maps (plotting t~e for the chi. maps is less 

beca.use there were only 39 original maps). The le!ngth of the 

plotting t~e on the FR80 was in fact a major sour·ce of delay -

very long jobs take a low priority in the plotting queue and, on 

occasion, such delays anDunted to over a week. (Such a time is 

obviously a fi.D'lction of the anDunt of work for the FR80, and so 

varied considerably: turnaround was on average some three to four 

daY's.) 

Header and tail frames were also created using GIMMS: PDFs 

were generated using the same alphabets as were used in the films 

themselves, and transferred for plotting at th•:! Rutherford 

Laboratory. Again they were run to 16 mn . colour f.ilm although 

the original data were in black and white - i·t was thought 

preferable not to change film types at this stage. 

Early test films Were developed at the Rutherford Laboratory, 

but the processing facilities there are very l~ited,, and cannot 

oold a film of rore than 2,000 frames. OUtput deVE!loped there, 

whilst gocxi enough for test films, is generally of rE!latively low 

quality and varies in focus throughout. Hence thE! lD'ldeveloped 

final films were sent to a commercial film processin9 laboratory 

in IDndon, wher~ they were also eventually soundt:racked. The 

FR80 films were developed to a master copy, fran which prints 

were taken. 'Ib avoid damage to thE! master film, prints were used 

to work out the final. order of screening, and the soUII'ldtrack. In 

determining the· final order of screening, it. was found 

advantageous to repeat both the density section and the chi 
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section. Viewing each part for a second time aids the process of 

visual interpretation: it also allows (via the soundtrack), on 

the first viewing, for an explanation of the basic .principles 

involved and, on the second, for identification of specific ~eas 

of population change in Britain. 

Tl:tis oanpletes the section an film production: the reader will . 

find the final film (which consists of both the density and the 

chi sections joined to one) enclosed with this thesis. The final 

chapter of the thesis now examines briefly the results. 
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8 AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

The aim of the research (as noted on page 5) was simply to 

investigate the use of the animated film in cartoc;rraphy via the 

creation of one such film: in this chapter, the conclusion, the 

results of ·such an exercise are assessed. It is convenient to 

consider the relative success of the· film fran two clspects: first 

~ a means for portraying change in the population and secondly, 

and more generally, as a cartographic technique. These 

conclusions are brief: in the absence of reliable statistical 

analyses of perception studies of the animated film,, there is no 

right or wrong' answer to this research, and, for t:he most part, 

it is left to the viewer to judge the success of thE! film. The 

maxim ... beauty is in the eye of the beholder ... applies here: the 

-viewer ... s expectations, skills .as a map reader and pJ:ior kl'lOIIledge 

of British population change will al~ affect the o'rerall result, 

thus the conclusions presented here are personal to this author. 

8.1 '!HE ANIMATED FIIM IN POPULATI~ MAPPING 

The success of the film as a method of portrayal of population 

change may be considered in three sections. l?irst, features 

OOl1Ulla'l to both sections of the film (the density and the ·chi 

.sectioos) are examined - chiefly these are the data, and, very 

briefly, the use of choropleth mapping. Secondly, the density 
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section itself is considered, and thirdly, the chi s;ection. 

8.1.1 Overall characteristics 

The success · of the film as a method of portrayi.ng population 
....-----:> 

data depends in part upon the data ~:_~~_!) and also upon the. 

method of presentation. 

As sl:nm in ·chapter 5, the historical population data can 

never be proved right or wrong - the only way to do this would be 

to reaggregate the enumerators handbooks of each census year to 

the new districts. This is clearly ~sible, if only for 

reasons of confidentiality: even OPCS had to use a proportional 
' 

method in · their aggregation of population data pri.or to 1961 to 

new counties. The derived data set at least was controlled to 

the OPCS county level population (see chapter 5) and therefore 
• I 

massive errors shoul,d not exist within it. But the accuracy of 

the data set interpolated fran this derived data is I'IDre 

questionable. Definite limitations may be associated.' with the 

interpolation method as was demonstrated in figure 5.5 {page 

190). 

In an attempt to measure the overall accuracy of the 

interpolated data set, the total population for Grea.t Britain at 

each interpolated year was compared against the Registrar 

General"" s mid-year estimates for the same year. Table 8.1 shows 

the results of this comparison. Certain points may be noted. 
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Table 8.1: canparison of mid-year estimates and the 
---------- ----

interpolated data set. 
-----

Date Mid-year Interp. Diff. Date r-'1id-year Interp. Diff. 
estimate data set estimate data set 

1901 37091 36993 98 1953 49209 49283 -74 
1903 37829 37858 -29 1955 49552 49743 -191 
1905 38583 38697 -114 1957 50032 50234 -~02 
1907 39349 39488 -139 1959 50549 50748 -199 
1909 40133 40207 -74 1961 51380 51280 -100 
1911 40887 40828 59 1963 52190 51827 363 
1913 41302 41339 -37 1965 52892 5:2379 513 
1915 42062 41759 303 1967 53487 5:2928 559 
1917 42341 42117 224 1969 54022 5:3462 560 
1919 42182 42443 -261 1971 54032 5:3975 57 
1921 42814 42767 47 
1923 43337 43119 218 
1925 43802 43497 305 Change by de<::ade 
1927 44138 43901 237 (fran. mid-year entimates) 
1929 44433 44333 100 
1931 44831 44793 38 
1933 45262 45276 -14 
1935 45598 45763 -165 1901 - 1911 3796 
1937 46008 46239 -231 1911 - 1921 1927 
1939 46467 46685 -218 1921 - "!931 2017 
1941 46908 47086 -178 1931 - 1941 2077 
1943 47448 47453 -5 1941 - 1951 2010 
1945 47823 47795 28 1951 - 1961 2462 
1947 48170 48136 34 1961- 1971' 2652 
1949 48941 48482 459 
1951 48918 48852 66 

All figures in thousands. 

Source: See Appendix c. 
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First the mid-ye~ estimates themselves may .. vary in accuracy 

throughout time as a result of variations in the methodology used 

to produce them (see section 4. 2) ; it is thus not an ideal data 

set to use as a oontrol. sane indication of the accuracy of the 

mid-year estimates is giVen ~ the difference in. totals for 

census years. For these years, the population totals of the 

interpolated data ~t exactly matched the population totals 

supplied ~ . OFCS in their 1974 census volumes. These years are 

not interpolated results but actual values from which the 

intervening interpolations ~re performed. Yet, whilst the 

differences in totals for these years are same of the· smallest, 
' 

they give some indication of the overall difference between the 

mid-year· estimates and the census values. 

Secondly, differences between the mid-year est~nates and the 

interpolated data set stx>w an irregular but cyclical pattern (see 

figure . 8.1). This is probably a function of the :interpolation 

algorithm. 
' 

Thirdly, the differences between the two data sets are not 

great - except during the 1960s, they are always leBs than 1%. 

That they are greater during the 1960s is a mE!asure of the' 

weakness of the interpOlation algorithm in interpolat:.ing through 

periods of rapid popu~ation increase - as table 8.1 stx>ws, 

population increase during this decade was the highest this 

cel')tury. 

Overall then, the diffeJ;"ences between the two dat:.a sets are 

not important, certainly at the national level, and E~specially if 
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Figure 8.1: Difference between the Mid-Year Estimatus & the 

InterP-olated Data Set. 
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the interpolated data _set is viewed as nothingmore than a means 

for testing a cartographic techniqu~. It is conceivable that 

other researchers will use the derived data set -· it is for 

instance preseJ?ted as an . appendix to Rhind (198~~) - but it is 

unlikely anyone will use the interpolated data. · 

The success of the film also depends on the method used, to 

portray the data. Choropleth mapping as used here· was unused 

before this research. In sane respects, m6re idea. of change is 

given by ~3-D mapping"", but values can be very difficult to 

assess fran this, and there are also problems of change in 

""hidden"" areas~ mreover, it is not known how efficient map 

readers are in perceiving and understanding these displays when 

used in animated films. There is, in this film, no -substantial 

persistence of vision .due to the size of areas, and because of 

the measures used to present change in the population. But 

precisely because there is no persistence of vision, areas of 

change Show up - they fliCk On and (leSS Often) Off 1 drawing the 

eye towards them. 

8.1.2 The density section 

In. this methcxl, the seleC:tion of a threshold ,,alue is very' 

subjective. FurtherJOOre, it assumes that an ""urban area~ may be 

defined by the same criterion through time - i.e .. , a specified 

population density, in this case, a value of 4 pel=sons I ha, 
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being chosen. But there is sane evidence that this is not so~ 

the phenanenon of suburbanisation · suggests t:he critical 

population density is dropping through t~e. (In same respects 

this is simply an increasing concept of spacious:ness and is 

reflected ~ a lowering of the criterion for overcrcwding (number 

of persons I roan) in the eensus.) Hopefully, a ·value of 4 

persons I ha is low enough to cope with this problem.: . if anything 

it would be too low at the start of the century, but there is 

little evidence of this in the density film. 

As suggested ~ the soundtrack to the film then, same patterns 

of population change can be deduced fran the film. :But these are 

not very detailed due to the overall insensitivity of density as 

a measure of population change,: especially when used in this 

(very s~plistic) manner~ this in turn is due to hardware (but 

not software) constraints. 

8.1.3 The chi section 

In contrast to the density measure, the signE!d chi-square 

statistic is much more sensitive and gives greater detail, 

although some of the patterns can· be difficult t:o interpret. 

Constant loss in urban centres throughout the 20th century is 

apparent: a minor criticism of this film which has been made 

concerns the relative use of red and blue for l~s and gain 

respectively. Such a selection is purely subjective·, and may in 
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fact represent the reverse of many cartographers conceptions. 

But red is a dominant colour, and blue recessive (Audley et al, 

1981). The red areas are also much smaller in exte~nt. If the 

colours were reversed then ·red areas of increase 111iOuld visually 

dominate over smaller blue areas of decrease~ the s.ynoptic view 

given ~ red as decrease and blue as increase was felt to be 

preferable. 

As methods of presenting change in the population then, the 
. 

films are reasonably successful. The use of a density measure is 

sanewhat insensitive, whilst the chi measure gives patterns 

which, although they conform to, and illustrate in sane detai~, 

the generally accepted pattern of population change in Great 

Britain (inner urban decrease and suburban expansion), are 

sametUnes difficult to interpret at anything other than this 

general level. The films themselves show,. of course, nothing 

which - in theory at least - was not known before regarding 

change in the British population. A major criti•~ism is the 

difficulty of obtaining a.synoptic view-~ studying one area 

only (for instance, the Greater London area or the Central 

Lowlands of Scotland) , patterns of population change awear in 

both sections of the final film which can be interprc:!~ed to give 

meaningful results. Overall, the weaknesses in both sectiOns as 

indicators of population change stem fran two sourc:::es. First, 

are the lUnitations associated with the use of an interpolated 

data set. SE!oondly, the areal units used for choropleth mapping 
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are not the JOOSt ideal. The total field of study (the whole of 

Great Britain) is large, whilst the sul:xlivisions of this vary 

greatly in both size and population: there is much internal 

inhaoogeneity in each district and they are, in scme cases at 

least, too coarse :perhaps for meaningful patterns to emerge. 

This, of oourse, is not a criticism which is solely restricted to 

animated mapping: it also a:I;Plies to all static maps showing 

change over time (see chapter 1) , and even sane raw census 

variables. The need for high spatial resolution to avoid the 

smoothing and confusing effects of variably sized areal units has 

often been made in the past (see, for instance, Rhind, 1975). In 

this instance, however, it would have been impossible to devise a 

more spatially detailed data set which was also oonsistent 

through time; even if that had proved possible its use would have 

involved much more . oanputing (a factor of 20 to work at ward 

level) and the existing hardware oould not have produced national 

level outp.It (in mapping at this level, for instance, sane wards 

would be smaller in size than the reSolution of the FRBO). 

Despite substantial limitations, the animated film ·should not 

be dismissed as a method of portraying population change~ . The. 

film enclosed with this thesis has had sane dramatic success (for 

instance when shown to an audience of sane 200 carbJgraphers at 

the ~ritish Carb)(Jraphic Society oonferenoe·in ~)uthampton in 

September, 1981). The nature of the film was determined by a 

canplex interplay of data, hardware, software and carb)(Jraphic 

techniques - to have used, for instance, county or rE!(Jional level 
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data would have· ensured lower ex>st, the ability to use more 

levels of shading and (possibly) the use of video tc1ping as well 

as providing a simpler image with (pos~ibly) area. outlines to aid 

the user. Against this is the fact that data would have been 

much less meaningful, even than districts. An obvious solution 

is to narrow the. window and look at only part of Britain. By 

working over a smaller area (for instance one metrq;:oli~ area) 

at a much finer areal resolution (Enumeration Districts or wards) 

more significant patterns oould perhaps emerge. But this then 

loses an important aspect of the whole research - tc• show local 

variations in a national ex>ntext. Also, there is a~ problem with 

sources of t~e series data of proven accuracy and reliability, 

especially at a large scale. The British census is easily 

accessi··ble and covers a loog t~e period (but both the temporal 

frequency and, for years prior to 1961, the areal resolution, are 

poor). Moreover, at the t~e of this research, only district 

boundaries were readily available in digitis~ form, although 

others of a finer resolution are now (in 1981) becoming 

available. Reconciling the two problems (data so~ces and 

resolution) posed a serious problem: the generation. of a t~ 

series data set formed a major part of t,pe research, much more 

than was originally intended. But aside fran its use in animated 

filming, it also fills a gap in e~isting British historical 

population data, and thus the work was probably justified, even 

if the. films themselves were of more l~ited success. 
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8. 2 '!HE ANIMATED FIIM AS A CARIOORAPHIC 'm:HNIQUE 

Despite its limitations for mapping this particular data set, 

the animated film which utilises choropleth mapping and is 

created in a manner described herein has a very definite place as 

a cartographic technique. . As noted in the above section, the 

presentation of change in any data set ~ choropleth ~pping is 

not easy. A•esthetically, but not ~rceptually, it may be 

preferable to use the block diagram. Yet data should alwa~ be 

presented on the same basis as which it was oollecb:!d ~ thus in 

some ca~s, the animated choroplet~ map, even though less 

aesthetically pleasing, must be used because it ""fit::;~ the data 

format. 

Provided absolute simplicity exists in both oantent and 

design, then, the choropleth map has a role in animated mapping. 

It will not, however, succeed if anything . mbre than basic 

measures or cartographic techniques are used~ this was shown ~ 

the repeated failure of experiments (fran both a perc;,eptual and a 
\ 

technical point of view) utilising ocmplex shading patterns, 

unduly large aroounts of map text etc. Fran many hours both of 

map oampilation done on a trial and error basis, and of film 

viewing, .three guidelines may be determined. Firs:t, repeated 

viewing of film (not only ~ presenting the same maps twice in 

one film as was done here, but also by seeing the entire film 

several times) aids interpretation. Secondly, a soundtrack is 

/ important, even though it increases the overall cost both 
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directly (through the oost of the magnetic or optical stripe on 

the film) and indirectly (through the need to generate 24 instead 

of 16 frames I seoond) • Finally, and most important, the film -
will only succeed if it is s~le in content and design. 

A further conclusion which may be drawn from this research is 

that animated filming is not beyond the reach of the average 

researcher. Much work in the past has been d~ne with very 

sophisticated equipnent on large budgets. But this :need not be 

the case. This research was unduly canplicated by the problems 

of the availability of time series data sets, and by the 

necessity of rounting a choropleth mapping package for map 

generation. But if a researcher is considering c:Jenerating a 

film, he is presumably doing so because he already has a data 

set, and not, as in this research, because he wishes to study a 

cartographic technique. Thus the first problem ~~s not arise. 

Seoondly, no special equipnent is needed. With the ever 

increasing number of choropleth mapping packages available (the 

reader should, for instance, oanpare IGJ (1981) with it.-s 

predecessor of 1978), it is tmlikely a researcher \iill not have 

access to one of these. From that p:>int, map generation should 

be a conceptually trivial, if sometimes practically lengthy, 

process. Access to a microfilm plotter has perhaps in the past 

been difficult, but not impossible, ·if only on a bureau basis. 

Moreover, the increasing sophistication of plotting devices means 

the user is not limited to this form.of output: for ~;arne types of 

data, and as Moellering has shown (see section 3.2.1), the video 
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recorder may be used. Certain other forms of rastE!r devices may 

also be suitable for use in animated filming (Jc:tckson, 1981, 

pers.cxmn.)1 but they iu-e of limited resolution. 

The question of qost, in any research, is an important one. 

Unfortunately the only realistic answer which can be given is 

that films made in this manner slx>uld not be expensive. Precise 

figures cannot be given - these are subject to the Clata set to be 

mapped, the method of mapping, and means of access t:o facilities. 

In Britain, oosts will be less if the research is done within a 

University due to the essentially free nature of computer time to 

bona fide researchers at the present time. Ccsts will vary 

depending on type and ownership of the output device. An 

illustration of the ~rtance of the latter is prc~ided -~ this 

research. Plotting time on the FR80 is not charged according to 

real oosts: external users are charged three times the internal 

user rate. Hence plotting of this film, charged at external user 

rate, was in the order of '-900. At internal rate, such oosts 

would have been reduced to about £300. 

The creation of CXJnputer-animated films, then, is not 

difficult, and need not be expensive. Moreover, it does · not 

demand great specialist knowledge1 only basic cartograpnic and 

oanputing skills are required. As has been· shown ~ this 

research, the success of the output depends not on the technique 

itself, but on the data. Given a good time series data set, the 

animated film oould be of use in revealing dynamic patterns 

within it. Of the film enclosed with this thesis, it is 

1. M ·J t~c.t:.so•"' . E:. C.· U. ·CHAPI'ER EIGHT 
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difficult to disagree with_O~Dell~s conclusion (page! 10) that 

~I s.OOW this film then not so much as a way of showing 
dynamic changes of population, but as an attenpt which, 
while failing to reach the ideal, may lead othe:rs to a 
successful· solution of a very difficult problem~. 

As a method of. showing population change in Britain. during the 

20th century it has significant imperfections_. But, more 

generally, there is little doubt that the oamputer-animated film 

has an . important role to play in the portrayal of time-changing 

phenanena. 
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APPENDIX A: The popu.lation data set 

~pters 4 and 5 described the creation of a population data set1 

the results of this process are set out on the ·follcwing pages. 

The order in which the data are listed is hierarchical and 

alphabetical: region ~ c:Ounty by district. 

APPENDIX A 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 
---- --·----- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

6 

Cambridge 50535 55889 61468 69910 81500 95527 98840 90440 
East Cambridge 39243 40774 38964 40532 44925 45124 49109 53629 
Fen land 45401 50394 53911 56211 61998 62790 64682 67215 
Huntingdon 47725 48842 48632 48157 59824 68218 96986 123450 
Peterborough 49523 53644 56635 63405 77484 90957 105637 132464 
South Cambridgeshire 50828 52723 48975 50698 6516i 73939 90413 107979 

Cambridgeshire 283256 302267" 308583 328913 390892 436555 505667 575177 

Breck land 58536 59493 56257 54450 62851 61895 76417. 96444 
Broadland 33856 35152 35072 39273 55304 65919 86532 98323 
Great Yarmouth 63615 69034 74362 70953 68985 72591 75763 80820 
North Norfolk 64152" 67033 69646 66190 77358 73855 74238 82037 
Norwich 114392 121908 121157 127154 122368 120953 122094 122270 
South Norfolk 57675 57551 55527 56358• 62958 64690 80706 928.42 
West Norfolk 83791 87835 91830 90627 101695 106009 110043 120754 

Norfolk 476020 498008 503853 505005 551518 565915 625792 693490 

Babergh 48342 49377 4785i 45493 47618 47132 63249 73697 
Forest Heath 23353 23296 22328 22160 29012 31818 39589 51907 
Ipswich 68120 75515 81121 89784 107681 117528 123301 120447 w 
Mid Suffolk 55100 55447 53148 53168 54521 54264 60722 69787 w 
St. Edmundsbury 49686 49859 45708 44971 51094 55606 71353 86054 w 

Suffolk Coastal 60706 66150 68586 68279 74561 82960 89123 95223 
Waveney 65328 71628 78387 74164 74617 77825 90680 99239 

Suffolk 370636 391270 397127 398019 439105 467130 538018 596354 

East. Angl ia 1129912 1191545 1209563 1231937 1381515 1469600 . 1669477 1865021 

r 

Amber Va 1 1 ey 75109 84275 89429 93740 103897 102811 105261 109379 
E!olsover 48896 70161 72214 73583 73001 75356 72315 70423 
Chesterfield 67052 76958 80269 88672 93461 94186 96120 96710 
n.ea .... hu --· -~ i4672S i53509 165394. 183663 196256 212720 219582 215736 
Erewash 47-733 64190 65887 69687 87252 92722 99682 101838 
High Peak 65876 72730 74232 74521 71782 70280 79236 82142 
NE. Derbyshire - 45500 49799 54785 55412 67203 81025 88394 96547 
South Derbyshire 39284 42736 42977 45286 54440 5511 1 60948 67669 
West Derbyshire 57252 60839 60312 61486 62745 62596 65073 66485 

·-
Derbyshire 593433 675194 705503 746050 810037 846807 886611 906929 

Slaby 9309 11391 16119 21964 38688 50539 74242 77210 
Charnwood 53494 58333 '64147 71542 89351 104032 125596 134204 
Harborough 27404 30329 30566 31866 39077 42494 52964 60766 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 191 1 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 

----------------

Hinckley and Bosworth 36668 42567 44487 49433 61525 65020 75374 87518 
Leicester 223970 241980 242415 263691 285626 288065 284208 279791 
Mel ton 25206 27881 27053 28191 32730 34435 38894 43260 
NW. Le1cestersh1re 45806 52423 57191 59277 62576 64487 71044 78589 
Oadby and Wigston 10153 11499 12453 15671 21576 33577 49780 50569 
Rutland 19188 20499 18376 17401 20537 23504 27469 30670 

Leicestershtre 451 199 496899 512807 559036 651687 706153 799571 842577 

Boston 35484 37757 38005 40444 45311 47339 48823 52634 
East Lindsey 75471 78076 83401 81173 92559 90566 94698 104546 
Lincoln 51378 60511 66921 67167 70931 77693 74269 76660 
North Kesteven 39046 42120 42886 44721 57939 59742 72720 78527 
South Holland 41991 44972 47713 51682 56244 55988 56867 61734 
South Kesteven 62669 66392 64299 64844 71781 75048 85560 97600 
West Lindsey 54804 57744 55978 54638 61848 62281 70560 75859 

-L incol nsh1 re 360844 387573 399203 404669 456613 468657 503497 547560 

Corby 5072 5477 5499 5596 21454 40466 52694 52667 
Oaventry 31602 31821 32016 31818 36072 37354 48091 57656 
East Northamptonshire 44796 47151 46369 45680 50561 51720 56739 60843 
Kettering 45784 48670 47904 50405 57635 59484 65794 71314 w 
Northampton 98425 101508 101848 106855 115453 123320 133565 156848 w 
South Northamptonshire 33166 33065 32024 31091 37418 41593 55749 64057 .t::o 

Wellingborough 35663 36108 36742 38030 41125 44121 55991 64147 

Northamptonshire 294506 303797 302404 309474 359721 398057 468623 527532 

Ashfield 53042 68032 76554 80101 91856 94901 101958 106521 
Basset law 50119 56721 59830 73325 84636 90295 97434 101970 
Broxtowe 34292 39608 45787 50748 76729 86945 98365 102801 
Ged11ng 29631 38465 42960 51139 68200 80568 96275 104134 
Mansfield 28576 52280 65383 70811 80064 84892 95394 99349 
Newark 44102 47203 47920 64838 73905 83952 98837 104139 
Nottingham 245201 266252 264665 277405 307849 311770 300532 271080 
Rushc1 iffe 29142 35197 37649 43964 56932 67669 85775 925!'!7 

Nott1nghamshire 514107 603761 640749 712330 840174 900989 "974573 982631 

East Midlands 2214089 2467224 2560666 2731559 3118232 3320663 3632875 3807229 

Hartlepool 86433 86003 92080 91556 91788 96708 99512 94359 
Langbaurgh 81885 96033 105107 105649 113525 130585 147571 149508 
Middlesbrough 85635 99101 110160 120899 134429 149937 158905 149770 
Stockton-on-Tees 84236 97435 110616 120426 133527 149267 161778 172138 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 1911. 1921 193.1 1951 1961 1971 1981 

---------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

Cleveland 338188 378572 417964 438531 473269 526497 567766 565775 

Allerdale 94756 94589 98953 91176 95429 . 95369 94943 95664 
Barrow-tn-Furness 70852 ... 74686 ·_86732 76691 77874 75243 75269 72635 
Carlisle 78033 78437 80094 83353 97643 100745 100847 100692 
Copeland 68689 68254 70271 64746 67724 73519 71794 72788 
Eden 46064" 

' 
44661 43891 44156 4.3877 42446 41971 43984 

South Lakeland 77263 75766 81096 77148 81851 82808. 9t309 97664 

Cumbria 435656 436394 461036 437270 464398 470130 476133 483427 

Chest~r-le-Street 30903 39484 44873 44075 42580 43272 48303 51719 
Darlington 50736 62715 70530 75706 89355 93450 98150 97788 
Derwent side 82386 105.~67 111175 110093 102837 99889 92220 88132 
Durham 66697 76515 77387 73698 72542 75439 81752. 85190 
Eastngton 50318 74843 91141 105780 107347 110237 108234 100717 
Sedgefield 58265 74742 80827 75905 77833 84626 88436 92887 
Teesdale 29433 . 31412 32414 27479 28103 26385 24644 24425 
Wear Valley 83749 91823 94786 84292 76289 71967 65439 63870 

Durham 452483 557098 603129 597030 596889 605263 607174 604728 

Alnwtck 30330 30333 33450 29620 '29893 29812 27931 28734 
Berwick-upon-Tweed 34135 32989 33507 30044 29847 27857 25778 26230 
Blyth Valley 43735 51010 53558 54650 56456 57241 60615 76787 w 

w 
Castle.Morpeth 22640 27124 29147 30245 35745 40789 47630 50570 U"l 

Tynedale 50230 53309 58576 53813 53158 52063 53144 55087 
Wansbeck 38201 56930 65758 66110 67544 66555 64455 62497 

Northumberland 219271 251693 273993 264481 272644 274315 279556 299905 

Gateshead 184791 220306 235991 235995 222481 ... 22·3310 224892 211658 
Newcastle upon Tyne 274628 306228 317120 330302 346336 338348 308063 277674 
North Tynestde 109842 139687 156611 162783 180641 207896 207940 198266 
South Tynestde 166791 178783 193951 189193 174726 185111 '177000 160551 
Sunderland 233264 260309 277479 . 282673 277207 289181 293797 295096 

Ty~a and ~c:r 969317 1105314 11!!11'51 1200944 1201391 1?.43848 1211694 1143245 

North 2414915 2729071 2937273 2938256 30085.91 3120053 3142323 3097080 

Chester 11s12 74932 77612 80711 97417 102053 115608 116157 
Congleton 37991 39518 40616 42684 50575 55346 70902 79028 
Crewe and Nantwich 74502· 79138. 80125 80995 89135 91295 97100 98217 
Ellesmere Port 11461 ·18658 23628 31134 "42788 56582 78419 81549 
Hal ton 54936 60138 62763 65895 76769 82249 95463 121972 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 
----------------

Macclesfield 78371 81609 80360 85759 99571 112357 139878 149003 
Vane Royal 61381 65049 66547 69926 82934 88326 105909 11152 1 
Warrington 94352 108229 112972 120850 147-972 141573 163280 168846 

Cheshire 484508 527272 544622 577950 687162 729779 866556 926293 

Bolton 253361 271131 267978 267418 ·254039 251211 259533 260830 
Bury 126543 133422 131923 137960 151162 152112 174557 176568 
Manchester . 649246 719520 735562 766222 702941 661779 543867 449168 
Oldham 228068 247911 248895 240603 221055 215484 223985 219817 
Rochdale 162657 176354 175739 176691 170449 189649 203148 207255 
Sal ford 307581 333908 343063 338653 305600 294200 279907 243736 
Stockport 134045 158602 165293 180746 223473 255817 292271 289730 
Tamest de 190145 197117 192904 189536 204460 204047 220871 217341 
Trafford 95700 121408 129118 155527 205312 223977 227899 221406 
Wfgan 256518 278897 283321 273744 277688 271633 302963 308927 

Greater Manchester 2403868 2638269 2673801 2727104 2716204 2719913 2728997 2594778 

Blackburn 172986 179457 170849 165323 148883 143254 141142 141758 
Blackpool 52072 64771 102845 107032 147870 153385 151909 147854 
Burnley 119338 131578 125976 120134 104622 99317 96560 93779 
Chorley 56840 62429 62768 62825 67297 67207 77808 90986 
Fylde 24469 30659 39440 39935 54054 58578 67049 68440 w 
Hyndburn 93271 100327 97328 92060 82420 80077 80599 78860 w 
Lancaster 75037 76723 84808 88229 112001 115018 123663 120914 0"1 

Pendle 87306 104494 106256 101768 90684 86304 85619 85573 
Preston 125430 131727 132241 137647 145351 141763 134687 125886 
Ribble Valley 35075 37968 38880 41498 42468 43605 51312 51968 
Rossendale 85515 84147 79686 77961 69078 65447 61968 64480 
South Ribble 30145 34002 36602 42362 55799 68220 86162 97164 
West Lancashire 36760 39586 40366 41282 52081 61000 91428 106735 
Wyre 3 I 128 37405 42866 52757 65990 78007 94851 97721 

Lancashire 1025372 1115274 1160916 1170814 1238599 1261188 1344762 1372118 

Knows ley 20740 22056 24935 27309 92962 156607 194610 173356 
L1vsrpcc1 711-6!!3 753831 !03493 !!539!!5 7!!920!! 745471 1309904 5~03013 

St. Helens 121751 138291 146450 152585 167310 169518 188762 189909 
Sefton 182272 211364 232201 243686 274870 294866 307668 300011 
Wirral 196885 252339 290077 309008 338382 351724 355602 339488 

Merseyside 1233332 1377879 1497157 1586575 1662733 1718186 1656545 1513070 

North West 5147080 5658694 5876496 6062443 6304698 6429066 6596860 6406259 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 
----------------

Luton 42877 -57070 64540 73891 113588 140044 161405 164049 
Mid Bedfordshtre 46082 47120 48377 49966 63401 69117 89829 102063 
North Bedfordshire 60983 66181 67875 69113 90494 103815 124554 132084 
South Bedfordshtre 23922 26480 28042 29989 45951 69730 88489 106790 

Bedfordshlre 173864 196850 208835 222958 313434 382706 464277 504986 

Bracknall 15858 17589 18889 17996 23187 43763 64141 81885 
Newbury . 45352 49194 48875 51472 63766 82470 104470 120231 
Reading 81340 87826 92410 97135 113975 120508 132945 132037 
Slough 17171 21593 24227 38461 73584 92755 99330 97008 
Windsor and Maidenhead 57869 61748 67316 69204 83037 107375 124054 130054 
Wok Ingham 18038 21045 23063 27530 44505 63223 99670 113938 

Berkshire 235625 258995 274780 301801 402054 510096 624612 675153 

Aylesbury Vale 55987 58376 59499 61587 80590 90435 114406 132709 
Chlltern 21744 27527 32168 39311 53338 71739 88917 91728 
M t 1 ton Keynes 35797 38364 37806 36328 43183 48675 66800 123782 
South Bucklnghamshlre 13708 16767 20067 25830 39444 57589 63726 62182 
Wycombe 45306 49591 53670 62685 87026 109424 142375 155591 

Bucklnghamshlre 172541 190627 203211 225742 303583 377863 476222 565992 

Brighton 127079 135395 148413 148720 158068 163159 161351 146134 
w 
w 

Eastbourne 44449 53620 63126 58644 57821 60918 70921 77608 ........ 

Hastings 66471 62166 67515 66321 65522 66478 72410 74803 
Hove 42650 49854 55726 64520 83109 88747 91222 84740 
Lewes 33687 35502 37041 40173 49023 56560 72201 77507 
Rother 40454 43924 48884 52012 60537 63968 71046 75278 
Wealden 55595 62238 65481 67345 80227 86400 108309 116498 

East Sussex 410387 442696 486186 497735 554307 586230 647460 652568 

Bastldon 13153 16038 13217 28464 44201 89667 130581 152301 
Braintree 52099 53555 53308 58775 67877 74502 -93384 111818 
Brentwood 17595 21782 26540 30760 39545 61216 73700 71978 
Castle Point 5243 6575 8048 15763 31140 48000 74674 135533 
Chelmsford 34338 38715 43994 52928 73618 93683 122829 138318 
Colchester 60553 66642 65825 72949 85500 93810 118156 133681 
Epping Forest 34812 37444 37452 43322 82679 104367 114099 116204 
Harlow 3110 3384 3823 4186 5771 53680 78087 79253 
Mal don 22395 24796 26003 25522 28654 31017 40536 47726 
Rochford 8327 10468 13840 20516 28997 49350 68469 73540 
Southend-on-Sea 38108. 77288 113753 129923 151806 165093 162770 156683 
Tendrtng 45181 53600 63141 62165 75522 80381 102413 113819 
Thurrock 32427 39199 48380 61168 81287 113120 123837 126870 
Uttlesford 37996 38982 36885 36933 42579 45730 54493 61341 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 

----------------

Essex 405334 488473 554215 643375 839177 1103616 1358028 1469065 

Corp. of London 26882 19619 14158 11054 5324 4767 4245 5893 
Barking 27225 38881 44627 138006 189430 177092 160800 150175 
Barnet 76080 118100 147139 231156 320438 318373 306560 292331 
Bexley 53112 59978 76591 95552 205400 209893 217076 214818 
Brent 120046 165693 184232 250879 311081 295899 280657 251257 
Bromley 100318 ' 116062 126729 164176 267771 293394 305377 294451 
Camden . 376623 353201 340962 325995 258318 245707 206737 171563 
Croydon 143840 188690 212919 270627 310433 323927 333870 316557 
Ea 11 ng 94985 164694 181545 225673 310690 301646 301108 280042 
Enfield 104589 154709 167047 201528 288112 273857 268004 258825 
Greenwich 210563 214878 238282 244922 235549 229810 217664 211806 
Hackney 388953 384544 378813 363638 265349 257522 220279 180237 
Hammersmith 249487 274767 281474 286506 241431 222124 187195 148054 
Haringey 208951 271341 285400 307446 277316 259156 240078 203175 
Harrow 24106 42030 49271 96711 219494 209083 203215 195999 
Havering 25763 33130 38478 77284 192094 245598 247696 240318 
Hlllingdon 29218 38580 48194 84012 210312 228361 234888 229183 
Hounslow 84891 109432 117605 155590 211075 208893 206956 199782 
Islington 436413 415288 406983 391738 271002 261232 201874 159754 
Kensington anq Chelsea 250429 238664 239807 239763 219117 218528 188227 138759 
Kingston upon Thames 56417 68731 74409 93408 146615 146010 140525 132411 
Lambeth 380707 403882 414743 416259 346964 341624 307516 245739 
Lew1sham 237852 270292 286979 326899 303071 290582 268474 233225 w 
Merton 61946 98479 114310 157669 200140 189013 177324 164912 

w 
(X) 

Newham 365669 424907 446701 439155 294017 265388 237390 209290 
Redbridge 65800 112279 123897 178887 256902 250080 239889 225019 
Richmond 94877 123372 141603 161070 188100 180949 i74628 157867 
Southwark 596238 579100 571305 534586 337638 313413 262138 211708 
Sutton 37277 55118 60308 103332 176151 169095 169494 168407 
Tower Hamlets 597061 570391 529724 488576 230790 205682 165776 142975 
Waltham Forest 198375 257461 267582 283416 275468 248591 234680 215092 
Wandsworth 321935 373203 384673 392660 330883 335451 302258 255723 
Westminster City 460247 420934 390263 372184 300332 271703 239748 190661 

GLC 6506889 7160441 7386755 8110358 8196807 7992443 7452346 6696008 

Bas1ngstoker 35958 :;c;c;:;c; 40060 43626 52750 68324 ;()3427 129899 
East Hampshire 31154 42179 40470 46021 58981 63018 79493 89831 
East leigh 23111 30917 32473 38161 51432 61213 78570 92491 
Fareham 14054 16466 18926 22047 42772 58363 80412 88274 
Gosport 30500 35191 35830 38673 58531 62512 76125 77276 
Hart 17288 20012 21801 24141 31493 37426 61692 75654 
Havant 13639 16140 17511 22951 35668 74607 109332 116649 
New Forest 39672 45510 49238 60761 86257 107067 130877 145123 
Portsmouth 192532 235511 248280 252651 233797 215132 197440 179419 
Rushmoor 45417 52618 44911 54371 64622 63191 74873 78107 



LOCAL AUTH. NAME 1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 

----------------

Southampton 130054 151834 167991- 183741 190337 205081 215127 204_406 
Test Valley 31973 39346 37437 43056 58151 61539 79902 90853 
Winchester 45160 50414 53393 54469 64817 73186 85734 88385 

Hampshire 650507 774974 808335 884872 1029612 1150653 1373008 1456367 

Broxbourne 19519 20887 21132 . 24330 36717 53226 71077 79562 
Decorum 33268 36775 37953 42380 58487 96821 119182 128801" 
East Hertfordshlre 49338 53470 53999 55642 67826 79901 102219 106994 
liertsmere 13189 16995 18715 26963 53298 87821 91190 87752 
North Hertfordshlre 32842 41274 46941 54315 72008 85481 99415 106986 
St. Albans 32779 42898 46696 55993 86626 107105 121204 124867 
Stevenage 4199 5268 5438 5911 7215 43014 67084 74381 
Three Rivers 15679 18450 19853 25596 59120 77153 80907 77836 
Watford 30784 42723 48217 58527 73092 75569 78410 74356 
Welwyn Hatfield 10195 11631 11911 23653 47059 81757 93939 93000 

Hertfordshlre 241797 290373 3"10860 373313 561445 787850 924632 954535 

Medina 49561 53117 54051 53358 57693 56316 64423 67569 
South Wight 32857 35069 40615 35096 379;32 39436 45089 50623 

Isle of Wight 82418 88186 94666 88454 95625 95752 1095_12 118192 

' 
Ashford 42418 44730 46156 49069 56378 61914 79083 85832 
Canterbury 56607 59169 65297 70172 82517 91182 110130 116829 w 
Dart ford 36557 42780 47220 51074 65792 78334 83333 78236 w 

-Dover 80532 85141 84721 91150 92426 93962 98969 100751 1.0 

G1111ngham 46496 56214 58289 61583 70676 72910 86862 93741 I 

Graves ham 47720 50312 55392 60312 71093 84122 9646,1 95841 
Maids tone 6;613 64820 67373 73863 88665 97117 121220 130053 
Rochester-upon-Medway 78691 85144 86430 86354 101490 111046 139296 143384 
Sevenoaks 44366 46768 49904" 55605 69752 88237 99535 109402 
Shepway 58681 ·. 64380 69448 71113 73217 73839 82016 86074 
Swale 72796 73398 77812 75953 82293 84345 100897. 109506 
Thanet 68475 78507 111690 91798 97958 104110 114870 121.150 
Tonbr1dge and Mailing 45789 48222 50059 51221 61384 69306 93385 96205 
Tunbridge Wells 65745 69336 68315 69436 77512 82140 93406 96051 

Kent 806488 868927 938112 958701 1091153 1198564 1399463 1463055 

Cherwell 41884 42655 40343 42343 61489 69930 94365 106947 
Oxford 57773 62711 66984 80242 98544 106168 108824 98521 
South Oxfordshire 47659- 51275 53745 58572 85376 101023 133624 128596 
Vale of Whtte Horse 37708 39523 99978 41380 62244 76875 . 93325 100749 
West Oxfordshtre 40728 41780 39191 40149 48699 55764 75036 80266 ·-

. Oxfordsh ire 225754 237945 240243 262684 356351 409762 505172 515079 
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----------------

Elrnbridge 34386 42349 49029 57900 89689 106211 115552 110683 
Epsom and Ewell 14513 23866 22808 35053 68102 71147 72305 69230 
Gut ldford 44056 50361 55163 65613 93031 108852 118752 120072 
Mole Valley 26038 30005 31353 39642 58871 72126 77531 76614 
Retgate and Banstead 45289 52677 54634 65416 92903 115791 119627 116191 
Runnymede 25413 27337 29290 34006 55589 70949 75683 71082 
Spelthorne 21636 ' 23892 26819 34609 63436 83263 96902 92898 
Surrey Heath 14843 22083 23409 27434 34542 44720 66045 76519 
Tandrtdge .. 30297 37159 40159 47462 64243 75212 79792 75845 
Waverley 47615 54575 58576 63861 82073 89749 104108 108901 
Woktng 21368 28969 31548 35809 47643 67507 75956 81358 

Surrey 325456 393270 422787 506800 750122 905530 1002252 999393 

Adur 11927 14469 16~54 21579 38073 47802 55034 58032 
A run 29988 34637 43439 48462 73464 84162 104583 119206 
Chichester 46563 50625 51636 56860 72600 78578 91200 97617 
Crawley 3598 3780 8238 8875 11167 54722 68647 73081 
Horsham 38245 43693 41920 44163 58447 57050 85639 100647 
Mid Sussex 37247 41260 42729 45685 59923 79392 100143 118311 
Worthing 24298 32216 37094 46499 69357 80348 88401 91668 

West Sussex 191868 220682 241811 272124 383032 492051 593646 658562 
w 
+=:> 

South East 10428928 11612439 12170796 13348917 14876702 15993116 16930630 16723955 0 

Bath 70429 73901 73371 73771 81605 83598 84787 79965 
Bristol 345945 364916 384474 406392 442777 437538 426774 387977 
Ktngswood 26589 28540 29902 32073 45725 67061 77925 84045 
Northavon 35774 35179 35593 39184 60153 71533 104494 118804 
Wansdyke 34037 38950 39008 39173 51069 60151 70980 76322 
Woodsprtng 56119 61047 72109 73305 93237 109069 140932 162295 

Avon 568894 602535 634456 663900 774567 828953 905890 909408 

Caradon 5i426 50i74 soaos 47690 52a37 .;asoa 541.:5 G7894 
Carrick 55495 54903 53447 55315 61239 63448 70057 76188 
Kerrter 64485 64918 60849 59708 63187 64699 74779 83009 
North Cornwall 46887 48992 48791 49266 56034 ·52379 56489 66189 
Penwt th 55825 56094 51623 49641 52069 49813 51332 55431 
Restormel 46124 50921 53439 54607 58908 62143 72440 79167 

Cornwa II 320242 326001 318956 316228 344274 340990 379242 430506 

East Devon 57947 62248 63815 .68102 ·79487 84226 97215 106320 
Exeter 60881 65894 65874 72719 81884 88598 95729 95621 
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----------------

Mid Devon 46371 44927 42329 42769 45618 47154 52325 58"057 
North Devon 55975 57188 61044 57253 63503 62804 70495 78728 
Plymouth 208916 224396 227041 228933 226678 230406 239452 243895 
South Hams 43639 45626 45198 47012 55354 555"15 59898 67861 
Teignbridge 57420 59837 62375 65374 75971 79744 90016 95665 
Torbay 51334 59270 63147 74034 88311 96293 109257 115582 
Torridge 42821 : 42803 41809 39989 41103 40504 44693 47275 
west Devon 36892 37513 36985 36782 38712 37455 39324 42996 

Devon 662196 699703 709614 732968 796621 822699 898404 952000 

Bournemouth 62372 82136 95394 116429 144435 154207 153854 144803 
Christchurch 7317 8835 9781 12710 22232 28680 34291 37708 
North Dorset 34395 33642 31401 30408 37205 36050 42333 46479 
Poole 28673 40442 45535 59822 82597 92022 107146 118922 
Purbeck 16630 18179 24222 24385 28512 31990 36676 40414 
West Corset 60938 62725 61076 61064 67083 68269 74052 78337 
Weymouth and Portland 39845 44432 41972 41156 48066 52525 54663 57176 
Wimborne 18548 20291 20698 22823 28860 35975 51381 68151 

Dorset 268720 310685 330077 368796 458990 499721 554394 591990 

Cheltenham 54355 54586 53906 55306 68916 80183 84247 84014 
Cotswold 51788 53393 50429 49935 63808 61235 62680 68382 
Forest of Dene 54247 55335 57896 57483 61452 62770 65888 72651 w 

+=> 
Gloucester 57668 60613 60857 63292 74437 82874 90046 92133 __, 

Stroud 57569 58264 59553 58910 74466 80125 90445 101356 
Tewkesbury 29790 31438 30485 30798 47620 59066 73818 80815 

Gloucestershire 305418 313629 313127 315721 390698 426254 467126 499351 

Mendlp 62306 62605 61284 60887 65770 69781 79312 87030 
Sedgemoor 47309 49828 49933 50873 62024 69243 80972 89051 
Taunton Deane 54260 56018 55077 56970 69555 73169 81986 86025 
West Somerset 22212 23402 24881 26125 28313 28768 29753 32299 
Yeovil 82119 84965 83164 86351 99824 104503 114332 130583 

Somerset 260205 27~320 
~.,A_.,.,., ", ... ..,..,, :!!1:!04 3251!!./! 345462 3815356 424988 

Kennet 47101 49724 47015 47984 57581 54773 64487 63333 
North Wiltshire 55097 54759 52096 53350 82502 86171 94995 102492 
Salisbury 60560 65457 69869 72293 89543 91558 101105 100929 
Thames down 59319 65925 70780 77883 90570 119451 139352 152112 
West Wiltshire 48960 50584 51927 51685 66470 70997 86808 99301 

Wiltshire 271038 286449 291687 303193 386666 422950 486747 518167 

South West 2664713 2815822 2872254 2982010 3477300 3687029 4078159 4326410 
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----------------

Bromsgrove 23440 25446 30692 35842 52412 64615 77149 88004 
Hereford 21841 23135 23525 24404 32501 40434 46503 47652 
Leominster 38637 37557 35959 34796 35498 33240 33224 37196 
Malvern H111s 64684 65098 63923 61137 ·69342 70464 77052 81875 
Reddltch 19261 21482 22534 22673 29222 34252 40839 66593 
South Herefordshlre 38856 39199 38683 37709 43661 42623 44364 4751 1 
Worcester 51066 : 52569 51819 53704 62364 66240 73807 74790 
Wychavon 46326 49787 52173 52057 64120 69613 82002 95123 
Wyre Forest . 45921 45985 45836 49285 63857 70406 85061 91474 

Hereford and Worcester 350035 360255 365146 371608 452977 491887 560001 630218 

Brldgnorth 33576 33883 31429 31316 41379 42601 47700 50259 
North Shropshire 38198 40010 39139 39089 46790 45213 47114 50114 
Oswestry 24549 25689 26335 26491 31376 29741 30264 30679 
Shrewsbury and Atcham 51798 53834 55228 57205 67962 72885 82395 87218 
South Shropsh1re 36419 36132 35863 34718 34068 32594 32391 33815 
The Wrekln 55242 56758 55067 55336 68424 74708 97238 123525 

Shropshire 239783 246307 243062 244156 289999 297742 337102 375610 

Cannock Chase· 33435 38468 42722 45828 54044 60301 79290 84526 
East Staffordshire 75722 74038 74696 74871 81315 86857 94423 94862 
lichfield 33885 37040 36775 38103 49862 51833 80360 88454 .. 
Newcastle-under-Lyme 75482 82515 84944 88994 104577 114636 119990 117922 w 

~ 

South Staffordshire 22874 25501 28568 32524 43290 62101 82794 96493 N 

Stafford 52711 56881 61085 61936 83856 92911 111154 117555 
Staffordshire Moorlands 49864 54239 57004 61403 74163 78046 90183 95842 
Stoke-on-trent 242761 266342 273624 283131 279867 277251 26!5258 252351 
Tamworth 16675 19082 20720 20257 23180 25429 40285 64,315 

Staffordshire 603407 654110 680142 707049 794154 849365 963737 1012320 

North Warw1ckshire 24431 28897 31836 33787 37729 43120 58119 59808 
Nuneaton 34073 48805 58247 65438 79866 90178 107604 113521 
Rugby 38071 45931 52427 55192 67897 75187 83620 86120 
Stratford-on-Avon 54414 55853 55699 57659 71857 80972 94523 100431 
~arw1ck 54772 56771 6;479 65i35 SiS34 9i296 ii1SS6 .. ~.., .. ""' 

1 ··~, .. v 

Warlcksh1re 205759 236257 259688 277210 339185 386752 455450 473620 

Birmingham 777964 864718 947597 1034020 1160062 1182092 1098085 1006908 
Coventry 83217 123736 155756 181420 264616 316024 336387 314124 
Dudley 163946 174249 185921 199144 230131 253108 294029 299351 
Sandwel 1 232118 263168 286608 304416 341295 338380 330284 307389 
Sol lhul 1 21913 26865 29504 42333 94435 136172 191811 198287 
Walsal 1 148188 158817 169593 181035 214899 245697 273456 266123 
Wolverhampton 159365 168357 179933 200717 241133 260422 269236 252447 
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West Midlands (County) 1586709 1779913 1954909 21.43088 254656~ 2731892 2793288 2644634 

West Midlands (Region) 2985693 3276842 3502947 3743111 .4422883 4757638 5109578 5136402 

Beverley 36678 40682 41600 46426 72330 "81399 101349 105698 
Boothferry 49328 54290 53230 53802 54269 53982 55178 60290 Cleethorpes 16217 28506 36434 38611 41341 49249 66768 68241 
East Yorkshire 48273 . 50039 58218 54152 62986 63563 65503 74997 
Glanfora 26591 31912 39295 41050 43931 46316 57517 66761 Grlmsby 65027 78325 86475 93207 95717 97978 95541 92147 
Holderness 19730 21811 26132 26345 31290 33267 39956 45877 
Kingston-upon-Hull 241736 279734 291420 314288 299594 303984 285971 268302 Scunthorpe 18207· 24411 27399 33758 54291 67347 70908 66353 

Humberslde 521787 609708 660205 701640 755753 797083 838692 847666 

Craven 44169 45895 45966 45616 ·46034 44939 46469 47653 
Hambleton 47062 48780 51100 50090 56920 58878 67187 74153 
Harrogate 77901 86358 91292 93647 108590 115245 12752"J 139736 
Rlchmondsh1re 28515 28508 29199 38641 50113 39760 42557 42531 Ryedal_e 50033 51807 50804 52072 58780 65369 72619 84113 
Scarborough 76614 76308 88871 81883 90289 88920 97337 101425 
Selby 37503 41443 46237 47472 52706 53634 68695 77212 York 86602 91758 91185 96431 109523 108511 104799 99787. w 

.j:::o 
North Yorkshire 448396 470855 505853 572952 575255 627191 666610 w 494655 

Barns ley 142296 181556 187885 20594_4 218385 222693 225514 224906 Doncaster 81110 113280 149596 216410 245396 267872 281035 288801 Rother ham 106783 140043 161481 178207 205364 226869 243110 251336 Sheffield 474381 528337 568964 572199 583703 585865 572853 536770 

South Yorkshire 804571 963215 1067926 1172759 1252847 1303300 1322514 1301813 

Bradford 422238 436217 434857 446771 449588 452672 461693 457677 Calderdale 228058 221640 216689" 214023 208122 200588 195240 191292 Ktrklees 319472 348033 353'!62 354409 353507 352297 369354 371780 Leeds 584129 612521 621086 652191 696858 714038 738997 704974 ·wakefield 192892 233650 249602 271425 277471 285841 302357 311787 

West Yorkshire 1746791 1852059 1875695 1938820 1985546 2005434 2067642 2037510 

Yorkshire and Humberslde 3521545 3895837 4098481 4319072 4567098 4681072 4856039 4853599 
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Alyn and Oeestde 24789 31154 35372 38890 48751 51426 65398 72003 
Colwyn 23643 27761 34835 34417 38110 38676 45189 48639 
Oelyn 35521 38191 39885 42829 51283 50756 56881 65140 
Glyndwr 37006 37760 37936 37457 39250 38087 37819 40329 
Rhuddlan 16017 17927 25867 25849 37605 42044 47524 52338 
Wrexham Maelor 76754 85782 88968 89494 98950 101306 105767 111724 

' Clwyd 213728 238575 262862 268937 313946 322296 358581 390173 

Carmarthen 48997 49682 50160 49394 50119 50159 49429 51733 
Cered1g1on 61078 59880 60881 55184 53278 53648 54882 57372 
Olnefwr 33280 42625 45065 45110 41440 "38825 36195 36717 
Llanelli 53051 68102 79848 84596 80475 79024 76938 75422 
Presel t 49156 51686 53185 53886 57059 59621 61130 69323 
South Pembrokeshtre 38738 38273 38793 33320 33847 34503 37838 39410 

Oyfed 284300 310245 327932 321490 316218 315780 316412 329977 

Blaenau Gwent 84114 115363 127611 110273 98547 94418 85603 79573 
Islwyn 30833 53812 71212 72057 66444 65896 65949 64769 
Monmouth 40434 42251 47166 44324 47509 53905 64344 71511 
Newport 77208 96325 106882 111812 122443 128449 136822 133698 
Torfaen 52941 67754 73645 70635 69756 81035 88423 90133 

Gwent 285530 375505 426517 409101 404701 423705 441141 439684 w 
.p. 
.p. 

Aberconwy 37615 39934 51785 45974 47851 48532 50878 52503 
Arfon 61285 58558 52275 52245 53575 51719 52481 52284 
Dwyfor 31476 30842 30711 29123 29099 27478 25902 26285 
Metrtonnydd 43592 40309 40019 38382 37204 34334 31508 32056 
Ynys Mon (Anglesey) 50478 50804 51612 48934 50596 51654 59765 67340 

, 
Gwynedd 224446 220449 226403 214659 218324 213719 220535 230468 

Cynon Valley 78491 97827 102752 91354" 76187 72561 69427 67188 
Merthyr Tydftl 75811 90448 90093 80323 69158 67129 63287 60528 
Ogwr 60783 86901 103492 98939 104172 111024 123593 129773 
Rhondda 115101 154175 163567 142049 111538 100419 88953 81725 
Rhymney Valley 47183 88233 105475 102010 95162 95969 101960 105525 
Taff-Ely 49112 67394 79890 76036 73866 72550 84624 93127 

Mid Glamorgan 426478 584978 645266 590708 530080 5.19650 531847 537866 

Brecknock 39300 42548 43595 42016 41340 39495 37764 40691 
Montgomery 55020 53232 51284 48500 46118 44230 43124 48201 
Radnor 23400 22676 23538 21350 20121 18536 18284 21575 

Powys 117720 118457 118418 111866 107578 102260 99173 110467 
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Cardiff 183577 209810 236226 245566 267577 290253 287646 273856 
Vale of Glamorgan 48855 58495 67373 70787 83718 90005 102623 110777 

South Glamorgan 232432 268306 303600 316354 351294 380267 390269 384633 

A fan 26958 39728 50833 50915 53301 60642 59347 54663 
L1 lw Valley 35008 I 51811 59428 63229 58409 55652 56283 59745 
Neath 44136 60576 68038 "71566 72146 70122 67792 66587 
Swansea 122139 152290 167178 174507 172677 t79930 189824 186199 

West Glamorgan 228242 304406 345476 360217 356534 366346 373246 367194 

Wales 2012876 2420921 2656474 2593332 2598675 2644023 2731204 2790462 

Berwlckshlre 25550 24504 23560 22114 20662 18337 16995 18092 
Ettrick and Lauderdale 37770 38643 35730 35314 34403 33509 32429 31594 
Rex burgh 41510 39996 38154 39136 38761 36221 35374 35180 
Tweeddale 15196 15283 15495 15192 15317 14166 13681 14382 

Borders 120027 118425 112938 111755 109142 102232 98477 99248 

Clackmannan 32608 32103 32895 32258 37939 41932 46093 47806 w 
Falklrk 96476 110010 109754 115623 125910 132255 140501 144437 """ Stlrltng 56306 62475 64974 63650 69028 70432 76433 80835 

(J1 

Central 185389 204589 207624 211532 232876 244620 263028 273078 

Annandale and Eskdale 33420 33345 35197 33664 33624 35347 34592 35338 
Nlthsdale 43476 43712 49577 50608 55317 56031 56465 56493 
Stewartry 31437 30594 25166 24558 24813 23299 22208 23138 
Wlgtown 36307 35539 33368 31889 34251 31757 29922 30109 

Dumfries and Galway 144639 143190 143308 140719 148005 146434 143187 145078 

Dumfernltne 76033 98569 114196 102190 118465 120003 120530 122232 
K1rkcaldy· 84858 104785 113609 113419 i25405 i39617 144955 i4 i861 
NE. Fife 57946 64378 65121 60759 62908 61072 61645 62387 

Fife 218837 267733 292925 276368 306778 320692 327131 326480 

Aberdeen (City) 174146 184028 178700 187326 204101 208054 211960 203612 
Banff and Buchan 90309 92194 88014 81839 80307 75100 72854 81446 
Gordon 63819 61283 57603 57057 53658 48907 45008 62157 
Kincardine and Oeeside 41720 39781 40138 35296 36655 33303 33117 47 t 12 
Moray 78428 77841 74177 71548 76375 74989 75693 81269 

Grampian 448421 455127 438633 433066 451094 440351 438630 470596 
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Badenock and Strathspey 10459 10313 11016 9806 9563 9121 9309 12355 
Caithness 37953 35845 31859 28683 24970 29416 29610 27383 
Inverness 40404 39201 38266 40120 45686 45848 49760 56557 
Lochaber 17021 16290 13765 15499 15613 15910 19193 20539 
Nairn 9377 9423 8862 8368 8785 8451 11051 10139 
Ross and Cromarty 42026 42885 39068 34442 33653 32698 34855 47305 
Skye and Lochalsh 17502 ' 

16234 14028 12699 11023 10062 9725 11327 
Sutherland 18818 17844 15467 14230 12407 12290 11971 14425 

Htghland 193559 188035 172328 163846 161702 163796 175473 200030 

East Lothtan 53300 62252 67232 66773 72802 74431 77406 80187 
Edinburgh 406368 415380 432045 449943 478340 484250 476629 436271 
Mid Lothian 52847 58033 45444 48029 57481 65683 79744 81661 
West Lothian 67206 79649 77946 74525 82254 85799 111843 137373 

Lothian 579722 615316 622668 639271 690878 710163 745623 735892 

Argyll and Bute 80327· 76434 91536 70798 72340 66046 65141 68786 
Bearsden and Mllngavle 7278 7141 7050 8302 20250 26024 35873 39322 
Clydebank 30199 46459 55465 55984 52669 57867 58805 51825 
Clydesdale 51759 62787 54431 51123 54415 54625 53524 57361 
Cumbernauld and Kilsyth 14988 15292 15277 15433 16826 18663 45632 61707 
Cumnock and Doon Valley 41592 41463 41725 40760 46668 52832 48779 45509 w 
Cunn1nghame 84371 85507 110073 92366 106199 111259 125878 138265 """ Dumbarton 57884 61385 65557 60260 65990 70477 78806 78041 0'1 

East Kilbride 25325 30611 24450 22935 14145 40899 74159 82499 
Eastwood 19997 26787 12673 17225 38175 43825 49857 53547 
Glasgow (City) 940087 976418 1123563 1166779 1174552 1139970 982203 763162 
Ham I 1 ton 87354 106288 91571· 88219 95566 96876 104731 107987 
Inverclyde 97900 108534 119615 114115 113734 112458 109365 99966 
Kilmarnock and Loudoun 65703 66575 68390 69189 73826 78945 81010 82149 
Kyle and Carrick 71433 77937 93223 89547 101175 105076 110476 114463 
Monk lands 76405 87907 84885 86009 97203 106465 109646 110455 
Motherwell 141559 177544 155158 151075 154470 159976 161435 150015 
Renfrew 141421 163884 154018 156612 172673 182538 202901 205884 
Strathkelv·ln 43439 50896 41176 43491 52681 59241 77302 86884 

Strathclyde 2079017 2269840 2409832 2400223 2523548 2584068 2575514 2397827 

Angus 100927 95017 90845 83520 87221 85109 84152 92841 
Dundee (City) 185503 188721 182511 188933 189943 195523 197466 180064 
Perth and Kinross 113026 114370 115078 111264 119031 117187 115987 118624 

Tayside 399455 398109 388433 383716 396194 397820 397605 391529 

Orkney 28699 25897 24111 22077 21255 18747 .17077 18906 
Shetland 28166 27911 25521 21421 19352 17812 17327 26716 



LOCA~ AUTH. NAME 

Western I_sles 

Islands 

Scotland 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1951 1961. 1971 1981 

47647 47606 44177 38986 35591 32609 29891 31766 

104512 101414 93809 82484 76198 69168 64295 77388 

4473578 4761778 4882498 4842980 5096415 5179344 5228963 5117146 

w 
.j:::. 

""'-J 
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APPENDIX B: Distribution of errors 

The tables on the following pages list the differences between 

,the county population totals,. fran 1901 to 1971, as given in the. 

1974 census volumes by OPCS, and those as calculated by the 

author. Data for each county are presented as a 4 by 8 matrix, 

and the row and colUIIU'l headings are as follows: 

Row 1: OPCS county population total. 

Row 2: The author~s oounty population tOtal. 

Row 3 ~. Difference (OPCS total - author~ s total) • 

Row 4: Difference as a percentage of OPCS total. 

Col. 1: 1901 

Col. 2: 1911 

Col. 3: 1921 

Col. 4: 1931 

Col. 5: 1939 

Col. 6: 1951 

Col. 7: 1961 

Col • 8: 1971 

. There are no 1939 National Registration figures j:or SCOtland. 

There is also ·no difference between the OPCS data and the 

author~s oounty population total for any of the Island areas. 

APPENDIX B 



101 CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
328913 390R92 283~56 302267 306563 346840 436555 51115667 

282763 3~1804 Jto12A 330467 377625 39(1892 436555 5"-15667 
. 493 463 ,.t5J .. 1554 "'30785 ,, 0 " 0,174 0,153 .0,498 •0,472 .. a,a76 0,0 0,0 0,0 

!02 NORFOLK 
5~3853 55!5Aa 565915 476~~~ 498Q1~8 5050,15 5A5780 625792 

477 2 5005 9 506049 506853 536211 55 3 0 5668113 625716 
•1852 •2581 •2196 •1848 •30431 ""1842 .. 928 76 

.. 0,389. ..0,518 •0,436 .,0,366 •6, ~H 7 •0,334 .. e,164 0,~12 

103 SUFFOLK 
~706J6 .. 39~270 397~27 3980;9 402?.00 439105 467130 538018 

68836 38 158 39~ ~A 396A4A 4335~6 437~63 466~ll2 538094 
1A0~ 2~12 •31 :HI6 1 42 28 .,.76 

0,486 0, 0 0,~53 0!464 -7,784 . 0,419 0,199 "'0,014 
w 
~ 

201 DERBYSHIRE . \0 

. ~g~g~~ g7~194 7055fl~ 7 4605~·· ~gg"gs 810Cil~~ a~gaa1 886611 
5 024 693:\2 . 7337!;;6 81U0 8 807 886611 

~2576 1617n 1218; 12294 5~38 0 0 " ,t19 2.395 1,72 1,648 0,777 0,0 0,0 0,0 
: 

202 lEICESTERSHIRE 
45sA99 496899 ~~~~~~ g~g~~g ~86R6~ &~l~g~ 706153 799571 
45 87 49b525 0084 706 53 799571 

· •468A 1374 0 0 ... 13984 1 0 0 
·1,039 0,277 0,0 0,0 ... 2,383 0,00~ 0,lll B1 0 

2~3 LINCOLNSHIRE 
399~oJ 41'14669 360844 ~87573 4~3109 4566r"' 468657 503497 

360738 8738] J992(!,~ 40466Q 4 1233 4566 3 468651 51ilJ497 
t06 190 0 0 ·8~24 0 0 0 

0,Qt29 0,~~49 0,0 0,0 •1, 67 0,0 0,0 0,0 

204 NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
2945~6 Jn3797 JA24~~ 31119471 3~854~ J597~l 398~~7 468623 
294424 3~3716 3~2311 3~937 J '9629 3595 397 83 468385 

82 81 93 97 ... 41089 15~1 174 2J8 
0 1 02R 0 1 ~27 0 1 031 0,031 ... 12,899 0,042 0 1 H44 0,'-ltit 



. . .. . .. . . .. 

, '205 NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
9~~98g ' g{4~~7 6~376b 64~'749" ~~~~~~ 7g6593 84~174 974573 

4 9 . 6 363 64 708 7 0871 84 79 90 ~24 975354 
. 98 . 13~ e,0~A 503 5722 . •5 -1('135 111761 
0,0~9 . 0,02 0,071 0,756 ... 0,e01 •0,115 .. !21,08"' 

·- / ' 

. l 301 ~LEVELAND 
J38188 378572 417964 438531 439877 473269 526497 567766 

"341853 382060 418887 43917'-1 425008 473409 526925 567662 
;.- . -3665 .. 3488 -923 .. 639 14869 .· ·11!1140 •428 104 ,. .. t,eB4 .. 0,921 •0,221 . -.0,146 3,380 •0,030 •0,081 . 0,"18 

-· 
302 CUMBRIA 

43727~ 464398 476133 4~5656 ·. 236J94 4~~~39 . a~~g~~ 47D}3.0 4 5tJ5 36393 4. 03 437270 464398 470 JO 47613.3 
521 1 -1 0 •44962 0 0 -~ 

0,!20 0,000 a0 1 ~Hl" 0,0 .. 10,491 0,0 0,0 0,0 
w 
U"1 
0 

30~· DURHAM ~ 
6111Jt29 597030 577601 596889 6PI5:.!63 607174 45~483 557098 

44 9(tJJ 556077 6et2085 597HHJ 586483 598030 6051~3 606266 
-2580 102! 1044 e70 .. 8882 ""1141 110 9~8 

0,570 fl,18 0,173 -0,012 -1,538 .. 0,191 ~.f'l18 0,150 

~04 NORT~UMBERLAND 
273993 26448~ 272644 279556 . 21927~ 25~693 26~717 274315 

2 525·· 24 7~~ 27~A7~J 26352 27 ~~8 271683 275655 279583 
. 40 6 29 1~3 953 .. ~5 1 . . 961 ... 134~ 501 27 
1,8~~ 1,189 . 1,1 0 ... 0,36(1 .. ,9L:!0 0,352 11!1~,488 -~,11110 

305 TYNE AND WEAR 
12010944 1201391 t24Je4g 1211694 2993P' 110~31" 11A111~ 1198433 

77 6 11 h~863 11848 1201356 1~ 3565 12m1aot· 12422fl 1212HI7 
\ '•8459 •5549 ~3726 "'41"2 1§4868 59"' 1"642 -413 

.. 0~ 873 '1'10. 5_02 f!l_0,·315 .. 0,034 . ,665 0,049 . "·132 .. 0,034 

401 CHESHIRE 
5446~~ 57795~ 6~85!7 687~6g 729779 "866556 .4aa5~8 . 52727~ 47 5 4 . 52356 5428- 576626 6 70o5 ~84 .4-. 729781 867335 

.. ' 49 d . 36~9 1767 1324 ""!8538 29~3 •2 -779 
1 1 0:H 0,684 0.324 0,229 .. ,04fj 0,4 4 .. 0. ~10(1 .. o, ~90 



402 GREATER MANCHESTER 
~4~~868 -~638~69 ~67JarA ~7~7~(14 ~7A4226 ~~~g~~~ ~~~~~~~ 2728997 

4 574 6~~-40 67~8 7 9.~0 5 21o114 27288!>1 
·3706 ~2671 "2~~5 ·1896 152212 •2525 -1846 146 

.0,154 •0,101, •0,0 5 w0 1 070 5,608 190,093 .... 0,068 0,005 

403 LANCASHIRE 
1"'2537~ f115274 11609~6 117~8!4 ~~7~PIB2 1238599 I26Ataa 1344762 

01551 105137 503 5 1 5 1 7 2 552 123;12166 25 382 1344071 
9856 10137 10561 11677 ·50470 533 2806 691 

0,961 ~,909 ~.910 0,997 ·4,310 0,608 0,222 0,051 

404 MERSEVSIDE 
12~~~52 1~778~9 tg97~57 15g957~ tg0721~ lg9~~~~ t~tsta6 1656545 
12 1 1 882 t 1 06 1 1 ee 1 3133 1 1 581 1657591 
·10~~9 .. 10392 .. 9594 ··10433 7!>877 ·8149 ·1395 •1046 
.0, .. 7 •0,7:>4 •0,641 •0,658 4,721 •121, 90 •0,081 .. 0,063 

501 BEDfORDS~tPE 
w 
U1 

- 173864 1 A5~ 2AB835 222958 266196 313434 3827(16 464277 
_, 

1725l1A 19546:~ 207362 221483 2Q784J 313434 3B27H6 464277 
1356 1387 .. 1473 1475 .. 29647 0 0 0 

0,780 0,705 0,705 0,662 •11.054 0,0 0,0 0110 

502 RERKSti IRE 
~~~g~~ 5tg~96 624612 2356~5 258995 27478t-l Ja4497 402~54 

. 235~ 2 25874Q 273988 J. 97 7 403 80 50 668 624574 
603 ~46 792 .. at ·65370 "'1326 Jo42A 36 

0,256 0,095 0,288 .. 0,027 ·19,548 ~e,3J0 0,672 0,0l'6 

503 BUCKINGHAHSHIRE 
225742 247415 303583 377863 476222 t72541 19~627 203211 

17170~ . 189315 202635 224311 286341 301241 J80677 4763~4 

e3 13 A~ 576 t4Jt .. 38926 2~42 -2814 •132 
0,486 0,6 0,283 0,634 .. 15,733 0,771 ... e,7 5 ... 121,"'28 

504 EAST SUSSEX 
a3g}3g ~§~~~~ ~149§1 5~~~~~ ~~2~3~ 64746P. ~ HJ~87 at1~g9o H.l 61 4 15 218 7 6414M1 

.. .s74 81 ~ 0 -1c;,693n 0 '1 0 
.. 0,116 0,~18 0,0 e.~ -2~,767 0,~ 0,1?1 0,0 



505 F.SSEX '· 

20~33~ ~8g~~~ ~5~§~l 8~~~{~ ~lg9~~ B~§l~~ 1HI3g1a 1358028 
0 10 1103 1 1358028 

2t81 223~ 164 t96A ~2b8 6 1 0 0 
0,538 0,45 111,297 0,311 .. 3,·739 0,00fc1 0,0 0,0 

-
506 Gl.C 

7160441 7386755 8110358 8615050 81()6807 7992443 7452346 65Ci6889 
6508228 7161684 7378470 81ld8542 8617972 8196807 7992443 7452346 

·1!"1339 •1243 8285 1816 -2922 0 0 ., 
.. 0,~21 ""0,017 0,112 0,022 .-0,034 0,0 0,0 0,0 

507 HAMPSHIRF. 
9592~9 115"'653 6505~7 774974 808335 88487~ ~~296!2 137~0(i8 6464 9 770335 805442 88187 8711 2 263 2 49944 137 887 

4038 4639 2893 2993 88047 3280 709 121 
0162 t. 0,599 0,356 0,336 9,179 0,319 0,062 0,009 

508 HERTFORDSHIRE 
310660 787850 924632 . 24 ~797 29037 3 3733~3 4557Be 561445 w 24 772 29'-1511 3 09~15 J733 ()I 5::?5594 561828 78837A 925177 U1 

!"975 ~138 ""45 •57 ·69814 •383 ·528 ·545 N 

.. 0,403 .. 0,048 .. 0,014 •0,G!I15 •15,317 •0,068 •0,067 .. 0,059 
·. 

509 ISLE Of WIGHT 
94666 858[HlJ 956~~ 9~752 109512 8~418 88186 88454 

8 4 8 88 86 94666 88454 93377 956 . 9 "1M~ 09512 
0 0 0. 0 •7577 fl 0 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 .,8,831 0,0 0,0 . 0,0 

5t0 I<ENT 
8689~7 8A6.488 9Jalil~ 9587~5 IB~~~~g le9H53 '1198564 13()9453 806752 8674 3 938 . 9596:.> 09 53 98564 1399463 .. 2b4 1434 -736 .. 954 .. ,43446 0 . 0 0 

"0,QIJ.~ 0,165 "'0,078 •0 1 HH.l ... 4,282 0,0 0,0 0,0 

511 OXFORDSHIRE 
2202,3 ~~9{~1 237945 262684 293782 3~63~1 209762 505172 

2395~14 2 11 A 264171 331113() J 73 7 Hl375 5~5079 "1443 ·1559 •152 •1487 ·36357 •H116 ·613 93 
-0~639 •0,655 -0,636 -~,566 -12,375 .. 0,285 •0,150 0,018 



512 SURREY 
1002252 . ~254~6 ~9327~ ~22787 ~06800 627~00 ~50122 9055~0 . 244 4 92921 24383 08763 701. 67 49605 9056 9 1002209 

. . . . 992 349 •1596 •1963 1!174067 -5A' •129 43 
121,305 0,089 "'"11,377 ,..0,367 •11,800 0,0. 9 -9!10,014 0,004 

513 WEST SUSSEX 
~21811 ~~~l§~ 29f0~1 593646 191 R6R ~~068-~ ~~~~~~ ~33~~~ ;__ 1917A2. 114 2132 9 9 1 593689 

' ' . 1 6 . " 60 11)32! ~~;~J70 • 1785 · .... 517 130 •43 
c : . 0,081· .. 121,208 .. 0,13. •0,136 •28,045 .. 0,135 . 0,026 .. 121,007 

.. : 

:i 601 AVON 
6·~4456 66~900 8§895~ 905890 ·:. ~6889~ .gg~s~~ 7"!64~ 773567 ;· 7474 6 ~379 66.148 75 16 77 082 8 195~ 905·190 

: . ·5849 .,5~04 .. 5923 •5248 .. 51525 w35s5 -2997 700 
.P1,028 .. 0,947 .. 0,934 .. ~,79~ ... 7,343 .. 0,4 4 ·1110~ 362 0·,077 

602. CORNWALL 
~MH~90 ~~i~~~ -~~9~~~ ~t8996 ~~~~~~ ~~0~C10 ~~~~~~ 379242 w 

2('Jr:1 7 8 Jt. 4~99~ 379242 U'1 ?. - w 
·1261 "'1121 .. 1067 -18131 0 0 ~ 

.0,407 -0,387 .. 0,351 ... 0,337 .. _5, 847. 0,0 0,0 0,0 

· . 6."3 DEVON 
6991(-l~ 7~2968 796621 8?.2699 ... 66~196 70961~ 746790 898404 

... ' . 66 t66 69851 . 70826 7 i6.57 780244 796621 8~2699 898404 
' . 1030 . . 1191 1341 . 1311 . ·33454 0 0 0 

0,15~ 0,17!i.l . 0,190 0,179 1134',460 0,0 0·,0 0,0 

: 604 DORSET 
~30A1l ~6879a ~~3!91 554394 ~667~~ ~~~s~~ -158990 . 4997~~ 725 32967 7178, 462270 5"04' 554516 

.... 3830 . !'4237' · '!"2A9e ... 2993 .. 54323 ~326~ •709 ~122 
., ·-1,.tt25 .. 1,364 ~0,876 •0,812 "'13,7ij2 •0,715 •0,142 ... 0,1122 

. 605 GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
-3051.118· 313629 313127 315721 321906 39~1698 426254 . 467126 

... 3lil2375 310833 3HJ15~ 31345~ 353824 389325 424543 46824~J .. . 3£?143 2796 2977 2271 ~31918 1373 1711 -111d 
"·996 0,891 . 0,951 0,719 ~9,915 0,351 . 0,4~1 .. e,2J8 



606 SOMERSET ... 

·268:?~5 276820 274337 28 a2~,4 2BA7a0 325484 34546~ 386356 
. . 265(1156 273A18 271724 27 541 32 !)!2 32390! 34481. J8671H 

3149 3~02 2613 2663 ""!447 2 158 643 ·1354 
1,174 1,084 0,952 0,947 "'15,875 0,486 0,186 """ •. ~9_2 

607 WILTSHIRE 
291687 271038 286449 3A319J 3Ul500 386666 222950 486747 

270867 286274 291707 3~3250 346987 386666 22950 486747 
t7! 175 .. 20 .. 57 ·36487 " ·e 0 

8,06 0,061 .. 0,007 •0,019 ·11,751 0,0 0,0 0,0 
. . • . 

.. 701 HEREFORD AND WORCESTER 
· ~~g~~~ ~g~~g~ · 3a~!!9 ~~~~~R ~gl~~~ ~5~§~~ 28183~ 5601fH:Jl 

56m11d 
-4134 51~0 18 9 21711 . ·4 484 0 0 0 
t 1 tB1 1,416 0,501 0,584 •12,661 0,0 0,e 0,0 

702 SALOP 
~46~~,7 

w 

~~g~~~ ~43~6~ ~44!56 ~4~gg~ ~89999 ~9774~ 337}02 (.11 

45 2r;, 433~ 44 69 26 - 89999 9774~ 337 02 ~ 

457 487 11!1245 •233 •22067 . 0 0 0 
0,191 0,198 •0, HU .. 0,095 ... 9,011 0,0 0,0 0,0 

703 STAFFORDSHIRE 
70704"9 6~~4~1 654A¢~ gg?A~~ ~~g~~~ 794154 849365 963737 

6" 2 8 655 7 708433 794 54 849365 963737 
•8§1 .. 1787 ·1526 •1384 ·9921 0 0 0 

. ..0,1 6 "!!0_,273. •111,224 .. ~.196 co1 1 362 0,0 0,0 0,0 

71'14 WARICKSiilRE 
¥115759 ~36f57 ~59688 ~~~~A~ ~95696 ~~~~g~ 386752 45545()1 

. 947~6 24 82 47533 92752" 378313 450292 
11 ~HJJ 12075 12155 A4344 2944 10927 8439 158 
5,348 5,111 4,661 ,174 0,996 3,222 2,182 el {/)j5 

. ' 
-- ·-- ·. - - -

705 -~EST MIDLANDS 
19549,}9 2143~68 23348~0 2546568 273~892 279J288 , 1586709 t7799A3 

1599829 17929 6 1966483 215734<1 22774 2 2557134 273 fHio 279242'1 
·13t2~l .. 13073 •11574 ~14256 57318 !!"10566 -7913 868 
.. 0,827 .. ~.734 .. ~,592 -0,66!? 2,455 ... 0,415 .. 0. 29~1 f11,031 



801 - tiUMBERS I DE '· 

521787 6V~9708 6602iJ5 7~1640 733882 755753 797083 838692 
521 ~~~ - 609 ~g~ 659~g~ 7~1~~g 6g~3A1 755~~~ 796~~~ 838682 .. -·-

10 
0,081 0,093 (i;1 I ~155 •0,004 5,773 0,043 0,026 0,fH:1l 

802 NORTH YORKSHIRE 
~19713 . 44839ij 4708~5 494695 ~~!ga~ ~729ij2 5~~~~~ 627191 

4357~- 4595 5 4894 0 5~889 '688 ! 62nj54 
126 7 11270 5185 96j "'3 176 406 3023 137 
2~827 2,394 1.048 _0,78 -6~191 0170 0,526 0,kJ22 

~; 803 SOOTH YORKSHIRE 
i3225~4 R04~~l 9~321~ 10~~92a 11727~9 1192493 1252847 1303301!) 

28 8 9 024 10 96 11892 4 1182115 12 3908 13~'2359 13225 6 
~24,37 ~27~33 ·16060 - ·}6465 HJ378 •1065 941 •82 
.2, 6 ~2,807 •1,504 "" ,404 0,870 ... 0,08 0,072 .. 0,006 

8rll4 WEST YORKSHI·RE w 
1746791 1852059 1875695 193882~ 1940164 198~546 21M1~434 2067642 (11 

(11 

17555kl4 1859636 1880l~'A 1942634 1894405 198 061 20~1 556 2n67421 
-87~3 --7577 ·4 a -38~4 45759 ""3535 ·3122 221 

~0,4 9 .,0,409 "'0,235 P0,1 7 2",359 •0,178 -~.156 0,011 

' 
901 CLWYD 

2g2862 358581 21~~28 ~j9~~~ ~gg~~~ 27~Hl§ ~1~94~ ~2229t1 
21 . 80 2 22,~3 3l~5t8 1 62 .. 22~.143 358602 

''748 - 720 659 '475 ~281d80 321 253 .. 21 
0,35'11 0,31.12 0,251 0,177 •10,133 0,102 0-,(178 .. 0,006 

· 902 OYF~D 
316412 . 2R~~"0 31~~~~ 3~~~3~ '3~1 ~g-~ 30~g0A ~~g~lR· 3l5JC~ 28 0121 1 239 316412 

- . 0 3 0 0 .. !1339 0 0 ~ 
0,0 0,001 0.('1 0,0 ~ ,695 0,0 - ~.0 0,0 

903 GWENT 
a26517 41?19H:JA 2855~0 ~7~~05 379564 a~.g701 423705 441141 

29{!18 5 7 .85 26871 41025 90,24 ~.16299 424818 441~56 
.. 5295 -438~ ·35 -1155 oo\0 61il •1596 •11 3 85 

P1 1 854 "'1,166 P0 1 083 oa0 1 2H2 . ·2. 835 -CJI,395 •!:!,263 lfl,~19 



.. ·:. : 
. . ·:·":: .. ·· . ,!, 

. • .. . .- . :. 

·: 904 · GWYNEDD 
229403 213~~9 220535 '=· 224442 220449 214r~9 2t~~021 218~24 .· 

2251218 221067 22 f?J62 215 3 23 947 216645 213 2 22~514 
.. .,640 ... 618 ·659 .-474 ·26926 F-321 .. 253 21 
.,0,285 . •0,280 •0,291 .. C'I,221 •13,"HJ6 .. 0,147 .. 0,118 0,0Hl 

: 90~ MID GLAHORGAN 
59~7~8 ~~ijig~ 51965~ 531847 ·.I . ·426478 584978 645266 526A88 

. '·". _418285 5766!4 640169 58 4. 3 527 40 5 9352 532090 
., .. 8093 83 4 . 5Gll97 4215 '!11452 . 9A 298 !'!243 

.·.:--.' ·1, 21 1,430 0,790 121,714 ... 0,276 0,16 ·. 0·,057 .,0,046 

. ' .. 
"i 906 

. ' Pm-JYS 
·I 117720 118457 118418 111866 102557 107578 102260 99173 

117363 118198. 118354 111785 109753 107195 102066 99157 357 . 259 64 81 •7196 383 194 16 0,303 0,219 0,054 0,12172 ... 7,et7 0,356 0,190 0,016 
. 

907 SOUTH GLAMORGAN w 
·:· ~~~4~~ ~68306 ~~~fjk)(1 ~~6,54 ~~~g~l ~5~694 380~67 390269 U1 

72619 0 741 9 65 5 . 27 379 78 J9k1347 0'\ 
:! . . 193~32 ~4313 .. 5141" •J4~1 •12453 367 589 -'78 . ·1,391 .. 1,6~7 ... 1~693 ... 1,0 8 .. 3,956 0,104 0,155 .. 0,020 
! : 
i 

; 908 WEST GLAMORGAN 
345ii76 J602A7 356534 :·. 228~42 30441i16 35~0~0 366346 373246 

'. 228 2b 304421 345249 3600 1 35 1 3 356749 366538 373362 
"'7 •15· 227 136 ... 4133 -2A5 .. 192 .. 116 

.0,035 '!!'0,~05 0,066 0,038 •1,177 .. e,e A •0,052 .. 0,031 

1001 BORDERS .. 
f129~8 p 1755 l"9a42 98477 : 12~027 11842~ 108478 1QJ2232 .· . 11 5~6 118326 122 7 11 A·92 0 08 03 102193 98459 

: 521 99 65! . 63 108478 339 39 18 
:0,434 0,084 0, 57 . 0,5~14 H.l0, 00~ 0,311 "·~J8 0,018 
... 

; . . 

. '1002 CENTRAL 
I 185389 2~4589 ~Cj7624 ~~~g~~ 2t99o9 23~876 2446~1?1 ·263028 

6!:>498 203454 1~8529 " 23 402 ·2446 1 262949 
... 109 tt35 . co9l·J5 ... 821 2199C19 .. 526 ... 11 79 

.. ~.059 0,555 1!10,436 !110,388 HW,~HH!J ·0,226 .. 1-' .. eJf14 0,030 



1003 DUMFRIES AND GALWAY 
144g39 143tg0 1433oB 140~1g 141193 14800~ 14g434 143187 
144 68 1431 ~ 1433~ 140 1 A 148li10. 14 434 43187 

-29 0 0 0 141193 0 0 0 
.. 0,020 0,~ 0,0 A,A t~e,e~li1 0,0 0,0 0,0 

1004 FIFE 
2tga37 267733 292925 276368 285206 306778 320692 327131 
21 753 267630 292857 2763~: 0 3B6778 320692 3271Jn 

84 11t:13 68 2852(16 0 0 0,00~ 0,038 0,038 0,023 0,020 U:JC-1,('1~0 0,0 121,0 

1005 GRAMPIAN · 
4484~~ 4ssA21 438633 433066 443419 451094 440351 438630 
4539 458 17 441517 438396 0 453566 441993 438487 
•5566 .. 3690 •2884 "'5330 443419 •2492 .. 642 143 

.. t,241 .. 0,811 •0,657 .. 1,231 100 1 t(Hl0 -0,552 •0,373 0,033 

1006 KIGHLANO ~ 
163796 175473 

....... 
t93559 188035 172328 163A46 160810 1617.{12 
19287?. 187~03 1717b5 163255 0 161172 163572 175474 

687 32 573 591 16~81~ 530 224 •1 
121,355 0,442 0,333 0,361 1U0 1 (iHH~ 0,328 0,137 -0,001 

1007 ~OTHIAN 622668 639271 677870 690878 7HH63 745623 
579 22 6153,6 

623Js9 639834 0 691237 710203 745642 
582~77 6181 -~ ·3 9 •41.'1 •19 

•2355 .. 2854 .. 6 "1 ·563 617870 
\1"0,049 .. 0,006 -0,003 

.,.0
1

406 .. e,464 ·0, UJ5 ... 0,086 10~,0kJ0 

1008 STRATHCLVDE 
2409832 2a0V)223 25~4706 2523548 ~g3~~3g 2575514 

207901~ 22g984~ 2 0U469 0 2 2,H.,51 2575523 
20688~ 22 4403 24HJ349 

25C'I47"6 ·503 .. 317 -.9 
HJt Q •14563 -5~7 ·246 .. 0.~20 .. e.~t2 -0,000 
0,491 •0,642 .. (ll,111 1 •0 1 fiU~ 10r.1,0i'.l~ 

100~ TAYSIDE 3R~433 38371~ 385C-l6f' 3Clgt94 39~820 397605 
9945~ JQA 1. ''9 39 874 39 717 397674 

J988~ 397514 38 0411 38321. (iJ 
Hl3 •69 

309 5vl3 36506~ 320 .0,017 6l~2 595 
.0, HH?I 0,131 Hl0 1 ~HJ0 0,061 0,026 

0,t51 0,149 
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APPENDIX C: Sources of data 

This appendix lists the principal.sources of ~ta used for this 

research. 

Population data presented in tables 4.2, 4.:3 and 4.5 were 

taken fran the original (1971) and reaggregated (1974/5) 

Census volumes. These figures represent original OPCS data. 

Data presented in tables 5.2, 5.4 arld 5.5 :represent the 

results of calculations· to derive a data set, described in 

chapter 4; population data used in these calculations 

originate fran the County Census Reports, for· the Censuses of 

1911 to 1971 inclusive. 

The same volumes were used for information on changes in 

boundaries of local government areas, as used :ln chapter 4 

and presented in tables 4.1 and 4.4, and for. the dates of 

20th century censuses presented in table 5.3. 

1939 population totals were obtained from a volume· entitled 

'"National Registration of England and Walen, 1939'" and 

published by the GK> in 1940. 

The mid-year est~tes of population used ·in cttapter 4 and 

table 4.6 were obtaj,ned from the OPCS Monitor, Series PP. 

Mid-year est~tes quoted in table 8 .1 were obtained from the 
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relevant volumes of the Registrar General'~; Statistical 

Review of England and Wales, and the Annual RE!:p:>rt of the 

Registrar General for SCotland. 

The above sources· can all be found in Durham or in Newcastle 

University Library. 
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APPENDIX D: Description of a GIMMS cammand ·file 

In order to give same idea of a GEMMS production r.urt for a frame 

in the film, each ocmnand in figure 7. 2 (page 301) is now briefly 

described. 

*PIO!'PABM: this sets up the plotting parameters, directing output 

to a PDF (c.f. the screen). 
--

*SYSPABM: sets ·up system parameters, here ·switching .off data 

listings. 

*TEXTPABM:. sets up text parameters, selecting alphabet 16 

(triplex serif).· 

*PID'!'PH)G: enters the plotting .E!:29,ram. 

*Gn.MSFILE: operis up locational data files on tmits 10 and 11, 

and sets the scaling factor at 0. 005. 

*DATAFILE: ocmnand to read thematic data, 11 variables I zone. 

(Variable 1· · is in fact the area code to which the remaining ten 

density values refer.) 

$continue with : MTS cammand to switch to reading th~tic 

data file. 

*LEVELS: sets up two classes for the output map. 

*INTERVALS: class intervals for ten variables. 

*SYMBOLisM: sets up the shading for each area - blank for the 

first, and for the second, lines 0.08 mn apart, a·t 0 d~rees 
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(i.e. horizontal), in line type 0 (solid) and pen 3 (red). 

*JOINSCAN: requests joining of shading lines ·(see above) with 

intermediate storage on unit 7. 

~= sets ~ parameters for the key. 

*CXJTLINE: switches off boundary drawing. 
·~ 

. *NP»o!AP: defines frame area (30 * 52 an with ct surrounding 

frame). 

*SYSPARri: here, this cxmnand causes file 7 (used in *JOINSCAN) to 

be re\\Ound to the .beginning for use with a new map. 

*SCISSOR: positions the inset plotting area for the Shetlands (in 

ans). 

*ORIGIN: sets ~ the co-ordinate system for the Shetlands in the 

above inset. 

*DRARotAP: draws the outline of the file on unit 11 (the 

Shetlands). 

*sCISSOR: resets the plotting area to the default (as specified 

by *NEHIJAP) • 

*ORIGIN: resets the co-ordinate system - the National Grid 

co-ordinates X=O and Y=620 are placed at X=O, Y=O on the plotting 

area. 

*DRARotAP: draws the external outline only· of the· file on lD'lit 10 

(Great Britain). 

*TEXT: positions and sets the size of text, also centring it. 

All text is in upper case unless preceded by the rood.ifyer @L. 

'*MAP: shades variable 2 according to the above options. 
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The above is the sequence of ocmnands for one map: all those 

fran ~ to *MAP are repeated a further nine times to 

generate the ten maps in one nm. The remaining oorrmands (*END 

and *SToP) then cause the exit form the plotting program and the 

final exit fran GM!S itself, outputting the plot buffers to the 

PDF. 
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